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Although Doris Lessing published her first novel more than

twenty-five years ago, only quite recently lnas she acquired

attentive and respectful critics outside Britain. In the

last several years, a flurry of interest has grown up around

this novelist, perhaps because her words have finally reached

an audience able to appreciate her message. Doris Lessing

has become, suddenly, a'rstandardrtauthor. For example, one

of her short stories, rrFrom Roon Fifteen,rr appears in the

latest revision of the Norton Anthology of English Literature.

Two book-length studies of Lessing and her work have been

published; several doctoral dissertations have come out, and

there are an ever-increasing number of articles on her work

in the scholarl-y journals. Indeed, Contemporary Literature

(Autumn, I973) has published an issue devoted entirely to

Lessing criticism. Courses on her works are being taught on

university campuses, and many wonents studies and contenpolîary

novel courses include selections from her writings. In short,

Lessing, who is both a prolific novelist and short-story

writer, has begun to receive the attention of critics.

Critical acclaim brings with it a new set of problens

and no one is more aware of the peculiarities of this atten-

tion than Lessing herself. She has described the kind of

letters she receives from people all over the wor1d, each

Introduct ion
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commenting on what he or she believes to be therrmessagell

of one novel or other. Lessing cites three rnajor groups

into which this correspondence fal 1 s . She writes :

0ne letter is entirely about the sex war, about mants
inhumanity to wonan and womanrs inhurnanity to man, and
the writer has produced pages and pages all about
nothing e1se, for she--but not always a she--canft
see anything else in the book.

The second is about politics, probab1-y from an o1d
Red like nyself,and he or she writes many pages about
politics, and never mentions any other thene....

The third letter, once rare, but nov/ catching up
on the others is written by a man or woman who can
see nothing in it but the thene of rnental il lness .

But it is the same book.1

In somewhat over-simplified fashion, Lessing has cited

the three major thenes of her novels: Feminism, Marxísm,

and Psychology; and each theme has attracted its own group

of critics. Interest in Lessing within the United States

began about the same time that radical Feminism achieved

international proninence and it is not surprising that so

many extremist women have been drawn to a novelist writing

so truthfully about their 1ives. Problems began to arise,

however, when Lessing asserted that she was not an adherent

of Feminism, Marxism, or any other rrism. "

Feminist and Marxist critics a1ike. who attended the

series of lectures Lessing gave at the New School for Social

Research in New York, were shocked by the things which she

told them about their lives. First, Lessing denied the

efficacy of any political action. In spite of the fact that

she was a Comrnunist when she began her career, she told her



audience repeatedly t:hat she does not believe in any of the

'rso-ca11ed authoritiesrt whether external 0r internal.

rrPeople must learn to tr'ust theír own exper'ienc€S," she

said. She enpha sized that she I^/ants people rito learn to

look at themselves; that is what her novels aTe about,"2

Statements like this weTe bound to aTouse the animosity

of critics with a particular bias. Marxist critics, for

example, who expected Lessing to remain a committed revolu-

tionary, hleïe upset not only by her words, but by the direc-

tion of her recent novels as we11. They felt, ol the whole,

that her movement from social realism in the early novels,

to rnythology and psychology in the later ones, was a kind of

heresy. unable to accept this change in Lessing, they con-

tinue to force her later worksinto the earlier patterns. Such

recent articles as Anne M. Mulkeenrs lrTwentieth Century

Realisn: the rGridr Structure of The Golden Notebookt'r assert

that Lessing continues to be a Marxist because her novels

reveal the dialectic between the individual and the complexi-

ties of modern 1ife. This works ver'y well until Briefing for

a Descent into He11, where the complexities of modern life

have only the most tenuous value in relation to the complexi-

ties of the inner wor1d.

Ferninist critics have been equally dismayed; for how

can a wïiter who portrays woments problens so accurately fail

to caTTy the banners against male dominance in our society?



Lessing refuses, however, to become a partisan in the sex

war, for she is more interested in the psychological dimen-

sions of male-female relationships. A critic who approaches

Lessing from the Feminist angle may well wind up in the

same situation in which Florence Howe was placed during arr

interview. Howe disliked the male characters in The Golden

Notebook, and queried Lessing about them.

F.H. But your male characters in that book are rea11y
very unpleasant, all of them. There isnrt a
good ma1 e charact er .

D. L. I donrt think thatrs true. Whatts that doctorr's
name?...Why is he unpleasant?.

F . H. Iüe11 , hets marvelous to a point then he l eaves .

D.L. We11, men do 1eave, after all. That doesnft make
them less maïve1ous.4

Such honesty to herself and her characters creates serious

problems for anyone with equally strong ideas of Lessingrs

place in the scheme of critical analysis.

In spite of the difficulty of pínning Lessing down, her

aesthetic principles are discerníb1e and have evolved graC-

ualIy over the course of her career. It is the purpose of

this study to trace the logic of Lessingrs developnent, ob-

serving the elements that remain the same as well as the

changes, while exploring the lvlarxist, Feminist, and psycho-

logical patterns as they are utilized within the framework

of her unique talent. Psychological criticism: provided

that it is not reductive, remains the most inclusive way

to account for her later novels. for it is clear that mid-

way through the Children 0f Violence series, a rinewft Lessing



began to emerge. Martha Quest, that most political of all

protagonists outside of sovi.et-realist novels, began to ex-

plore the labyrinths of her own mind rather than the dynamics

of social action. After Landlocked, the fourth volume in the

seríes, political action is always secondary to the inner

workings of characters who are undergoing a crisis before

change.

changes in her life. She moved from politics--she was a card-

carrying Communist in Rhodesia--to the world within, probably

as a result of her own psycholanalysis undertaken with a

woman whom she desoribes as a trRoman Catholic, Jungian and

Conservatíve.'rU ,"ssing notes that in spite of the fact that

she did not like much of the terminology used, the analyst

was helpful to her because of the quality of her ideas.

Quite simply, Lessing has become involved with ideas that

can only be termed Jungian. Lessing herself, as well as aLI

the major characters in her most recent novels, is involved

in what Jung terms rlthe process of individuation.I' Lessingts

distrust ôf collectives was engendered by this later interest

in Jung, for with Jung, she has come to realize that the only

efficacious changes occur within the individual himself,

The changes in Lessingrs interests para11e1 certain

rather than through group action. In spite of the fact that

so much of Lessingts fiction is devoted to socíal and poli-

tical activity, her ideas about the individual and the group

are, in the end, much like Jungrs, who writes: "In the last



analysis the essential thíng is the life of the individual.

This alone makes history, here alone do the great tTans-

formations first take p1ace, and the whole future, the whole

history of the world, ultinately springs as a gigantic sum-

mation from the hidden sources within individuals. In our

nost private and subjective lives we aTe not only the passive

witnesses of our ages, and its sufferers, but also its
Ámakers."- Martha Quest, who tests her individuality against

all the collectives, is a prime exarnple of this trend of

thought. This is another irnportant aspect of Lessing's

break with the Marxists, for at the New School Lessing clear-

Iy established the individual rather than the economic order

as the prime mover in social change. At her lectures, dis-

cussing the problems of the earLy Feninists, she recalled

the way scorn hlas heaped upon these women for asserting their

basic human rights by going to Testaurants a1one, having male

visitors in their rooms, believing in love outside of

marïiage, and so on. rrWe can see from looking at these ulomen

Lessing said, "how it is possible for a social and no1.al c1i-
7

mate to change without changing the economic base."'

Lessing believes that society is altered by the forces

for change that irrupt in individuals. At the New School,

Lessing described for her audience the ways in which they

could take responsibility for their own lives. First, she

emphasized that each must findtithe self we are and $Iere

before the externaL/ internal authorities got hold of us.rr

tl



She suggested a nunber of ways to do this, methods which

are, once again, indebted to Jungian analysis. Her list

is short: rtcultivate learning about your dream life, look

at the group youtre a part of and try to see which of the

group's ideas aïe rea11y yours, conjure up your earliest

memories.lt

Lessingrs most recent novels assert, repeatedly, the

necessity of self-knorvledge through the inward quest. More-

over, she atternpts through formal experimentation to break

down oul ordinary kinds of perception. She \^rants to tuTn

us back r^rithin, and provides a way out of the prinordial

maze by means of archetypal patterns and cosmic analogies.

The Golden Notebook, Lessing's nost difficult novel, is a

key example. In it she tr.aces the pTocess of individuation

in a neurotic, Marxist, Ferninist characte1.. Anna Wulf , the

protagonist who is also a novelist, seeks relief from a

writerrs block from a Jungian analYst, disintegTates ' and

reintegrates as a new individuated personality. This novel

is both a paradigm of Lessingrs personal development and of

her development as a novel ist . The authorrs message has

been consistent in the last four or fíve novels. In each

case, the protagonist undergoes an experience nuch like that

of Anna Wu1f. Martha Quest, Professor Charles Watkins, Kate

Brown, and the t'SurVivortr al l experience a heightened awale-

ness of what life is all about through contact with their

inner ênê'r'oi zino cênf erç The overall process of develop-f lIlIEr , v¡rvf Ë

ment in Lessingrs novels, then, is a movement from Marxism



to nyth' Her earTy novels can be terrned socialist_ïealistworks as Lenin and Lukacs define such novels. rn thern,Lessing exhibits a belief in the Marxist premise which des_cribes a unity between the individual and society creating"an organic world vision in which every action, thought andemotion of human beings is inseparably uound up with thelife and struggles of the human cornmunity.,,, ,n The GrassIs Singing: €rDd the first three volumes of Chitdren Ofviolence 
' Mary Turner and Martha Ques t are individualsfighting within and against a community more important thanthey are' These eaTly works with their stïong socialorientation are novers in the conventional sense. From TheGolden Notebook on, Lessing's novels assune a new quarityandcould better be termed mythic naïïatives.

Evelyn Hinz, in her serninal study of the distinctionsbetween the novel and the mythic naTTative, g 
cites as abasis Miïcea E1 iaders studies of primitive and nodern socie_ties ' Er iade feel s that the nost inportant distinction be_tr^/een the archaic world view and that of modern manf,lies inthe fact that the former feels hinself indissol ubTyconnectedwith the cosmos and cosmic rhythms, whereas the latter insiststhat he is connected only with history.' Hinz continues,"Here in essence also lies the difference between the per_spective of the novel and that of mythic narrative: in con_trast to the novelist who, like modern man, is oriented towardhistory' the mythic artist, like archaic man, regards history



as i1lusion, and the activities, institutíons, and values

associated with it as profane or symptomatic of manrs

fal len condition. Like archaic man, the nythic artist con-

ceives of reality as that which is imbued with the divine,

that which is eternally recurrent, that which is transmitted

in sacred history or myth." Lessingrs career, then, includes

both the novel and the mythic narrative and is character-

ized by the rnovement f ron one to the other.

While Lessingrs early stories are more precisely

novels than mythic narratives, there are some qualities

of the latter present from the outset. Lessing, from the

beginning of her career, was clearly influenced by D. H.

Lawrence. This obvious influence has been cited by Lessing I s

main critics; however, her changing attj-tudes toward the

Lawrencean content of her novels has not been discussed.

While Lawrence was an important influence on the symbol-

ism in The Grass Is Singing, and the vibrant descriptions of

the living world ín all of her novels, hís predominant

inf luence has been on her use of rrcosmic consciousness,I'

that feeling of unity with the life and order of the universe

There are differences in the vtay each writer perceives cosmic

consciousness which must be noted. Lawrence exÞerienced

cosmic consciousness primarily through sex. In Lessing, on

the other hand, the intense sense of being at one with the

living cosmos is seen most frequently as a backdrop to

failed lives, or as a commentary on the blindness of ordinary



1ife, with the crucial and ínportant exception of Martha

Questrs relationship with Thomas Stern. However, in most

cases, cosmic unity, for Lessing, requires more than a man

and a hJoman. For her vision is of a hierarchic society

in which man, his social, biological and spiritual functions,

are all linked to the natural hierarchy of earth, sun and

planets. Moreover, Lessing I s cosmic vision derives not from

a mind-obliterating sexual experience, but from a mind-explor-

ing breakdown, a psychic death and rebirth. Sex may trigger

this event for Lessing's characters but it is not capable of

providing transcendence without self-knowledge. While

Lawrence explores the bodyrs transcendent mysteries to achieve

cosmic harmony, Lessing explores the rnindrs nysteries for the

same purpose.

While Lessingrs debt to Lawrence is evident throughout

her career, there is an increasing use of cosmic symbolism

in the later novels. The moment of crisis, the crux of her

developmental process, occurs in the fourth volume of Land-

10

locked. Here, in a scene higly reminscent of D. H. Lawrence

in a loft over a garden with her 1over, Martha Quest achieves

a moment of illumination that alters her perceptions of

reality permanently. After this crisis in Marthats life,

Lessingrs novels move more and more into the mythic.

Beyond Lawrence, there is another important influence

on the structure of her later symbols which requires some



clarification. Lessingrs movement into mythic narrative

involves an increasing use of Jungian symbols of the struc-

ture of the psyche. Some of Jungts basic theories must be

discussed here in order that Lessingts use of then nay be

understood. As has been mentioned previously, Lessingrs

protagonists are a1 1 middle-aged (with the exception of

Martha Quest at the beginning of her story) and undergoing

what Jung terns a crisis of individuation. Individuation,

a sense of integrated self-hood, is the goal of the process

of assimilation between conscious and unconscious. The syn-

thesis of the unconscious with the conscious is necessary in

order to prevent the unconscious fron irrupting destructively,

for middle-age is the tine when the repressions of half a

lifetine are most 1ike1y to break forth and assume autonomy.

'rr1^"e +L^ ^^'1 of individuation is to harmonize the two sidesIlru), LtlE éwa)

of the individual, to make peace between the personality and

all its unconscious resources.

1,t

At this point, a distinction must be made between the

unconscious (or subconscious) as defined by Freud, and the

unconscious in Jung t s terminology. Lessingrs perception of

the unconscious is very much like D. FI. Lawrencets defini-

tion in Psycholanalysis and the Unconscious. Lawrence,

Lessing, and Jung do not, as Freud did, see the unconscious

purely as a repository of repressions and negative traits,

but believe it contains an important potential for growth

as wel1. In this respect, Lessing discussed the unconscious



ín an interview with Jonah Raskin at Stony Brook, New York,

wherein she clearly aligned herself with Jung and Lawrence

against the Freudians. She told Raskin: I'The Freudians des-

cribe the conscious as a sma11 lit area, all white, and the

unconscious as a great dark marsh fu11 of monsters. In

their view, the monsters reach up, tTy to grab you by the

ankles, and try to drag you down. But the unconscious can

be what you rnake of it, good or bad, helpful or unhelpfu1. "10

Lessing util ízes a distinction which Jung made between

the personal unconscious and the collective unconscious. The

forrner contains all the elements which have been repressed

from onets individual history. while the collective uncon-

scious is an inherited "memory" of certain basic, eternally-

recurring psychic patterns. These inherited forms and ideas

are the archetypes--synbols and figures that appear in the

myths, literature, and dreams of people of every culture.

Both the personal and collective unconscious are used in

several of Lessingrs novels. Charles ü/atkins, for example,

explores both areas in his descent into the innermost parts

of his psyche in Briefing. In Memoirs of " Survivor, the

two areas are most distinct. The Survivor explores the

personal unconscious as she visits certainttrooms" which

contain tta scene from her memory, or her history which had
.l 

1forned her.'t-*and the coltrective unconscious as she visits

another set of I'Toonstr she ca1ls rrimpersonal scenes. " Here

she encounters the archetype of the self and experiences

L2



the cosmic harrnonies which derive from this encounter.

In her investigations of the psyche and explorations

of the conscious and unconscious, Lessing returns to certain

archetypes . Throughout her novel s, these same configura-

tions appear: the persona, the shadow, the anima/aninus,

and the se1f. To understand what Lessing is doing, a brief

description of each of these terns as Jung defines then is

necessary. First, the persona is an archetype unlike the

others, for it occurs thToughout 1ife, while the rest occur

primarily at individuation. Martha Quest, almost from the

outset of the Children of Vjo-Lgrg" series, is intrigued by

the persona, which is onets public mask, determined by oners
1)social role. t- Martha discovers that this mask can be set

aside readily as another is assumed. Martha, therefore,

suffers less than Charles Watkins or Kate Brown. who have

nistakenly identified the persona with the whole of their

personalities. As a result, each suffers as the undeveloped

parts of the peïsonality stTuggle with the persona for

existence. This struggle is what has brought each of them

to the point of crisis.

Beyond the problem of the mask, the persona, lies the

shadow, which is one of the first archetypal configurations

to appear as individuation begins. The shadow has occurred

in literature frequently before Lessing, l3fot it is that

Mr. Hyde which everyman carrieswithin--the dark side of the

personality which is projected onto othe- non¡la n€ the same

tt



sex. Charles Watkins expressed an awareness of the diffi-

culty of t1-re shadow when he questioned whether his tTue self

was the cool observer or the creature of blood who came

alive in the darkness. "I was already beginning to doubt

that I knew who was stronger, which was stranger, which hlas

host, what was myself and what a perverted offshoot.rr Wat-

kins was plagued with the same duality of mind that bothered

Captain Leggatt in Conradts story upon the arrival of his

shadow, the secret sharer. Like so nany of Conradrs charac-

ters caught up in the problem of the shadow, Watkins was

forced to confront his opposite as his true se1f. Lessing's

characters, oD the who1e, are not as shadow-ridden as Con-

radrs, aLthough the shadow is operative in such paírs as

Anna and Mo1Iy in The Golden Notebook, and Kate Brown's

relationship with the gir1, Maureen, as well as several other

women in The Sumrner Bef ore the Dark.

Frequently, however, in Lessingrs fiction shadow pro-

j ections take place on a national or international sca1e. In

The Grass Is Singing and many of her African stories, the

white Africans proj ect their own negative qualities onto the

blacks. In another case, Martha Quest observes the way that

Mark Coleridge proj ects all good qualities onto his ov/n poli-

tical involvements and all evil qualities onto the other side.

She recognizes that this has been a pattern in rnost of the

political activity she has observed. Martha becomes aware of

the social dangers of the shadow, for unless the shadow is

T4



ïecognized as part of oneself, it serves as a justifica-

tion to hate and destroy others. There is a powerful scene

in Landlocked wherein Martha and her friends attend a neltls-

reel in which defeated, starving Gerrnan soldiers are held

up to ridicule by a commentatoT who makes snide references

to these remnants of "the naster race.'r Martha alone sees

that these are defeated "boys.'r The others continue to

heap upon then projections of their own destructive quali-

ties. Marthars ability to understand her shadow and tTans-

cend it is a part of her uniqueness. Anna lVulf , too, con-

quers her shadow when she recognizes the dwarf-like creature

who takes joy in destruction to be a part of herself . This'

is an awareness of profound socj-al significance. Erich

Neumann, one of Jungfs pupils, has written that the sources

of all evil are within, rooted in the problern of the shadow,

'rwhere the personality experiences its relationship with the

enemy of mankind, the drive to aggression and destruction,

in the structure of its own being. t'14

Another archetypal figure which is encountered primarily

through projection is the aníma/ animus. Each is a compensa-

tory image f rom the unconscious , a I j-nk with one I s own crea-

tive centers, which is projected onto an individual of the

opposite sex. Jung has defined the anima conclusively as

an'reternal image of the woman, not the image of this or

that particular woman, but a definite feminine image. This

image is fundamentally unconscious, an hereditary factor of

15



primordial origin, ãî imprint or archetype of aIL the ances-

ttal experience of the female, a deposit, as it were, of all

the impressions ever made by woman. "15 More difficulty

arises when Jung defines the animus, for the anima can be

encountered in centuries of art and literature while the

feminine unconscious has been virtually rnute. Doris Lessing

is a pioneer here; she is one of the first writers to con-

front the animus in terms so real as to be frightening. Anna

Wulf struggles with her animus in madness and near death

until she achieves creativity and a trarrcendent self-know-

ledge. Emily Bronters Heathcliffe, alone, comes close to

arousing the terrors of the aninus in the way that Lessing

does in The Golden Notebook.

Another aspect of the anirnus which Lessing has also

described is the yearning for wholeness, for a sense of

self-hood experienced by women who have not come to terns

with the animus. This yearning is frequently attr ibuted to

the loss of a particular male, rather than to a need whj-ch

can be met from within. Anna lVulf , wâiting, night af ter

night, for Micheal whon she knows will not return, is one

example. A1so, in A Ripple from the Storm, Lessing writes

of Martha, mourning I'him who brought her rself I to lif e.1'

When the bearer of the projection is gone, she rrlives with

the enìpty space at her side, peopled with the image of her

own potentialities until the next man wallcs into the space.l'
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The stripping away of the facades of the persona, the

confrontation with the shadow, the links with the deepest

Iayets of onets or{/n need through the anima and animus--a11

these are steps in the individuation process which 1eads,

ultimately, to the se1f. The self is the most inportant

archetype as it absorbs all the others as aspects of its

cosmic totality. The self is'rthe archetype of order,

organízation and unification, it draws to itself and har-

monizes all the other archetypes and their manifestations

in complexes and consciousness. It unites the personality

giving it a sense of oneness, and firmness. "16 The self

is thus the goal of the individuation process, and Tepre-

sents a state of self-rea1 ization in which aII tensions

between the conscious and unconscious are dissolved.

Each one of Lessingrs characters is on a quest for

the self and each has a glimpse, at 1east, of its fleeting

beauty. The quest, however, is a difficult one, for the

personality nust be individuated before the self can become

nanifest with any degree of completeness. Thus, the self

ís rarely encountered before middle-age, the age at which

most of Lessingrs characters begin the trial of introspec-

tion which will lead them eventually to the cosmic whole-

ness of the self .

77

It is a vision of the self

through the five volumes of the

It is clear that she does find
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Children of Violence series.

the self when she describes



the rrcrystalline g1eam,'r the ,rare, f ine air" of the island
on which she lives in the crosing pages of the final volume.

Professor charles watkins has a similar vision before his
forced retuln to the world of persona functions which others
term normality. In The summer before the Dark, it is a

yearning for self-hood that sets Kate Brown off on the ad-

ventures of her most important summeï. The survivor, the
protagonist of Lessingts most ïecent nove1, achieves the

nost complete union with the se1f. Her r!ùalking through
the wallsrtat the end of the book is a symbol of her abiTíty
to move beyond the functions of the ego or peïsona into
a realm where these facades mean nothing, where eveïything
is tinged with the sweetness and wholeness that only a

union with the self can afford. The survivor also speaks of
I'the one who went ahead, showing them the way out of this
collapsed 1itt1e world into another order of world altoge_

llther.lr*' This rronett is the transpersonal dimension of the
se1f, the revelation of the deity within, in which reality
is rrimbued with the divine.rt

Lessingts career as a who1e, then, can be seen to move

from an awareness of certain archetypal elernents in human

experience which, in the earlier novels is destroyed by eco-

nomic necessities and the evils of the social systen, to the

realization that the archetypal experiences can lead one be_

yond these confining systems to a transpeïsona1 realm of
peace, harmony, and integration.
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While the Jungian structure of Lessingrs synbols pro-

vides a ready framework for the discussion of her novels,

a word of caution is in order. It is not enough for the

critic merely to point out that she is using this archetype

or that one. It is also essential to explore the reasons

that the archetype manifests itself in a certain manner'

To this end, tt;s important to utilize a synthesis of each

of the standard critical methods in order to avoid a re-

ductive ?'nothing butil approach that does not do justice to

the richness of her novels.

Leslie Fiedler, in an important essay on archetypal

criticism written in the fifties and not often anthologized,

suggests that there are two inportant factors in a work of

nythic art--the archetype and the signature. Fiedler de-

fines signature asrithe suln total of individuating factors

in a work, the sign of the Persona or Personality, through

which an archetype is rendered, and which itself tends to

become a sub j ect as wel l as a meansrr of a work. rrLiteraturerr

he notes, trcan be said to come into existence at the rnoment

when a signature is imposed upon the Archetype. The purely

archetypal, without signatuïe, is myth. 'r18

Criticism of the signature, Fiedler points out, involves

an analysis not only of the artist but of the social co1lec-

tive of which the individual is a part. The critic in search

of a non-reductive approach might expanci Lessingrs assertion

that she was, in the Children of Violence series, exploring
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the relationship between the indivídua1 and the collective

to include the relationship between the collective and the

archetype as we11. Fiedler adds that "the critic in pur-

suit of the archetype finds himself involved in anthropology

and depth psychology (not because these are New Gospels,

but because

ernbarrassed

that he has

tured world,

they provide useful tools); and if he is not too

in such company to look about him, he discovers

come upon a way of binding together our frac-

out the reduction of the workrÌ

Lessingts unique contribution can

ful1y through a developmental approach

the archetypes and the signatures and

of uniting

clothing of the

novelist in the
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narrative can be

literature and non-literature with-

of the creative process in a way which summar'izes the methods

of Lessing's fiction in addition to indicating the paths

that the critic of her works must follow. He writes:

The creative process consists in the unconscious acti-
vation of an archetypal image, and in elaborating and
shaping that image into the finished work. By giving
it shape, the artist translates it into the language
of the present, and so makes it possible for us to
find ouï way back to the deepest springs of 1ife.
Therein lies the social significance of art: it is
constantly at work educating the spirit of the ãEê,
conjuring up the forms in which the age is most lack-
ing. The unsatisfied yearning of the artist reaches
back into the primordial image in the unconscious
which is best fitted to compeîðate the inadequacy and
one-sidedness of the Present.-'

myth. In this way her

(pp. 466- 467 )

conventional sense and

appreciat ed. Jung has

be understood most

that considers both

both the myth and the

talents both as a

as a writer of mythic

defined the function



I^Iith consumtnate ski11, Doris Lessing has given the reader

a glirnpse of the eternal harmony, order, and beauty to be

found within each one of us, which 1'esolves the disorder

and chaos of ou1 1íves in time and history. Fo1., as she

asserts in the epigraph to Briefing, "there is neveT afiy-

where to go but in."
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Doris Lessing's first novel, The Grass Is Singing (1950) ,

is of great interest to the developmental critic, foT. in

its unique blend of Marxist-Realisn and psycholgical scru-

tiny, it holds the turo main elements of her career in a

curious balance. On its basic 1eve1, this novel is about

the destruction of a pai't of white colonia.l s, Dick and Mary

Turner, by social and econonic forces. Due to the intensity

with which the race relations and class structure of colon-

izeð Africa aTe described, the noveL yields well to a

Marxist-Realist analysis, such as that of Michele Zak in

the special Lessing issue of Contemporary Literature. l How-

eveï, in a journal kept during a return visit to the Africa

of her childhood, later published as Going Home (1"957),

Lessing indicates some dissatisfaction with the criticism of

her African stories: rtI have a notebook fu11 0f satiTes,

plots, anecdotes, which at one time oï another I was impelled

to write. But the impulse died in a yawr.. Even if I wrote

them well--what then, it is always the colour bat;, one can-

not write truthfully about Africa without describing it. And

if one has been at great pains to choose a theme which is

more general, people a1'e so struck by the enorrnity and ugli-

ness of the colour prejudices which must be shown in it that
')

what one has tried to say gets 1ost. r'-

The

Chapter 0ne

Grass Is Singing



Besides describing the reasons she turned from the

African landscape in her Latet novels, Lessingrs statement

also summarizes the limitations of social criticism of her

first nove1. In a developmental study it is useful to focus

upon some of these other themes which may be hidden by the

"uglinessil of the race relations described. While the novel

is, admittedly, a Teasonably strightforward work, its under-

currents involve many of the ideas which Lessing brings to

maturity in subsequent works.

Most importantly, this little novel touches upon one of

Lessingrs main interests as stated, yeaTs 1ater, in her lec-

tures at the New School lor Social Research in New York, for

it can be seen as a story about the individual and the forces

from within and without that destroy or inhibit his growth

and development. S while this is undeniably a class novel,

and is undeniably about the colouÏ bar, Lessing is equally

interested in the internal causes of the Turners' problems.

While the social structure affects the quality of the TurnerS'

lives, there is also a debilitating psychological pattern

affecting them. There ís, to use Anna Wulfts term as she

describes her own feelings about Africa in the Black Note-

book segments of The Golden Notebook, a 'rnostalgia for

deatht,, a t'tota1 sterility"4 which emanates fron within the

young Turners. This ster.ility is manifest in all the rela-

tionships they have. Their black laboTer'S are little more

than farm animals to then, their friends ar'e people with
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r{hom they discuss the crops once or twice a year, ãfld their

relationship with each other is, ultinately, one of nutual

destructign. The lack of creative connections with others

is both the result of the economic systen and of a psycholo-

gical rigi dity , a f rdeathtr ín the vital centers of each of

them. While critics focussing on the colour bar rnay over-

look it, Lessing carefully indicates that this I'deathrr is

not due to the social pressures alone, but evolves from a

denial of onets cosmic connections. Rej ecting organic

connections, Dick and Mary Turner, suffer from a severe

misalignment in their vita1, unconscious centers.

It is useful to distinguish between literary characters

destToyed by external forces and those destroyed by internal

ones, for such a distinction exists between the character-

ízations in a Marxist-Realist novel and a psychological novel.

In this case, Marxist analysis deals very well with the ex-

ternal causes of the Turners t dissolution. However, as in
the I'c1ass novelsrrof D. H. Lawrence, the psychological

dimension of the problem is as important as the economic

system within which it develops. Michel e zak asseïts the

opposite in her analysis. she insists that the emotions

poltrayed in this work are not purely personal emotions

rooted in psychological conflict, but are the products of
society. Further, she notes that Lessing "even in this,
her first and many urays slightest, effort, rejects the world
view of the modernists, prêferring instead to poïtïay the
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dialectical relationship that Marxism insists always exists
between the individual circumstances of oners life and. the
material nature of the social and economic system with which
one lives'|t (p. 4g1). ,'hile this is true to a point, zakts
definition of the socialist-Realist dialectic is so broad
that it would be difficult to find a novel that cannot be
made to fit. nuhile Lessing's novel is a Marxist work in
that it expl0res the social stluctures and the dependence
of the individuals upon these structures, the internal
problems of the Turners cannot be altered by a change in
the exteïna1 aspects of their lives a1one. The novel is
amenable' undeniably, to the view that the individual is
conditioned by society; however, the Turners would be un_
happy no matter what the economic structure. Should the
corour bar, the relationship between the races be c.hanged,
the "nostalgia for death'which results from a lack of con_
tact with their energizing centeïs, would stil 1 be present.
In short, this novel lacks the historical 0ptinism of the
totally Marxist-Realist work, for the characters are confined,
they lack freedom due to the oppressions of the economic
system' but their real lack of freedom is based upon the
fact that in the cole of their beings they lack spiritual
values and have vainly attenpted to fill the gap with economic
ones.
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Gorky's description of

fh" e.g..r f: S,.*lgl¡€ fits more ctosely
pre-revolutionary writings. Gorky



notes that "the basic and chief theme in pre-revolutionaTy

literature was the drama of the individual, to whorn life

seemed cramped, who felt himself superfluous in society and

sought to find some convenient place for himself, and, since

he could not find one suffered and perished, either after

Teconciling himself to a society that was hostile to him or

by turning to drink or suicide.rt5 L"ssing's novel is as

much atrdrama of the individual" rooted in psychological

problerns as it is a realist novel describing the dialectic

between the individual and society.

For this ïeason, critics who have analyzed the psycho-

logical patteÏns of the novel and the inner causes of the

Turner€r/ destruction have cone closer to understanding the

fu11 scope of Lessingrs message here, and its importance as

a basis for her later novels. Paul Schlueter, for example,

in his thematic analysis of the nov"1s6 approaches a defini-

tion of the psychological patteÎn operative in this work,

but does so at the very monent when he disnisses the novel

as derivative (p. 18). Schlueter was set on the right track

by an ea'rly review of the novel by R. P. Draper, who points

out a paTa11e1 between Lessing's novel and Lady Chatterleyrs

Lover. Draper writ es :

The Grass Is Singing is a study of the decay of a

rnarrlagS between an i11-natched couple who live on a

poverty-stricken, incompetently rnanaged farm on the
Rhodesian veld. The sexlessness of their marriage
is a para11e1 to the impotence of Sir Clifford Chat-
terley, but it has its roots in poverty and depriva-
tion rather than in industrialisn and false "1iberalísm. I'

The black houseboy who becomes the Mellors intruding
on this relationship is ambiguously regarded by the
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white woman. He brings destruction instead of rebirth;
and it is not destruction of a cleansing Lawrentian
kind, but the violent culmination of a long denoral-l_-
zíng process. Yet the peculiar conpulsion which the
houseboy exerts over the white woman is intensely
Lawrentian; and the scene in which the I^Ioman acciden-
talTy comes upon him when he is washing himself is
clearly derived from Lady Chatterley. The breaking of
the 'tformal pattern of black-and-white, nistress-and*
servant" by the "personal relation'r--against all the
racial instincts of the woman--is also reminiscent
of the way in which Mellors, sinply by being what he
is, breaks through the class barrier which Connie
instinctively raises between then (p. 19) .

Draper is correct in his assessment of the importance of the

personal relation here, for like the class novels of D. H.

Lawrence, the personal dimension breaks through the social

barriers and estabìishes the arena of conflict within the

characters rather than in society at 1arge.

Referring to Draper, Schlueter states that while this

quotation makes rrtoo rnuch of certain obvious paral 1e1s....

It is certainly true that Lawrence is...a tangible influence

on the novel.tt Schlueter, howevet:, does 1itt1e with this

idea other than to conclude thatrrcitation of such para11e1s

is not intended to prove direct influence so much as Mrs.

Lessingts being "closer in spirit and method" to Lawrence

than one night otherwise have assumedr' (p. 19). This close-

ness in "spirit and method" is important because it provides

a key to Lessing's fundamental interests. What is significant

is not the seeming derivations from Lawrence but the ways in

which Lessing is util izing the same archetypaL patterns. It

is apparent that more than one or two of Lawrencers novels
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inforn this book, for many of his ideas about human psy-

chology, particularly his attitudes regarding the relation-

ship between men and women, appear as an undercurrent here

and in Lessingts later work. Persistent parallels can be

made with Lawrencets works on every 1eve1 of the novel; and

his mature articulations of his beliefs provide a compre-

hensive approach to the archetypal patterns in Lessingrs

novel.

This novel about the decay of a marriage is concerned,

then, with the same problems that obsessed Lawrence. Lessing,

like Lawrence, is exploring the ïelationship between man and

woman, and the connections between nankind and the cosmos.

"What we want,rr Lawrence wrote, 'ris to destr oY our f alse,

inorganic connections, especial 1y those related to money,

and re-establish the living organic connections with the

costnos, the sun and earth, with mankind and nation and fanily.
'7

Start with the sun, and the rest will s1ow1y, slowIy happen. "'

The story of the Turners presents the consequences of a

failure to establish these organic connections. Much of the

fault is due to Maryts rejection of archetypaL values; she

ignores her own womanhood, denies her husbandts manhood, and

leads them both into a crisis where economic success is

substituted for spiritua1- awa'r eness. The marriage fails

because there is no rrbloodl' contact between the Turners on

the level of archetypaT masculine and feninine; and the farn

fai1s when the money to be nade from it becomes more irnportant
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than the quality of life they lead on it. Without connec-

tion, without meaning or va1ue, the lives of the Turners

drift toward death in the wasteland of those who lack a

living relatíonship with their archetypal heritage.

Much of the blame for the failure of this marriage can

be attributed to Mary's ignorance and fear of sex. Lessing

has indicated, however, a more profound problem, a sexual

emptiness that precedes her marriage. To a certain extent,

the problem that infects the Turners is like a disease

transnitted from parent to child, conditioned, but not

caused, by society t s values.

This comes into focus in the second chapter of the nove1,

which deals with Maryrs earry 1ife. rt opens with what Les-

sing terms rrthe central symbol of south Africa: the store.,'8
the store as a center has a profound significance in both

social and psychological terms. While it can be granted

that, in Marxist terns, the store as center is an indication

that the root of Mary Turner's problem is an economic one

due to the capitalist basis of the society, in psychological

terms, the store can be seen also as a denial of the arche-

typal center, a rejection of the hierarchic society9 in its
substitution of a profane center for a sacred one. unlike
the primitive societies in which the center of the community

u/as a religious edifice, a sacred place where people could

come for spiritual renewal and communion with the gods, in Maryrs
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wor1d, Lessing notes, 'rthe store was the real center of

her life" (p. 32). The store was a powerful center for

Mary primarily because ?rit was the place where her father

bought his drink" (p. 33). Thus, the values of the society

with the stole at its center are thoroughly profane. For

instead of strengthening the life of the community, it

weakens that life by encouraging debt and drunkenness:

rrthe store was the powerful, implacable place that sent in

bi11s at the end of the month" (p. 35).

It is clear that D. H. Lawrencets ideas inform the

description of Maryts parents as we11, for they too have

suffered from the lack of an archetypaT center. The

emptiness in their marriage, based on a substitution of

economic values for spiritual ones, foreshadows the s¡nri-

ness in Maryts relationship with Dick. Lacking spiritual

bonds, Maryrs parents provided only negative models of

what marriage night be: tl'reir quarrels were never "over

32

anything but moneyrr (p. 35) .

man and woman in each other and so measured each other

only in terms of do1lars. Her father 'fdrank himself every

evening into a state of cheerful muddled good humour,

corning home late to a cold dinner, which he ate by hin-

self. His wife treated him with a cold indifference.

She behaved as if he were sinply not there for her. And

f^- -11 ¡-^^+.irvr dL L yr av ",câ1 purposes n" r;s not . He brought home

the money and not enough of that" (p. 34). While the

Maryrs parents denied the



false values of capitalism have destroyed Maryrs parents

in rnuch the same way that those values destroy the

Turners, the basis of the problen is deeper, for both

fanilies 1ack, to use Lawrence I s tern, organic connections

with mankind and nation and family, having substituted

fa1se, inorganic ones related to money.

Ma'ry lacks, therefore, any awareness of the creative

vital connection possible between a nan and a woman. Based

on the life she observed with her parents, she sees marriage

as an economic contract rather than a hierogamy; and in

later 1ife, as a self-supporting young woman, Mary feels

no need for such an arrangement. Her life is econontcally

sound, so rrsmooth and comfortable" (p. 37) but lacks all

roots. She is unawakened to the creative power of sex-

uality: t'at thirty, nothing had changed." She lives in a

"gir1 I s club" (p. 38) where she acts as a rrmaiden auntrr to

the younger girls. She lacks all sexual definition; to

use Lawrencets term, she has no 'rblood-consciousnessil but

instead has t'a profound distaste for sex'r based on the

I'things she did not care to remember'r (p. 40) about her

parentst intinacies. Itlary has no awareness of what is

missing until she overhears other people speaking of her

lack of sexual interest; then, she feels I'ho11ow inside,
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knew so litt1e about herselfrt (p. 46). Social pressures

rather than desire for connection lead Mary to accept Dick



Turner as her husband. The young farmer becomes a focus

for her oi^rn emptiness, "a11 her lestlessness, her vague

feelings of inadequacy, centered on him'r (p. 51) . Dick

fe11 in love with an ímage of a woman he saw in the re-

flected light of a cinema; Mary fe11 in love with Dick

as an antidote to her emptiness. Each used the other as

a vessel for his own projections and each encountered only

a reflection of his o$In inadequacies instead of a vital

othernes s .

The reality of their marriage, their physical union,

shattered their projected images of each other without

providing any real connection. Maryrtwas able maternally

to bestow the gift of herself on this humble stTanger,

and remain untouched"; Dick was 'rleft feeling 1et down

and insulted without having anything tangible to colnplain

ofrr (p. 57) . Instead of vita1, blood-connection, each

Temained isolate; the archetypal feminine in Mary r{as sti1l

unawakened, and its masculine counterpart in Dick denied.

Dick is unable to articulate his disappointment in

the relationship; he merely waits, patiently, for her to

accept him. "And all this time he treated her like a

brother, for he was a sensitive man, and was waiting for

her to turn to hin of her own accord. The relief she was

unable to hide that his endearments were no more than

affectionate hurt him deeply, but he sti11 thought: It
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will come right in the endr' (p. 65). Because she could not



accept him as a man, their relationship regresses to a more

primary 1eve1; she mothers him, never accepting Dick as an

equal and a mate. Minor irritations develop into 'ranother

of those 1ittle scenes which comforted and soothed her: he

apologizíng, abasing himself, and she forgiving him" (p. 75)

The lach of mature connection between them gives added im-

petus to the trivial complaints each has about the other;

Dickrs irritation focuses on her inability to manage the

servants, Maryfs on his inability to put the farm on a sound

economic basis. Instead of awakening the archetypal femi-

nine within her, Dick begins to arouse Maryfs negative ani-
1l.lmus.'" She begins to nag him constantly about the minor

irritations of her existence; and she begins to speak to him

in a voice not her oürn. '1It was taken direct f rom her mother.

when she had had those scenes over money with her fathert'

(p. 83).

Mary tries desperately to maintain a relationship with

Diclr based on a respect for him as a breadwinner, ttas a man

she paid no attention to him, she left him out of account

altogether. As a farmer she respected him. She respected

his ruthless driving of himself, his absorption in his work.

...In her feeling for him in relation to his work was ad-

miration, even affection" (p. B9). Ii{ary has, c1ear1y, sub-

stituted money for love. D. H. Lawrence in a letter to John

Middleton Murry, exposed the reasons for this kind of sub-

stitution: rrA woman unsatisf ied, " he wrote, rtmust have luxuries.



But a woman who loves a man would sleep on a board....Youtve

tried to satisfy Katherine with what you could earn for her,

give her: and she will only be satisfied with what you are.lt

When Mary forces herself to face Dickrs inadequacies at mal<*

ing money, even this minor adrniration for hin ceases. Dick

continues to dream of making a profit from his farm thereby

setting things right with Mary until she becomes aware of

the fact that these are only dreams and gives vent to her

fury and frustration.

At this point, unable to control herself and hating
herself for it, Mary lost her tenper--1ost it finally
and destructively. Even as she raged against him,
her feeling was of cold self-condemnation because
she was giving him the satisfaction of seeing her
thus....She raged and wept and swore, ti11 at last
she was too weak to stand, and Temained 1o11ing in
the corner of the sofa, sobbing, trying to get her
breath. And Dick did not hitch up his pants, start
to whistle, or look like a harried litt1e boy. He
looked at her for a long tine as she sat there,
sobbing; and then said sardonicaTly, rtO. K. boss"
(p. s6).

Maryrs rage, her convíction of her own rightness, is typi-

ca1 of the negative animus. Mary is substituting the voice

of her own negative and nasculine síde for the masculinity

she has denied in her husband. Jung has noted that the ani-

mus is in evidence when a woman speaks in this hard tone of

absolute convíction. rrWhen such a conviction is preached

with a 1oud, insistent, masculine voice or imposed on others

by rneans of brutal emotional qconpc the underlying mascu-

linity in a woman is easily recognized. However, even in a

woman who is outwardly very feminine the animus can be an
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equally hard, inexorable power. 0ne may suddenly find

oneself up against something in a woman that is obstinate,

co1d, and conpletely inaccessible. "ll Dickts "0. K. Bosstr is

an ironic acknowledgement of Maryts dominance. His own

masculinity was no natch for the power of her negative ani-

mus. This acknowledgenent of the true relationship between

them is the climax of the novel. 0nce their relationship

has been established on the basis of this negative principle,

any hope of creative masculine and feminine interaction is

destroyed and the Turners move s1ow1y toward mutual destruc-

tion in a relationship best described as one of animosity.

Nonetheless, there is an indication that Dick may have

been saved from destruction by the vitality he derived from

working on the land. He had organic connections to the

living world through the cycles of growth and regrowth on

his farm. Maryrs insistence that the farm be rnade economi-

cal1y sound denied him this last real connection. 'rShe was

looking at the farm from outside, as a machine for making

money: that was how she regarded itr' (p. I29). Cosmic connec-

tions through the land were Dickrs centers; by failing to

recognize this genuine value--the vitality he derived from

life in the cycles of the seasons--Mary ultimately denied

Díck al l 1if e. He r{as rnade to f ee1 " lost and blank, without

support for his life" (p. 732).
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lvfary, w€ are to1d, "exerted her will to influence him"

into making money out of the land. Another of Lawrencefs



basic premises is operative here, for he saw wi11, oI rrmind-

consciousness, rr as being the antipode to cTeative t'b1ood-

consciousness.rt Mary needed a man who would not be influen-

ced by her wi11, but one who would believe in himself enough

to stand up to her. ItShe needecl a mên stronger than herself ,

and she was trying to create one out of Dick. If he had

genuinely, simply, because of the greater strength of his

purpose, taken the ascendancy over her, she would have loved

him, and no longer hated herself for becorning tied to a

failurer' (p. 134). Lawrence notes that a woman fights a man

hardest when she realizes that he has lost his stTength of

purpose; 114 womç.n does not f ight a man f or his love, " he

wrote, 'lshe fights hin because she knows, instinctively, he

cannot 1ove. He has lost his pecul iar be1 ief in himself,

his instinctive faith in his own life-f1ow, and so he cannot
1)love. He cannot.rt-' Mary assesses her inability to love

Dick in the same terms: trHe was all to pieces. He lacked

that thing in the center that should hold them together.

And had he always been like that? Really she didntt know'l

(p. 14s).

To attempt an answer to Maryts question, Dick, it is

safe to assume, had the potential to expand his already oper.a-

tive connections to the land had he not married a woman who

denied his masculinity and denigrated his love of the land

when it did not provide economic success. The fau1t, then,

is primarily Maryrs, for she short-circuited the florv between
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them, until they burned each other out. Mary, from the

beginning of the novel, is shown to lack all connectíons

to other people and has no awaTeness of the fulfillinent

she could experience as a loving woman, confronting her

archetypal feninine being.

Ivlaryts psychological condition, her lack of connection

to the feminine self, is reflected in the patter.ns of irnagery

used throughout the nove1. Mary's relationship to the natu-

raI world, to the earth, to the farm, and particularly to

the sun, aTe symbols of her relationship to her inner being.

As the novel progresses, her movement through an increasíng1y

hostile landscape Teflects her lack of connection with her

psychic roots. Although Mary is, at first, attracted by the

beauty of the countryside, "finding it stTange and 1ove1y

with the du11 green foliage, the endless expanses of tawny

grass shining gold in the sun, and the vivid arching blue

sky," (p. 60) she shortly comes to resent the same sky and

sun, recoiling from the heat, the trilling cicadas and the

heat Iizards crawling over the baking rocks (p. 70). Maryts

increasing dislike of the sun becomes an image of her rejec-

tion of the archetypal masculine, the creative principle.

Rejecting the creative power that she could obtain from this

masculine principle in nature or through her husband, she

becomes instead a shri11 virago, her negative animus venting

itself on her husband and servants. Symbolically, as her

negative animus grows, the sun becomes a weakening heat,
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which Mary feels is trying to destroy her. ?tAs time passeC,

the heat becarne an obsession. She could not bear the sap-

ping, undermining waves that beat down f rorn the iron loof rr

(p. 73).

The store, in addition to its other meanings, is used

as a symbol of Mary's condition and helps to focus on her

problems with Dick. His schemes to make money take on an

ironic twist when he arranges to set up a kaffir store on

his farrn. Since Mary has substituted luxuries for love

and naternal pity for sexual fuIfillment, no better thrust

at her inadequacies could be imagined than to have her worlc

as a storekeeper to the blacks she resented. It is in this

unholy center that Maryrs elnptiness is demonstrated, once

again. Not only has she rejected the archetypal masculine

in her relationship to her husband, but she has denied her

ovrn maternal nature as we11.
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IronicaIIy, the archetypal feninine is thrust at Mary

by the black women and their children: "If she disliked

nat iv e

exposed fleshiness of them....Above aII, she hated the way

they suckled their babies, with their breasts hanging down

for everyone to see; there was something in their calm satis-

fied maternity that made her blood boi1. 'Their babies hang-

ing on to them like leeches,r she said to herself shuddering,

f or she thought with horror of suckling a childti (p. 99) .

Facing these living and symbolic reminders of her own failure

men, she loathed the women. She hated the



as a woman, Mary lets the store fal1 into ruin and regresses

to daydreaming about the "beautiful lost time when she worked

in an office and lived as she pleasedr' (p. 101) . Instead of

confronting herself and her inadequacies as a uroman, she runs

away fron the farm in a futile attempt to regain her youth

and the time of her virsinal isolateness.

Maryrs failure to regain the life she had left when she

rnarried could have forced her to cone to terms with her life

and her marriage when she returned to the farm. Dickrs

i11ness, shortly after her return, however, brings out in-

stead a1 1 of her worst qualities. During his il1ness, she

is forced to supervise the workers and to assume Dickrs role

as forenan. She is, we are to1d, I'exhilarated by the un-

fami 1 iar respons ibi Iity, the s ensat ion of pitt ing her wi 1 1

against the farmrr (p. 116). In this situation, Maryrs nega-

tive masculinity cones into its ou/n. Not only does she

attempt to dominate the workers with her masculine wi11, but

she assumes the outward trappings of maleness as we11. In

the most telling symbolisn of the nove1, Mary, asrrboss

ladyrr carries on her arm a tt long s j ambok" with which she

intimidates the workers. iVhile her husband had no need of

such a syrnbo 1 and 1ef t it hanging on the wa11 , she ?rcarried

the long thong of leather looped round one wrist. It gave

her a feeling of authority, and braced her against the waves

of hatred that she could feel coming from the gang of na-

tives....And, rea11y, she liked it. The sensation of being
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boss over perhaps eighty black workers gave her new confi-

dence; it was a good feeling, keeping them under her wi11,

making thern do as she wantedlr (pp. 117- 18) . With the assump-

tion of a nasculine ro1e, the voice of Maryrs animus takes

on a new tone. She speaks, once again, in a voice not her

own, but it is no longer the voice of her mother nagging

her father about money. She novl uses the voice of her

father directly. Reprirnanding the natives, she discovers

that "the phrases of this lecture come naturally to her

lips: she did not have to look for them in her mind. She

had heard then so often from her father, when he r^ras 1ec-

turing his native servants, that they we11ed up from the

paït of her brain that held her earliest memories" (p. t20).

The archetypal repetition, unavoidable in this case, is

comp 1et e .

It becomes obvious in her attitude toward the workmen

that Maryrs hatred and desire to impose her will upon

them is an outgrowth of her smoldering resentnent of her

husbandts weakness. During the earlier problems with her

household servants, it is rnade explicit that her dislilce

of the blacks is a sublimation of her feelings toward her

husband. 'tFor the sake of their life together, she had to

snother her dislike of him because of the way he had

A)

behaved, but then, it was not so easy to smother; it was

put against the account of the native who had 1eft, and,

indirectly, against all nativesr' (p. 84) . Ultimately, her

{ffvtuvt"'tæ
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resentment of the native men is based on her denial of the

archetypal masculine in her husband, as her hatred of the

women is founded on her orvn inadequate ferninine principle.

The void created by the lack of relationship to these arche-

types is readily fi11ed by her negative animus, which takes

fu1 1 control when she assumes her husbandts duties. Because

her masculinity is only a compensation, Mary resents the

reminders of the living naleness of the workers: "she hated

their half-naked, thick-muscled black bodies stooping in

the mindless rhythm of their work. She hated their su11en-

ness, their averted eyes when they spoke to her, their

veiled insolence; and she hated nore than anything, with

a violent physical repulsion, the heavy smel1 that came

from thern, a hot, sour aninal sme11'r (p. 121,) . This atti-

tude causes her to over-react to the nost masculine of the

natives when she inagines in hin a threat to her author-

ity and her masculine irnage: "she saw in his eyes that

su11en resentnent, and--what put the finishing touch to
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it--amused contempt. Involuntarily she lifted her whip

and brought it down across his face in a vicious swinging

b1ow. She did not know what she uras doing'' (p . 1,25) . The

whip gives her only a momentary ascendancy, for almost

immediately, she becomes aware of his strength and mascu-

linity. rrHe was a great hulk of a man, tã1 1er than any of

the others, magnificently bui1t, with nothing on but an

o1d sack tied round his waist. As she stood there.



frightened, he seemed to toü/er over her....Then she saw

hin nake a sudden movement, and recoiled, terrified; she

thought he was going to attack her. But he only wiped the

blood off his face with a big hand that shook a little'

(pp. L25-26). The inadequacy of Maryrs masculine persona

is made quite apparent in this simple confrontation; but,

in spite of the sterility of her masculine side, when Dick

is well again she gives up only the outward symbols of

power. She reverts to nagging, to dominating her husband

by the logic of her animus once more, and drives him to

put the farm on a sound economic base.

The sterile domination of the farm bv economic nrin-

ciples, and the driving of Dick by Mary's wi11, grind to

a halt with the failure of the tobacco crop. SymbolicaIIy,

the crop that would have made them rich is destroyed by

drought: the land raped for profit dries up and yields no
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crop at all. The loss of the crop is the final blow to

Mary. From this point, she merely drifts, virtually will-

less and only half-a1ive: she feels rras if a soft rotten-

ness were attacking her bonestr (p. 139). Mary tries to

ward off the death-drift by asking Dick for a child but ir

is too late for that solution.

a child for her own sake, and that he sti11 meant nothing

to her, not in any real r^/ay" (p. 1,47). The sterile waste-

land of their farn and their relationship cannot support

1ife. With the failure of the farm and the awareness of

rrHe saw she was desiring



his tTue relationship with Mary, Dick I s destruction ís

also virtually complete. Mary watches him grow impatient

with the natives until finally he begins to hate the land

and its cycles which have trapped him. Mary's condition

becomes nore extreme, her lassitude and headaches are anpli-

fied by the heat of the sun that noul saps her strength com-

p1ete1y. 'lAnd now she gave way. All day she sat numbly

on the sofa with her eyes shut, feeling the heat beating

in her brain" (p. 148) .

The mutual disintegration of Dick and Mary is brought

to a climax when Moses, the native she had struck with her

whip, is hired as a house servant. Symbolica11y, Moses

is at horne with all the elements from which Mary recoils.

He wou1d, for example, stand idly "under the unshaded

force of the sun which seemed not to affect him" (p. 151).

Ultimately Moses becomes invested with al 1 the power of

the unconscious 1 ife which Mary had repressed. Coming

upon him washing himself one day, she recoils, feeling "as
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if she had put her hand upon a snake'r (p. L52). Schleuter

has discussed the Freudian implications of the snake here;

however, Maryts revulsion from the black nan as snake is

not a purely sexual aversion. The snake can be interpreted

as a symbolic phallus but it is a1so, in Jungian theory,

a reminder of the lost instinctual 1ife, a symbol against

which Maryrs relationship to the world within can be

measured. Moses, like the snake, reninds Mary of the



archetypal v/or1d she had rejected.

As Moses grows in power over Maty, as her projections

invest him with increasing strength, she drifts s1ow1y

toward insanity. She feels as if she were tta battleground

for two contending forces" (p. 156) as the final bits of

her will stTuggle against her embodied unconscious. Her

mind,rrnine-tenths of the time was a soft aching blankrl

(p. I57) and at other times her mind ceases functioning

altogether. Her anirnus often speaks through her directly;

she is not even aware the the voice she hears is her own.

She disintegrates completely and rejects herself, her 1ife,

and all she has become:trthe sound of that soft, disjointed

crazy voice was as terrifying as the sight of herself in

the mirror had been. She was afraid, jerked back into her-

self, shrinking from the vision of herself talking like a

rnad woman in the corner of the sofall (p. 158).

Mary begins to live in a world peopled only by her

own projections. As her conscious mind breaks down, Moses

becomes more and more dominant, and the masculine force

she denied to her husband becomes a destructive power when

projected onto her black servant. Moses is able , by virtue

of her proj ections, to assert himself in ways that Dick

could not. He conmands Mary "1ike a fathêr," asserts his

will over her, and does not respond to the 'tcold biting

voicerr (p. 161) of her animus. She begins to fee1 ilhope-

less1y in his powerrrdrawn by a kind of 'rdark attractionil
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and at last is forced into a complete resignation of her

authority (p. t63). By denying the creative power of the

archetypal masculine, Mary is forced to succumb to its

po\^rer as destroyer.

The destructive masculine principle of Maryrs uncon-

scious also doninates her s1eep. Twice, she dreams of the

native touching her, standing over her "powerfu1 and com-

manding" (p. 1,64). She also dreams of her father, holding

her struggling mother in his arms, and later holding Mary

in a smothering embrace against the beery front of his
1,3trousers. *" These dreams all emphasize, once more, the

physical reality of the archetypal masculinity she re-

jected. In her relationship with Moses, Mary's animus is

insignificant compared to his powerful physical doninance;

so in her dream she has her face pressed against the genuine

maleness she had denied. These images coalesce in the dream

in which Moses and her father become one figure who ap-
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proaches and touches her over the body of her dead husband.

It is significant that the social roles--father, servant--are

of no significance. Both are equally rnenacing and are seen

as one person because of the quality she has resented in

both, namely their masculinity. rrHe approached, slowly,

obscene and powerful, and it was not only he, but her father

who was thTeatening her. They advanced together, one per-

son, and she could sme11, not the native sme11, but the un-

washed sme1l of her father It was the voice of the Afriean



she heard. He was comforting her because of Dick's death,

consoling her protectively; but at the same tine it was

her father, menacing and horrible who touched her'r (p. t74)

Weakened by nightmares, psychological 1y dominated

when awake, Mary is able to stave off Mosesrpower only

by using the strength of another man, the overseer, to

come between them. By this time, however, it is too late;

there is nothing left of the Turners to salvage. Their

psychic destruction, resulting from their inability to

establ ish a true psychic relatedness, took place long

before Maryf s death or Dickr s madness. Mary comes to real-

íze that the overseer cannot conpensate for a weakness

she has within. Her dependence on his aid seems to her

a "weak reliance on a human being who should not be ex-

pected to take the responsibility for her ll (p. 2I2).

The final pages of the novel uti-L:-ze aI1 the irnages

of the wasteland to indicate the terrible steril itv when

the creative interaction between archetypal rnasculine and

feminine is denied. In psychological terms, the psyche

that rejects the creativity of its archetypal heritage

is shown to be forced to submit to it in a destructive

forn. All these elements are embodied in the image of

the sun, once again, as its intensive power continues to

obsess Mary. There is nothing left of her, we are to1d,

"but one thought: that between her and the angry sun was a

thin strip of blistering iron; that between her and the
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fatal darkness was a short strip of daylight" (p. 206).

The store as synbol appears once more, but it is now ruined,

as void as the life Mary and Dick had tried to establish

around this profane center. In her wanderings, Mary be-

lieves she sees Moses standing behind the empty counter in

the stôr"e- A r)ointed remínder of the instinctual life thatJuvrv, * 
-t

should have been at the core of theiT existence.

Moses as synbol of the instinctual life is the appro-

priate avenging force to take Maryrs 1ife, and he does so

almost without conscious purpose. He is omnipresent in the

last pages, waiting everywhere in the darkness to take re-

venge on Mary. Maryfs projections are central to her death;

she rnakes no effort to protect herself from Moses but faces

with a blank inevitability the fact that he will destroy

what l itt 1e remains of her as he had already destroyed her

wi11. Drawn bv that same "dark attTactionil she had always

felt for him, Mary at last succunbs, moving out into the

darkness, into Mosesr arns and the 'r1ong curving shape 1if-

ted above his head" (p. 216). With a psychological and sym-

bolic inevitability, Moses becomes an image of a Greek Kou-

retes, an avenging fertility demon with a crescent sword,

who sacrifices Mary for her denial of the organic connec-

tions between rnan, wornan and cosmos. After weeks of heat

and drought, Mary is struck down in the midst of thunder.

Significantly, the coming of rain to the parched wasteland

does not take place until she has perished in the dust.
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In conclusion, the symbolic structure and Lawrencean

content of this novel indicate that the psychological and

archetypal realms aTe at least as important as the colour

bar or the capitalist social systen in understanding the

causes of the TurnerS' destruction. l4lhile Lessingrs in-

terest in the world within does not develop significantly

until she has exhausted the thematic possibilities of po-

litical action in the lvlartha Quest series, it is pTesent,

nonetheless, as a basic element in her handling of charac-

teri zation in this first novel.

career, Marxism and psychology, ãTe held in a curious bal-

ance here. In subsequent novels, these elementS are neVer.

so thoroughly integrated again. While Marxist analysis,

therefore, is equipped to deal with the social aspects of

this nove1, the psychological patterns which are so irnpor-

tant in developnental terms must also be considered. Les-

sing has indicated here that the world within has its ohln

dynamics which aïe affected only superficially by the poli-

tical structure. The societal pressures are, ultinately,

as insignificant as the ant-heap beside which Moses stands

on the closing page of the nove1, waiting for the instru-

ments of white justice to descend upon him. Moses has been

invested with the archetypal power of the destroyer and

takes Maryrs life for causes which transcend time or' history,

thereby making the attempts of the police to deal with his

As stated earlier, the two main elements of Lessing t s
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"crime'r appear superficial. While the

grind ofl, and society attempts to affix

it can understand, Moses, symbolicaIIy,

waits, "staring straight into the sun"

wheels of justice

the blame in terms

stands apart and

(p. 26) .
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SEX.

Maryts fear of the archetypal masculine, which includes

sex, of course, but also includes the ideas of power, doni-

nance, and the creative and destructive nasculine principle

within the se1f. Maryr s sexual problems are only the out-

see the dream, instead, as another indication of

growth of her more basic failure to get in touch with the

archetypal masculine and feninine within.
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As I stated in my introduction, The Grass Is Singing and

the first novels of the Children of Violence series are

strikingly different from Lessingrs later novels. Because

the alteration in Lessing t s aesthetic interests occuTs nid-

\'tay through the Children of Violence series, these five

novels--Martha Quest, A Proper Marriage, A Ripple From The

Storm, Landlocked, and The Four-Gated City--which trace the

developnent of Martha Quest through half a lifetime and

across tr^ro continents, are paradigmatic of the growth and

development in Lessing's art. These novels were published

over a period of seventeen years (1952-1969) and reflect

the development of Lessingts personal, Political, and aes-

thetic consciousness.

Chapter Two

Children of Violence

The shift in Lessing's perspective is reflected in her

tïeatment of her protagonist. In the first three novels of

the series, Martha Quest establishes her identity through

relationship with the collective structures of society.

Her personality moves and changes with the social, biolo-

gica1, and political pressures of her tines. In the final

two volumes of the series, however, and in Lessing's sub-

sequent novels, Martha Quest and the other protagonists

move in increasingly private worlds, final 1y existing in

spite of the collective pressures, developing, but only



inwardlY, as a result.

The movement in Lessing's fiction from Marxist-Realist

social aesthetics to the private Jungian realm of the psyche

and its synbols occurs, as has been stated, midway through

the Martha Quest series. This is not to sãY, howeveI., that

Lessing was uninterested earlier in the psychology of her

characteTs. As indicated in rny chapter on The Grass Is

Singing, Lessing explored extensively the syrnbolic land-

scape--both internal and external--which destroyed the

Turners. Martha Quest also, can be discussed from the out-

set in psychological, including Jungian, terms ' It is

Lessing's emphasis on the psychology of her characteTs which

changes in the course of the series. In the opening novels,

Martha is explored , according to Lessingts stated intention,

alrnost entirely in terms of her rrrelationship to the co'11ec-

tive.rr This collective, in all its forms, eventually loses

its influence on Martha. Marthars increasing interest in

madness, psychology and the inner world assumes even gTea-

ter importance with the destruction of the collective that

occurs in the Epilog to The Four-Gated City. The destTuc-

tion of the world by wal heralds the end of Lessingrs in-

terest in political and social problerns. This collapse

of the outer world para11e1s the beginnings of Lessing's

exploTations of the world within. The collectives and their

ability to nold the individual are sti1l present, but exist

only as negative symbols in the psyche'
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In order to understand these developmental changes

more c1early, it is essential to offer some consideration

of the author's political and social aesthetics at the

outset of her career. At the tine Lessing began to write

the Children of Violence series, she had been active in

politics in Rhodesia and England for many years. In 1957 '

she stated that she was a Marxist, a 'rcommitted artist,rrl

one who believedrrin the class analysis of society and

therefore of aït.rr Lessing asserted, however, a belief in

the artist aS a visionary, "an architect of tire Soul,tr not

as a mere "propagandist for any political partyr' (p' 6) '

She stated al so that she bel ieved the I'basic ethical con-

flict of Conmunism to be the basic problen of the committed

artist as well--narnely, "what is due to the collective and

what to the individual conscience" (p. 72). That this pe1'-

sonal and political problem was also at the heart of the

Martha Quest novels was made explicit when Lessing angrily

asserted that the central message of these novels had been

overlooked. rrNot one criticr"2 the wroterrrhas understood

what I thought would be obvious from the first chapter,

where I was at pains to state the theme very clearly: that

this is a study of the individual conscience in its rela-

tions with the col lective'r (p. 14) .

Lessing indicated that she Tecognized the dangers to

the artist of such a political commitment. she spoke of

the contenporary'l1'eaction against socialist aTt iaTgon."
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The reaction, she said, "is so powerful and so prompt that

one has only to stand upon a public platform and say that

one sti11 believes in the class analysis of society and

therefore of art, in short that one is a marxist (sic), for

nine-tenths of the audience innediately to assume that one

believes novels should be sinple tracts about factories or

strikes or economic inj ustice'f (p. 3) . No writer of tracts,

Lessing instead <<!.'scribes to Lukacsr description of the aes-

thethics of Marxist-Rea1ism. Lukacs writes: 'tIn the Marxist

conception, the triumph of Realisn implies a complete break

with that vulgar conception of literature and art wl'rich

appraises creative works mechanically in terms of a writerr s

political attitudes according to a so-ca11ed class psycho-
71ogy."" Realisn, for Lessing, transcends any other rrismrr

and springs f rom a I'strongly-he1d view of l if e. 1r Moreover,

she writes, rr1íterature must be committed" (p. 6); the

writer who has a feeling of social responsibility'rnust

be a hunanist and must feel himself as an instrument of

change for good or badrr (p. 6). Lukacs notes that, while

not the first to do so, Marx and Engels made "humanism the

crux of an aesthetic outlookrr (p. 86) .

s7

Lessing was trying to integrate her personal vision

with a political aesthetic. She saw the position of the

comrnitted writer as tenuously wending a way between Marx-

ist and Western art, between the view of man as isolated,

unable to communicate. and the view of man asrra collective



man with a collective consciencel' (p. t2). The balance,

the point of rest between these poles is 'rthe writerrs

recognition of rnan, the ïesponsible individual, volun-

tarily subnitting his will to the collective, but nevef.

final1y, and insisting on making his olln peTsonal and pri-

vate judgements before eveïy act of submission" (p. 12) .

Lessing is exploring both the need for commitment to

something greater than oneself as well as the dangers of

such commitment. Lessing ïefers to Marxism as an attenpt

at a ,,world mind, a world ethic"4 and vlas stlongly attTac-

ted to the unity this suggests. In these novels, the author

exploïes both the need for connections and the dangers of

an "inner loyalty felt as something nuch gTeater' than oners

selfr'(p. 12).

It is precisely this fine line between collectivity

and individuality that most conce1.ns Lessing in the early

Martha Quest novels. For lvhile Marthars individual voice

asseïts an independent, nearly feminist, and personal quest,

she is, in her dialectic with the society around her, an

example of the "type" as described in Engels' principles of

Marxist-Realisn. This "type" is a specific term in Marxist

criticism. Lukacs defines Engels' type as characterized by

I'the conver.gence and intersection of all the dominant as-

pects of that dynamic unity through which genuine literature

reflects, life--a vital and contradictory unity--a11 the most

impoïtant social, moral, and spiritual contradictions of a
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time" (p. 78). The type, Lukacs notes, is the means by

which the individual and the collective can be synthesized

by the creative imagination. "Through the r'epr'esentation

of a type, the concrete, universal and essential qualities,

what is enduring in man and what is historically determined,

and what is individual and what is socially universal, com-

bine in typical arttr (p. 78). Understanding Martha as such

a tttype" pïevents a misreading of the enphasis that seems

to be placed upon her as an individual. Lessing does not

wish the reader to become completely involved in Marthars

rebellions oï reactionary asseTtions any more than with the

rnindless collectives that confront her. As Marxist aTt'

these novels aTe presenting a dialectical relationship,

founded on contradictions, between the individual and the

various collective agencies which confront the individual.

In her later novels, when Lessing becornes aware of the fact

that all quests are necessarily journeys within, that the

political and social pïessuTes are externalized facets of

the psyche, and that all meanirgful collectivities 1ie within

the collective unconscious, her approach to Martha expands

beyond any codificaion of existing aesthetics, including

Marxist-Realism.
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Thus, Martha is most clearly a tttype" in the first

novel of the series in which she is exposed, as a chi1d, to

the a1 1-per.Vasive influence of the col lectives in the adult

wor1d. Here Martha weighs her individuality and her need



to submit against aII the

social, mora1, sPiritual,

The first volume of children of violence portTays Mar-

tha as a vulnerable adolescent set adrift in a sea of co11ec-

tive pressuïes disguised as social relationships. Lessing

anal yzes the basís of the family, friendship, 1ove, and

maïr iage in collectiv e attitudes as Martha asseTts a shaky

individuality against these conventional str'uctures. Mar-

thars emotions, the primary means by which she knows her-

se1f, aTe adolescent and based on Teactions rather than

actions. Through Martha, Lessing is exploring the social

^^nJi +i nninc of Certain emOtions. She demOnStrates hereu v l¡ u I L r v ¡r r rr 5

the basic Marxist premise that emotions ar e a product of

society. It is the excellence of Lessing's art which

enables us to be distanced both from Martha's predictable

responses and from the collectives demanding these responses,

in order that we can examine each critically. Marthats

fragile individuality is being tried by aII the powers of

social conformity. Marthars "questrr is, after aIL, an arche-

typal one, a search for a sense of self in the nidst of

powerful, conditioned attitudes and emotions.

In the first chapter of the novel' Lessing defines

many of the fundamental forces against which Martha is

powerful external pressures:

biological and political.

Martha Quqç! (1es2)
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rebel l ing, as wel l as the means by which Martha wil l atternpt

to assert her basic individuality. Lessing, very ski11fu11y,

makes us awa¡e that Martha's individuality is not based on

inner strength oï self-knowledge; rather, Martha simply

asserts herself in a direction opposite to whateveT pres-

suïe she confronts. Any individuality she has stems not

from an inner motivation, but rather frorn an adolescent

tendency to resist. l

our veT'y first view of Martha establishes the stubborn

but negative individual-ity she has developed in reaction

to her rnother. In a positional metaphor., Lessing describes

a scene of generational tensions. Martha I s mother and Mrs.

Van Rensberg, a neighbor, are sitting carefully screened

from the afternoon sun, while Martha is sitting in the fu11

sunlight if only because that way her mother will finc

"it necessary to protest at half hourly intervals that

Martha would get sunstroke íf she did not come into the
)

shad e.t'' This is typical of Marthats attitudes throughout,

for Mrs. Quest is the voice of the first collective pres-

sures with which Martha nust deal. Lessing has ski11fu11y

analyzed the pressures which a mother can exert upon an

adolescent gir1, as well as the kind of social attitudin-
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izing which passes for notherly wisdom.

Mrs. Quest is "a matTon,lrnothing e1se. Her conver-

sat ions with Nlrs. Van Rensberg consist of 'rcertain rites

in the talk of matrons." Martha, as a matronrs daughter



t'was merely expected to play the part ryoung girlr against

their ov/n familiar roles'r (p' 8). Martha feels herself

continually pïessured by these matTons and their attitudes,

and her resistance to this domination has taken the form

of resistance to all she thinks her nother is and all

her mother believes. Martha has no sense of herself, but

knows only that she does not want anything that her mother

wants for her.

In this reactionary nood, Martha complomises not only

such sma11 things as her physical comfort, but she a11ows

her intellectual developnent to be influenced by negative

Teactions to her mother, as we11.

reading Havelock E11is simply because her mother had com-

mented that Havelock El1is was "disgusting. r' Martha adnits

that she is dominated by a 'rf atal demon, " which demands

that ttat the slightest remark from her mother she was im-

pe11ed to take it up, examine it, and hand it back like a

challenge" (p. 11) . Mrs. Quest is not easily thwarted,

however. When Martha attenpts to elude her motherrs dom-

inance by reading books of which Mrs. Quest does not approve,

Mrs. Quest re-establishes supremacy by taking control of

Marthars education, thereby subsuming such a slight devia-

tion as a single book.

o¿

Martha is, for example,

Martha míght receive would have to compete with the years-

long accretion of rnaternal folk-wisdom to which Martha has

Mrs. Quest is well aware that any education which



been exposed. The conversation between Mrs. Quest and Mrs

van Rensberg is a typical example. TheiT talk is an edu-

cational ritual of the social group to which they belong,

rather than a pTivate discussion. Martha has been exposed

for many yeaTS to this verbal fo1k1ore, in which collec-

tive traditions about 1ove, marriage and the family filter

down to the youngeT generation. The \¡Iomen do not converse

in any ordinary way but instead exchange "phases of their

Tespective traditions.'r Each r.epeats to the other tales

of her own courtship and marTiage interspersed with such

moral truisms as : trA girl must make men respect her; " or

ttA man wi 11 never marry a girl he does not Tespect . rl

Marthats response is to assert a basic feninisn wherein

she ca11s the attitudes of these women "loathsome, bar-

gaining and calculating" (p. 12) , but this standard fenin-

ist stance is, once again, a reaction rather than a con-

viction.
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Marthars reaction to her mother and societal condition-

ing has left her in a kind of clear space, in which she

has established what she will not be, but not as yet what

she will be. Sitting beneath a tree, aligning her spine

with its trunk in an assertion of her link with nature if

not with society, Martha repeats, almost as a kind of charm,

that 'rshe would not be like Mrs. Van Rensberg, a fat and

earthy housekeeping woman; she would not be bitter and nag-

ging like her mother. But then Ìvho," she asks, "was she



to be like? Her mind turned toward the heroines she had

been offered, and díscarded them. There seemed to be a

gap between herself and the past" (pp. 1'6-17). This creates

a serious difficulty for Marthai adolescent rejection of

the past, while preventing domination by collective opin-

ion, will not, on the other hand, enable Martha to align

herself with the more valuable gifts of the past. Martha,

in effect, must begin anew, without the lessons of tradition.

The collective has defences against a rebelling indi-

vidual, however, for Marthars opinions or reaction, no

matter how violent, are dismissed by the women as being

"part of a phase,I' or as Mrs. Van Rensberg asserts: rrit I s

the age" (p. 13). Martha is very aware of these pressures

and rejects firrnly any suggestion that there may be a

determined pattern to her behaviour. This accounts in part

for her dismissal not only of traðition but of the textbook

knowledge she has met with in books given her by her men-

tors, the Cohen boys. For Martha, these textbooks repre-

sent an inherited and institutionalized body of knowledge.

She rej ects the work of these t'expertsf in psychology,

history, economics, or politics with the same violence

with which she reiected her motherrs folk wisdom and with

the same awareness of any conditioning influences that

rnight indicate a determined pattern to her behaviour' Her

reaction is described as "a twisting spasn of spite against

these cold-minded mentors who so persistently analyzeð her
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state and in so many volumes" (p. \4).

Forced to begin anew, Martha discovers within herself

a "detached observern who Teacts instantly to any pronounce-

ments about Martha and her time. She learns to rnaintain

an ironic perspective in the face of social dogna. When

the books te11 her: "she was adolescent, and therefore

bound to be unhappy; British, and therefore uneasy and

defensive; in the fourth decade of the twentieth century,

and therefore inescapably beset with problems of race and

class; female, and obliged to repudiate the shackled women
ry

of the past" (pp. 14-15)," Martha ïesponds by attempting

to set herself outside of these patterns. She asks: I'If

u¡e know it, why do we have to go through the painful busi-

ness of living it?t'She feels that it isrrtime to move on

to something new, the act of giving names to things should

be enough" (p. 15) . Martha also rej ects a significant and

growing rrfeeling of fate, of doomil that emanates from all

the authorities. In short, Martha rej ects the view of

history as unalterable, of life as conditioned, and of
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freedom as adherence to any scheme of conventional moïaIity.

Requiring some support for her sense of self in the

midst of so many subtle pressures, Martha attempts to assert

her individuality by establishing a rather rigid and exalted

idealism. 0n a rather childish 1eve1, she self-righteously

imagines social relationships that are, if superior to

nothing e1se, at least more ideal tha¡ those of her mother.



Looking at the exchange of tradition that passes for friend-

ship between her nother and their neighbor, Martha asserts

her own definition of friendship in whichrlactual friends

are but distant relations to those of whom we are pledged"

( p. t2). Real friends, Martha fee1s, but does not arti-

culate, should exist somewhere beyond the forces of condi-

tioning, just as real love lies apart from the habits of

her parents and real knowledge away fron the deterministíc

theories in her textbooks. Martha I s probl em is that she

has not yet discovered the inner world where these "distant

relations, " these ideal forms, reside, but continues to

search for them in the social wor1d.

l.4arthats development of the I'detached observert' and

tendency toward daydreaming of idealízed structures are

indications of a healthy if undeveloped individuality.

This is also demonstrated in the way in which Martha per-

ceives her landscape and her own position ín this land-

scape. Marthars relationshíp to the 1and, the farm and the

veld assume one of the fundamental patterns of psycholo-

gical assertion--the manda La.4 One of these configurations

occurs when Martha establishes a'rcenteril within a land-

scape otherwise "hardly marked by man'' (p. 8) . Marthats

perception of the landscape moving off toward the veld with

her house in the center assumes the symmetrical dinensions

that characterize the mandala.
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The house raised high on its eminence into the blue
and sweeping currents of ait, was in the centre of
a vast basin, which was bounded by mountains. In
front, there were seven niles to the Dumphries Hi11s;
west seven niles of rising ground to the 0xford
range; seven miles east, a long swelling mountain
which was named Jacobrs Burg. Behind there was no
defining chain of kopjes, but the land traveled end-
1ess1y, without linit and faded into a bluish haze,
like that hinterland to the imagination we cannot
do without--the great declivity was open to the
north (pp. 8-9) .5

Martha requires the sense of containment and order that the

mandala provides, for without such structuring she suffers

from agoraphobia. She feels caught between the vastness

of the landscape and the repetitions of patterns; she is

lost between emptiness and stale traditions with only the

frailest beginnings of a structure of individuality to

offset the forces which crowd in upon her.

In an effort to fuse her individuality to social forms,

to integrate the mandala of the veld with the social patterns

in her ordinary 1ife, Martha begins to inagine a mythical,

four-gated city. Through her vision of the four-gated cíty,

an ideal social order is united with a healthy individual-

ity. Martha inagines a nob1e, raceless and culturally-

integrated city which transforms the mandala, her individual

landscape, into a social plan. In adolescent fashion,

however, Martha t s city excludes her parents, in fact, 'tmost

of the people of the district are excluded from the golden

city because of their pettiness of vision and smal 1 under-

standing" (p . 17 ) .
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It is important to notice that this city, this synbol

which reappears in each volume until its completion in

volune five of the series is, at the outset, a social sym-

bo1. In Lessing's Marxist-Realist novels, particularly in

Martha Quest, salvation from collectíve pressures can

occur when an idealized political vision comes to fruition.

Martha's vision is of a Utopian society, and this is, above

aII, a social idea1.

We are provided with a stTong symbolic contrast in the

first chapter of the novel between the ideal city and the

real ity of Martha I s wor1d. Martha I s house represents the

reality of her situation and acts as a social synbol in the

same way the store does in The Grass Is Singing. Sitting

in the center of a Iandscape, a strong position, the struc-

ture is weak nonetheless. It is built rrnative style with

mud wa11s and thatched roof, ãîd had been neant to last two

seasons.lr It is a house "precarious and shambling, but

faithful, for it continued to remain upright against aII

probabj-1ity" (pp. 20-21.). Martha feels the same way about

the vestiges of "empire,'1 the social system imported from
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Britain which was intended to last only temporarily. The

place where Martha 1ives, and all it Tepresents seem to her

"tenporaryti somehow, and "never, not for a monent, consider-

ed as home" (p. 22). Marthars room in the fanily home is

more fragile than the house itself. It seems a precaríous

shelter from the vast landscaÐe beyond her window. She



needs something more solid with which to shelter herself

as she feels more and moTe isolated and alienated. Using

anotheï common symbol, Lessing describes Marthars looking-

glass as too srna11, for she can see herself in it only in

fragments.

As a refuge from this sense of fragmentation and tTan-

sience, Martha relies entirely upon her inagination. Besides

the golden city, the utopian social vision, Martha seeks

unity and transcendence in a more personal sense. She ex-

periences a tïansitory state of emotion, a vision, beyond

consciousness which t'caused her to forget everything elserl

(p. 60). She is unable to decide whether the feelings

elicited by this vision are pleasurable oT painful since

both aTe involved. l{Ihat is most important to her is that

this expeTience is one of 'lintegration" in r,/hich sherrbe-

comes onerr with the natural wor1d. The joys of tTanscen-

dence aïe liinited, however, and once gone, they leave Mar-

tha with a knowledge of 'rfutility; that is, what was fut j-1e

was her own idea of herself and her place in the chaos of

matter. rr Frorn illumination to despair, from idealism to

defeat, Martha never loses her ability to respond to the

croSS-cur.rentS of her time, as she seeks to integtate that

which is always fragrnented. It is no wonder that Martha

finds herself in a "confusion of violent feelings" (p - 62).

Lessing describes the dangers that confront the fra-

gile adolescent individuality when social and biological
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pressu1'es aïe too po'hf eTful. In the second chapter of the

novel, Marthats defiance and reactive assertions aTe forced

back in upon her; she becomes a near-automaton wandering

about in a rtheavy trance-like state."6 Reacting to her pa-

rents and her culture with arl imaginaty tiredness and hypo-

chondria, Martha feels'ras if a spell had been put upon heT"

This feeling so envelopes Martha that she does not bother to

take her matriculation exams while at the same time she

resents the fact of her brotherrs fine education (p. 34)

and the fact that her fatherts medicines (p. 25) had cost

nore than her schooling. Marthars enviTonment seems to re-

spond to her inner feelings; her house seems to rrdecline

and lean j-nward" while her motherrs voice nurmurs "s1eep,

s1eep...1ike the spel1 of a witch'' (p. 37). Marthars asseÏts

her individuality only in response to her paTents' decisions;

and she reacts mechanicalLy and arbitrarily, without any

real conviction. When pressed inte11ectua11y, she merely

ïeacts and finds herself defending not only'rJews and Kaf-

f irsrr but "Hitler as we11" (p. 33) -

As Martha matuïes, she becomes aware of a nel^I probl em

in her relationship with the collective. Society is not as

õ-toAniz.ed âs Martha once imagined. Not eveTyone pr'esents a

solid wa11 of confornity like that of her nother and Mrs.

Van Rensberg. Instead, she finds fragnentation everywhere,

a world divided by factions and class distinctions. Even

the Cohen boys, with whom Martha shares a Marxist political
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vísion, are divided, f or 'rSo11y is a Zionist ' while Joss

is a Socialistrl (p. 49). In the community at Iatge, there

aTe mo1.e divisions. Martha notes that I'the district was

divided into several separate conmunities, who shared no-

thing but Christian names, cards at Christmas' and a men-

ber of Parl iament" (P. 53) .

I'the tobacco families, the Scots fanilies, the English

eccentrics, and the Dutch Afrikaans" (pp. 54-55). Unlike

the vision of a unified society in Marthars golden city,

these people are sepaïated not only by culture and tradi-

tion, but by race as we11. Martha finds these divisions

debili-tating; and "the effort of inagination needed to des-

troy the words black, white, nation, race exhausted her..rl

This fragrnentation works not only against society as a

who1e, but also against the individual for everyone must

be fitted into a classification of one kind or another.

Martha notes that I'she could not remember a time when she

had not thought of people in terms of groups, nations' or

colour of skin first, and as people afterward" (p. 56).

Marthats problem, which is both societal and peTSonal, has

been summarized by Micheal Thorpe: "Though she sees the

colony in a t sickness of dissolutiont Martha, a child of

her time and p1ace, is infected herselfr' (p' 20) '

Martha has a greater difficulty asserting her sense of

self against the collective when its pressures are psycho-

logical and archetypal rather than conventional and social'

The conrnunitY consists of
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Lessing, however, points out the danger of collective ab-

soïption in all situations. The description of Marthars

submersion in the role of "archetypal young gir1" at the

end of the first paTt of the nove1, is a representative

exarnple. Tnvited to a dance, Martha becomes so absorbed

by an irnage of herself as Cinderella that she is unable to

ïecognize her escort even though "he is a boy she has known

all her 1ife" (p. 84). At the party, Martha is swept up by

the crowdand loses even the individuality afforded by a

role like cinderella. The young people dancing aTelrtrans-

ported by their common purpose into paTt of the large who1e,

the group.'r As part of the group, "the responsibility of

beíng one person, a1one, was taken off them'r (p. 85).

In the intensity of the mating rituals described in

this part of the nove1, all individuality is lost; the young

people ignore serious differences in peTsonality or belief

as each is submerged by the role being played. For example,

Marthat s escor.t, Bi11y, overlooks all too r'eadily I'the facts

of her personal ity ," part icul atLy her po 1 it ical a1 ignment

with the Kaffirs, as Martha dances in his arms.

This 'rgroup power," the attTaction of the peer group,

is moïe obvious in the second section of the nove1. While

Martha eagerly leaves her home and family for a job in the

city, because she feel s that ttan extraordinary, ilâgnificent

and altogether new life was beginning, " in reality her j ob

offers only new collective pressuTes. As the secr'etary of.a
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1aw firm, Martha's freedom is rigorously channeled by the

economic necessities of her job and the social expecta-

tions regarding the manner in which a young girl, newly in-

dependent, must live.

Martha is faced, almost immediately, with the facts of

her economic position and the linitations forced upon the

ilworker.'t The economi-c structure, she discoVeIS, is fu11 of

inequalities and the workers at the bottom rung of the 1ad-

der are exploited. Martha notes not only a startling dis-

parity between the salaries of the black office workers and

the white secretaries, but also in the limited possibilities

for the advancement of a woman in the work force' Mr' Cohen,

Marthars enployer, becomes the new spokesman for the collec-

tive, providing Martha with basic lessons about the "gir1"

as worker. These lesSonS are a series of banal conventions

that Martha would have rejected vehemently had they cone

fron Mrs. Quest. Mr. Cohents statements thatrimost girls

work in an office sirnply to pass the tine ti11 they get

marÏ.ied," and that "there is no reason why girls should not

have a good time ti11 they get married" (p. 107) aTe accep-

ted by Martha as sinTple facts which she herself should have

noticed. These rrleSSonSt' have an ef f ect which her rnotherrs

never did, for Martha is moved into becorning one of the

rrr^âTe. effic'ient secretariest'exto11ed by Mr. Cohen.
, v^!¿v+

Not only her job, but Marthars social oppoTtunities are

rigorously contïo11ed by collective opinion. Marthars first
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male acquaintance in the city, Donovan Anderson, defilles

himself entirely in teïms of the collective. He speaks

continually in the p1ura1 which refers sometimes to his

mother and himself (and thereby Mrs. Quest, for Mrs. Quest

and Mrs. Anderson are old friends) ; at other ti-mes, the

trtr^Jert is all the "junior civil servantSrrrand on other oc-

casions, Donovanrs p1ural is the social group which "ã:1 'ways'l

goes to the Regal. Even his love-making is deternined by

collective expectations. They go to the Kopje by moon-

light because t'thats where all we boys and girls go to

look at the lights and hold handsr' (p. 119). 0nce there,

Martha is informed thatrrwe must admire the lights and feel

romantic. t' Donovan chooses ttMattyrs clothes, appI'oves

of her hair styles and ushers her to predictable and ap-

proved gatherings. Between the denands of her job and the

evenings with Donovan, Martha loses any individuality and

becomes the ttMattlrr whom Donovan has programmed.

A voice from the past moves Martha into contact with

another g1.oup. At the suggestion of her o1d mentors, the

Cohen boys, Martha attends a meeting of the Left Book

Club where she encounters another kind of collective. She

is struck, first, by the disparity between the intellec-

tuals and their equally intelligent wives, who aTe, none-

theless, occupied moTe with their children than with politi-

cal efforts. stil1 looking for models, Martha compares

these wonen to her mother and her notherrs friends, and
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rej ects both alternatives. Rather than selecting either

conventional ro1e, Martha decides she will be, instead,

"fierce and unhappy and determinedr' (p. 13 1 ) . In spite of

the failure of this group to provide for the involvement

of at least half of its members, Martha is, nonetheless,

attracted by its ideology. She reads the New Statesman

and Nation as eagerì.y as a neI^I convert to ;ttt**-

reads the Bible, and feels herself , as a result, to be

drawing closer to that elusive brotherhood of ideas of

which she dreams. Marthars golden city Teappears in her

fantasies at this point and exhibits once again her ideal-

istic tendencies. The people who inhabit her city continue

to be more generous than those she meets in reality. Her

city is a place "where people who weT.e not at all false

and cynical and disparaging, like the lnen she had met that

afternoon, oT fussy and aggïessive, like the women--where

people altogether generous and warm exchanged generous

emotions" (P.134).

Marthars cornmitment, albeit limited, to the Left Book

c1ub, sets her apaTt from the group to which she belonged

with Donovan. Donovan Iesents her relationship with rlthe

loca1 Reds" who are 'ra bunch of Jews, toot' (p. 138) . Dono-

Vanrs inf luence on trMatty" erodes s1ow1y, but he does not
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lose her conpletely until she is absorbed by the larger

collective at the Sports C1ub. Dorothy BrervsteT' has sum-

marized the influence of this group: "The Sports Club



could qualify as a tcollective'; its members live a gToup

life, very much in the public eIê, very good examples of

ItogetheTnessrtt (p. 106) . The c1ub, while not r'estricted,

is patron ized prinarily by civil servants and secretaries '

As a group, its mores are quite rigid and understood by

al l. The Inen are "wolvesrr and the girls are, 'rit v/as

assurned, responsible for the men. r' Above all, "it waS alL

so public, anything was permissáb1e, the romances' the

f1 irtat ions , the quarrel s , provided they were shared. Thes e

terms, however, we1'e never used, for words are dangerous,

and there üras a kind of instinctive shrinking, and embar-

rasstnent, aEàinst words of emotion, o1' rather, words be-

longing to that older culture, to which this was an attempt

at providing a successorrt (p. 752).

In the group, intimate personal relationships were

frowned upon, marriagetrwas felt deeply as a betrayaltl

(p. 153). But should a couple persist, a marriage itself

would be'ts1.rra11owed wholei'by the c1ub, pllovided they mar-

ried fron the c1ub. This substitute for brotherhood in

collective approval provided for Martha a glow of seem-

ingly "universal goodwill" (p.154) and gave her the sense

of acceptance it gave those who obeyed its dictates '

Martha is caught up by a smaller group of couples in

the sports club and yields to their pressures by spending

all of her spare time with then. She Tesponds to the g1.oup

with a mixture of "boredom and pl easure, " (p. 1,82) yet neveI'
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asserts any individual will to do anything without then.

Viewing the constant round of social activities, Martha

real izes a futility but cannot sep a'rate herself . 'rShe

was, in fact, suffering from the form of moral exhaustion

which is caused by seeing a great many facts without

knowing the cause for then, by seeing oneself as an iso-

lated peïson, without origin or destination; but since

the very condition of her revolt, her very existence had

been that driving individualism, what could she do nowr,r'

(pp. L82- B3) ? Martha has polar ízed her experiences so

that she sees only two alternatives: an isolate individual-

ity or membership in one of the gToups. caught between two

negative choices, Martha feels herself trembling with a

1'rest less f or'cet' too powerful to be conf ined by either.

Rumors of war provide a support for any weakening of

Marthars Loyalties to the collective. The membership of

the Sports C1ub, tending to drift apaTt after several years

of togetheïness, is bolstered by the waT. Martha, too, is

caught uP, absorbing "highly coloured fantasies of heroisrn

and fated death" (p. 185) . In spite of herself, Martha

feels locked into a collectiverrnostalgia," a I'd1.eamlike,

compelled anity" which carries her along in its unsettling

tide into her first sexual experiments.

Although Martha rejects the fumbling advances of Perry

at the Sports Club because she recognizes that his sexual

attemprs are merely par't of the game, her first affaír is
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merely the result of one of her rnoods of reaction. Reject-

ing Perry, she succumbs to the charms of Adolph King, who

is different from the others in that he is a Jew and in

that his sexual ínterest is genuine rather than feigned.

Martha is, however, not responding to the man, nor he to

her. Martha re-organizes the inadequacies of her first

sexual experience "to fit arr inaginative demand alteady

franed in her nind. Nor was she disappointed. For if the

act fe11 short of her denand, that idea1, the-thing-in-itse1f,

that rnirage, Temained untouched, quivering exquisitely in

front of her....And since this was what she demanded. the

man himself seerned positively irrelevant" (p. 202). Even-

tualLy, Marthats feeling is one of obligation as a result of

the sexual involvement, and Adolph views Martha as a conquest

to be paraded before the menbers of his own club. Martha

feels betrayed by her sexual attraction to this man once

she becomes aware of his linitations as a person. She

rejects his 'rse1f-consciousnessri and dislikes the way he
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stalks I'the great f or recognitionr' (p. 208) . she sees that

Adolph is playing a role--that of perpetual underdog, in-

viting rej ection, then arousing guilt in those who respond.

Once Martha becomes aware of this mechanism, Adolph t s

polrer over her begins to weaken.

In reaction to the games of Adolph and the sterility

of the social life she is leading, Martha isolates herself

for a while and reconsiders the relationship in terms of



her own personalíty. Martha recalls the feeling she had

in her moment of illunination on the ve1d. she begins to

attenpt to relate her experiences to this inner ya-rdstick'

She rejects her exper'iences in town, her identity as ttMattlt|

and returns to reading. As she reads, I'most1y, she re j ected:

what she accepted she took instinctively, for it rang true

with some tuning fork to guide within her; and the measure

was t:hat expeïience...which was the gift of her solitaty

childhood on the veld: that knowledge of sonething painful

and ecstatic, something central and fixed, but flowing. It

was a sense of movement, of separate things inteTacting and

finally becoming one, but greater--it was this which was

her lodestone, even her consciencer' (p. 220) '

While this "lodestonert has an affect on Marthats intel-

lectual development, the biological and social pressuT.es

continue to be moïe powerful than her fleeting visions of

tïanscendence. trAl1 the time that she dreamed with a f ierce

hunger of escape, of doing sonething vital and important,

the otheï secret pulse vlas beating" (p. 233). While Martha

drearns of quitting her secTetaTial job and imagines a serious

future for herself as a I^friter and j ournalist, Lessing in-

trudes and with authorial irony notes that I'one may inagine

oneself as altogether unique and extraordinaty...but one

behaves inevitably, inexotably, exactly like ever'yone elserl

(p. 232) .
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Social pressures eventually bríng 14artha back into the

fold of the Sports Club where she neets Douglas Knowe11.

In Douglas, Martha feels a kinship, a sense of brotherhood

based, however, only on the fact that he reads the New

Statesman. Compared with the K"ricketeers at the club

Douglas is an intellectual; this, coupled with the sexual

urgency of her âge, impels Martha toward him with a sense

of inevitability. Marthar s sense of self is too new to

stave off either her sexual needs or the social pressures,

so Martha finds herself engaged, pub1ic1y, not only to

Douglas, but to the collective values against which she had

been struggling. 'tMartha u/as completely swept away by it

all. There were occasional cold moments when she thought

that she must somehow, even nour, check herself on the fatal

slope toward marriage...and then the fatal thought of what

would happen if she did chilled her. It seemed that half

the toï/n was celebrating; she had not begun to reaLize how

well known Douglas was; the Sports Club were rnagnificently

marrying him off" (p. 219).

Marthars marriage to Douglas is, in her motherts words,

a "proper marriâge"; and in it Martha is almost totally

1ost. The sexuality in her marriage is determined by a

reaction against her parentsr Puritanism and carefully

plotted by lr{rs. Van der Velde's book on marriage, bought

by Douglas because he'rhad seen it in his young married

friendst bookcâcêq rr rharo?.y insuring that he and Martha
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'tcanrt go wrong" ( p.250). It is highly significant in terns

of Lessingrs developnent to be avtare of the collective and

social nature of this wedding. Marthar s narriage is a Iegal

and social function, not a spiritual or hierogamous ,rnion.7

This is made explicit in the concluding section of the nove1.

Douglas and Martha, in preparation for their marriage,

return to the landscape of I{artha's youth. In traditional

fashion, they are seeking parental approval for the wedding.

The journey home reveals to Martha aI1 the elements missing

fron her inarriage. As she leaves the sterility of the town

in which she had spent so much time, she is moved by the

"naked embrace of earth and sky" and understands, if only

briefly, the nature of her 1oss. This 'lfrank embrace between

the lifting breast of the land and the deep blue warmth of

the Sky, " this union between male and fenale principle in

nature, has been nissing from aII the relationships she has

f orned. "Living in towns,lt Martha notes, I'she had f orgotten

this infinite interchange of earth and sky" (p. 252). 0nce

B1

at horne, Mrs. Quest regains

ioins her voice to all those who view marriage as a social

rather than spiritual function. She assures hersel f that

Martha is not pregnant, that Douglas has enough money, even

gives up her o\^/n engagement ring to Martha out of concern

for riwhat people will say" if she does not have one.

Surrounded on all sides by conventional pressures and

an impending t'proper marriage," Martha attempts to commune

lost hold over Martha as she



for a final time with the landscape and tries to establish

her sense of self in relation to it. She tries to become

a point of focus, once nore, within a rnandala of natural

processes. r?She looked over the landscape of her child-

hood, lying dark and mysteríous, to the great bulk of

Jacob's Burg, and tried to get some spark of recognition

from it. It was shut off from her, she could feel nothing.

There u/as a barrier, and that barrier (she felt) was

Douglast' (p. 258) .

Yearning for hierogarny, for connection, for spiritual

wholeness, Martha finds only dry collective conformity.

'lSure1y she should have had to fight, face real oppositíon,

only to emerge a victor at the end, crowned by the tearful

blessings of her father and mothel?rr (p. 264). Hierogamy

occurs only in the world of the ronance in one who is in

tune with the archetypal centers within. Martha's yearnings

for a heroic or' romantic union go unanswered in the mundane

patteïns of a secular culture. This is apparent in the

wedding ceïenony itself, for it is stripped of all beauty

and meaning. The attendants and guests are aII people in-

portant to Douglasrcareer, with Mrs. Quest on hand to be

sure that everyone plays his role correctly. Devoid of

blessings, the wedding is, nonetheless, rife with bureaucracy,

for Martha "signed about nine different documents... in

tripl icate, toott (p. 269) . The wedding lacks emotional

catharsis, for the sexual union had alteady been consummated
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and the spiritual union ignored. Feeling her hand thrust

into Douglasrhand by Mrs. Quest in order to receive the

ring, Martha asks, pointedly, 1' rWho I s getting married, me

or you?t"(p. 269). This final question is answered by Mrs.

Quest herself who sighs to Mr. Maynard af te't the ceremony

that rt I It t s such a re1 ief to get your daughter properly

narriedrr' (p. 270). Marthaf s marriage in March, 1'939, is

clearly a victory for the collective, for the novel ends

with Martha correctly captured, her individuality bet'tayed,

but the social pressures satisfied.
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2 Afa"t Lessingrs denunciation of the critics in De-

claration, virtually eveïyone approaching the Children of

Notes, Chapt er Two :

' Lessing, Smal1 Personal Voice, p. 3.

Violence series pays 1ip service to her statements. For

example, see Dorothy Brewster, Doris Lessing, Twayne English

Authors Series (New York, l-965) , p. 103, and Paul Schlueter,

p. 23. However, Lessingrs concern with the 'telationship

between the individual and the collective has not been

firmly related to any Marxist-Realist aesthetic operative

in her novels.
7" Georg Lukacs, Writer And Critic and Other Essays,

ed. and trans., Arthur D. Kahn (New York, I970), p. 85.
A- Cf . Lessingrs trPreface to The Golden Notebook't in

Children of Violence
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Snal 1 Personal Voice.

1 Sirr.e Martha has no genuine self- awareness in these

opening novels, f cannot feel, as Dorothy Brewster does,

that Marthars personality is consistent. Brewster writes:

trMartha, from her first appearance at the age of fifteen,

has a well-established identity--not fixed, of course; but

one can count on it through all the experiences she goes

through in the next dozen years' not to lose its main

characteristics" (p. 103) .

Notes, Part I: Martha Quest



2 Doris Lessing,

Subsequent references

in the text.

' Micheal Thorpe in Doris Lessing (London, 1973), feels

this passage to reveal Marthars "heavy consciousness of her-

self--derived from books--in relatj-on to them and the spirit

of the time" (p. 20). This overlooks Marthars immedíate

and self-awaTe dismissal of the attempts of t'expertst' to

Notes: Martha

Martha

Quest, Continued

to this

codify her behaviour.
4 Edwt"d F. Edinger, Ego and Archetype (New York, 1'972)

asserts that the mandala appeaTs frequently in the drawings

of adolescents (or adults in a cTisis) whose ego develop-

ment is weak, p. 9.

5 th" mandala is, according to Jung, trthe premonition

of a center of the personality, a kind of central point

within the psyche, to which everything else is related, by

which everything is arranged and which is itself a source

of energy. The energy of the central point is nanifested

in the almost irresistible compulsion and urge to become

what one is. t' in "Concerning Mandala Synbolísm,'r Col lected

Works IX, Book I, p. 367.

Quest (London, 1"965) P. L0.

edition appear in Parentheses
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6 In "The Black Notebook'r section of The Golden

Book, Lessing writes of the young girl at the Mashopi

who is in the same kind of trance, based prinarily on

logical changes at adolescence.

Note-

hotel

bio-



' Hinz, op. cit., notes that one distinction between

the novel and the romance is t}'at the romance tends to

view marriage as hierogamy, while the novel sees it as a

social contTact. It is significant that Lessing I s charac-

ters who are caught up in the social problens of their

tines view hierogany as something lost. Marthars ex-

perience with hierogamy occurs in Landlocked, and signals

a change in Lessingrs approach to her protagonist.

Notes: Martha Quest, Continued
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Martha Quest ends with lt4arthars "proper marriage" as Nirs.

Quest terns it, and the second volume of the Children of

Violence continues Lessingts exploration of the relation-

ship between the indívidual and the collective in terms of

the fundamental human union of the tit1e. l4arriase is both

a personal and a social stTucture, and Lessing probes the

individual and collective pressures that shape, establish,

and hold together this basic unit of society. Marthats

marriage is, above aII, a social arrangement into which she

has drifted with 1ittle or no individual wi11. Having

completed the round of engagements open to her as an in-

dependent young woman in tob/n, the next step f or lr{artha

is, inevitably, marriage. Instead of a personal decision

f or marríage, however, lvlartha marries Douglas out of a

illr^ -^; - ^ua aËËrrrË ww'rptr1sion, " - that begJ-ns when they meet. lvlar-

tha dislikes Douglas, is repelled by him for the most part,

but subrnerges her dis like in the "delight of other people

in the marriage" (p. 45) .

Marthars marriage is described as a kind of social con-

spiracy; she is aware of the fact that she ùdidnrt like any

of the things she had become obliged to like by the fact

of marrying," but the problem is, Ivlartha notes, she has

rrnot been alone for five minutes since her marriagerr(p. 10)

Marthar individuality, her wavering sense of se1f, is

II. 4 Proper Marríage ( 1954)
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allowed no tine for development

power beyond herself; the three

age are the result of sonething

tible" (p. 69) .

Martha's individuality, while not destroyed, is none-

theless quiescent; she is lu11ed by the pu11 of collective

and archetypaL forces mor'e powerful then her individual wi11.

Marthars youth, documented in the first volume, had been

spent, if not in self-assertion, at least in a rejection

reaction to the collective pressures around her. Now she

is pliant; if nothing e1se, she sees the futility of her

earlier revolt. Her parents and the linitations of their

lives seem toouninportant to care about one way or the other.

"She felt, obscurely, that the whole thing hlas old-fashioned.

The time for dramatic revolts against parents was past; j-t

all had a stale air. " The futility of Marthars revolt is

rnade apparent when she finds herself repeating the mistakes

of her parents. She warns her husband that "tit aII doesnIt

matter. Nothing one does makes any difference, and by the

time werTe niddle-aged wer 11 be as stupid and reactionary

as our parents--and so it goes ofl, one might as well get

used to it I | 't (p. 43) .

Lessing has linked Marthars feelings of futility to a

recurring symbol in the nove1, the wheel at the fun fair,

whose I'dragging circle of lightsil flickers'rthtough her

sleep like a $Iarning" (p. 38). This wheel ís a synbol of

She has succurnbed to a

month courtship and marri-

"impersonal and irresis-
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the negative wheel of life; like the Indian samsara, or the

Wheel of Fortune in the Tarot deck, it is an airnless cyc1e,

a tTeadmill. The steady, monotonous revolutions of the

v¡hee1 remind Martha of tta darnned wedding ring. " Ir{arriage,

like the whee1, presents a pre-ordained pattern of repeti-

tion, which however brightly presented, rrcagesrr the Martha

struggling to know herself. While she feels caught her-

self, she clings to the idea that she can break the circle

by refusing to have a baby, thus ending the pattern with

herself.

Trapped, there is no area of her life in which Martha

is allowed to feel unique, or to experience any sense of

self-development or growth. Instead, there is only sub-

mersion in the role everyone, including herself, expects

her to pIay. The collective pressures are established at

the beginning of the nove1, and although bana1, they aïe

able to overpovrer Martha because they are linked to a

national cynicism in the face of war. The collective atti-

tudes are capable of providing some nodels of behaviour

for a young woman who sees only two alternatives--conformity

or disintegration and doom.

Holding the marriage together, these co1 lective pres-

sures are subtle but constant instructions which take the

form of attitudes every bride must have, and certain acti-
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vities in which every bride must tal<e part.

also provides rules for wives on the care of

The collective

hushands seen, ¿vv,



as a generic c1ass. 0ne such social rlmust rtr on the list

of every bride, is a visit to Dr. Stern, "the womants doc-

tor.tr The function of Dr. Stern is to provide a gloss of

educated and scientific colnmentaTy to counteract the socialLy

destructive tendencies of young l^iomen being subnerged by

their roles as wife and mother. His waitíng loom is des-

cribed as always rtful1 of women al l of whom must be

assured, f or various reasons, that everything lli as all rightlr-

(p. 20). Dr. Stern offers lectures I'designed for the in-

struction of brides" (p. 19), which are for the most part

ignored by the young women who prefer to rely on their own

experiences. Besides the advice of Dr. Stern and the com-

ments of her friends, Martha relies on handbooks of beha-

viour which ease her feelings of restlessness by assuring

her that her emotions are normal, that- "everyoneil feels

the same things she fee1s. Martha is aware of a certain

paradox in her situation, for "whi1e she insisted on being

unique, individual, and altogether apart from any other

person, she could be comforted in such matters only by re-

marks like rEverybody feels thisf or tIt is natural to feel

that I rr (p. 31) . It is interesting that she has been so con-

ditioned by her marriage that she accepts the very com-

forting 'rpart of a phaserr theory she rejected years earlier.

Marthats marriage has conditioned her in other ways as

we11. Her need for connection has always been a basic part

of her political interests. As one who could not separate
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herself from ideas of social progress, Martha continually

seeks to relate herself to political causes which seem to

provide arr ansurer. Marthars marriage had been preventing

these political associations from developing, for as one

of her friends points out, 'rthe wif e of a civil servant

canft be a Redrr (p. 28). When she rebels against this re-

striction by visiting So11y Cohen at his ?'Utopiail in the

colored quarter, she finds rebe11íon not worth the cost.

This political 'rUtopia" is based on principles of exclusion

rather than inclusion, for although they live in the colored

quarter, the Utopians have no contact with the natives.

Their Utopia, moreover, is an exclusively nale preserve.

Martha is exiled fron this society by her sex, but also

because she is aware of the fact tl'at its Utopian prenises

are a fiction. Even the economic base of this comrnunity

is unsound, for all the members are living on income frorn

their fathers; So1ly's share, for example, is the capital

from a store which exploits the Kaffirs. Returning home

to Douglas after this attenpt to move into a political

association once again, Martha dismisses the whole episode

with a wry and satirical self-mockery. She went to visit

at the commune, rtbecause, as everyone knows, we girls go

through these moments of not wanting to be rnarried.'r Douglas

confesses a similar desire for freedon and their shared

secrets lead to a round of love-naking in whichrrthey ex-

perimented with a couple of neü/ positions sanctioned by
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the book" (p. 54).

Martha seems more isolated now than she was on the ve1d.

She exists in terms of collective stereotyÐes for much of

her day; in the f ew moments she has a1one, she atternpts to

formulate a "theoryrr (p. 72) that will account for her feel-

ings about her experiences. She returns to books to find

answers but deduces I'that u/omen in literature urere stil1 what

men, or the men-women wished they were.r' Nonetheless, Mar-

tha, in spite of herself, is t'1ike1y to return to her bedroom

profoundly comforted with some such resounding and original

remark as rThe young husband, therefore, nust be careful

to be special 1y unders tanding during the difficult weeks

after marriager" (pp. 73-74). I.{artha resurrects the'rde-

tached observeril of her youth out of a growing necessity

for something beyond the 1if e she is learlino Thi s onables

her to "preserve an equilibrium because of an observing and

satirical eye focused upon her own behaviour from a super-

ior vantage point that v/as of course in no way influenced

by that behaviour" (p. 74) .
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Forced thus to intellectualize and seDarate her feel-

ings fron her social ro1e, Martha finds herself fascinated

by the black women she sees in whom no such division exists.

Marthars fascination with these women is like Birkin's in-

terest in the black totem in D. H. Lawrencers novel . l{omen

In Love. A statue of a black woman in labor is described

there as "pure culture in sensation, culture in the physical



consciousness, Teal 1y ultinate physical consciousness , mind-
a

1ess, utterly sensual. t'' Ir{artha's vision of the black wo-

man is one of an accepting maternity, a womanhood which has

not been tampered with by male culture or political con-

sciousness. Outside of Dr. SternIs office, where Martha

hras forced to listen to a 1ot of intellectualizing about

being a woman, she sees a native woman under a tTee:"She

held a small child by one hand and a slightly larger one

by the other, and there ÏIas a new baby folded into a loop

of cloth on her back....Martha felt her as something sinple,
z

accepting, wholeti (p. 26)." With her sexuality napped out

by positions in books, her political consciousness without

direction, her marriage a social contract, her emotions

ññM+ ^f ^ l?ñl^.paLç vr ø yrLase" every young bride goes through, Martha

feels herself in fragments, 'rstTenuous 1y held together by

nothing more than an act of wi11.1r
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Compartments, particularly the separation between body

and mind, the physical and spiritual, the dispassionate eye

and the feeling se1f, come to be seen by Martha as I'an

offence against what is deepest and most real in her." It

is at times like this that she calls to mind the black wo-

man, who appears as a shadow of herse1f as she night be:

"And again she thought of the simp1e women of the countTy,

,.,1^^ '..i ^L+ L^ -r;*- *O theif inStincts.wno m].gnt De wolnen 1n peace, acsorG-rilts Lo rnel-r 1nsf,1r^---,

without being made to think and disintegrate themselves

into fragments. During those first weeks of her marriage



Martha was always accompanied by that other, black rÄroman,

like an invisible sister sinpler and wiser than herself:

for no matter how much she reininded herself of statistics

and progress, she envied her from the bottom of her heart.

Without, of course, having any intention of emulating her:

Ioyalty to progress f orbade itrr (p. 7 5) . Much as she rnight

yearn after instinctual consciousness, Martha is at thís

point stil1 doninated by what D. H. Lawrence felt to be

the two great inhibitions to the instinctual life--the will

and ideas of progr"rr.4

Ideas of progress, however, come to a halt with the

approaching war. Yearning for unities, Martha is readily

caught by the false intinacy and simplistic nationalism

generated in wartime. War, with death approaching for so

many, makes Marthat s individual probl ens seem insignificant

to her. She is caught up in the wave of collective emotion

in which the young people, drugged by visions of heroism

and death drift along in a round of futile pleasures.

Martha and the other young people dance away each night'?as

if they formed one sou1,r'fearing to face alone the death

nor^/ imminent. The young nen enlist en masse, for "they aIL

were longing to be swallowed up in something bigger than

thernselves; they urere, in fact, already swallowed up" (p.

78). Lessing demonstrates that war and the roles demanded

by war are as repetitious and futile as those demanded by

marriage. Both trap individuals into patterns they would
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not seek for themselves and both present an í11usion of

connection for thsse who must seek wholeness in collective

relationships to compensate for an enptiness within.

Social progress halted by the vrar, Martha becomes more

susceptible to the pull of the instínctual life, to the

denands of collective archetypes. Martha envies Douglas

his ability to find a role so easily, that of "the young

hero off to the wars for adventure.ti The wheel of the fun

fair, with its tedious repetitions now takes on a symbolic

dimension larger than the tedium of her marriage. The

world at war is involved in a repeated act which betrays

individuality everywhere and destToys any hopeful view of

1ife. In wartime, mankind is tied to the whee1, Itbound

and betrayedr? (p. 81). It is ín this mood of cynicism and

in the knowledge of the inevitability of defeat for indi-

viduatity that Martha is forced to come to terms with her

pregnancy.
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This combination of war and biology makes Martha aware

of the social conditioning of her emotions and values.

Lessing assumes a basic Marxist-Realist stance as she pre-

sents the difficulties which Martha faces while attempting

to deal lvith the problems of cyclicality and the nightmarish

repetitions of history. Martha begins to view individuals

as pohrerless, as mere toys in the complicated games of
society, because she is incapable of dealing with historical
patterns. She sees herself and her rnother in a neu/ 1ight.



She was looking at Mrs. Quest in a deep abstract
speculation, as if neither she nor her rnother had
any validity as persons, but were nere pawns in the
hands of an old futility. She could see a sequence
of events, unalterable, behind her, and stretching
unalterably into the future. .This the nightmare,
this the nightmare of a class and generation: repe-
tition. And although Martha had read nothing of
the great interpreters of the nightmare, she had
been soaked in the minor literature of the last
thirty years, which had dealt \^Iith very little else:
a series of doorned individuals, carrying their doom
ínside them, like the seeds of a fatal disease.

Bel ieving these I'minortt writers, rather than seeing the

social contexts of the problems they pTesent, Martha feels

that she as an individual can plevent the pattern from re-

peating. If the seeds of doom are within, then rtit was

within her power to cut the cycleri (p. 109). Havíng a

chi1d, Martha believes, will create another victim for his-

tory, so she vacillates between having an abortion and

giving in to her notherrs joy which will trap her in the

cycle. She accedes to her mother, deciding that it is too

late for an abortion. trlt occurred to her that this child

had quickened already; she understood that this long pro-

cess had been one of deternined self-decepti-on--almost as

if she had wanted this damned baby aIL the timerr (p. 1-1'7) .

Martha clearly does not know herself; she is aware only of

a subtle process of self -deception: '?f or what'1 she asks,

rrwas the use of thinking, of planning, if enotions one did

not recognize at aIL worked their way against you" (p. 118).

Besides not knowing herself, Martha does not understand the

ways in which her emotions are conditioned.
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In the second part of the nove1, Martha finds herself

again caught between two powerful forces. Her pregnancy

pu1ls her toward the instinctual life,rrthe dark, blind sea

that was rnotherhood"; whi1e, on the other hand, the war and

accompanying nostalg:-a and patriotism exert powerful social

pressures upon her. As indicated in the chapter on The

Grass Is Singing, while Lessing shares with D. H. Lawrence

a beIíef in the values of cosmic v¡holeness and of the

beauty of the instinctual 1ife, she is too realistic, at

least at this point in her development, to believe that

anyone can submerge onets individual will in the dark tide

for any more than fleeting periods. This ambivalence is

evident in Marthars response to her prenancy. 'rShe was

essentially divided, one part of herself was sunk in the

development of the creature, appallingly s1ow, frightening-

\y inevitable, a process which she could not alter or has-

ten, and which dragged her back into the inpersonal blind

urges of creation; with the other parts she watched rti her

nind r¡/as l ike a l ighthous e, anxious and watchful that she,

the free spirit, should not be inplicated; and engaged in

dayd'reams of the exciting activities that could begin when

she was 1ib erat edrr (pp . 1,44- 45) .

q7

Martha is very vulnerable to the pu11 of the instinc-

tual 1ife, urged as she is by biology and her image of

herself as she rrshould be, calm, rich, maternal, radianttt

(p. 148). The lact that she is part of a recurring



historical cycle becomes less important because her preg-

nancy has the effect of seerning to alter tine. 0ften, she

feels as if she can transcend any ordinary time sense; it

seems that t'inside her stomach the hurnan race had fought

and raised its way through another million years of his-

tory; that other time ulas claining her.. . it was beconing

an effort to recognize the existence of anything outside

thi s great c entral dramat? (p . 729) .

The polarities of the instinctual life and social con-

ditioning are vividly portrayed in a section of the novel

that is recognízed by virtually every critic has renini-

scent of D. H. Lawrence. Lessing describes a dance which

Martha and another pregnant friend undertake as a kínd of

assertion of freedom against'rprohibitions and firm mas-

culine attitudes against getting cold or tired" (p. 152).

Envious of the shared experiences of their husbands, who

fought together 'ramong the mud puddles...their eyes glean-

ing with savage joy out of mud-streaked facestr (p. 151-),
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the women need

the stTeet from the maternity hospital, a syrnbol of the

sterile and rule-ridden approach to childbearing, the

women take off their clothes and Tun wi1d1y, shouting in

triumph through the rain. Martha subrnerges herself in a

muddy puddle of water; and in this baptisn into the natu-

'raI 1if e, she ent ers the 1if ^ of +h a nnn'l where f rogs and

sinilar assertion of conmunion. Across

snakes share a \^ratery existence with her unborn child. In



a Laurrencean moment, heralded by the snake she sees, she

retreåts to her car and safety, brought back by the inner

voice of masculine prohibitions, similar to Lawrencer s

voice of education which separates him from the snake of

his 'ooen.

While the influence of Lawrence on this scene has been

noted by both Dorothy Brester and Paul Schlueter,5 neithe::

has analyzed the reasons for Marthars ambivalence toward

the instinctual 1ife. In this scene. as in most of the no-

ve1, Martha is divided. She yearns to be maternal and un-

thinking, and she wants to be a fu11y developed individual.

This split stems frorn the fact that while she identifies

the world of nasculine prohibitions with her conscious mind,

she a15o alutTibutes individual freedom to consciousness. to
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maintaining the strong hold of the mind and wi11. She

therefore can achieve no union of will and being. Her con-

scious mind rej ects masculine patterns , yet since her free

will is a product of this masculine consciousness, she

cannot subnit to her unconscious needs to be absorbed in

the instinctual life of motherhood. Martha does not seem

to fee1, as Lawrencers characters do, that one need only give

up will and individuality in order to lead an instinctual

life. The instinctual is, for Martha, only another co11ec-

tive, another means by which she can test the strength of

her individual ity.

The circumstances surrounding the birth of Marthats



baby at the maternity hospital involve the same duality.

While the physical experience of the birth brings out a

ttsoaring elation'r (p. I57) , the maternity hospi-tal views

the event mechanically, as pa'rt of the I'easter rushrr (p.

158). Moreover, Martha herself is divided; while she yearns

to give herself up to the experience, there is a part of

her which criticizes and desires to remain in control:

'rThere were thro Marthas, and there uras nothing to bridge

then. Failure, complete failure. She was helpless with

Tage. She heard the pain-gripped Martha cry out, r0h God,

oh God!r and she was curious at the ancient being in her

that cried out to God. Damned 1iar, coward, idiot! sa:id

Martha to herself from across the gulf. It only needs that

you should call out rMotherlr And behold, Martha, that free

spirit, understood from the exquisite shore of complete,

empty non-sensation that she had been groaning out rMother,

Mother, Mother!t' (p.16a). When Martha does achieve a free-

dom from I'mind-consciousness rrt it only releases her into

pain. Urged by a black matron to r'1et it comerr Martha

manages tortlet the cold knot of deternination loosen, she

1et herself loosen, she 1et herself go, she 1et her mind

go dark into the pain'r (p. 165) .

After the child is born, the rules of the maternity

hospital inmedíateIy restore the dualities to Martha's ex-

periences. 0n the one hand is the community of women rta1l

absorbed into the rhythms of eating, sleeping and nursing"
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(p.170) and on the other hand are the proponents of the

rigid, formulaic approach to child-raising which was domi-

nant in the 1930ts. From the first day, the u/ornen and

babies are put on a schedule. lllhile the hromen find that

their breasts ooze nilk when they hear the babies cry,

the nurse says 'lthey canrt be hungry ti11 six. It t s

against the rules ! 1' (p. 169) . Martha quickly finds her

relationship with her daughter regulated byrrthe clock

striking six, ten, two, six, tenrr (p. 176) . Freed thus

from any emotional or instinctual patteïns of motherhood,

Martha is nonetheless captured by tine. History, too,

will not let her off so easily, for, no sooneï does she

feel'rherself free to see what life rnight have to offer,

when authority spoke again: a1 I of Douglasts generation

were whiskeC into uniform and into a calnp just outside

the city" (p. 1.78).

The third section of the novet describes li,larthars

struggle for individuality in the society of women and

political dissenters left behind by the war. The war-

L01

effort, that great co1 lective, absorbs nost of the commun-

ityrs vitality and all of its manhood. Martha, the other

women and some struggling political movements are all that

rernain outside the one central concern. The ilcouncil of

matriarchs' and its leader, Mrs. Maynard, aïe the effective

organizers of those at home. The young women aïe expected

to help entertain the airmen frorn England, and the entire



community is drawn into the social life at the c1ubs. Mar-

tha, dancing with one of the airmen, Tealizes that I'he had

sunk into the collective wash of emotion...that was what

he wanted nost, she could see: not to have to think, to

let himself go into íiu, to let his mind flow out and away

frorn the terrible necessity of his days" (p. 20t).

Martha soon finds her free tine absorbed by the co11ec-

tive emotions at the club and her personal tine tied to

Carol iners schedul e. Her relationship with her daughter

continues to be characterized by rigidity and adherence to

ru1es. She tel1s a visitor that ?rit I s agaínst the rules

to cuddle a baby out of hours--the book says sorr (p. 195).

When Caroline rejects the schedule, Martha is so rule-

ridden that she feels it to be a personal failure. ?tShe

was good for nothing, not even the sinple natural function

that every female should achieve like breathíng: being a

mother" (p . 1,97 ) .

1,02

Feeling herself to be a failure as a mother, and unhappy

with the life at the clubs, in what is now a fairly consis-

tent pattern, Martha makes a cursory attenpt to return to a

meaningful life through political activities. At Mr. May-

nard I s urging, she attends a meeting of the Left C1ub. Here

she is alternately attTacted and Tepelled by the group. At

one point, listening to a speaker, Martha responds, rras if

to her own deepest voice speaking" (p. 21,2). Later, ob-

serving the familiarity of the nembers of the group with



each other based on theír years of association, she feels

a sense of futility and entrapment, t'as if nets weTe closing

around her....She was instinctively shaking herself free of

this mesh of bonds before she lnad entered then: She thought

that at the end of ten years these people would sti11 be

here, self-satisfied in their unconfornity, talking, talking

endlessly'1 (p. 216) . Always ambivalent, lo sooner does

Martha decide to leave the group, than the talk frorn the

ïoom strikes her as a rrunit of cheerful sound r'r a rtüiarm

community" tp. 2L8), to which she wishes to belong.

Marthats novements in this noveL are characterized by

cyclic and recurring patterns --Tevolutions, like those of

the fun-fair wheel. Back home with Caroline, she again

finds her life 'rregulated by the clock to Caroliners needs;

and she v/ent to bed at night exhausted by Carolinef s ex-

perience. " She f inds herself on a t'r eadmil1, hurrying

from one activity to the next,rtand yet there was nothing

at the end of it to hurry toward.'t The whee1, samsara,
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repetition, I'cycles of guilt and defiance ruled her living

and she knew it; she had not the beginnings of an under-

standing of what it all meant" (p. 224).

Lessing neatly para11e1s the futility and Tepetition

of Marthaf s life with Caroline with the tediun of the vrar

as ít is experienced by Douglas and the other young hus-

bands. The young men do not know where they are, rnerely on

an air strip like any other. The t{ar, too, is repetitious



and du11. I'They had marched, dril1ed, and waíted; slept

under canvas in the open--and waitedr' (p. 236). Boredom

and frustration are as far from Douglasrs ideals of heroism

as child-raising by the book is distant frorn Martha's

vision of a radiant maternity. Sent horne frorn the front

for an undramatic u1cer, Douglas feels cheated of the uni-

fying experience he had hoped to f ind in Ïrar. I'It seemed

that his whole life had 1ed without his knowing it to the

climax of being with those men, his fe1lows, his friends,

parts of himself, in real fighting, real living, real ex-

perience at last. And he was out of it....A crock, he

thought b it t er 1yr 'r (p . 248) .

Back at home, both Martha and Douglas take 1itt1e com-

fort in the stale patterns of their marriage, since each

has experienced a sense of personal failure in the larger

communal 1ife. Martha becomes aware very quickly that

Douglas has not developed. t'She was rnarried to one of the

boys; he would always, all his life, be one of the boys....

the condition of being a I^Iornan in wartime, she thought an-

gtily, was that one should love not a lnan, but a nan in

relation to other mentr (p. 246). Douglas, in turn, finds

a wife and daughter who live entirely by a timetable.

1,0 4

While the patterns of home-1ife satisfy Douglas enough to

remark, if half -sarcastically, rrtherers no place like hone,r'

(p. 271.) Martha finds herself, once again, watchingrtthe

shape of the big wheel in the window." Fearing another



pregn aîcy and further entrapment, Martha rrwas again lying

through the nights, listening to

fair'1 (p. 272)

as Micheal Thorpe has pointed out: rr!Ve see that Douglas,

no less than Martha. is the victim in this dishonest mar-

riage, and both are guilty" (p. 27)

against the same collectives that thwarted her at the open-

ing. The same social pressures that brought about her mar-

The entTapnent

The final section of the novel shows Martha struggling

riage now are applied toward talking her into having a

second chi1d. Martha alteady has arrlarge house, four ser-

the sad rnusic of the fun

encompasses the two of then.

vants, Caroline and a husband" (p. 272),

second child only the next revolution of

forces aligned against Martha are the cornfortable pattetcns

of young married couples.
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They were all married couples, and the wives were
pregnant, or intended to be soon, or had just had a
baby. They all earned just so much a month, owned
houses which they would finish paying for in about
thirty yearst time, ãfld in the house was furniture
bought on hire-purchase, including refrigerators,
washing machines, fine electric stoves. They aII
had cars, and kept between two and five servants, who
cost them about trvo pounds a month each. They were
a1 t heavi 1y insured.

They took holidays at the Cape once in four or
five years, gãye sundowner parties to each other once
or twice in the rnonth, and went dancing or to the
cinerna two or three times in the week. They were,
in short, extremely comfortable, and faced lives in
which there could never be a momentrs insecurity.rSecurityr was the golden word written up over their
doorways, security was so deeply part of them that it
h/as never questioned or discussed: the great climax
of their lives would come at fifty or fifty-five, when
their houses, gardens and furniture would be their
or^/n, and the pensions and policies bore fruit" (pp.276-77)

which makes a

the whee1. The



Lessing describes clearly in these chapters the kind of
I'self-narrowing" that is required by the nídd1e-c1ass 1ife.

The constriction of the lives of these people is so extreme

that Lessing verges on satire. These middle-class women,

in particular, foreshadow Kate Brown of The Summer Before

The Dark, in that Lessing is indicating through Marthars

experience, a17 the steps that bring Kate to her sterile,

middle-age. Martha is more aware than Kate, however; and

Lessing has not yet turned to satire, for Martha views

coldly and critically aII the linitations of the conventional

life. As the pressures on her to have another child increase,

Martha notes, 'rwhat one did not see, what everyone conspired

to prevent one seeing t$as the middle-aged woman who had done

nothing but produce two or three coÌnmonplace and tedious

citizens in a world that was already too ful1 of themrl

(p. 303). Kate Brown never sees this woman until she is

there, at middle ãEe, herself . Both Martha and Kate, however,

are drawn into the pattern by the same process of self-de-

ception. Each has a vision of a mother as arrsource of

warmth and creativenessrl for a brood of children; and Kate,

unlike Martha, never a1lows the reality of motherhood to

interfere with this vision.
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When motherhood becomes consistently disil lusioning,

Martha revolves in a political direction once more. Look-

ing through Communist pamphlets, Martha forgets the ídeal

of motherhood to which she had so recently responded and



feels that "for the first time in her life she had been

offered an ideal to live for" (p. 315). The I'Logic of His-

toryrr (p. 319) now presents to Martha a means, other than

the personal, by which she can deal with the world around

her. In her absorption by the political, the novel loses

much of the power of interest cornrnanded by Martha's indí-

vidual voice. The characteïs that dominate the next novel

in the sequence--Anton Hess, Andrew, lr{aisie, and Jasmine--

move into the foreground. These characters are nore impor-

tant in terns of ideology than personality, and foreshadow

the collective power of political life that absorbs lr{artha

in the next novel.

ln a farewell to the personal, the final chapters of

the novel detail the end of the marriage of the tit1e.

Attenpting to appease Martha, to enable her to endure a

marriage made unendurable by her political awakening, the

voices of conformity offer an !l.everyonerlwho fêe1s about

marriage exactly as she does. Before she can be free, they

each approach li4artha and attempt to fit her back into the

social mode. But neither Mrs. Talbot, nor her mother, nor

any other spokesperson for marriage can prevent Marthars

realization that she has been'rbored, bored, boredil (p. 3SS)

She is also alvare that Douglas, her mother, and their

friends nust pTay out certain roles as she leaves the mar-

riage. She notes thattrwhat she did and what Douslas did

was inevitable, they were involved in a pattern of behaviour
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which they could not alterrt (p. 369). This awareness of

their rol es , as wel l as her own, sets her f ree. Ir{arthars

narriage degenerates into violence and threats, but she en-

dures it all as the wheel completes its revolution. After

their fina1, vicious night together, Martha asks Douglas:
tf rlllhatr s it all about? You donrt believe ín it, I donrt be-

lieve in it--what do we do it f or, then?'r? (p. 378) .

Marthats political idealism enables her to leave her

daughter with a clear conscience, for she believes that she

is setting her free of the wheel of repetition by her action.

such commitment brings a wry comrnent f rom l4r. Talbot on the

last page of the nole1. Unable to convince l4artha to stay,

he notes:1'f suppose with the French Revolution for a father

and the Russian Revolution for a mother, you can veïy well

dispense with a fami1y." Martha, at this point, agrees.

Thus, in the first two novels of the series. we have

observed Marthat s entrapment by one collective after another.

While she asserts a keen individuality, when it is tested

l.'lartha proves that she is unable to see beyond any of the

social patterns far enough to prevent the next inevitable

process from capturing her. she has moved through the steps

of conventional developrnent: rebellious adolescent, working

gir1, young married rvonan, new mother, war-wife, and fina11y,

divorcee. In each case, the movement from one pattern to

the next involved a rebellion and a rearless deternination

not to b e caught f or 1ong. li{artha, however, has not b een
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self-knowing enough to transcend the revolutions of the

wheel of repetition entirely.

While the first tÌ^/o books have shown Martha first
yeilding to then tTanscending social and biological pres-

sures, the next volume details a more serious loss of her-

se1 f, for Martha becomes involved with an ideology she

regards as greater than she is. From the beginning, Martha

has had only the inner yardstick of her vision on the veld

to sustain her individuality and tïanscendent impuLses. At

the end of this nove1, however, she has begun mistakenly

to link this experience of illumination to the intellectual-
ized unities described in party propoganda. Martha's diffi-
culties in gloüring beyond these political structuïes which

have captured her idealístic spirit are detailed in the

next chapter.
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1 Dotis Lessing, A Proper Marriage (St. Albans, 1,g66).

Subsequent references to this edition appear in parentheses

in the text.
- D. H. Lawrence, Women In Love (New York, 1960), p. 71,.

7" Paul Schlueter, (p. 19) relates this passage to The

Grass Is Singing. Marthaf s vision of the black woman seems

more relevant to her ideas about t1'le instinctual life during

her pregnancy than to the I'native problenri of the earlier

nove1, as Schlueter would have it.
A- This conflict in Martha between will and instinct is

never solved by Lessing in the same way that Lawrence reach-

es a solution. I will atternpt an explanation later in

this chapter.
q" Dorothy Brewster (p. 1t2) cites Lawrence here in

terms of the cosmic consciousness operative. Paul Schlue-

ter (p. 105) cites Lawrencets poem, "Snake" and makes the

obvious connection. Neither attemDts to deal with the

special way that Lessing is using Lawrence here.

Notes Proper I{arriage
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At the end of the first section of A Ripple from the Storm,

(1958), Martha reminds herself that trit would be pleasant

to be í11 for a day oT two, to have time to think, oT even

to be alone for a 1itt1e, not always to be surrounded
1by people.'r' Thit thought is not new to her; at the be-

ginning of A Proper Marriage, Ma'rtha found herself surroun-

ded by people who wanted to keep her properly rnarried.

Now, aII her tiine is taken by I'the group," the young commu-

nists with whom she made acquaintance at the end of A Pro-

per Marriage. While Martha has always had an interest in

pOlitics, now she is totally absorbed by political obliga'

tions and, in the first half of the novel at least, there

is very litt1e of Marthats individuality in evidence. There

has been 1itt1e critical commentary on this novel probably

because there is so litt1e of the Martha che reader has

come to be interested in to be seen, and so few of her ex-

periences beyond the political are presented. Michael
)

Thorpe, ¿ for example, ca1ls this novel a ttvaluable caution-

aTy talertsince "neo-Marxist 1.evolutiOnism continues to

sacrif ice the individual to a I collective I absolutism.r' He

seesrrfutility" as the prevailing mood of the story, for

the activities of rrthe group'r at a time of world war and

unexpected alliances are destined to be ineffective.

Marthars total political involvement has come about in

ITI A Ripple from the Storrn (1958)
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the four months since she left her husband and daughter.

While free of a rtproper marriage,rt Martha has not achieved

enough individuality for genuine freedorn. Martha has cut

herself off from all the social influences of her past,

including Mrs. Quest, who has temporarily disowned her.

Freed in one direction she has become bound in another, for

'lshe lived in thetgrouptand did not care about the judge-

ments of anyone e1se. She felt as if she were invisible

to anyone but the group" (p. 26). Even her chi1d, about

whom she does not a11ow herself to think, ís less inpor-

tant than the vision she cherishes. 0n those rare occa-

sions when she was alone she hardens herself and strengthens

'tthe buttresses and arches of her ourn drearn: over there.

she thought, ilêaning in the Soviet Union--over there itts

aII finished, Tace prejudice and anti-semitisml' (p. 27).

In spite of Marthats dreams and exalted conception of

the work of the group and the glories of Communism, the

reality of the situation is vastly different. As Michael

Thorpe has succinctly stated: riUnlike mid-thirties Europe,

the Colony offers the tiny Communist group no footing in

the Inassr; it is cut off by ignorance and suspicion from

its natural base among the Africans. Repeating recent

European history, the group forms reluctant alliances with

the Social Democrats and becomes fragmented, but it is the

flaws within themselves that Mrs. Lessing brings out so

shrewdly. She shows how political purism nay betray indi-
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vidual weakness and, in practice, destroy the individual

it pret ends

Les s ing

ideal isn. It

Martha under the present donination by the political. She

to servert (p. 22)

believes that she has at last found people who share her

is indicating the personal cost of Marthats

is precisely her drearns that have brought

vision of the four-gated city (p. 34) . She feels a connec-

tion; they are all 'rpart of the great band of international

brothers, and as they talked, their eyes met, exchanging

looks of infinite devotion and trust.r' Lessing demon-

stTates that Marthars dreams have 1itt1e relationship to

reality. Her idealisn has blinded her and continues to do

so for nuch of the book. The separation between the real

world and the world as'rthe group" sees it is focussed in

773

1itt1e scene.

A smal1 ragged, barefooted black child, pot-be11ied
with malnutrition, hesitated on the opposite corner
outside McGrathts holding a note in his hand. He had
been sent by his white mistTess on some errand and
could not find the right address. Martha and Jasmine
siniled at each other, saying in the snile that because
of them, because of their vision, he was protected
and saved: the future they dreamed of seemed just
around the corner; they could alnost touch it. Each
saw an ideal town, clean, noble and beautiful, soar-
ing up over the actual town they saw, which consisted
in this area of sordid litt1e shops and third-rate
cafes. The ragged child was already a citizen of this
ideal town, co-citizens with thenselves; they watched
him out of sight around the corner smiling: it was
as if they had touched hin with their hands in friend-
ship. (p. 34)

subnerged by her belief in the exalted ideas of communism.

Many'of Marthaf s most valuable qualities have been



Her love of nature and her sma11 personal voice which u/eTe

linked to the cosmic in moments of illumination on the

veld aTe stilled in the interests of ideology. This is

brought out in a brief scene where Jackie Bolton, a member

of the group, is censored for holding a lneeting in the out-

of-doors and quoting fron Gerard Manley Hopkins. Such

things are rrcounter-revolutionary, of courser' (p. 2t) .

Marthats personal lyricism r'equires an outlet and she al-

tempts for a while to channel it into political idealism.

Listening to a speech by Anton Hesse on "the great step

f orward,I' she f eels as if 'lthe calm voice wele linking her

with those parts of her childhood she sti11 owned, the

moments of expeTience which seemed to her enduring and

tïue, the moments of illumination and belief" (p. 62) . As

Anton speaks of the way aII events aTe linked in histor-

ical pr'ocesses, Martha finds words being created for that

expeïience of unification and exaltation that had always

before to her been nameless. She feels that 'rshe was linked

with then aII, and from the deepest need of her beingl'

(p. 63). Tt is highly significant that Martha links her

tïanscendental experiences to an inte11ectual, Political,

historical and social movenent. In so doing, she tenpo-

'rarily sti1ls the inner voice of her unconscious, her

womanhood, and all the emotional parts of young Martha that

she requires for a total individuality.
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Eventually, Ivlartha discovers that while ideology is

beautiful and ansu/ers a spiritual yearning in her, in prac-

tical terns there is very 1itt1e that is accomplished. This

is.íllustrated in another short scene. Returnins home from

a meeting in which her noblest drearns achieved exalted ar-

ticulation, tr{artha is confronted by Mrs. Carson, her land-

Iað,y, shivering in the kitchen in a nightdress, ilher ear

pressed to the crack of the door which led into the garden,"

(p. 67) frantic with fear of arÌnameless black marauder.il

Martha is unable to convince even a peïson with whom she

has continual contact of the virtues of brotherhood. An-

other practical failure in the group is a result of the

factions. The 'rKrueger f actionrr and the Communist gïoup

can barelyrrbring themselves to exchange more than the mini-

mum of politenessrr (p. B4) after their meetj.ngs. Martha

discovers a1so, that on1y. a smal1 portion of Eime can be

alloted for practical proj ects like selling pamphlets to

the colored people, for as Hesse warns the group who be-

lieves these contacts to be important:'rthe work of a commu-

nist pa'rty in any given countïy is based on an intel lectual

analysis of the class structure, the class forces in that

country al a given time. It is not based on índividual and

personal feelings" (p. 91).
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Martha is not allowed to submerge these I'individual

and private feelings" completely, for the relationship of

these feelings to the collective is the subject of Lessing's



art. This is indicated in the cievelopment of a sub-theme in

the nove1. The sub-theme focuses on the r,qomen in the gïoup,

and the way that political work requires compartmentali zation
and repression of important parts of their feminine natuïes.
Regulation of emotions, even for the good of the party,
proves impractical when carried on for any length of time.

The nove1, thus, is a trcautionary tale,tt but rnore directly
cautionary than Thorpe believes. It cautions against re-
pression, sublimation and the domination of the feminine

personality by masculine social forms.

The sub-theme is announced when Martha discoveïs that

she cannot sti11 the personal pain and soïTow she feels at

the end of an affair she has had with a young aiïman. The

group feels that she has wasted too much time in a personal

relationship that could be better spent on service to other

people. lt'fartha is unconvinced. she continues to yearn

for the man I'who brought her r self r to 1ife. " The empti-

ness of Marthars idealism is nowhere moïe obvious than in
the description of her reactions to the loss of her 1over.

The affair itself is a trivial one--another relationshin

into which she has drifted without much individual wi11.

Martha admits that she frequently submeïges her feelings

about wil 1iam. when he reminds her of Douglas, her hus-

band, she becomes ?lMattierr and jokes about her work day.

0vera11, she felt that I'it was not worth disliking lvillian

when he was bound to be leaving so soonil (p. 20). yet,
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long after Douglas had petulantry had 14/i11iam posted else-
where, Martha continues to grieve for him. rt is clear ín

the very words with which she describes her 1oss, that lr4ar-

tha is not yearning for lvilliarn but for all the parts of her

inner being which have found no expression in the gïoup:

"she mourns for the temporarily extinct peïson she can only
be with a man she loves; she mourns him who brought her
I selfr to 1ife. she lives with the enpty space at her side,
peopled with the images of her own potentiarities until the

next rnan walks into the space, absorbs the shadows into
hirnself , creating her, allowing her to be her rself '--but a

new se1f, since it is his conception which forms her" (p.

46). Throughout the nove1, Martha represses her instinctual
feminine self for the group, eXcept when that self is brought

to life through personal relationshíps with men. since her

psychic wholeness has been identified with the conscious.

masculine and political spheres, there is no external means

by which she can express her feminine nature. Lacking,

thus, the true inner wholeness of a unified being, lr{arthars

feminine side expresses itself in ways that aïe destructive
to the rational, political Martha. ülith a man she becomes

feminine out of an inner need which responds to the manrs

pre- conceptions, not because she has integrated fenininity
into }e" pers on ality .
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Marthar s Tepressed

in a dream she has atlv

feminine unconscious surfaces brief-

the beginning of part two; she



drearns of anrrextinct saurian that had been imprísoned a

thousand years ago, in the rock. ..Itts a1ive, she thought.

Itts alive after so many centuries. And it will take cen-

turies more to die. Perhaps I can dig it out? (p. g6).

Marthats feminine unconscious, like the Jungian rizard of

her dream, is buried, allowed only a cuïsory acknowledge-

ment duríng the few moments that she is alone. It is sig-
nificant that Martha has this dream only at a moment of

weakness. It heralds an illness that forces her to stay

in bed and give up her political work for a few days. Also

significant is the fact that Martha is nursed back to

health entirely by males--Anton, Jimmy and Dr. Stern. Her

waking life is dominated entirely by male attitudes, by a

collective that is nasculine, political and moïe powerful

than the feminine social collectives that Martha confronted

in the past. Martha becomes aware of having lost part of
herself in the course of her illness as one mãre takes

over for another: rtGood Lord, hets taken me oveï. Hers

responsible for me. And through the wa11 Anton was talkine
her over with Dr. stern. An old feeling of being hemmed in
and disposed of prickled through her. I hate it aII, she

thought wi1dly, not knowing what she hated or why she was

imprisoned" (p. 106).

11. B

Martha is so dominated by ideology, taken oveï so com-

pletely by nale political attitudes that she drifts into a

relationship with Anton that ic onri¡alr¡ irnpersonal and based



on convenience. Marthars feelings are not aroused by Anton

except in a confusing anbivalence: 'rshe f elt hin to be

logically right; she felt him to be inhuman and wrong.

There \^ras no way for her to rnake these two feelings fit to-

gether. She was sti11 weak and sick, and she let the prob-

len slide away fron her. .. .It I^Ias now accepted that Martha

and Anton were a couplerr (p. 111). Marthar s relatfs¡5hin

with Anton is characterized by a lack of emotion on her

part and a "possessiveness in hin, something dogged and

co1d." She and Anton are together not for personal reasons

but because the future seemed to them all as rrsomething

short and violentrr (p. 123) .

Martha is not alone in her domination by the nasculine

consciousness; the whole conmunity has adopted ideas that

are " logica11y right" but trinhuman and wrong.rl This comes

into sharp focus in the following chapter. Here Marthar s

pregnant friend, Maisie Ga1e, confronts Mr. Maynard, the

grandfather of her child-to-be. Maisie wishes to get mar-

ried, while Mr. Maynard assures her that marriage to his

son or an illegitinate child are both out of the question.

When Maisie realizes logica1ly that an abortion is the

only answer, he begins to haggle about the price. Later,

crying to Martha, Maisie says, "they think of life as if

itrs all money" (p. 1t7) . This scene is in turn juxta-

posed with one of Mr. Maynard in court, dispensing justice

with a logical but inhuman consistency. Black men are
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fined a rnonth in jaiL for being in the white paït of town

without a pass. A woman in debt with a drunken husband to
support is told to put her children in a creche in order
to earn less than the price of keeping then there. A

white youth charged with speeding who eaïns fifty pounds

a month is fined two pounds while a black lorry-driver
with the same crime receives the same punishnent although

he earns only four pounds a nonth. Logic, unfeeling jus-
tice, dominates every part of the society in which Martha

1ives, she has merely aligned herself with the gïoup that
appears to be rnore just but is, in reality, equally emo-

tionless and hard.

For the most part, the communist gïoup under Antonrs
direction is rigidly 1ogica1. personal feelings are irrele-
vant. For this reason, the meetings Lessing has described
come close to satire. As problems are brought before Anton

for discussion, he co1d1y dissects them and considers them

solved. This kind of analysis of peïsona1 problems nakes

then seen absurd and solves nothing. Enotional problems

are' ultinately, untTanslatable into the logical language

of communism. The absurdity and limitation of 1ogic, the
rnasculine mode of consciousness, is never moïe evident than
when the group discusses wonen. As the time arrives for
individual criticism of the comrades, beginning with Jas-
mine, a regressive sexist attitude becomes evident. Jimmy

is unabre to separate his expectations of comrades from
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hisconception of bourgeoise women. trlltrs not just about

Jasmine,' he stated, 'itr s about all the women comrades....

All of you--lipstick and red nails and fashion magazines.

Thatrs not communism. Wornen should be respected and not

behave like...rrr tpp. 1,33-34). Anton replies, rtrYou are

raising the whole question of the position of women. May

I suggest that we appoint an evening for the discussion

of the position of women?'rr (p. 734) . Martha I s reaction

to this is instructive. She rrwatched in herself, and with

surpríse because it was contTary to what her instincts

told her about Anton....the feeling of trust and relief we1

up, as if Antonfs words built a pil1ar on which she could

support herself. Draping nyself like a si1ly clinging

vine on anything that seems strong, she told herself dis-

gustedlyr' (p. 734) . While Martha imagines herself part of
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a brotherhood, protected by ideals, even her fe11ow com-

rades see uromen as a group apart. By identifying herself

with a group holding these attitudes, Martha has to renres-s

not only any part of herself not communist, but a substan-

tial part of her feninine nature as we11. Jasmine comments

that ria11 men, whether comrnunist or not, have remnants of

middle-c1ass ideas about ï/omen" (p. 135) . Jasmine is pro-

ven to be absolutely correct, for even abstTact Anton

wishes a bourgeois narriage with Martha.

It should be stated that Lessing is not asserting

f eninism here, she is dernonstrating the ways in which \^/omen



themselves, regardless of' men I s attitudes toward then, sub-

mit to nale ideas of their behaviour. Martha feels ful-

fi11ed only through a relationship with an individual man,

yet she spends every waking rninute attempting to estab-

1ísh a comrnunist brotherhood which has not come to terrns

with the women in its own group. In her personal 1ife,

she is livins with a man who dominates her with 1ogic, yet^ ^' -'_Þ

whose ourn feelings are i11ogica1. This is an incisive

analysis of the personal and social realities which result

frorn collective masculine pressures. Martha is more easily

absorbed by the intellectual masculine of the political

collectives than she was by the instinctive feninine of the

social collectives, because, as was mentioned in the last

chapter, Martha has identified her self with consciousness.

She hopes to find herself as v/oman through a consciousness

that by its very nature denies her feminine instinct and

emotions. It is no wonder that the lizard. of her dreams,

the haunting unconscj-ous, is buried and virtual 1y extinct .

All of the attitudes which encompass Martha are antitheti-

ca1 to her f eminine nature. For exarnple, at the neeting

in which Jasminets cosmetics are analyzed, Maisie I s preg-

nancy is discussed; and, without her presence or permis-

sion, her t?problem" is solved. Andrew reininds Anton that
tttheret s nothing wrong with us trying to he 1p someone
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whots in trouble. I remember one of our lassies back home

got herself in troubl e and hle f ixed her up with a husband?t



(p. 1,78). Andrew is rtassigned" the responsibility for

Maisie I s problern and becomes her husband with the same

lack of ernotion that Anton became Marthars. Maisie sums

up the problem when she Teacts to the proposal with the

comnent: ilthere I s something not right about this, it I s

too co 1d-heartedrt (P. 171') .

Maisie, throughout this nove1, is the voíce of ordi-

nary womanhood. She is unintellectual, pregnant, and

believes in her feelings. Maisie marries Andrew, for

example, because she loves him, not because the party

demands i.t. Anton, signif icantly, dislikes her from the

first meeting. In fact, she becomes only a nominal member

of the group, and Anton never misses an opportunity to

point out her limitations to the other members (p. 255) '

It is significant that it is Maisiers baby that pTevents

Martha from attaining one of the most important of her

political goa1s. At the end of the nove1, Martha misses

a meeting of the Congress in order to attend to Maisie in

labour, as her hunan values and wonanly nature begin to

assert themselves.

1"23

Another character besides Maisie who provides a com-

ment on Marthars political involvenent is Mrs' Van der

By1t. She is an active laborite, a I'social denocrat,rr

and the wife of a Magistrate. Mrs. Van, and her marriage,

provide a means of evaluating the efficacy of Marthars

political involvement, as well as giving us a view of Martha



through the eyes of another politically active woman. Mar-

tha is acquainted with Mrs. Van der Bylt and her tireless

work for the comnunity. She "had printed at her own ex-

pense several useful pamphletslrwhich provide a coinmentary

on her views and interests:rrHow To Keep Your Baby clean.

How To Feed Your Family. Ki11 Those Flies ! Three others

express ed Mrs. Vants other and perhaps deepeT self: Afri-

can woman, You Are Not A Slave! How To conduct A Meeting

Properly. The Principles Of Trade Unionism" (p. t97).

Mrs. Van, through her political activities seems to be

an entirely social woman, to have no self beyon.l her work.

The ironies in her situation, however, become readily

apparent. For at the meeting of the group pushing for

an African branch of the Social Democrats, Mrs. Van nakes

public note of the fact that no women are present. She

I'interrupted a 1ean, bent, beSpectacled teacher who waS

demanding education--tfor if we aTe children, as the Euro-

peans say we aTe, then as children we demand education as

a right so that we may grow to menr--to say: rMen and wo-

men, sir, may I point out that there is not a woman here

this afternoon? And why not? Are your wives fit for cooking

and bearing your children but not to stand side by side

with you in youï struggle?t' (p. 201,). 'Ihe irony is that

Mrs. Vanrs public stance is different from the premises on

which her own mar1iage is based. Mr. Van requires tta great
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deal of attention from his wife.rl He needs her to t'p1ay



cards r^rith hirn, to read to him, or arrar,ge his cushions

and find his booksrr (p. 207) . Her active political work

is undertaken at great cost to her personal energies, for
r?it had been understood from the beginning of this marri-

age that Mrs. Vanrs duties hlere first to her children, then

to her husband. and finally to her work.lr Mrs. Van accepts

personal comprornises as a necessity. She is incapable of

breaking up a marriage because of political incompatibility.

Unlike Martha, she harbors no inner images that can

harm her: "She did not do what nearly all women do when

they understand they have made a bad bargain--create an 1m-

age and fight a losing battle, sometimes for years, in that

no-mants land between image and the truth. She told her-

self that her developnent must depend on her own efforts

^*r +L^+ +1^^.- must be secret efforts....Emotion was dan-dtru LtLdL L1rE..)/

gerous. It could destroy herrr (p. 209). Mrs. Van is doni-

nated by masculine attitudes and expectations. She behaves

the way women are expected to behave in a conventional narri-

age--a role she has assumed through her husbandts demands;

and she behaves politically the way a ?rworkerrr is expected

to behave. While the two strands of her life are incoinoa-

tible, she adjusts by compartmentalizing herself.
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According to Lessing, compartmentalization is the

price that women must pay if they attempt to adjust them-

selves to male attitudes that are contradictory. The per-

sonal and the political cannot mix even in a r^roman like Mrs. Van



der By1t, whose expectations are much lower than Marthars.

Mrs. Van makes a private gesture to Martha that brings to-

gether many of the ironies in the positions of both women.

Touched because Martha attended a meeting on the day of her

wedding to Anton, (p. 213) Mrs. Van presents Martha with a

bouquet of red roses from her private garden. She is un-

aware that Marth¿t5 marriage is a logical arrangement inten-

ded to help Anton with the immigration authorities. Mar-

tha is therefore upset by Mrs. Van's happiness at the con-

ventional aspects of her marriage: "What has it got to do

with me?rr she asks, and later terms her marriage a rrbloody

farce. " Martha feel s that Mrs . Vant s conventional 1 ife

can have nothing to do with her life; "she could never

understand this in a million years.rl Neither Mrs. Van nor

N4artha can see the connection between them that transcends

their differences. Both are making personal sacrifices for

political involvernent. Mrs. Van is a living warning to

Martha of what she must sacrifice if she continues in the

direction in which she is rnoving. Taking the roses frorn

Mrs. Van, Martha feels lrthe pain of the thorny stems

like a warning" (p. 220); but Martha is too absorbed by the

group at this time to heed the warning.
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The last chapters of the novel focus on Marthars marri-

age to Anton. She comes to realize that he, the intellec-

tual leader of the group, has conventional attitudes toward

rnarriage. This evaluation of Anton a11ows her to view the



group itself more critically. The group fa1 1s apart in

the last part of the nove1, as Antonrs intellectual ap-

nrnqch fa'i lc f n qolr¡ê ânr¡ nf thc nrohlem. ^c +L^ --^"r*--J -r LlrÞ pruurçilIÞ ur LlIe B1'uuP

members. Marthar s disillusionment begins shortly after

the 1ega1 rnarriage when she discovers that arrneÏ/ per-

sonality had been born in Anton.r' He buys furniture for

their apartment which seems to her "ugly and conventionalr'

(p. 239). This private concession to the conventional

life also carries over into his expectations of what Mar-

tha's lif e should be like. lvhile extollins his former

wife's dedication to party work, insisting that trshe had

a nind like a manrs," he expects Martha to cater to him

in domestic matters. As Martha becomes aüIare of Antonts

increasing dependence on her, she realizes that Anton sees

something in her I'that she did not Tecognize as being any

part of herself" (p. 248). First as a comrade, now as a

wife, Martha is being forced into conventional molds that

do not Tecognize her as an individual. Martha endures the

relationship because she is sustained by a fantasy of a

"faceless man who waited in the wings of the future, wait-

ing to f ree the Martha who wa-s in cold storage" (p. 247) .

Furthermore, Martha endures Anton because she feels that

personal problerns are insignificant in the face of the pro-
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blens of the world at war.

The novel ends with a scene which focuses for Nlartha

the futility of the group, the inadequacies of Anton, and



the failure of the party to deal with women in any manner

other than the stereotyped. Anton sends Martha to call the

group together for a meeting. At great personal sacrifice,

the members gather to hear Anton announce that he wishes to

propose that theyrrhave a series of lectu.res on the history

of the cornnuni st party. 'r

self and the group in this wày, is deserted by the others.

They decide to devote their attentions to political natters

that they find more practical and neaningful. 0ne member

not es : trWe I ve got to the point where \^/e spend more time

cal l ing each other names than vre do on real workr' (p. 27 4) .

As one member after the other defects. Martha realizes that

her social dream is over: rtin short, the group was at an

end. At this Martha felt herself cut off from everything

that had fed her imagination: until this moment, she had

been part of the grandeur of the struggle in Europe, part

of the Red Army, the guerillas in China, the French under-

ground, and the partisans in Italy, Yugfislavia and Greecetl

(p. 27 8)

Cut off from more ¡s¿¡ingful connections, Martha recog-

nizes a renewal of a personal elernent in her relatien5hin

with Anton. Although they are sexually and emotionally

incompatible, and his views of marriage are inconsistent

with his political attitudes, Martha realizes that Anton

needs her as a human being. Her feelings begin to change

when Maisie points out that Anton is weaker than Martha

Anton, having made a fool of him-
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realízes: "Offered the infornation that Anton is cr.acking

up, Martha at first rejected it. She examined the pa1e,

closed face of this nan she had inexplicably married and

thought hím as self- sufficient as a fortress: I a petty

bourgeois interested only in his furniture'. But her heart

had begun to ache for hin"... It vias going to be a marri-

age aftet all.'r Ironically the first reality her marriage

denands that she face is that '1it would please him if she

became l ess of a communistrr (p. 27 5) .

Thus, ãt Antonts suggestion, Martha misses the Congress

and gives up any hope of an irnportant political future.

Moreover she finds hers+"6f settled into a malliage more

sterile than the one she had 1eft. Marthars mood at the

end of the novel is, indeed, one of t'futility" (p. 281") as

she remarks dryly:trIrm not a person at aII, Irm nothing

yet--perhaps I never will bel' (p. 279) .

In conclusion, while Martha has demonstrated less
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individuality in this novel than at any time in her story,

Lessing is, nonetheless , PTesenting a strong case for in-

dividual integrity. The real battle here has been between

Marthars silent, inner, feminine voice and the articulate,

ma1e, political attitudes. Martha has been completely ab-

sorbed by the latter on the conscious 1eve1, but in the ten-

sions of the narrative between plot and sub-p1ot, Lessing

has indicated the dangers of such total personal sacrifice.

By the end of the book, Marthars disenchantment is



tota1. The political brotherhood of her dreans has de-

generated into an organization of Kafkaesque absurdity and

her personal life is characterized by the mundane elements

she had hoped to leave behind with Douglas and herrrproper
morri o ca tr I essi ns I s Dl^esentatiOn Of Martha t S diSCOntent

with herself and the collectives prepares the reader for

the breakthrough she experiences in the híeroganous rela-

tionship with Thonas Sterne described in Landlocked, the

next novel of the series
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t Doris Lessing, A Ripple Frorn The Storn (St.Albans,

1966). Subsequent references to this edition appear in pa-

rentheses 'in the text.
t' Thorpe, p. 22. Paul Schlueter simply states tkrat

A Ripple Frorn the stornltis especially emphatic about poli-

tics" (p. 24). Frederick Kar1, A Readerrs Guide To The

Contemporary English Novel IToronto, ]"961-) complains about

the political content of the first four volumes of the

Children of Violence series. He notes that they lroften

become trivial, expecially when the main line of the rLaTTa-

tive becomes lost in political detail oll in inconsequential

personal acts.rr He adds when Lessing I'details the dogma of

the Marxist-Trotsky-Stalin axis, the reader lets go, " (p.

305) . A1 1 three of these critics have overlooked Marthar s

growing discontent with herself and her society.

Notes: III. A RiPPle From The Storm
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In developmental terms, Landlocked (1965) is

most important novels in the Lessins canon.

seven years after the third volume in the Children

lence series, and three years after the stTikingly original

Golden Notebook, Landlocked appears to be more conventional

IV. Landlocked

than one would expect after following Anna Wulfrs excur-

sions into madness. Paul Schlueter feels that aIl four of

the first volumes of this series are conventional novels

like the envelope of The Golden Notebook. l Several critics

have written about the startling differences between The

Four-Gated City and the other novels of the series, but no

one has made an intensive analysis

t erms .
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one of the

Published

portance of Landlocked appears in an article by Dagmar

The closest thing to a proper recognition of the im-

Barnouw' who sees the irnportant differences in Lessing'

handling

shadolved

of Vio-

of

The 1965 Landlocked, however, anticipates, if
only by implication, certain aspects of the new
Martha who, on the who1e, seems to have been born
during that sea voyage, separating Africa from
England, and The Four-Gated City f rom ti're rest of
the Children of Vlofence 

- 
. fhoush it did not ex-

-^"o--M--olJl-f ^- 

-

yvJv r.r@uut wv a new stage of the se1f, Landlocked
prepared her to an extent to become Martha. In
this fourth volume individuals and the relations
between them are suddenly, if infrequently pene-
trated by an understanding that has to be founded

charact er

this novelin

of Landlocked in these

in The Four-Gated City to be

. She writ es :

Ê^*^IVA E-



on aî attitude toward
control different from
volumes as well as in

It is not clear what Barnouw means when she says that Mar-

tha is not exposed to a new rrstage of the self . t? A close

analysis of the novel indicates that t'ltdattlrtbuilds upon

a vision of the self she had, brief 1y, in the past. l'{ore-

over, she is exposed to a netv perception of historical

reality--one that clearly transcends the sociaTly-oriented

Marxist perspective that dominated her in the past.

This novel is, then, clearly pivotal, for it marks the

movenent in Lessingts technique from Marxist novel to mythic

narïative. These subtle changes in lrnarrative controlr' and

the use of more immediacy in terms of technique wirich Bar-

nouw points out are reflections of a new aesthetic. Lessing

remains interested in social problems anci world po1 itics

but her apploach to these matters is altered. This change

in Lessing's fiction has been summarized in the opening

paragraphs of an article by Marion Vlastos on Lessingrs

use of R. D. Laing. Vlastos states that there are rltwo

basic ways to attack a social problem--frorn the outside

or the inside, by reforming the structure of society or by

ïevolutio nizing the consciousness of man. "3 Lessingts no-

ve1s, for Vlastos, reflect a movement from the former to

the latter. l{hile this pattern is in agreement wíth the

basic premises of the study at hand, Vlastos has not traced

psychological and narrative
that in the other three

The Go lden Not ebook (P. 5 01)
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the beginnings of this alteration in Lessingr s aesthetics

back to their source in Landlocked, for she states that
I'the first four volumes of the Children of Violence series

aïe marked with the stamp of historical dFerminism, and

the Martha Quest of these early volumes--a heroine por-

tTayed with striking realism--is personally committed to

political actionlr (p. 245).

Vlastos and the other critics cited have overlooked

several aspects of Landlocked which indicate the shift in

Lessingrs interests. In the first p1ace, the implications

of the theme of this novel are that Martha is yearning for

a release from historical cycles, and she effectively be-

oinc rô enhi aye her freedom from commitment to politicalò*--_ vvrrlttlr LII

or historical patterns. The obvious thematic statenents.
while seemingly consistent with the preceding volumes, in-
dicate the new direction. Martha and Anton Hesse aïe.
1itera11y and figuratively, randlocked in Africa. Bureau-

cratic red tape has tied up their divorce which has effec-
tively locked them into a sterile ïelationship. To com-

pensate for the dry steri rity, the wasteland, of her social
situation, Martha continually dreams of water and escape

by sea:rrIn this nightlnaïe she was caught in, in which

they all were caught, they must ïemember that outside,
somewhere e1se, was 1ight, was the sound of water brsskino

/1on rocks ' "- Marthaf s nightmare is like that of stephen
Dedalus. Her personal history when combined with the
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violence of the society in which she noves, provides the

framework of her personal nightmare. She has suffered from

an oppressive mother, rigid social attitudes, t\,Jo marr'iages,

and futile political work, which have locked her into a

repetitive and apparently meaningless cyc1e.

The history of Marthars generation after all is one of

waï and violence. As "Children of Violence,'r lvlartha and

her friends are paït of a historical pattern which appears

to leave an unmistakable mark. During a period of extTene

depression, 14artha indicates that she is trapped by the

history of her times: "The soul of the human race ...that

part of Martha and of Thonas was twisted and warped, was

paTt of a twist and damage--she could no mor'e disassociat.e

herself from the violence done her, done by her, than a

tadpole can live out of water. Forty-odd mi-11ion human

beings had been murdered, deliberateLy or from carelessness,

from lack of imagination; these people had been ki11ed yes-

te'tðay, in the last dozen years, they were dying no\^I , as

she stood under the tree, knowing this \^Ias true, her mind

could not stand it , it became numbed" (p. 203) . l\rhil e this

attitude is clearly a major theme, not only of this novel

but of the series as a who1e, it does not represent the

f inal word on lvlartha. An important part of Landlocked is

devoted to exploring the means by which Martha is able to

transcend her personal historY.
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Martha accomplishes her transcendence of history and

the patteïns of futility that nark her as a child of vio-

lence in two ways. First, she does so by developing a new

aspect of selfhood, a cosrnic perspective, j-f you wi11, analo-

gous to her noments of illumination on the ve1d, Yet sig-

nificantly beyond them. Secondly, she transcends history by

moving into a hierogamous 'telationship with Thomas Stern.

This archetypal relationship is one in which time and his-

toTy are invalidated by the ete1'nal and transpersonal as-

pects of their union.

Marthat s tïanscendence of history, then, is, in the

first p1ace, based upon a net4/ perception of herself . Mar-

thars new view of the lÌatule of the self is related to an

earlier awa¡eneSS, however. In A Proper Marriage, l'{artha

described a sense she had of existing somewhere beyond the

patteïns others call reaLíty. She savJ herself as "engaged

in exanining and r'epairing those intellectual bastions of

defence behind which sþe sheltered, that building whose

shape had first been sketched so far back in her childhood

she could no longer remenber how it then looked. illith

eveïy yeaT it had become inoTe conplicated, more ramified;

it was as if she, Martha, 1alere a variety of soft, shel1-1ess

creatuïe whose survival Iay in the strength of those wa11s.

Reaching out in all directions from behind it, she clutched

at the bricks of arguments, the stones of words, discarding

any that might not fit into the building" (p. 109). Martha
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who in this earlier novel saw herself as soft and she11-1ess

was still dominated by the patterns, words and arguments,

by which others structured -oq I ì rw fnr her. As she progres-

ses in the course of this novel. and her sense of individ-

uality develops, she becomes stTonger than the constructs

through which she moves.

The inage of Martha existing sonewhere behind wa11s,

or in roons ís repeated and developed in Landlocked. At

the beginning of this novel, Martha states that her life

is like a series of roons, each vastly different from the

others. She sees herself as the only connecting link bet-

ween a group of totally unrelated environments: rrHer role

in life, for this period, was to walk like a houselceeper

in and out of different rooms, but the people in the rooms

could not meet each other or understand each other. and

lvlartha nust not expect them to. She must not tTy and ex-

plain or build bridges" (pp.2t-22).
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This continuing netaphor is partícuIa'rIy interesting

developmentally because it is one that Lessing returns to

Tepeatedly. In her recent nove1, ltf emoirs of a Survivor,

Lessing uses thís image as the dominant metaphor. The dif-

ference between the roolns as netaphor in Menoirs and the rooms

which Martha walks through in Landlocked, is that the rooms

in the latter novel have an existence in historical reality

as well as in Marthats imasination whereas the rooms of the

rrsurvivorrr exist only within her rnemory and imagination.



Lessing has used the image of the self as a series of

rooms in another context rvhich sheds some l ight on the

netaphor in this nove1. The ir:rage appeaTs in Lessing I s re-

view for the New York Times of a book of sufi lore by In-

dries Shah ca11ed Thinhers of the East. Lessing has exhibi-

ted an interest in Sufism in her writings as we11. A few

brief studies have linked her thought to certain aspects

of Sufi belief. She is fond of quoting fron Sufi sto1'ies,

and the fourth part of Landlocked is prefaced with a quo-

tation from the Nasrudin stories. These stories ar'e a uni-

que part of Sufi lore; they aTe, a critic writ€S,"intended

to inculcate Sufi thinking, to outwit the o1d vi1lain,

which is a name for the patterns of conditioned thinlcing

which f orms the prison in rvhich we al l 1ive. "5 In her re-

view of these al legories of nanrs inability to perceive

more clearly, Lessing writes of the unenlightened in these

+^,ñc' il+lrar¡ were like children in a house from which theyLËIlllJ. Lrr9j/ t

had neveï been allowed to stray, dooned to walk from one

room to another without knowing that there could be an-

other house, elsewhere, with different furnishings and a

dif f erent view from its windows.,,6 In Landlocked , l[artha

is, at first, one of those conder.ined to a Tepetitious round

of visits among enclosures reminiscent of a Sar trean he11.

She is, however, developing all the while an inner and
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tTanscendent selfhood.

Lessing pïesents the structure of Marthars personality



at the beginning of the novel through the metaphor of the

rooms. In the very first appearance of this image, we can

see how far Martha has progressed from the soft, shell-1ess

cïeatuïe of her childhood. Martha feels an inward strength

she has not known before:rrwhat was real in her, underneath

these metmorphoses of style or shape or--even, apparently--

personality, remained and intensified" (p. 2O). This is

described fu1ly in a dream she has. The description of this

dream is quite lengthY, but since

hlv

and

concise manner, a predominant

in Memoirs of a Survivor, it will be quoted

Her dream at this time, the one which recurred, like
a thermometer, or gauge, fron which she could check
herself, rvas of a large house, a bungalotv, with half-
a-dozen different rooms in it, and she, Martha (the
person who held herself together, who watched, who
must preserve wholeness through a time of dryness
and disintegration) moved from one loom to the next,
on guard. These rooms, each furnished differently,
had to be kept separate--had to be, it was Marthats
task for this tine.

Yes, she knew that,--Martha knew that, if she
could not trust her judgement, or rather if her
judgement of outside things, people, was like a light
that grer{ brighter, harsher, as the area it covered
grew sma1ler, she could trust with her life (and
with her death, these dreams said) the monitor, the
guardian, who stood sonewhere, was somewhere in this
she1l of substance, snooth brown flesh so pleasantly
curved into the shape of young wonan with smooth
browny-go1d hair, alert dark eyes. The guardian
was to be trusted in messages of life and death; and
to be trusted too when the dream (the Drean, she was
beginning to think of it, came in so many shapes and
guises, and so often) moved her back in time, or
perhaps forward--she did not know; and was no longer
the shallorv town house of thick brick and cement and
tin, no longer the farm house of grass and mud; but
was ta11 rather than wide, reached üp, stretched down
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't,,'as built layer on 1ayer, but shad.or^ry above and be-
low the shal-J-oi+ mid.-area comprising ( as they say in
f ho hnrrq ã açãnf.e I oa1 q 'l norroq ) I nnm¡ni q¡'n- *a --*--g s]-x or so
roomsr for which this present Martha was responsi-
ble, and. which she must keep separate (pp. 20-2I) "

In Marthars conception of the nature of the self, the

separation between the outer "roomsrr and. the inner "guar-

d.ian" correspond.s to certain Suf i ideas as well as to Jung t s

d.es cription of the structure of the psyche . Jung d.escribes

thc rlêrsonn.lit" L^'-"-- +r,¡n nenterq the eÉrô a.nri the self :u¿lç PgrÈvl¡ø¿JUJ @Þ rravrltó uwv uçIluçIÐ, ur¡v uóv u¡¡s

"The ego is an incarnation which participates in the vi-

cissitud-es of time, space and causality. The se1f, as the

center of the archetypal psyche, is in another world beyond.

consciousness and its particul-arizing mod.es of experience.

The ego is the center of subjective id.entity, the self the
.7

center of ob jective id.entity.t" The sel-f , according to Jung,

serves the same function that Lessingrs guard.ian d.oes. Von

Franz notes that ttthe sel-f c an be d.ef ined. as an inner eui d-

ing factor that is d.ifferent from the conscious personality

and. that can be grasped- only through the investigation of

onets own d.reams. These show it to be the regulating center

that brings about a constant extensi-on and maturing of the
Rpersonality. "" The self, moreover , is rather late to d.evelop

at first it is only an t'inborn possibility"rr f n Martha, the

self has evolved- from a soft, shel-l--l-ess creature hiding be-

hind. social and. intel-Iectual constructs, to a guard.ian and-

a guid.e, a strong and. trustvorthy center for her ind.ivi-

d.uation -
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Lessing describes the'rsix or soil rooms through which

14artha noves and for which the guardian is responsible in

the first part of Landlocked. Each represents a part of

l,{arthats personal history or a col lective which had domina-

ted her in the past, but which now invokes only a f'ragmen-

tary response frorn one compartment of her ego. As she

moves from room to room in Part One, Martha discovers that

the activities which she once considered worth doinq seem

barely worth the strain such compartmentalization forces

on her. At work, Martha refuses a promotion because she

cannot devote herself 'rheart and soul" (p. 74) to being a

typist. The time and thought that would have to be inves-

ted in this fragmentary activity seem to her to sap the

strength she needs for survival: rrShe had to survive, she

knew that; this phase of her life was sticking it out,

waiting, keeping herself ready for when '1ifer would begin"

(p. 1e).

In another room, with It{aisie, I{aisief s daughter Rita,

and Ritats grandparents, the Maynards, Martha is forced to

remember her own daughter, as v¡e11 as all the entanglements

of legal relationships which intrude upon the simple and

natural patterns of a mother and daughter. Maisie is much

the same person that she was in A Ripple From The Storn,

an uncomplicated and down-to-earth sort, who is enmeshed

on all sides by a complex of social expectations. Itlaisie

ca1ls upon lvlartha repeatedly to help her to sort out the
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social and moral problems the Maynards cause. The fact

that Martha solves these problems so easily indicates that

she is, now, able to deal with social relationships more

readily than she could in the Past.

l\Jith the cohen boys , in another trroom, " tr{artha f inds

herself reviewing another stale patteTn. Joss and So11y

are stil1 trying to work rtrith Africans, to establish an

"African group,'1 and aïe still divided by ideology. ItIhi1e

listening to the Cohen boys repeat their perpetual argu-

nent, l4artha maintains a hold on herself by conjuring up

another image of the rooms which characterize her outer

existenc e as we1 1 as an inage of the developing center of

her peïsonality: "Inside her opened up the 1it space on to

which...emotions would walk like actors and begin to speak

without (apparently) any prompting from her. This empty

1it space was because of the half dozen rooms she had to

run around, looking after. The ta11 1it space was not an

enemy, it was where, some time, the centre of the house

would build itself. She observed, interested, that it was

now, standing there loolcing at the Cohen boys, the antago-

nists, that the empty space opened out under her search-

lightsr' (p. 35). This vision enables 14artha to contain

ernotions, factions, any violence of opinion, in a viewpoínt

which encompasses them and renders them subservient to a

wider perspective.
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As ì,lartha moves through her continuing round of pol i-

tical activities, she discovers that an o1d daydrean is

sti11 with her. In A Ripple from the slrjm she had thought

of herself as a kind of sleeping beauty, waiting for a man

would could "bring her self to 1ife. " Martha sti1l feels

the need for a 1.elationship with a man. FIere this need is

described in architectural images as a neecl forrrsomeone

who would unify her elements, a man would be like a roof,

or like a fire burning in the centre of the empty space"

(p. 37). This indicates that Martha is not yet an indivi-

duated being. She is not yet a\'Iare that the stTengths and

unities she seeks a1'ready exist within. This need and the

beginning of her psychic development occurring together

aïe responsible for the depth of meaning she finds in the

relationship she comes to have with Thomas Stern.

l,Vhile her alibilty to love requires some developrnent,

Martha appears to be well on her way toward under5f¿¡iino

something about the limitations of social relationships.

In another room of her 1ife, ãt the o1d party office,

b/atching the people in the room go through familiar pat-

terns, Martha indicates that she can recognize social roles

and appreciate their value for certain individuals: 'rPeople

can lcnow what their roles are, the parts they play for

others. They can fight thein, or tTy to change; they can

f ind theiT Tol ec â na'i son oï' a support'r (p. 58) . Martha I s

awareness of roles enables her to transcend the influence
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of any one of the parts she nust play as she moves through

the dispaTate r'oons of her 1ife. The fact that activities

that once affected her totally are now seen as ephemeral

and related only to ego-consciousness indicates that Mar-

tha has achieved a new understanding of collective stTuc-

tures. In two other rrrooms,'t Martha observes that roles

can become consistent patterns, structuring the style of

a life-time from birth to death. Johnny Lindsay, a com-

mitted political worker, continues to worry about the

formation of the African group even on his death-bed, while

Mr. Quest, rnade neurotic by his Í/ar experiences, continues

until the time of his death to think only of himself and

his medicines (p. 39) .

Marthat s new-found ability to reco gnize roles for what

they are and perceive groups as fragmentary influences

which have no affect on the core of her being enables her

to be free, at 1ast, from the power of the collective. This

freedom extends to her marriage as we11. Anton tries, Te-

peatedly, to make demands on Martha which will draw her in-

to a conventional marriage. lvlartha endures these denands

because 'rpracticalLy everything he said, or did these days,

was nearly a reproach for her not doing, or being, what he

now wanted her to ber' (p. 42), but she does not a11ow them

to affect her in any meaningfuI way. "ThatIs my husband,

1,4 4

thought Martha. What nonsense! . . . and her flesh said: Hers

got nothing to do with mer' (p. 66). Anton remains an



unimportant pa:rt of her life. He is not the unifying ele-

nent of whon she had dreamt, nor does she a11ow hís in-

fluence to extend to any other part of her existence than

the narrohl ilroomlr in which she rneets him.

Based on her understandins of the function of roles

in society, Martha gains a strength which will not a11ow

her to succumb to political pressures or narrow factionalism

again. This is indicated in a significant scene in the

early part of the nove1. At the cinerna, Martha and her

friends watch a newsreel in which an announcer berates a

starving Gerrnan dressed in rags. The reaction of each of

Martha's friends varies from Thomas t s violent hatred of

all things German to Sollyrs indifferent cycnicism. Martha

rnaintains a distance from the emotional 1y-charged atmos-

phere. She sees the remnant of the ragged German army, the

defeated soldier, not as a representative of Nazism, but

as a young man near starvation. The close-up reveals 'rthe

face of a shocked, frightened boy," who stares, ?'his cheek-

bones speaking of death, into the faces of a thousand fu11-

fed people, his victorious enemies in a litt1e tolvn in the

centre of Africa'r (p. 55) . An enemy seen close-up becomes

a nere human whatever his ideology. Martha's position is

now the opposite of that exalted idealism which led her to

accept the Communist Pa'rty on an ideological basis a1one,

without regard for the individuals whose lives were being

affected on a personal 1eve1 by party decisions.
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This new distance between Martha and society, and the

increasing inportance of the personal dimension, colors

all of the first section of Landlocked. In the third chap-

ter, which discusses the past and present of Mrs. Quest,

Lessingrs style undergoes a metamorphosis as well ' Dagmar

Barnouw has pointed to a new 'rilluninating imnediacy" in

Lessingrs tTeatment of Mrs. Quest. The chapter dealing

with Mrs. Quest is, however, 'rdetached from any distinct

perspective, even Matty-Martharsrr (p. 501). This chapter

provides important insights into Mrs. Questrs motivations

and, as Barnouw has stated,trher relationship to Martha

can suddenly be understood.rl

terms of the personal tTagedies of her life--the death of

her mother in childhood, the isolation of her life as a

farmerrs wife, the weakness of her husband--rather than in

terms of the influences of collectivities and social pat-

terns. Her tragedy lies in "her powerful, unused energies,rr

(Landlocked, p. 85) rather than in the historical patterns

which determined her generation. This movement into the

personal dimension of Mrs. Questrs lif e is a ne\^I departure

for Lessing, and indicates a change in her artistic interests

Corresponding to the immediacy and personal dimension

with which Lessing now views her characters, there is a

detachment and alnost disinterest in political affairs.

The work which Martha continues to do for the party ís
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summarized in a line or two, whereas in earlier volumes of

the series it would be detailed through colnplete chapters.

In the fourth chapter Martha indicates that she has an

insight about politics which would account for its decreas-

ing influence. Martha becomes a\¡/are, suddenly, of a simple

f.act: "public opinion changes.tr Martha learns how "a

belief can turnil even ltinto its own opposite" (p. 89). She

notes that once-respectable opinions are now considered

disreputable and ideas once hotly debated are accepted by

evelyone.

In the past, I4artha had turned with the tide of opin-

; ^- ñaî+ì ^,,'r 31^1v i f i f sr.i rred her idealism. Now she hasMI , PALçrUU!eLLl rr rL JLr

discovered that ideas, opinions, even ordinary concepts

of nation, are il1usory. The war has brought about such

o-tèAt ehanoec -:- +tr^ -^1;+-i^^1 ^1':-'^*^-+ of nafìOnS- andBrç4L Vrr4rrSçJ lll LlrE ywarLrL4L a!LBlrlllçlrL vr rr4urv¡rJ, o

refugees complicate the problen further by moving in such

great numbers that the borders of countries are seen to be

mere lines on a globe rather than meaningful delineations

of nationalities or political inclinations. Martha des-

críbes her sense of this event: rra11 over the world,'r she

notes, "human beings were shifting in great masses frorn one

country, one continent to another: myriads of tiny black

seeds trickled from side to side of a piece of paper shif-

ted about in a casually curious hand" (p. 90). Marthars
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perspective is one in which hurnan beings can be seen as

both insignificant and highly variable. Lacking constants



and meaning, Martha is faced with the same problens which

Anna Wulf has faced in The Golden Notebook. She can either

be submerged by a feeling of minuteness and ineffectuality

or she can find a compensation within. Martha, at this

point, does neither, but holds herself in readiness for

salvation by escaping from Africa and Anton. "When I get

to England," she reninds herself, "I|11 find a man I can

rea11y be rnarried torr (p. 101).

It is clear by noÏ/ that Lessing's perception of the

nature of individuality has changed. This is reflected

in the developnent of Martha Quest's perception of her-

self and the world around her. She is no longer testing

her individua.l i tw 'i n f êr"m" of the collectives f or she has,

by noÌv, found them all wanting. In addition to the change

in Marthars perception of the nature of selfhood in this

nove1, Lessing I s developnent can be traced through her views

of the relationship between men and women. In this nove1,

marriage as a social institution (Martha and Anton) has

no real impact on Marthar s 1ife, while her relationship

with Thomas Stern, which can be ca11ed a hierogamy, alters

her perceptions of the world around her. Evelyn Hinz,

in her irnportant genre study involving the distinctions

between the novel and the romance, has stated that the use

of hierogamy rather than marriage is an indication that
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a writer is not writing a novel in the conventional sense
obut a 'lmythic narrative. "- This cannot be underestimated



in terms of Lessing t s developrnent. Lessin g has, after aIL,

devoted several volumes of I'Children 0f llolgn!", " most

particul arly A Proper Marriage, to an analysis of marriage

as a social form. In Landlocked, she ceases to be inter-

ested in the social attitudes which condition marriage, for

she has already analyzed all the collective attitudes that

shape marriage in society.

In the relationship between Martha and Thomas Stern,

developed in the second part of Lanklocked, Lessing turns

to the archetypal, unconscious and transpersonal dimen-

sions of marriage. Lessing is bringing to conpletion the

vision of marriage as a part of cosmic patterns which she

plesented as a background to the failed narriage of the

Turners in The Grass Is Singing. Unlike the Turners, who

fail to achieve a hierogamous union, the relationship

between 14artha and Thonas reverberates with cosmic harnonies.

This relationship signals an end to the 14arxist-Realist
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dimension of Lessingrs work. In The Golden Notebook, which

interrupted the "Children 0f Violencerr series, Lessing ex-

plored the creative possibilities of the inner world through

Anna WulfI s "descenttf into madness. There Anna discovered

the fertilizing effect of encountering oners other half--

her masculine and creative spirit. the animus of her un-

conscious--which is proj ected onto Saul Green. Unlike Annat s,

Marthats enrichins union occurs in the 'rTealrr wor1d. Thomas

and 14artha encounter the cosmos and its harmonies throuqh



each other

is to remain significant, if she is to be as viable a

Lessins seems to have realized that if MarthaIs quest

heroine in the 1960's as she was in the 1930rs.

transcend the social, historical, and political

which have threatened her and move into the psychological

quest that characterizes contemporary 1ife. From "politi-
ca1 action" and

an increasingly

tionship between the individual and

involves the co1 lective unconscious.

rea1m, as we1 1 as the world outside.

Marthars internal quest begins with her experience of

"historical determinism" Martha moves into

inner arena for her conflicts. The rela-

hierogamy, ãî experience which has already occurred when
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the second part of the novel opens. The change in lt{artha

and the imr:ortance of the new experience is presented. once

again, through the metaphor of the rooms. The image at the

beginning of the second part speaks for itself in revealing

[4artha must

collectives

that lt4artha has achieved a new and altered consciousness:

the collective now

the archetypal inner

She had complained that her life had consisted of a
dozen rooms, each self-contained, that she was wear-
ing into a f.razzL e of shri 11 nerves in the ef f ort of
carrying herself, each time a whole, from onetroomt
to another. But adding a new room to her house had
ended the division. Frorn this centre she now lived--a
loft of aromatic wood from whose crooked window could
be seen only sky and the boughs of trees, above a
brick floor hissing sv/eet1y from the slorv drippings
and wellings from a hundred growing plants in a shed
whose wooden wa11s grerv f rom lawns where the srvinging
arc of a water sprayer flung rainbows all day 1ong,
although, being January, it rained most afternoons.



Once upon a time, so it is said, people listened
to their dreams as if bending to a door beyond which
g'reat figures noved; half-human, sPeaking half-divine
truths. But now we wake from sleep as if our fingers
have been on a pulse: rSo thatrs it ! Thatrs how mat-
ters stand ! Martha t s dreams regì-stered a ca1m1y
beating pulse although she knew that loving Thomas
must hold its own risks, and that this was as true
for hin as for her (P. 103).

Marthats feeling of wholeness, of completion and unity, that

resultsfrom the relationship with Thonas Stern is a harmony

that has not been achieved by any other character in Les-

singts fiction.

All of the elements which characterize hierogamy and

nythic narrative are present in Lessing's description of

Thomas and Martha. This relationship is hierogamous in that

it is not only a neeting of man and woman, rtbut of the ele-

nents--earth and sky." (Hinz, p. 905) . It involves as well

a sense of cosmic participation--a fulfillment of relation-

ship reminiscent of D. H. Lawrence t s image of the rainborv,

in which the love of Tom Brangwen and Lydia reaches to the

cosmos in an arching radiance beneath which the child Anna

danc es .
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Another quality which this relationship shares with

other hierogamous unions in fiction is the disparity be-

tween the partners. Hinz has cited this novel specifi cally,

noting that Lessingts presentation of I'the superior Martha

^,,^^+ll ^-l ll+1-vuçr u erru urle peasant gardener Thomas Sternrr (p. 907) is

an example of the primary means by which the union of op-

posing elements is presented in mythic fiction.



Hínz moreover discusses the purposes of hierogamous

unions in archaic ritual and ín fiction. The mythic writer,

she notes, pTesents such motifs for r'easons similar to those

which motivated the performance of hierogamous ceremonies in

archaic societies. The most important function of such ri-

tuals in both cases is to abolish time and history: "hiero-

gamy dernands, in the first place, that one abandon oners

connections with history, or, more dramatically, that one

attenpt to reveïse the process of civilization and to a-

bolish profane time'r (p. 908). Lessing's use of hierogamy

signals a complete reversal of her social consciousness,

her interest in the relations between the individual and

the historical period in which she lives. Now, the rela-

tionship between two people, Martha and Thomas, is the cen-

ter of her concern. and the moments betl^Ieen them abolish

their history: 'rthey held in that moment everything the

other was, had been, ever could be" (p. 108).

History, profane tirne, the time Martha is forced to

spend away from Thonas in the 1oft, continues to rnake de-

mands on her, and Lessing carefully documents Marthars

movements between the loft and the world outside ' 14ost

demanding of all are Marthars o1d commitments. As Hinz

notes, 'tdifficult yet even more necessary to put aside

are the internal evidences of profane time, oners past, for

example" (p. 908). l4artha is able to deal easily with the

'troomsl'which she found stTessful in the earlier parts of
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the novel . She abandons her j ob with a rtsimpl icity of

will that was Thomasrs gift to her." She realizes that

"by herself it would have taken weeks of thinking, I should

do thís or that, and then a drift into a decision. But now

she lived from this new centre, the room she shared with

Thomas, a room that had in it, apparently, a safely-running

dynamo, to which, through hirn, she was connected. Ev ery-

thing had become easy suddenly'1 (p. 113). Nonetheless,

Martha finds her political comrnitments more difficult to

deal with than her job. Her former political relationships

continue to absorb certain amounts of her time. Her punish-

ment for this relapse into profane time is ironical 1y

appropriate; tine and history are united in her purgatory

when she is hired by a political foundation organizeð, by

Mrs. Van Der Bylt to type the history of the Rand as dic-

tated by Johnny Lindsay. Her days are characterized, thus,

by rapid shifts from the world and its demands and the time

in the 1oft, when she felt'rherselfil and ilno one Dut Ðïes-

sure on herr' (p. I1,7) .

Another aspect of her past with which Martha must deal

is her lega1 relationship with Anton. Marthars movement

from the profane, the world of history and society, by

virtue of the increasing importance of the sacred union

with Thomas, creates a barrier when she is forced to acknow-

ledge Anton as her 1egal husband. The time she spends with

hims seems more and more a trap: 'she had to cut Anton out
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of her consciousness, had to bring

self and shut him out.'r Even when

side, She maintains a separateness

there: she had knotted her emotions

shut Ant on outrl (p . 1 19 ) .

Eventually Martha is able to recognize the distinc-

tion between hierogamy and marriage, although she does not

use these terms herself. She finds herself rej ecting An-

tonts physical presence in ï/ays that she accepts Thornas.

Looking at Thomast hands, she feels 'ras if he were hold-

ing herr! (p. 16L) , while Antonrs hands are distorted in-

to something a1ien. Her physical revulsion forces to con-

sciousness a new awareness. She recognizes "just how

terrible a crime she had committed by marrying Anton, by

rnarrying Douglas against herself and against them.rl

Martha feels betrayed bv the collective attitudes and the

social policies that made these marriages seem the thing

to do: I'How was she to have f oreseen the world she would

enter when she loved Thomas ? I\lhy had no one told her it

existed in a way she could believe it? How strange it

was--marriage and love; one would think the way newspapers,

films, literature, the people who are supposed to express

us talk, that we bel ieve narriage, 1ove, to be the des-

perate, important, deep experiences they say they are. But

of course, they donrt believe in arry such things....Hov¡

down a curtain in her-

they are lying side by

from him: She was not

tiohf rdifh ThOmaS anduf6rru vrrufr
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was it that no one made me feel that it could matter, mar-

rying someonerr (p. 762) .

Marthar s development is not a smooth progression, but

characteri-zed by v acillation. She moves back and forth,

no\^/ caught up by history and the latalistic and determinis-

tic attitudes which charactetize the historical period in

which she is living, then aware once again of the uninpor-

tance of historical reality in comparison to the cosmic

perspectives which Thomas has given her. The reason for

this vacillation is that Martha has one more important

lesson to learn; she must integrate hierogamy as one of

the steps in her quest for Martha. It is too easy for her

merel v f r-) he cn¡oht ìrn in the intensities of the relation-rr.vrvrjr v4e6¡re er

ship without undergoing any further developnent. Lessing

presents both the ecstasy of Marthals experience and the

necessity that the experience give her solne inner strength:

ItMartha and Thomas sat side by side, hardly breathing--

breathing, as it were, through each other. They did not

look at each other, but felt Thomas, Martha, through their

arms, their thighs, their stomachs. They sat in these

guises and fett life running through them.... She had tvren-

ty senses and a heart so fi11ed with delight it held all

the nisht ancl er¡ervthinc' ahout her.... He felt it and

turned to her smiling, and her heart fe11 into sorlow, Te-

membering what had been beating at the edges of her con-

sciousness for days now--a long tine; that of course all
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this was going to end and soon', (pp. 152-53).

It is clear thatin order for her relationship with

Thomas to be more than a beautiful interlude, Martha must

be able to integrate the pain of his loss without sinking

into despair. As the tine approaches that Thonas and Mar-

tha must separate, she finds the experience with him

changing as well:

Together in the 1oft, they spoke less. They were
in the loft less often. To be together was like--she
could not say. It was true for Thomas, too, because
when they looked at each other, the sensation of
sinking deeper and deeper into light hras stTonger.
Being together r4ras, f or both of them, a good dea^
more than lt{artha being with Thomas. Sometimes it
was so intense, they could not stand it, and sepaïa-
ted. 0r the loft seemed too high, too fragile, too
sma11, and they left it and walked very fast through
the streets. But this could only happen at night, be-
cause of the danger of being seen. Sometimes when
they made love it was so powerful they felt afraid,
as if enormous forces were waiting to invade them.
But they did not know what this meant (pp. 160-61).

The loss of Thomas occurs 1itt1e by 1itt1e and the pain of

that loss is ameliorated by lr,farthars ability to move into

a cosmic perspective. For example, after the separation,

while traveling v/ith Jack, a fellow partyworker, to visít

Thomas at the home he shares with his wife and chi1d. Mar-

tha feels an empty space "opening inside heri' (p. 165), a

space through which humanity moves in minute fragments:
rrAnd the empty space not only contained her and Jack, tl^ro

tiny ant-1ike figures, she contained the space--she was

the great bell of space, and through it crawled 1itt1e

creatures, among them herselfrr (p. 168) . Marthats rooms,
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the earlier metaphor for both her historical reality and

ego-consciousness are now dissolved irno this vast spacious-

ness. This I'complete sacrifice of egotism and of the

possessive attitude toward oneself and one t s own enotions

and instinct5"10 are the psychological gift of the hieros

gamos . Marthats sense of loss and pain, âs we1 1 as the

cosmic distance by which she perceives reality nark the

beginnings of her integration of the experience she has

had with Thomas. She undergoes, however, a new tria1, a

backsliding if you will, a movenent into despair before she

is able to integrate her experiences.

The third section of the novel is fu11 of images of

pain, violence and death. The dissolution of the wa11s of

the ego brought about by the formation of a new center in

Thomas, plunges Martha ínto a temporary chaos when that

center is 1ost. The images in thís section of the novel

paral1e1 the movement in Marthats emotions from pain of loss

to disintegration. l4arthats purgatory occurs, appropriately,

through her re-absorption in the trivial. What has been

seen by some critics as a loss of power in this novel is

rather an important aspect of Marthat s descent into chaos--

here a conclition of landlocked insignificance- -before she

can emerge as a complete human being. The quotation which

prefaces the third part of the novel is the wryly ironic
quote from Saint Polycarp: A.D. 135: "My God, in what a

century have you caused me to live.tr Martha is a "caïper'r
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here. She blames, first, the condition of society and the

loss of Thomas for her pain. Focusing on loss, Martha has

not yet assessed the aspects of her experience with Thonas

that continue within her.

The opening paragraph of tiris section is characterized

by such a dryness, a matter-of-factness that it seems to be

written by another author.

lyricism with which Martha described the world during her

experiences with Thonas to the sterility of language in this

section. For example, sitting ín a restaurant surrounded

by news clippings (reminiscent of Anna i¡Julf before her de-

I rt^-.+L,r sêeq on 1v f he mundane. ttThere WaS a letterJUçrrLJ , LrtdL VtLA JçVJ Vrrr/ Urr

from Joss lying on the stained tablecloth near a cruet

which lool<ed like the Albert Memorial and had seven diff-
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erent kinds of vinegar and pickle, apart from the usual sa1t,

It is useful to compare the

nênnêT mrrqf qrrltt fn 177\LvtaY"'t \r.

that everyone is silent; rrthey felt like people filling in

time before trains on a station platform. " Martha, too, is

in a stTange condition of inactivity. She is "no longer
?running around and aboutr. lVhat was the point when she was

going away at any moment? She would not organize things;

she would not go to meetings" (p. 779).

We are given further insight into Marthar s disintegra-

tion by means of a description of her home on the ve1d.

0nce the home was a symbolic center for her experiences;

Looking around, Martha notices



mandala-like she placed herself and her house in the sym-

metrical center of her wor1d. 0nce again, the house par-

a11e1s the structure of Marthats eBo, and once again, both

are collapsing. She visuaLizes thatlrthe old house had

sunk to its knees under the b lows of the f irst r^ret season

after the Quests had 1eft.1' She imagines the house and

the city around her sinking into dust:rrDryness, dryness--

the air snapped with it, she could feel the pressure of

dryness shaping her substance, the dust was íts creature

and the air of 0ctober gritted on her tonguerr (p. 797).

Marthar s disintegration and descent into chaos is

characte'rized by a reversal in her ordinary rhythms, lvhích

involves an actual descent into darkness: rrSince Thomas had

left a few weeks ago, li{arthars life had been turned inside

out. Once her life was a daytime life, she woke to a day

in which she rvould probably see Thonas. But now the days

had lost their meaning, and it was at night that she came

awake and iivedl' (p. 198). It is in this rnood that Martha

is absorbed fu1 1y by a fatalism she always rej ected:

rrEvery fibre of Marthars body, everything she thought,

every movenent she made, everything she was, was because

she had been born at the end of one war, and had spent all

her adolescence in the atmosphere of preparations for anoth-

er which had lasted five years and had inflicted such wounds

on the human race that no one had any idea of what the re-
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sults would be....Martha was the essence of violence. she



had been conceived, bred, fed and reared on violence" (p.

202) .

By seeing herself in this linited fashion, as nothing

but a child of violence, Marthar s descent into chaos is

almost complete. For the first three volurnes in the series,

Martha had rejected arrything that might indicate that her

future was

of comfort

narked upon them in the same way.

determined, now she acquiesces and takes a kind

in the fact that all her friends have violence

ced to come to terms with the death of her father

It is in this section of the novel that Martha is for-

archetypal terms, Marthar s descent a1 so involves confron-

tins her hist¡ri na l nâct 'in. Order that she can re-etnergeL r rr É

born of herself rather than her past' Martha's preoccupa-
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tion with death comes into focus in these terms:

In that house people sat around waiting for an o1d
man to die. Martha was afraid to visit her father,
because she wished to wipe that house and every-
thing in it out of existence, it lvas so terrible
and ug1y. But she went nearly every day. Before
she set out to see her father she took herself in
hand, held herself quiet: the house was more than
ever like a nightmare, all her most private night-
mares were made tangible there, and that is why
she stood outside it at night, looking at it like
a stranger. In this way she focused it, targeted
it, held it safe so that 1ater, when she got home
and went to bed, she would not actually dream of
it because she had forced the drearn into her con-
sciousness; she had alteady experienced, atvake, the
quicksand which swallowed so easily love and the
1 iv ing (p . 204) .

Love and the living are less important to Martha in

th'i c nâa'f of

In

Landlocked than in any other of the volumes



which precede it. Living a nightmare, Marthars dreams are,

i¡ spite of herself, haunted by visions of death. Not only

her father, but Thomas appears to her in a vision of war

and death. In this drearn she sees herself I'imprisoned on

a high dry plateaurrwhile everyone moves away and a sound

of healing hrater is ireard off at a distance. Even the

return of Thornas in the fourth chapter of this section does

not help Martha, for he is both disinterested in her and

disintegrated in hinself. Martha's former friends all

appear to her as lacking meaningful activity. The women

she once worked with in the party she sees as "middle-

aged women neurotic with dissatisfaction" (p. 212) . The

cycles of repetition and meaninglessness seem ready to en-

gulf Martha on all sides. It must be re-emphasized at this

point that the fatalism which characteTizes this section of

the novel is a phase through lvhich lrfartha is passing. It

is not the central theme of the work as a who1"'11

The final section of the novet indicates that Martha

is beginning to inte gTate her expeïiences with Thornas. She

realizes that she has changed but does not yet understand

the implications of the change: rrHer experience with Thomas

had been so deep, in every wãY, that she was changed to the

point that--but here it was that she rvas unable to go fur-

ther. " The only way she can describe the expeT'ience is by

remenbering the feeling it gave her. "Some force, some po-

wer had taken hold of them both, and had made such changes
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in her--what, soul? (but she did not even know what words

she must use) psyche? being?--that now she was changed and

did not understand herself'r (p. 222). 0ne of the psycholo-

gical characteristics of hierogamy is that it brings about

a change in attitude, a change in regard to oners way of

viewing oneself:rrIn this ritual [hierogamy] the woman re-

cognizes and asserts...that her sexuality and the enolu-

ments it can bring are not her own, her possession, but

repïesent the demands of life itself, which flows in her,

and whose servant she ís: her body, her psyche is but the

vehicle for lifers manifestationslr (Harding, p. L79).

Theclosing chapters of the novel deal with Marthars

n'ren a.Ta.ti ons for I ear¡inø Africa. She completes her divorcevr vv

from Anton; her father, Johnny Lindsay, and Thomas have

died; and her relationship with the Party suffers from her

disillusionment with the Soviet Union. Her work for the

Pa'rty a1so, has come fu11 circle. A new group of young,

excited, politically-active people has been formed to whom

Martha and her friends are all "members of the o1d guardrl

(p. 281). At a meeting she attends, Martha watches a youn-

ger version of Anton with attvision which he wished them

to sharet' (p. 282). The young people present announce that

their ruish lris to establish socialisn in this countTy--notrtrlrr

(p. 285). Watching the old roles continue in new 1ives,

Martha is able to foresee that in six years time, the young

group will be sitting where she is, but fu11 of nostalgia
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for lost opportuníties as the circles of repetition com-

p lete themselves.

Apart from completing all of her o1d activities, the

most significant event in the last section of the novel is

that Martha is given the task of editing Thomasrs papers.

He had been visiting native compounds and sending notes

back to Martha to be typed. The final document Martha re-

ceives from him is a conbination of notes on the conditions

in rural areas and some incomprehensib 1e j ottings. The

history of the tribes he knew is intermingled with his

journal entries and the mad scribblings. This notebook,

so much like Anna Wulfrs, is entrusted to Martha, who'rsat

holding this extTaordinary document, fitting the leaves

in between each other, separating thern, so that sense and

nonsense net each other, as in a dance, and left each other;

and meanwhile thought of Thomas, the strong, brown man she

had known--this was the same person'r(p. 279). Martha, as

editor separating sense and nonsense, is through a creative

act metaphorically assimilating her experience with Thonas.

Dagmar Barnouw feels that Martha has not developed signifi-

cantly in the course of this novel and that I'Thomas is

ahead of Martha on the way to the self--having admitted
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chaos" (p. 50 1) . This view overlooks two significant

noints- Fìrst. lr'fartha has ^1-^^r'' ^^-c-f,nted chaos in the|r4r çrrs dILYdWj LUllIIl

forrn of violence and death in the previous chapters of the

novel. lVhile she did not descend into madness. she was able to



exÞerience a new 1eve1 0f selfhood as a Tesult of the

archetypal hieros gamos. Secondly, Martha is the editor

of Thomasrs notebooks. she is able to sepaTate Ieason

from madness. As artist, as editor, she reveals that she

has creatively assinilated her expeÏiences with Thomas and

that, consequently, she stands beyond hin on the path to-

ward an integrated selfhood. Thomas I s notebooks, signi-

ficantly accompany Martha to England in her suitcase, a

symbolictributetothespiritualintegrâtionofThonas

into the life upon which she will be entering. when she

arrivesinEngland,Marthaisanewbeing;theexperiences

of Landlocked prepare us fully for the Martha of The Four-

Gated CitY.
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l\Ihí1e less interesting structurally than The Golden Note-

Book, The Four-Gated City (1969) is, nonetheless, à1 im-

portant novel in terms of the development of Lessingrs

themes. In this novel, she presents the thene of descent

into the inner world which is seen as a prerequisite for

self-development at middle-age. This idea of middle-age

as a time to look within and assess oners values will con-

tinue to occupy Lessingrs imagination in the three novels

which fo11ow. The theme of descent lvithin is a departure

from the 'rational unfolding of ivlartha Questrs personality

as she tested herself against social conditioning in the

n?ê.odino nnrrsl5 of the Children of Violence series. Tnvr vv

The Four-Gated City Martha is nore deeply concerned with

self, yet the demands of maturity bring her into meaning-

fu1 contact with others. As Micheal Thorpe notes: 'rMar-

thars renewed quest is neither political nor sexual in

emphasis: neither can rcreater her now; tnore active and

independent than before, she enbarlts on in$/ard self-ex-

ploration. Yet at the same tine her life at the centre of

the distraught liberal household is a focus of widening

responsibility toward and understanding of others, not an

engrossment rvith self . There are no absolutes now, indi-

vidually or collectively" (pp. 23-24).

The Four-Gated City
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14artha's self-exploration involves aII the gradual

processes of change and learning that go to create a ma-

ture human being. She has come to England with the idea

that life will begin for her across the sea, that she l^¡i11

discover her golden city and live an integrated 1ife, cu1-

tura1ly, socially and mora1ly. Instead, lvlartha finds en-

trapnent; the social and historical patterns she confronts

are more rigid than those she had left behind in Africa.

This is reflected in the imagery at the beginning of the

nove1. I'The Four-Gated City begins with stiflement and

strangulation. The key images in the first pages are of

grime, globules of wet, browny-gray textures, oilcloth

uri th sni I I ad c11ß1r n¡i l-fr¡ cmêqa'q GTêâ qê fhrrmhmqrl¿q 
1

ruËer , Ër r L L/ SmeafS, gfease, thUmbmafkS . tt-

London is a city of ruins after the bombings of the war,

^*; J +L^ r^uins- lvlartha f .i nds ri c'ìd rnl e-nlnvino nnd./\tL dllrru Lrrç r-,.--, - --Þ-- -vaç-Pr4j/rrrË 4t

pre-determined social attitudes rather than new beginnings.

Walking about in the rubble of Londoi'r, Martha is given

the opportunity to test her sense of identity; she conpares

her personal history with what she observes of British his-

tory. In one synbolic scerle, li{artha peels the layers of

wallpaper off a bombed-out building noticing t1're increasing

ugliness of the successive layers. Martìla finds a deca-

dent civilization, a world on the edge of apocalypse, yet

oblivious to anything beyond the mundane games people play

with each other within the risid demarcations of social

stratífication. lt{artha sees England as tla country absorbed
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ín myth, doped and dozing and dreaming, because if there

was one common fact or f-actor underlying everything e1se,

it was that nothing was as it was described--as if a snirif

of rhetoric (because of the war?) had infected everything,

made it impossible for any fact to be seen stra ighl."2

Martha alone seems capable of seeing things as they are.

As she watches people diminish themselves in order to fit

social Tequirements she counts the personal and psycho-

logical cost of living by rhetoric. Rejecting a job, she

notes: t'the trouble is, you have to choose a slot to fit

yourself to, you have to narrow yourself down for this

stratum or that" (p. 36).

In the first section of the nove1, Martha refuses to

a1low herself to be narrowed in this way. She is offered

a series of jobs, each of which requires a certain role to

be played, and a certain set of standards to be assumed.

To function in this society she feels that "oners daytime

brain was slotted, compartmented, pigeon-holedr' (p. 45).

Martha is too busy at another task, for she has painfully

"detached" her daytime brain from meaningless activity in

order to nurture tlìe growth of a center of awareness within.

At the beginning of the nove1, then, Martha asserts the

necessity of an inner development to counter the b1ind,

structured, ant-1ike activity she sees in the world around

her. Dirty, obsessed, bombed-out London offers no medium

in which she can be herself without compartmentalizing.
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Amid the ruins, Martha has discovered a loneliness which

is her "friendrr and an inner 'rsilence" (p. 47) whicir gi-ves

peace. rrlf only she could go on like this, wã1king forever

through the interminable, danp, hostile streets of this

doomed city, aII cracked and thinned and darlcened by war--

if only she could stay here in this area of herself she

had found....Her mind was soft, dark empty space. That

was what she wast' (p. 48). Lessing, we have seen, fre-

quently uses architectural images to describe Marthars

psychological patterns. Here, the bombed-out and grimy

ei fv ci oni fì es the end of Marthars social and culturaleLv./

dependence. CiviLization and political action having proven

meaningless, Martha has given up her external connections

and escaped instead into the bedrock of herself.

Lessing outlines, very c1ear1y, in the opening chap-

ter of the nove1, the structure of the psyche as she sees

it. Martha describes three main divisions in her inner

se1f. trFirst, the quiet empty space, behind which stood

an observing presence. Then into the quiet space, behind

it, an enemy, a jiggling fool or idiot" (p. 49). This

latter Martha describes more fu11y as 1'a wave- length, a

band where music jigged and niggled, with or without words

....the words, or tunes, were not all at random: they re-

flected a state oT emotion. Because the words of the songs,

or the phrases, had a relevance, one could learn from them,

if one did not shy off, indignant, annoyed, because of the
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banality, the silliness, the jumble of this band of sound

just behind (beside?) the empty space'r (p. 49).

This description of the 1eve1s of the psyche is not

unique to Lessing. They are the same as those described

by Jungians in their many works that deal with the psyche

and its structure.3 On the road to self-knowledge, Martha

is reminding herself that the ego (onets conscious person-

ality) can be separated from the persona (the role one is

forced to play). lrfartha sees very clearly how fragmentary

the persona can be, for she herself has worn several of

these social masks. She has been lviartha, lt'l atty, or a "hip-

swinging socj-aIIy gallant gir1'' (p. 25), depending on the

expectations of the persons about her. 14artha has discovered

that there is no limit to these ro1es. At one point, she

assumes false names as she meets stTangers and a11ows them

to ttf i11 in" (p . 27) f or her whatever they need her to be.

Thi s b-rinss Martha to the real izatíon that if she is not'^ -'_ò-

ar-y of the personas, She must exist somewhere else.

Her next problem involves the identity of thetrcalm

observer." She wants to come to terms with the inner beins

who r?watches and waits." In order to explore this part of

herself more completely, Martha believes that she must shut

outrrresponsibilites and commitmentsl'(p. 51) or she will

succurnb to what others expect of her and forget all the im-

nort.ant- discoveries she has made. In a l{ordsworthian inage,

Martha indicates that she feels that ordinary life rvi1l
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cause arrsleep and forgettíng1'of paT'ts of herself that

she must not forget.

The itnowledge of a certain condition belonged to
one, when one was inside it. That was nemory. No

use to say: remember the 1it space and its marvellous
brother, the turn of the spiral above it when one had
gone through the band of noise. Because having left
them behind, having sunk away, oile was in a place
with its ourn memories, its olt¡n knowledge. You cou1d,
perhaps, during the long daY of work, responsibilíty,
people, noise, have a flash of a reminder: These
places exist but that was because the day had lifted
you towãrds them l ike a wave, f or j ust a brief mornent.
You could think: I can reach it again when you were
near it, not otherwise. Because for some reason the
wa1ls of the place you were in now had become thinned,
and light came in from the other. That was why people
did not rernember. They could not. (p' 52)

Martha is determined, above a1l, to remernber. Lessing

asserts repeatedly that remembering is difficult. ü/hat

Martha wishes to remember is the unity she has sensed in

the tïanscendent cosmos. lVhat she is offered is compar't-

mentalization. The Teason for her forgetfullness is that

the unconscious, this repository of all that one is and

might be--the cosmic realrns of the integrated self and

transcendence, is and remains the unconscious. 0ne can

establish links to the self, can work through dreams and

intuition to an ah¡areness of the "1it space," but all the

contents of the unconscious will sink once more into the

darkness of forgetting. 0n the boat to England from Africa,

Martha had a vision of people as "drugged and hypnotizedrr

for most of their 1ives. Those who slip out of the pattern

and see beyond j. t, do so for only a brief period. Martha



Tealízed then, thatrr\nIe keep learning things and then for-

getting then and so we have to learn them again" (p. 111).

Lessing is anticipating, here, the realization which

Professor Charles Watkins arrives at in Briefing For A

Descent Into He11, for the theme of remembering and for-

^^++;*- :- :-+^--^1 ^1 f^-^i--f^ view of the innerBeLLaliE I> dtr -LlrLËBrdL PdLL ur .LË>>l.1r8 5

wor1d. Both in this novel and in Briefing she is concerned

with the transpersonal meaning of life which is lost or

forgotten in ordinary consciousness. This idea of life

as a "sleep and forgetting'r is no more original with Lessing

than it was with Wordsworth. Indeed, the theme is so uni-

versal that it can be considered an archetypal pattern in

psychic growth. Mircea Eliade has written a synopsis of

mythologies of memory and forgetting, tTacing these patterns

through Indian, Buddhist, Greek and Gnostic thought. In

each case he describes, ordinary life is seen as a faIT

from the world of the spirit, rra loss of consciousness of
/l

the Se1f, "- and a faII into the cycles of existence. Not

only is ordinary consciousness cornpared to a kind of sleep

in all these mythologies, but also Marthars concern with

keeping awake, with realizing and understanding who she is,

has mythological connotation. Eliade notes: "liberation

can be compared to anrawakeningtor to a new consciousness

of a situation that existed from the beginning but that one

was unable to -realize. From a certain point of vieiv rignor-

ancer which in the last analysis, is an ignorance of
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oneself--can be thought of as a 'forgettingr of the true

Se1f" (p. 118).

Marthats task, c1ear1y, is to remember her tTue Self.

Indeed, the cyclic, repetitive structure of this novel is

due to Marthars periodic forgetting and remembering. A

primary reason for her forgetting is tlnat she finds herself

drawn into patterns of responsj-bi1 ity by necessity. She

must work in order to live but she does not want work which

will force her into ordinary 1eve1s of consciousness. Thus,

before she makes a decision which will entrap her in any

patticular pattern, Ivlartha reviews the various opportunities

that have been presented to her. 0nce again, she walks

through various rrrooms"--VariouS social structures to which

she alone provides a connecting link--hoping to find one

in which she can be "herself .I'
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The firstrlToontrwhich Martha visits is one which had

provided tïanscendence in the past. In order to delay 'rfor-

ocrtino rr she visits Jackrs house, 'rthe house that Jack
6 v 9 L I ¡r 6 ,

built," a house of sex, and beyond sex, union with Eros as

an archetypal force. Jack, and Marthars former 1over,

Thomas, both shared a similar aI^/areness of the temporality

of the flesh and the miracle of life realízed most fu11y

through sex. The realization of Eros, the "p1acing" of

the instinctual, is a basic step in Marthars individuation.

The sexual experience with Jacl< reminds Martha of her time

with Thonas. With Jack and Thoinas, sex is a kind of wave-



length, a union with

tro11ed, took both up and over and away from any ordinary

consciousness into an area where no words could be of any

use" (p. 7I). Jack is not personally responsible for

Marthats experience of the timeless Eros. He is merely

the rrinstrument that knows how to reach it" (p. 72). Mar-

tha relates the "D1ane'1 she achieves with Jack to the other

l-'¡'ìchl-lr¡ 1ìf (space. rrYes , exact 1y l ike walking down the

street in a high vibrating place: you can I t rremembert it- -

force, tta power which held and con-

itrs the same placer' (p. 72).

with Jack is an image of the completed Self. Here every-

thing is unified, who1e. Sex, as well as the rigors of

sleepless walking, by placing physical demands on her,

a11ow her to tTanscend her normal ego-consciousness and

reach the cosmic realm in which all contraries b1end.

Lessing uses the images of ascent and descent to des-

cribe li{artllats movements between normalcy and this trans-

cendent realrn. I{itli Jack, when they "tune in" to sex, they

lrlet the wheel carry them up and over" (p. 74). From this
rrupperrr 1eve1 of wholeness, the divisions of ordinary lif e

and what it means to be normal become clear to Martha:
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This place that she reaches

"This time, when her mind finally clicked off, went beyond

the pictures and the voices, she did not retain any memory

of it: was aware again only as she made the slow descent.

The different rhythms disengaged and she entered normality:

which was, she understood now, a condition of disparateness.



She had never really seen before how the separate parts of

herself went on working individual ly, by themselves, not

joining: that was the condition of being Inorrnalr as we

understand it" (p. 74). Eros, thus, provides Martha with

a flight into the higher realms of being.

l\Ihile Marthars vision of transcendence is a wholesome

one, she nonetheless discovers that sex cannot provide irer

link to the cosmic self in a manner satisfactory to this

stage in her development. Her hierogamous experience with

Thomas Stern in Landlocked had taught her all the lessons

she needed to learn about the trans-personal dimension of

sex. For the most part she is merely seeking escape, for

transcendence through love and sex is primarily a youthful

experience. At thirty-five, It'lartha requires a transcendent

1:-^1- +L-^,,^LrrrrN urrrvuËrr a InoTe matuTe leveI of her peTSonality. This

realization cones to her in a dream-1ike vision she has

while with Jack. Her vision informs Martha that she must

come to terms with the family as a social unit, and with

fanily responsibilities at middle-age. Marthats vision

presents her rvith herself as a middle-aged woman in a house

fu11 of half-groI^In childrenrttortured and hurt'r who look

to her for strength and endurance. Martha had rejected

the family as a social structure when she gave up Caroline,

her daughter. As a Communist she had felt the bourgeois

family to be wrong: 'ra dreadful tyranny, a doomed institu-

tion, a kind of mechanism for destroying everyonerr (p. 80).
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Martha had believed that people form faní1ies because they

harbor inner images of the golden â9ê, "a maIVellous fanily

walking rvith their animal s . "

It is disturbing to Martha, who does not share the

dream of the archetypal family and who has rejected this

structure in the past, to discover the family as a part of

herself. Sleeping beside Jack she envisions the family

and, more importantly, she sees herself in a new relation-

ship to the family. Parents, and childrenrs rebellion

against then, ate an inevitable pattern of life: "yourve

got to accept....parents have no choice but to be the world

for their children. And if the world is ugly and bad for

that time, then parents have to take that burden on them-

selves, they are ugly and bad toort (p. 82). Understanding

this, Martha comes to accept the function of a middle-aged

nê?qôn in e F¡*-i't.'. -L^ 1^n1¡S that DTOl/:r-:-- ñ ^^ñ+^' fOfvvrvv * ^JIItl-Ly; 5IIe J.eA*.^ - r--"-LLr-LrrB d uErrLçi

others is based on knowing herself . In her vision she sees

that "she was worried and anxious: but she held the fort,

she manned defences.tt The realization that she can be the

center of a family and not betray her o\^In need for develop-

ment is an important part of what happens to Martha subse-

quently. This awareness of herself at the center of a

family involves the putting away of childish things in her

movement from Eros to the Se1f.
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I,\rhile l,'lartha s1ow1y accepts the importance of this

vision, she reviews some of the other alternatives that



have been offered to her. She sti11 lears becoming a"ma-

tTonr' like her nother, and is not ready to make a total

conmitment to her own needs. Holding fast to the resolu-

tion not to become one of the "sleepwalkers,rr she rej ects

aLI the responsibilities which do not coÏrespond to her

inner image. The first of these opportunities is a j ob

at Iris and Jimmyrs Cafd which offers a patterned kind of

life with a suitor, stanley, as we11. Martha, whose easy

sociability in the past has often placed her in false posi-

tions, manages to close the doors firmly on tire limiting

possibilities of this lower-c1ass existence, as she did

earlier on a middle-class j ob. Next she reconsiders the

possibilities of political activity. she agI'ees to speak

with Phoebe, a woman who believes in social action and

would put Martha to work for the cause of Socialism and

Native rights. l{hi1e listening to Phoebe describe the job,

Martha has an insíght into fragmentation. she has been

aware, for a long time, of the separation and isolation of

the different groups of people she knows. While rrToomsil

like this were a part of the social structure in Africa,

Martha sees that they exist just as rigidly in England.

This forces Martha to confront the possibility that the

souïce of compartment alization lies in human natur'e itself.

She feels that this is one of the important discoveries she

has made recently, and which must not be lost by imnersion

in co 1 1 ect ive rout ines :
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This was a country where people could not conmuni-
cate across the dark that separated then.... It was
nothing to do with class. There was sonething
in the human mind that separated, and divided. She
sat, looking at the soup in front of her, thinking:
if I eat, if I start this routine of meals, s1eep,
order, the fine edge on which Irm living nohl is
going to be dul1ed and 1ost. For the insight of
l<nowledge she now he1d, of the nature of separation,
of division (for any number of different sets of
words would serve to state it, none being of any
real use), was clear and keen--she understood. ..
understood rea1ly (but in a nevl wãY, \^ras in the
grip of a visioÐ, how human beings could be se-
parated so absolutely by a slight difference in the
texture of their living that they could not talk
to each other, must be wary, or enemies (p. 93).

While Martha rei ects political work now because she

realizes that it will rìot be able to dissolve these separa-

tions that exist within the structure of each individual,

she f inds herself drarvn to another j ob rvhich Phoebe suggests

to her, that of secretary/housekeeper to Marl< Coleridge, a

writer. Marthars ambivalence toward accepting this job and

her reasons for finally doing so are instructive. Her hesi-

tance is based upon her fear of accepting herself at middle-

age which she attributes to a f.ear of "forgetting" who she

really is. Martha does not see that the role must be play-

ed out, that she must learn from this stage before sire can

transcend it. Martha fee1s, first of al l, ttattacked" by

the Coleridge house--"c1aimed" (p. 99). She realizes that

she will be tied down, which she does not want: t'Anything

here in this house, she understood, would be the absolute

opposite of everything she had hoped to find" (p. 102).

l'Jhen I'lark Coleridge te11s her of his wife, Lynda, in a mental
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hospitaL, and she sees the haunted face of his chi1d, her

impulse ís to flee from these dernands which are, in fact,

required as much by her self development as by the Colerid-

ges. Symbolically and intuitively, she returns to Jackts

house. She learns, or rather, relearns that Jackrs house

cannot provide a meaningful refuge for her. Martha accepts,

final1y, that Jackts house of sex is a legression, a move-

ment from the demands of the se1f. While she raiLs vehement-

Iy against the responsibilities of the job at the Colerídge

home, inwardly, she has alreaðy accepted it. She is ex-

lrausted, wary of Jack, and afraid of l4arkts household, even

unable to remember what she had understood about herself.

In this state, she presents Jack with all the negative attri-

butes of I'4arkts house: rrlt I s been sitting there waiting f or

me for years--everything as sick and hopeless as you can

imagine....and a dominating mamma over aII, and a wife in a

mental hosp:-tal, and a man just sitting waiting for sone

sucker 1il<e me to cope ivith everything" (p. 107). But, while

she objects, the demands of naturation have al-reaáy claimed

her and she reminds herself at 1ast, I'I know perfectly well

I Irn go ing to move in" (p. 7t4) .

Even af ter working at l{arkts for a f ew months, she

sti1l refuses to accept the responsibilities of the family

and planS repeatedly to te11 Nfark that Sho 'i s I cqr¡'ino, There

is a certain amount of irony in Lessing's handling of Martha

once again. Martha is stil1 obtuse, sloi^,r to accept the
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inevitable and sloiv to understand herself. Ivlartha appear's

to be on the verge of a breakdown, for she has accepted the

job with Mark against her conscious intent, and is unable

to act upon her desire to quit. At middle-age, Martha is

rvalking a thin 1íne between cornplete self-sacrifice (the

danger being that she will be completely absorbed by her

role as Kate Brown is to be in The Sumner Before The Dark),

and the creative giving-up of herself in the r'esponsibili-

ties necessary for growth. This is what llartha must lealn

frorn the Coleridges, and she is subliminally avtaTe of this

even while she struggles to avoid what appears to be total

self-sacrifice. When Mark and his brother Colin become

the centers of controveTsy over what j-s believed to be Colinrs

act of tïeason she notes: rtI sha11 te11 14ark that Irm 1ea-

ving. Today. I don't want to be involved in all this. '..

She meant the atmosphere of tþreat, insecurity and il1ness.

ltiho would have thought that coming to this house meant--having

her nose rubbed in it. . . . Something new, surely, not t'rhat

she had lived through already, wãs what she ought to be doing?

l,Vhy was she here at aII? I f you start something, then therer s

no gett ing off, gett ing free, ut1 es s youtve 1 earned every-

thing there is to be learned" (p. 12L).

Beyond her insight into the family, there are other

things which Martha learns at the Coleridgers. She has, for

example, an iinportant insigl'rt into the Ivay that people play

roles in r'esponse to each other. She watches lviark go through
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a series of personalities which each bring out a corres-

ponding personality in herself. Against Markf s coo1, de-

tached personality, for example, she plays "the Defender"

and vice versa; and against Mark the writer, she plays the

writerrs competent secretary; Matty returns when Mark re-

quires a bit of clov,rning; and always, there is the watcher,

the inner person who observes the roles come and go.

As she observes herself playing o1d ro1es, Martha finds

herself yearning for stability, for a personality linked

not only to the outside wor1d, but to all the aspects of

itself in a rneaningful whole. She requires the kind of

strength she had found through Thomas, an assurance that

stems from a centered beine. Mark understands Marthars

quest for integration and describes for her, in symbolic
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form, exactly what she needs. He tells Martha about a four-

gated city, a "hierarchical cityrr (p. 151) , which is nour-

ished by its connections with a tTanscendent -reaIiTy, a

celestial archetype. This city is both a symbol of an

ideal society and a symbol of a life in which individuality

is enriched by sharing in a tTanscendent hierarchy. Sensing

Marthats need for a center, Mark speaks of the feeling of

integration in the hierarchical city, and the sense of

brotherhood among all I'the hidden people who protected and

{-arl l-hô êa'F1/ Itvr u jr .

There are

central symbol

several inportant aspects to this city, the

of the nove1, which must be understood.



First, as a hieTaTchical city, it is like those which have

been traced through various cultures by Mircea E1íade. He

notes the transcendent significance of these cities which

gives them a ïeality that endures beyond tine and history'

Due to thisrrextra-terrestial archetype, be it conceived

as a form or purely and simply as ardoublerexisting on
q

a higher cosmic levelrr'these cities aTe changed thereby

from meaningless chaos to meaningful cosmos. In this re-

gard, the city as a symbol thus incorporates the yearning

for connection which Martha has exhibited through all the

stages of her quest. Until her experíence with Thomas,

this yearning was most frequently satisfied througir her

political activity for Martha is seeking a meaningful order,

a "cosmos'r rather than the chaos of contempoTaTy 1ife. The

city which Mark describes reflects the danger of chaos as

well as the contentment of cosmos, for while Mark te11s l4ar-

tha of the 'rharnony, order, joyt' of the f our-gated city, he

also te11s heT of an outer city of envious, sh.ort-1ived,

and dangerous people who hlere seeking the secrets of the

centeï and who finally ki11 the inhabitants in their fran-

tic efforts to locate the source and the centeT. IntegTa-

tion urithin, destruction without, and the pr'ecarious balance

between the two--these are tire outlines of the four-gated

city, j ust as they describe the social structures of various

civilizations. ancient and modern.
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Second, it is not difficult to see that this city 1s

also a model of the structule of the psyche, a fact which

is inherent in its form. This str'uctur'e has been misunder-

stood by seveïa1 critics, particularly Frederick Karl rvho

writes: rrin geometry, the circle indicates perfection, com-

pletion. But Doris Lessing ut iLizes not circles but fours.

The fours indicate all directions, negate colnpletions,

baffle expansion, intensify the enclosed quest. There is

no magic in fourtr (p. 308). Karl has overlooked the in-

poïtance of four in psychological terns, for rrone of Jungrs

maj or discoveries is the psychological significance of

the nunber four as it relates to the symbolísm of psychic

lvholeness and the four functions.

oneferni tv i c basic to his whole theory of the psyche,

both as regards its structure and its developmental goal,

the individuation processrr (Edinger, p. 779) . The image

of a four-gated city is used for the same reason that Mar-

tha conceived of her youthful wor1d, the African landscape'

in a mandala pattern. As a child, she created a symbol of

wholeness, a world with herself at the center to compensate

for her youtlful instability. Now she requires a resting

place as we11. 'rQuaternity, mandala images emerge in times

of psychic turmoil and obey a sense of stability and rest'r

(Edinger, p. 782) . Thus in the world of political upheaval,

madness, and death in r''rhich Martha fi-nds herself living, the

^ : + -. : Å ^ -urLJ/ prvvauer a neceSSaly COmpenSatoTy image On both a
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personal and social 1eve1. In each case she is stTucturing

chaos, creating a neaningful oTganization of herself and

her place in the wor1d. Marthars development can be gauged

by the increasing conplexity of the worlds she structures.

Thus, the four-gated city is a symbol of Marthars de-

sire for a centered 1ife, for a life participating in a

t1'anscendent reality. Tt is, a1 so, a further development

of the architectural symbolism Lessing has used throughout

to indicate Marthars psychological development. Here Mar-

thar s drean and Marthats real ity are described fuI 1y; she

rnust pïeserve her vision of the sacred city, develop a

strong center within herself so that something will endure

in a time of violence. In this wãY, Martha will be able to

transcend the patterns of historical determinism, outlined

in Landlocked, which would make her "nothing but"6a child
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of violence.

Martha is threatened by the violence of people who resent

the Coleridges as well as by the violence of her olfn inner

turmoil. Her endurance will be tested against these stresses

Violence takes on a new dimension in this nove1, as

from within and without.

the Coleridge household is that it provides a frameulork for

Marthars breakdown and reintegration. Like Anna Wulf in

The Golden Notebook, Martha must undergo the process of

individuation. In the Coleridge household, Martha is suT-

rounded by people who are on the edge of despair and ready

The most significant function of



at any moment to move into madness. lt4artha had been close

to a breakdown after the loss of Thomas, but y/as preserved

at that tine by leaving Africa. Now she must undergo the

process of disintegration and reintegration which has been

delayed too 1ong.

The Coleridges ale all, in one way or another, going

through a'tbad time": Markts brother Colin has defected to

the Soviet Union; Colinrs wife committed suicide leaving

behind their troubled child; Markrs wife, Lynða, set up

housekeeping in their basement flat with a friend from tire

mental hospital, Dorothy; and in the midst of all this Mar-

tha is ca1led upon to provide a center for them all. Yet,

because the members of the family ar'e being tested by stress-

es of eveïy kind, they provide an ideal medium for Martha's

ind iv iduat ion .
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In describing Marthar s experience with brealcing down,

Lessing utilizes the images of descent which she will per-

fect in Briefing for a Descent into He1 1 . Several charac-

teTS in the novel descend beyond theiT noImal personalities,

break down, and confront new aspects of themselves in the

process. Lessingts interest in rnadness, in descent to the

world within, has been related in several articles to the

work of psychotherapist R. D. Laing./Both Laing and Lessing

see madness as beneficial, and normality as a condition of

insensitivity. Breakdown, for Laing and Lessing, is a means

of providing an inpetus for psychic growth. Besides breaking



down, descent also involves a loosening of t1're hold of o1d

values and ideas. Martha has already demonstrated some in-

sight into the roles people are forced to pIay. Now she

discovers something about polarization and attitudes. This

realization owes something to Lessingts discovery of Jung,

for Jung has described the way in which a life overbalanced

by a role or limited persona will have compensating images

of wholeness in the unconscious ready to irrupt. Thus,

whatever attitude is assumed by the conscious personality,

its opposite will be present in the unconscious. Moreover,

these unconscious qualities, the shadow of oners conscious

beliefs, are frequently projected onto the world at large

and with all the vehemence of a conversion. Martha has

observed this in lierself and in Mark Coleridee: rrMark had

suffered a conversion, sudden and dramatic, and Martha was

able to fol1ow it through its rapid stages since it was iden-

tical as far as she could see with the one she had undersone

ten years before.... He was undergoing in his own person,

through his own experiences, that process which can affect

nations or parties or people in which everything that is

good in oneself is identified with a cause and everything

bad identified with the enemyrr (p. 193) .
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Martha is further along the road to descent than Mark,

f or she real izes that he is using language rridentical lvith

hers of ten years ago. He had walked into a personality,

or if you like, a state of mind, and he was inhabiting itrl



(p. 193). In this case, Mark has assumed his own shadow

personality v¡hich is rihot-eyed, angry, violent, unable to

listen. " Since i'4artha recognizes this personality as one

of her ohrn, she is able to transcend her own shadow defen-

ces. By watching rapid conversions in Mark, she learns

of the dangers of arry polarízed attitude. Marlt is ex-

hibiting one of the inevitable problems of a rigid point

of view, which once again owes sonething to Jung, who wrote

"The snag about a radical coversion into oners opposite is

that oners former life suffers repression and thus pro-
o

duces as unbalanced a state as existed before."'

Mark, lilce Thomas before him, of whom Martha is now

reminded, is al war with himself. Martha sees two person-

alities fighting each other, each with its own mode of ex-

pression. lr,Íartha recognizes that this battlefield of two

personalities is the beginning of a descent: rrFlom here,

this p1ace, Thomas had gone down into madness and to death.

Mark? t{e11 this uras one kind of a descent, of an entering

in... Here a nerve of memory sounded: she had thought of

this before, when?.... She had understood once before that
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the new, an opening up had to be through

of conflict'' (p. 195).

Marthars own region of inner

entered shortly. Her breakdown is

va1 of Mrs. Quest. In Landlocked,

chaos and conflict is

region of chaos,

1 ^-^+^r r-,¡ the arri_duuçf çI4Lçu u)

Lessing had provided an
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thars mother. Now we are able to observe their effect o11

Martha. The antÌounced arrival of her mother throws 14artha

f irst into a state of panic. rrHer mother- -ah I€s, here it

was, and she l<new it. She had been blocking of f the pain,

and had blocked of f half of her lif e witÌr it. Her lnemory

had gone" (p. 227). In Marthats descent, she encounters

many of the experiences that have come to accompany a break-

down ín our society. Not only has she forgotten the painful

parts of her Dast, but she also suffers from despair and

considers suicide. FinaIIy, she consults an analyst wiro

she hopes will gíve her the means by which she can deal

with her mother.

Marthars problems bring her into a new relationship

rvith the inhabitants of the synbolic basenent f1at. She

begins to explore the positive as well as the negative va-

lues of madness. By recognizing her own unity even with

the rrmadtr people in the basement, Martha is able to learn

from their experiences. She finds within herself an inter-

esting ambivalence about Lynda and Dorothy: "The basement

f1at, its occupants, were isolating thenselves in her mind,

as if it vias a territory fu11 of alien people from whom she

had to protect herself, becoming a1ien, so that for two

pins she could become a hater" (p. 232). It Tequires only a

slight shift in Marthars awareness and understanding for

her to see the household as a "who1e." Then, she "was
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feeling that again, as she had before, ín a heightened,

meaningful way, as if a different set of senses operated

in her to enable her to feel, even if briefly, the connec-

tion between them al lt' (p. 235) .

Martha is able to observe madness from a detached point

of view whích encompasses both the point of view of its

victins, Lynda and Dorothy, and the point of view of one

seeking help for psychological problems. Her intensive self-

analysis and her experiences with Lynda and Dorothy have

given Martha more objectivity than a newcomeï to analysís

night ordinariJ.y have. Lynda and Dorothy speak to Martha

about the glib insights that accompany Freudian analysis.

They warn Martha about the analysts who'rmake you a rnothing

but I rf (p. 235) . Lynda explains I'nothing but't as a j oke they

had in the hospital:rrltrs that point when they get al1

pleased because they can say: Your re nothing but--whatever

it is. Theyrve taken weeks and weeks to get to that point,
you know, and itts, you?re nothing but E1ectra....rItrs

nothing but you want to sleep with your fatheï....Nothing

but, nothing but, nothing but" (pp. 235-S6).

Martha rejects this kind of linitation as she has re-
jected all other reductive alternatives. Martha is seekino

an amplification of herself, a view that will encompass

all the polarities in an individuated se1 f-hood. In this
connection, Jung has rej ected precisely the Freudian 1abe1s

which Lynda descríbes. He writes: "The two theories of
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neurosis ffreud's and Adlerts] are not universal theories:

they are caustic remedies to be applied, as it were, lo-

ca11y. They are destructive and reductive. They say to

everything, lYou are nothing but...' They explain to the

sufferer that his symptoms come from here and from there

and are nothing but this or that....For the human psyche,

be it sick or healthy cannot be explained so1ely by re-

ductiontr (Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 46).

In analysis, Martha questions whether the two parts of

her personality, rrthe one that watchesrr and the one who is

watched, are the same as Lyndar s schi zophrenic duality. It

is this doubt that brings her to her analyst, although she

can recover the painful parts of her experience by herself.

By the time Martha begins her sessions with Dr. Larnb, she

L^^ ^ 1 .^^^ r" *rde considerable DTosress t-oward self-know-il4J ALLVaW! llt4uç uvlIJIuçI4Urv Ì,--ó

1edge. She has a clear idea both of what she has lost and

what she s ti 11 requires : rrWhat Dr. Larnb mus t do f or her

was to give her back pity, the strength to hold it, and not

be destroyed by it. She must be ab1e, when her mother came,

to pity her, to love her, to cherish her and not be des-

troyedr'(p. 244).
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Dr. Lanb is able to provide l4artha with a meaningful

assessment of the duality she feels and the importance of

the t'silent watchen.'1 Martha, he decides, needs emotional

catharsis rather than the intellectual understandins of the

watcher. In a flash of insight, tr,lartha recognizes this fact



herself: 'rSomewhere in Martha sat the Þerson who watched

and rvaited. 0h God, if only she could ki i I that person,

send her, it, him, away, make it silent, be able just once

ao¡.i n fô r¡anish ent.i relv into th'i s nlace of smooth warm bod-

ies whose language was more beautiful and moïe intelligent

than any other" (p. 250). Because the watcher has become

too intellectualized, the stabiLity, endurance, and survi-

va1 of the self has been linked to knowing, to 1ogos. This

is the reason for the stTong appeal of eros; she seeks the

forgetful lness of bodies. Dr. Lamb points this out very

clearly to Martha when he says:rrI think you are proud of

your knowing.... Itrs your intelligence you are ptoud of.

Youtre still fighting your mother with that--the rnasculine

int el l igence" (p . 252) .
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In this wãy, the structures of Marthars personality, in

sni te of her se lf -ana I vsi s - hnr¡c hporrn to ri si di fv. Mrs.,¡rgvvuv6g¡r

Questrs arrival and departure at Dr. Larnbrs suggestion have

1ittle affect on Marthars inward exploration except to in-

crease her need for these sessions. The second part of the

novel ends v¡ith Martha comnitting her energy to lvhat she

terns the I'sa1vage" operation--forcing her memories into

awareness so that she canrrburnrrthem up and move beyond the

painful past. lt{artha has learned,however, to take her inner

world seriously. Dr. Lamb and the tTauma of her motherts

visit have set I,{artha on the right path, for she must deal

with her personal history before it can be transcended.



The thírd Dart of the novel details Marthats breakdown.

As we have seen, l.{artha has alvrays been a rationalist, hold-

ing her intellectual apprehension as central. Thus, at mid-

dle-age, as the o1d patterns are confrontecl with theiï oppo-

sites, Itlartha f inds that her rational processes are no 1on-

ger capable of providing her with what she needs. This

process of breaking down is a tedious and repetitious one.

Lessing shows that Martha clings to o1d patterns unless sha-

ken from them by i11ness, trauma, or hard work. Þlrs. Quest

has provided the first such dent in Marthats armour of ra-

tionalism. As the third section opens, Martha describes a

feeling of fragmentation which Mark shares: rtThey were

split people, he with his Lynda, whom he woulð, always love,

and she with--what she had acquired over the last three,

four years" (p. 311). What Martha has acquired in these

last years is the ability to compartmentalize her past and

its pain. She has turned pain into "a landscape she could

move into and out again. The hatreds and resentments were

places or regions in her mind which she could visit, testrl

(p. 372) .

rJ¿

Having established a workable relationship with the

past and its pain, Martha begins to see herself in nevú

terms. She ca11s herself a 'rsurvivor, ?' a word with special

meanings which Lessing wil l develop in lvlemoirs of a Survivor

It'lartha states that she has given herself over to intensive

work on her inner being "for the sake of--survival'! (p.3I2)



l.{artha def ínes a survivor as one who I'had made discoveries.

She had wrestled herself out of the dark because she had to.

and had entered Ðlaces in herself she had not known were

therel' (p. 312) . 0ne of t jre irnportant discoveries the sur-

vivor has made is that sex and love are less important to

her now than the cultural phase of her development. It{artha

sees rrwoman- in- love'r as a qual ity of being witir certain

predictable patterns of behavior. She sees that love can

be destructive if it leads one away from self-knowledge:

'1If one is with a man, tin 1ove,t or in the condition of

loving, then there comes to life that hungry, never-to-be-

fed, never at peace woman who needs and wants and must

haveil (p. 31"3). Ivlartha is no longer mourning for that part

of herself she described in A Ripple from the Storm, as

one who can only be"herself" with a man. Now she sees that

with a man she is only 'rwoman-in-1ove,rr a role no more

herself than any other. l'{artha has learned thatrrwhen its

a question of survival, sex the uncontrollable can be con-

tro 1 1 ed" (p. 374) .
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parts of the sel f that are tinel ess . Martha is interested

now in the permanent parts of herself, those wl'rich are not

dependent upon anyone else. Survival, which is based on

one I s abi 1 ity to endure and transcend even painful exper-

iences has made not only sex but many things seem epiremeral

in comparison. It,lartha contr.â ct ç f nr êyamp1e, the survivorr

Sex is a tTansitory neans of achieving a link to the



stable inner world with the world of tine and history

which goes through rapid cycles of growth and destruction.

Looking at London, which had once seemed a bastion of his-

torical pernanence, she sees it now as if through the lens

of a speeded-up camera: rra city must now look like foun-

tains of rubble cascading among great machines, while build-

ings moment arily form, change colour like vegetatj-on, dis-

so1ve, reformil (p. 315). This vision sets London apaTt

from the four-gated city which is characterized by slow

growth, landmarks, and solidarity. Martha is becoming

awaTe, in every part of her expeTience, that stability and

permanence can be found only within.

As a "suïvivot. " Ii{artha f inds that 1if e in the Cole-

ri rloc horse côntinrres to nrovide a framework f or her psy-r ru6 r*

chological developnent. She becomes ali are that the family

reflects aspects of lvlartha herself. Each member of the

household looks at 14artha and sees a pToj ection of himself'

She sees that the function of a middle-aged person in a

household is to be rra deputy in the centre of a house, the

peïson ivho runs things, keeps things going, conducts a

holding operation" (p. 366). Martha foreshadows the posi-

tion of the suïvivor in tr{emoirs who moves among people who

are all parts of herself. l'{artha feels that at middle-age,

"more than ever one was forced back into that place in

oneself where one watched; whereas, all around the silent

L94

watcher tvere a series of defences, oT subsidiary creatuTes,



on guard, always working, engaged with--and this was the

point --eaTlier versions of oneself, for being with the young

meant all the tine reviving within oneself that scene, that

mood, tlnat state of being, since they never said anything

one hadn I t said oneself, or been oneselfrr (p. 368) .

Martha, in the past, had feared, above all, this con-

dition of being a middle-aged person. Now, as she experi-

ences it from the inside, she understands that being niddle-

aged means that one must undæstand oneself well enough to

provide a center for the fragmentary personalities of others

"fragnents, ref lected of f the f aceted mirror that I¡laS one I S

personality, that responded all the tine, every second, to

these past selves, past voices, tenporary visitors" (p. 369)

The middle-aged person, Martha finds, is a"conspirator with

tine" (p. 375), for she has I'acquired an insight into peo-

p1e that appalled even oneself" (p. 373). The value of this

experience is that in the process she discoveTs something

about her own permanence. She sees that the years in the

Coleridge household wererrspent above all in the exercise

of holding on to what is permanent in people; while moods,

phases, stages flowed past; what else is the business of

bringing up children? She had had an education in recogni-

zíng a personrs permanence" (p. 415).

As Martha explores the world within, sire becomes in-

cïeasingly interested in what she terms i'knowing. " This

knowing involves intuition, thoughts beyond the siinple
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thinking functions of the mínd. As she recognizes the "per-

manentrr facets of the people around her, she discovers that

she has the ability to hear, to tune into what other people

are thinking. She recognizes that this is what Lynda had

been experiencing all the time

a heightened form of an awareness available to everyone:

ItFor what el se had Lynda been saying al l this tine But

Martha had not been able to hear. She had not had anything

to hear with--there being no substitute for experiencerr (p.

385). Now that she understands what Lynda had been telling

her, Martha can learn from Lynda because Lynda knows the

unconscious better than the rest. Having nade the journey,

Lynda can become a guide, a psychopomp, as it were, for Mar-

tha. Thus, the two of then become explorers of the interior

t^õêfhar Tn the nrocess- +L^'- -^^r ^''êqfion - wrife lettefSL\JBCLTj.. Ill Llru IJrvuvrJ, L¡1çj/ rVdU: YUUJurv¡r, vrrruv

and search for others who have had similar experiences.

ll/hen there is no response outside, "they used their dreams,

their slips of the tongue, their fantasies as maps or

signposts for a country which Iay just beyond or alongside,

or within the landscape they could see and touch'' (p. 3BB).

The quest excites them; they feel doors opening, new

sensations, glimpses of sonething r'1ike a finer air shim-
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Lyndars voices were merely

mering in the flat air of everyday't (p. 388). Lessing here

begins to use the image which is predominant in Memoirs of

a Survivor. For the Survivor, ordinary life, the wa11s of

the rooms in which she 1ives, slips away to give a glimpse



of a transcendent and more beautiful reality. l4artha des-

cribes the object of her quest in much the same terms, as

i f rfsweetness known a1 1 oners 1i fe, tant alizingly intan-

gib1e, had come closer, a 1itt1e closer, so that one con-

tinually sharply turned oners head after something just

glinpsed out of the corner of an êIê, or tried to refine

one's senses to catch something just beyond them" (p. 388) .

Martha arrd Lynda pursue this ephemeral sweetness with a

kind of compulsion, ãfrd they are not afraid of attempting

unorthodox ineans to achieve knowledge. 'tPerhaps it rvas

because if society is so organized, or rather, has so

grown, that it will not admit what one knows to be true,

will not admit that it is, except as it comes out perverted

through madness, then it is through madness and its var-

iants that it rnust be sought af ter" (p. 389) .

This is a point that Lessing has made before and will

repeat, that rnadness can be a positive experience, that

breakdown is a prerequisite for renewal and that the only

negative aspect of the experience is the negative frame-

work in which society has surrounded it. In Lessing's

comprehensive study of the individual in relation to the

collective, madness is an area that cannot be overlooked.

Martha, by facing madness directly, is trying herself

1,9 7

against al1 the social values as she confronts their oppo-

sites in a rejected wor1d. Lessing describes the alterna-

tives to the creative breakdown in this same section of the



novel. Phoebe, who is very much the kind of person Martha

used to be, is undergoing a breakdown at the salne tine.

Phoebe is sent to a Freudian analyst (p. 406) whom she be-

lieves to be less intellisent than she is. The result is

that Phoebe becones rigidif ied, rlmore Phoebe than ever.rl

Martha notes, sadly, the fact that Phoebe did not benefit

fron the experience: I'If only she had been able to hold the

rbreakdown,r to explore it, develop ít, use it; turning her

back on ít, she refused a chance to open and absorb. She

became, instead, more rigid, more controlled" (p. 409).

These two approaches to breakdown are the subject of Les-

singts more recent novels. Martha, the Survivor, and Kate

Brown, to a much more limited degree, learn to utiliz,e:the

breaking-down experience for growth, whereas Phoebe and

Professor Watkins become rnore channeled, allowing the hold

of the ego to tighten.
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As the children for whom she held herself resÞonsible

have grown up, l4artha is given more freedom to continue her

descent in the final section of the nove1. Martha recos-

nizes, now that it is over, what it has meant to be in charge

of growing children: rrTo have worked through, to have stood

firm, in that storm lvhich was the young oners aciolescence

vras, after aII, to have been nade free of oners ownr' (p.463).

This cycle completed, Martha is once again waiting patiently

f or the r?next step. " Martha wonders, as she begin s the in-

ward journey again, what methods she will utiTize this time.



She has at handltthe qualities she had developed during that

long past period of fighting to drag herself out of a pitrt

(p. 476). The transcendent world is sti11 there, as well:
I'she had charted that tempting, dangerous, glamorous terri-

tory lying just behind or interfused lvith this world.l' Mar-

tha is thus prepared for the next cycle of involvement to

begin.

The people in Markrs house soon provide the tneans for

the next step in Marthars descent. All of then can be seen

to be testing thenselves against madness in one \ray or an-

other. While Martha waits, Lynda paces her basement rooms,

testing the reality of the wa11s, and upstairs, Mark, like

Anna l{u1f, covers his lr¡a11s with clippings about insanity.

Martha is fascinated by Lynda I s explorations and decides to

enter "Lyndars countTy. " She realizes that here is a door

she has been tìrrough before but that she has once again

I'f orgottenrr its meaning f or her (p. 508) . She recognizes

that Lyndars pacing is her way of testing 'rthe wal1s for

weakness, for a thin p1ace,'r hoping that one day shelrwill

simply step outside, free. " Unlike the protagonist in lvlem-

oirs of s Survivor, Lynda and Martha can only dream of the

final step to freedom, or transcendence, which the Survivor

ultimately takes.
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In her yearning for therrsweetnessil of that other p1ace,

Martha begins to test her own limits, to force herself be-

yond the confines of ordinary experience. With Lynda, Martha



tries to move "through the lump of incomprehension which

was Martha in her daylight or normal condition" (p. 515).

In her desire to control the area of heightened comprehen-

sion in herself she seeks those who have al'ready been there,

who have learned about controlling the inner wor1d. Martha

begins a period of reading in which she consults anyone

who has written about the world within: Eastern philoso-

phers, Christian mystics, Astrologers, Alchemists and Rosi-

cruicians. She discovers that they were all speaking about

rf the same processes, the same psychological truthsr' (p. 370).

This leaves Martha confused, for she finds that there are

a multitude of approaches,simply I'too many doors'r (p. 531).

Martha I s experiences in Marl<ts house do not give her

enough time to be a1one. Lessing feels that one must be

alone and free of interference if descent is to be meaning-

fu1. Consequently, Martha isolates herself and begins

another period of "work. " She characterizes her explora-

tion as I'a brief trip into a totally uncharted interior'l

(p. 550) . Marthars experiences here involve an archetypal

confrontation witl'r the contents of the unconscious. As she

descends, she confronts once more the central problem of

psychological developnent, the problem of the shadow. fn

her earl ier descent, she had encountered the social form of

the shadow as it appears in polarized 'rconversions" or fixed

points of view. Here, her analysis involves a meeting with

all those parts of herself which she had forgotten ol chosen
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not to confront before. She finds herself acconpanied by

the "Devil" at times, and at others by "the Self-HatêI,"

as personal and archetypal shadow figures alternate on her

descent. Martha is undergoing the process by which the

unconscious shadow is assimilated by the conscious se1f,

tta process in which the ego is compelled to recognize that

it is evil and sick in nind, antisocial and a pÏey to neu-

rotic suffering, ugly and narrow minded--an analytical

technique which punctures the inflation of the ego and

obliges it to experience exactly how and rvhere it is limi-

ted and one-sided, conditioned by its type, Prej'udiced
q

and unfaiï."' Martha learns that it is a deeply painful

expeïience to encounter within ourselves all that we hate

most.
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lr4artha finds herself enmeshed in the pairs of oppo-

sites once again. For she "would retrieve from her own

depths a phrase oï an idea which embodied what she thought,

but it would at once by swallowed by its shadowrr (p. 554).

Now, Martha finds that all opposites are a part of herself.

She concludes that rtI am what the human race is." She

finds in herself Nazi and Jew; she is civilized and savage;

she can be as hating as a Fascist, or' as loving as a Liberal

She is, in short, aII pairs of opposites: t'Love, hate,

b1ack, white, good, bad, man, woman" (p. 555).

By real izing that both s j-des of the shadow 1ie v/ithin,

Martha has taken a significant step toward individuation.



In so doing she is able to link the conscious associations

of the ego with the shadow that is normally buried in the un-

conscious. She has come to Tecognize the nature of the se1f,

that mid-point of the personality which is built upon the

assimilation of both extrenes in the axis of polarization.

As lvlartha confronts her shadolv, she real izes that her per-

sonality has been constructed on an awareness of only half

of the truth. In her iournal of the descent she notes to

herself tlnat "every attítude, emotion, thought, has its

opposite held in balance out of sight but there all the

time. Push any one of them to an extreme, and boomps-a-

daisy, over you go into its opposite" (pp. 565-66) .

Martha sees herself in he11, in Bosch or Dali countTy,

on a journey through the stations of the cross with the

Devil as her guide. All these indicate Marthars involve-

ment with her shadow. In this connection, Erich Neumann, who

asserts that the basic problem of contempoTaTy society and

of modern man is to confront the shadow adeo,uately so that

it will not be projected in any more wars or acts of pri-

vate violence, characterizes the terrors of this confron-

tation in exactly the same way Lessing has done. Fle writes:

lrIt is a part of the destiny of modern man that his way

should first lead himtdown to the depthsr, nottup to the

heightsr; is it then surprising that the guide who meets

him as he sets out on his journey should turn out to be no

shining angel of light but the dark shadow-figure of his
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and Martha has no real need to renain with Mark. l4artha

views now the transience of all the þatterns of life that

seem so permanent when one is living through them. I{atch-

ing the Coleridgers depart, I'Martha rernernbered f eeling be-

fore (again, again, again) her life was like a railway

platform which served trains departing fast in every direc-

tionl' (p. 579). Martha understands that 'lher 1if e was

about to blow itself into a nerv shape, with no idea at all

how or when" (p. 593).

Repetition, forgetting and remembering, disintegration

and reintegration, the novel has come fu11 circle with Mar-

tha as watcher, waiting patiently for the next step. The

last page of section four asserts the cyclicality of Mar-

thar s experiences, her sleeping and forgetting, then her

awakeníng and growth. 14artha has been through it aII, and

now awaits the moment of tTanscendence which will come as

inevitably as the forgetting.

To symbolize Marthars hope of transcendence this final

section ends wíth the first sisht of the natural world we

have been given in this nove1. Martha has not come very

far psychologicalLy, but she has progressed from ruins to

new growth; she has moved from the bombed-out streets of

London in the opening chapter to the long 1awns, the stars,

and the runnino cfa.êâmq nf the English countryside, where

lrthe air was f u11 of the scent of water and f lowersr' (p. 607)

The natural world has always accompanied Martha in her



moments of transcendence, both on the ve1d, and in the loft.

Now in her summarizing moment of illumination, it is fitting

that the natural world should once more assert itself. Mar-

tha's final words to herself are important; they assert the

cyclicality of her experience and repeat, once again, that

aLI hooe lies within:

She walked beside the river while the music thudded,
feeling herself as a heavy, impervious, insensitive
lump that, like a planet dooned always to be in the
dark on one side, had vision in front on1y, a myopic
searchlight blind except for the tiny three-dimensional
path open inmediately before her eyes in which the
outline of a tree, a rose, emerged then subnerged in
dark. She thought, with the dove I s voice of her soli-
tude: lVhere? But where. How? lVho? No, but where,
where.. .Then sitence and the birth of a repetîtîõã.
hthere? Here. Here?

FIere, where e1se, you foo1, Iou poor foo1, where
else has it been ever. . . ? (p. 607)

Martha fades from importance in the Appendix to the

novel which carries us forward to the year 2000 and an-

nounces her death in passing. What is significant is that

the Appendix, while announcing the end of civilizatíon,
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does not announce the end of the individual. Lessing, too,

has cone fu11 circle, for she recognizes that political ac-

tivity is not the salvation of the masses but its destruc-

tion. She has recognized that salvation comes only from

within and can only occur in the few individuals who aTe

brave enough to mahe a painful interior journey. In the

Temnants of manuscripts from the remaining pockets of civi-

Iization which are collected in the Appendix, it becomes

clear that the transcendent ones are the survivors. In a



final letter fron Martl'ra iust before her death. she announ-

ces that for sone of then'tthe veil between this world and

another had worn so thin that earth people and people from

the sun could walk together and be companionsrr (p. 658).

l'4artha has succeeded in her quest. she has achieved that

unity which she had been seeking from the beginning. The

world for her at last bears rta transparení^y, a crystalline

gleamrr (p. 660). From the unified world of the self , Ir{artha

has witnessed an apocalypse, but has left behind a message

of hope for all those who can hear.
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')- Doris Lessing, The Four-Gated City (St. Albans, 1.973),

p. 26. (Subsequent references to this edition appear in paren-

theses in the textl.
7" See for example: C. G. Jung, Psychological Reflec-

tions (New York , !953) , p. 1.43 . See a1 so, The Structure

and Dynanics of the Psyche. CoIlected I{orks , Vo1. 8,

pars. 749-795; and rrThe Structure of the Unconscious" in

Two Essays on Analytical Psychology (Princeton, 7966), pp. 269f..
A' Mrrcea Eliade, Myth an<1 Reality (New York, L963),

1- Karl , Readerrs Guide, p. 304 .

Notes: V. The Four-Gated

p. 116.
5 Mit."u Eliade, Cosmos
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ì,.
f-\"'rNothing But" is a term famil

undergone Freudian analysis. For a

of this term see pp. l-89- 90 be1ow.

\J

' See, for exanple, Marion Vlastos ancl Paul Schlueter
B-- Jung, Two Essays, p. 7 5 ,

q- Neunann, Depth Psychology and

and History (New York, 1959),

i ar t o anyon e v¡ho ha s

nore complete discussion

New Ethic, p. 79



In the midst of her explorations of Martha Questts po-

litical activities with'rthe grouprtin A Ripple From The

Storn, Doris Lessing interrupted the Children of Violence

Chapter Three

The Golden Notebook

series with a strikingly original nove1, The Golden Notebook

(1-962). Thís novel introduced a new dimension both in Les-

singrs development and in the novel of the twentieth cen-

rrr?ì/ on êr¡êTy 1eve1 The Golden Notebook is a thought-pro-u uf , .

voking work, for it comes to terns with the social and psycho-

logical problems of the artist in our time and reflects, ãt

the sarne time, the aesthetic problems of Lessing the writer.

The Golden Notebook has received the most critical at-

tention and acclaim of any of Lessingrs novels, for any

attempt to come to terns with her art must account for its

structural and thenatic intricacies. This novel states the

therne of all Lessingr s subsequent novels, including the

last tÌ,/o volumes of the Martha Quest series. From this

point on, Lessing's interests 1ie clearly within,

Jungian landscape of archetypes, dreams, and the

dividuation. It is the purpose of this section to

fb_g C_p_ldS_U Noteþ*qo-k primarily in terms of Lessing

ing interest in this inner wor1d. Ultimately, I

in the

*a+1^ ^f ;-
P4Lrr Vr rlr-

deal with
I s develop-

hope to



demonstrate that the central theme of the novel does not

yield the fu11 implícations of its rneaning unless one ap-

proaches it with Jungts map of the interior--namely an

understanding of his symbols of the stTucture of the psyche.

Doris Lessing has emphasized, repeatedly, that The

Golden Notebook is a very carefully constructed work, that

it was intended to "break certain forms of consciousness

and go beyond them."1 This can pïove very perplexing to

the critic who discovers discrepancies amid a confusing
..,

welter of fragmented notebook sections, - particularly since

the careful construction of the novel leads one to feel

unifying patterns at work long before one is able to arti-

culate them. There is a shock of recognition in the final
ttFree Women" episode where Anna , by this time quite rnad,

is moving back and forth among the clippings rvith which she

has covered her rva11s, rrnatching statement with statement,

one set of words with another." 3

The Golden Notebook has been seen by several critics

as a niTror of the disintegration of our times. Anna iVulf

is described as reflectins in herself the "frustrations
/1

and contradictions and dilenmas of her age."- While the
(

complex and fragmented "grid structure"" reveals the dis-

integration of the individual and society, nonetheless the

movement in the novel is from frasmentation and chaos toward

integration and wholeness. T.pccìno qrîêssed this in the
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1971 Preface to the novel She said that many critics had



failed to recognize the second therne, which is that of

unity. She wrote: I'there is a fornlessness with the end

of f ragmentation'r which gives way to a 'ltriumph of un ity ."

This unity can most readily be seen in terms of the psy-

chological pattern. The process of reintegration and

regrowth that occurs in an individual through union with

the creative centers within after an incursion into madness.

is the controlling idea and structural framework of the

nove1. This movement can be described as a fictional

ïepresentation of thetrProcess of Individuation,,6 ", Jung

has defined it.

There is no doubt that Anna Wulf symbolizes the frag-

mentation and disintegration of society at the beginning

of the novel. This is indicated in the fact that she keeps

four notebooks, each representing a rigidification and

separation of one element of her personality; to use Lessingts

metaphor, each notebook is but one color out of the total

spectTum Anna must use if she is to be an integrated artist.

Anna feels that she is rescuing an element of herself from

chaos by this containing function of her compartnentalizíng

ego. These notebooks become only fragments shored against

her total ruin, and she is flooded, fina11y, by all she

had repressed. Anna nust return wi11ing1y to the state of

chaos, 1et her notebooks dissolve into the prima materia

once more before she can begin again the painful constTuc-

tion of the se1f. The synthesis of these fragments that
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takes place in the course of the novel is a result of Annars

psychological integration--a11 the notebooks coalesce in

the single Golden Notebook as aII the parts of Anna come

together. It is through the understanding Anna receives

in her sessions with a Jungian analyst, Mrs. Marks or

"Mother Sugar, " that she becomes capable of discovering the

strong, healtlny, and integrated Anna within, her archetypal

se1f. Her integration as an artist is demonstrated by

her writing of the rrFree l{lomen" sections of the novel,

which Lessing terms a "conventional novel.rl

Several critics have related the sense of wholeness

in the novel to either Lessing I s Marxist philosophy or her
7

feminism or both.' At her lectures at the New School,

Lessing rejected "isms" of any kind. She indicated, clear-

Iy, that she regards any ideologies as secondary to the

2 1,1,

process of grolvth within the individual. At these lectures -

Lessing spoke of the disappointment expressed by the groups

of Feminists who attended her first lecture series in the

United States, for instead of directing the enthusiasms of

these women toward political revolution or grouprrconscious-

nêqq-r¡icinoll oc tlrar¡ ovnanfarl cha firmly fe-difeCted, J ¡¡ V

their energies back within themselves. A member of the

audience reported: llLessingrs talks were about internal and

external authorities. When people come to 1 isten to a cu1-

tllre hero- thev exnect shet1r -':.'^ +L^'. 
"nsideÌ's- shane their, -..J! ç^IJVU L JlrV I I Ëf, V ç LttçilI @lrJvvVr r, rlr4l,r

1ives, tell them something they donrt already know. It



takes a great ego to give answers under

but it takes an even greater one to Iay

and then refuse the impulse to direct.

not to see her as an authority; she want

themselves. That is what her books are
R.lecture? To te11 people that. ""

The Golden Notebook, too, is stTuctured around the

idea of external and internal authorities. Each one of

Annars four notebooks deals with one of these authorities

that divert or misdirect her energies from the necessary

task , that of self-developrnent. In the depiction of these

authorities, Lessing has emphasized the special problems

involved in the integration of the artistic personality,

such conditions,

^,!+ ^11 +1.^ -"Ob1emSvuL 4rr Lrlç Pr

Less ing wants peopl e

s them to look to

about. Then why

particul arly the artist as woman.
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in â cô1lanc'ir- ^^^:^1 ^+*"cture is faced witl"r one of tworrr 4 uvLLayJr¡rB JUUIdI JLIU

possibilities: acceptance of external authorities, which

provide a temporary shoring against the ultimate breakdown;

or acceptance of the person within, growth by individuatíon,

and a resultant breakthrough. In the case of Anna lVu1f,

the novel encompasses the movement from the former to the

latter.

Annars problems are located in the conflicts between

two aspects of her personality: her desire to create, and

her neurosis, her inability to accept herself. 0tto Rank,

in his investisation of the often-noted resemblances between

the artist and the neurotic, points out that the neurotic

A ri'i sinteor^nf ed woman
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part of and tTy to see which of the group's ideas are also

rea1ly yours, con j ure up your earl iest memoriesrl (l{ebb,

p. 17). All of these suggestions, she added, are based

on one crucial thing: learning to be alone with oneself

and liking it. This ability to be alone is a quality Les-

sing feels few women are capable of achieving; and it is

a lesson that Anna Wulf is forced to learn durine the

progress of the nove1. Thus, in each of the notebooks,

Anna deals with one of the problerns she must face in coming

to terms with herself; each deals with a different stage

ol problem in the developnent of her personality through

the process of individuation.

The Black Notebook begins with the basic problems of

creativity, including tire relationship of the past to the

creative inpulse. It also describes Annats attempts to

deal with chaos, including her first confrontation with

the darkness within. The inage of Anna, high on a stoo1,

arranging her noteboolcs on a table in front of her is remi-

niscent of the God of Genesis, preparing to separate fir-

274

mament from chaos. Anna writes first in her Black Note-

book, moving from nothingness, doodles and scribbling, to

blackness, a 'rstartled" writing and the painful beginnings

of l ight . 'r0n1y one thing stops me f rom j umping up and

screaming or running to the telephone to ring sonebody, it

is to deliberately think myself back into that hot 1ight..



white light light closed eyes, the red light hot on the

eyeballs...The sme11 of the sun on hot rock. Dry and hot,

and the silk of dust on my cheek, smelling of sun, the sunil

(p. 56) . Anna I s light, however, is no sooner created than

it is plunged back into the darkness around it. The first

segment of the Black Notebook, the t'Source'r section, is

black not only because it describes the âcrìr¡irw nf the

creator bringing order out of chaos before the coming of

the light--but because it describes a world thoroughly ob-

sessed with a death wish. Although decaying cultural va1-

ues, the hrar-torn world of Central Africa, are the sources

of Annar s first novel, they are also partially responsible

for the demise of her creativity. The white-settled Rho-

desia of Annats youth was a world of prisoners, imprisoned

not only by the war but by the rigid social structures that

placed restrictions on human relationships, not only those

between black and white but men and women as wel1. All

the relationships that developed within this culture had

stTong sado-masochistic tendencies. Anna narried a man

she did not 1ove, lived with a man she did not like, and

loved a man who died after their first enbrace. The other

characters in the Black Notebook do not fare much better.

ranging frorn one young womants incestuous love for her

dead brother, to a white man whose adulteries 1ed to the

birth of a mulatto child raised by its mother in the black

colony. These are the earliest memories conjured up by

2L5



Anna the artist; and although her first novel was successful

financia\7y, Anna is aware of the "nostalgia for deathrl

that surrounds these experiences.

Beside the personal problems of Anna, the Black Note-

book deals with the problems of the novelist in our time.

Anna points out that the novel has become merely an outpost

of journalism. We read for information, to find out what

is going on in ever more remote areas. Instead of func-

tioning as an organ of universal human culture, the novel

merely investigates and reports individual cultural pecu-

liarities. The novel thus serves as a function of f-rap-

mented consciousness. The 'rnovel report r'r as Anna terms

'i t - i s a mean-s of sra-soinp f or wholeness but it is doomed'- 5

to failure because it lacks awareness of any underlying

cultural phi losophy.

21,6

Anna questions her integrity as an artist in this

notebook. She recognizes that she fa1 ls continual 1y into

irony, that parody is impossible, tl'rat the artist seems to

be given absolute freedom--discipline is not required.

Integrity, as she sees it, involves writing the truth; but

every time she begins, her words fa11 into a story, a fic-

tion, not the truth. Anna has, at this time, rejected

Mrs. Markst answer to these problems; namely, that truth

is never obj ective, that one sees at large only proj ections

of the configuration of onets ov/n psyche. lVhy stories?

Mrs. Marks would reply that stories present the closest



representation of truth, ãfl archetypal truth. It is much

later that Anna achieves awareness of the function of the

storyteller; the story becornes larger than life when An-

nars daughter learns to brush her teeth because rrit t s in

the story" (p. 363). At this time, Anna is rejecting the

wholeness that could cone from see'i ns herself and her work

in relationship to the continuum of the collective uncon-

scious. Her attitudes toward the collective unconscious

are exactly like those of her peer group in Africa toward

the Bushman paintings. They are defaced relics of an in-

comprehensible past, merely a backdrop against which they

act out destructive fantasies. The tone of the Black

Notebook is self-punishing. Anna is refusing to fit things

together, refusing to see wholes, rej ecting her connection

with the archetypal truths that nevertheless continue

within her.

2 1,7

The third appearance of the Black Notebook presents

a symbolic incident that brings together several trends.

Anna and her friends snend what seems an interminable after-

noon killing pigeons for a pie. T1're crushed bones of the

birds, the sme11 of blood in the cruel heat of the sun and

the compulsive nature of the killing become symbolic of

the warring world at large and Annars inability to transcend

her allegiance to her peer group even when their activities

are futile or destructive. The killing of the birds may

also symbolize Annars refusal of transcendence, for the



bird has been defined by Jung as a universal syrnbol of manrs

yearning to get beyond the subjective confines of his ex-

perience. The Black Notebook appears only one time after

this incident; and it consists of a single page. Anna's

mernories of Mashopi and Central Africa have dried up. She

records a dream about Africa which she surns uÐ as a dream

of I'total sterility.'r The value of this nilieu to the

creative process lies only in that it encompasses Annars

earl iest memories. African memories disappear with the

nostalgia for death as Annars individ¿¿li nn haoin. Struc-

tuyaIIy, the Black Notebook thins as the Blue Notebook

thickens.

The Red Notebook is the second to appear. It deals

with Annars relationship to the Cornmunist Party. The Par-

2L8

ty is one of the external authorities that Doris Lessing

warned about in her lectures. Absorption in the work of

the Party provides a socially justifiable way to escape

coming to terms with oneself. The Party offers a great

collective dream to those who suffer from frasmentation.

Anna has a vivid dream about their shared fantasies:

I dreamed there was an enormous web of beautiful
fabric stretched out. It was incredibly beauti-
fu1, covered all over with embroidered pictures.
The pictures were illustrations of the myths of
mankind but they h/ere not just pictures, they
were the myths themselves so that the soft glit-
tering web i¡Ías a1ive. There were many subtle
and fantastic colours, but the overal 1 feel ing
this expanse of fabric gave was of redness, a
sort of variegated glowing red. In my dream



I handled and felt this naterial and wept with ioy.
I looked again and saw that the material was shaped
like a map of the Soviet Uirion. It began to grow
Then I Iook and it is like a vísion--time has gone
and the whole history of man, the long story of
mankind, is present in what I see no\¡I , and it is
like a great soaring hymn of joy and triumph in
which pain is a sma11 liveIy counterpoint (p. 298).

Like the others, Anna joined the Party to put an end to the

I'sp1it, divided, unsatisfactory way we all 1ive'' (p. 161).

However, the'rcollective psyche," to use Jungrs term, in-

hibits individuation by providing group support for fan-

tasies. Annars own analysis of the situation leads her

to discover that the great collective dream developed out

of a more basic need for an archetvpal Great Father. For

example, Anna records that many members of the Pa'rty have

fantasies of being recognized by Stalin, or in some way

having their work for the Pa'rty acknowledged. This dream

compensates then for the stasis in theiT own developnent.

This be1 ief in a Great Father, as Anna discovers , is so

strong that it keeps the Party Regulars in a state of poli-

tical naivete; they refuse, for example, to believe sto-

ríes about the treatment of Jews in Russia. or about the

nassacres Stalin ordered. Anna learns, too, that almost

every person she meets in tho Pnrrr¡ hcc a novel or a book

of poems hidden avtay somewhere. The self-development

necessary for the artist has been submerged in the co11ec-

tive dream; and a satisfactory collective art has yet to

êmêToê Mnrao'\¡ê1.. wor¡]s. fhe ATtiStiC mediUm Of Annavvvr, rrvrsv,

a1^



as r^rriter, aTe to reveal nothing but the collective ideolo-

Ey, which creates an insurntountable problem for the commu-

nist artist.

In this connection, Jolande Jacobi, writing about the

problems of the individual and the co1 lective consciousness,

observes that the ego must, if it is to be healthy, se1.ve

an internediary function between the denands of the co11ec-

tj-ve unconscious (the archetypal world of the psyche) and

the collective consciousness (the social and politica--
11realmsJ.tt The ego, she notes, is in danger at aII times

of being swallowed up by one or the other. Anna Wulf is,

in turn, absorbed first by one, then by the other. The Red

Notebook describes her absor'ption by the collective con-

sciousness in the dream of a Great Father, a Communist

brotherhood and a new Golden Age. Jacobi notes that the

aÍtTactions of both collective unconscious and collective

consciousness ar'e similar; both have an archetypaL appeal

but, I'the contentS of the collective consciouSness are

only the empty she11s of archetypes'r (p. 712). Moreover,

Jacobi obseïves that: "AIthough they lack the numinosity

of the archetypes their action is quasi-archetypaL for

their ideals are at first numinous--like the archetypes

--but in time they aïe replaced by pÎopaganða and the pres-

sure of opinion. " The refusal of Annar s group to criti-

cize any pamphlet or alticle from the Soviet Union indi-

cates the strength of this pressure of opinion. This is
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developed in a scene in the Red Notebook when

to discuss a pamphlet, 'rStalin on Linguistics.

covers an unbrídgeable gap between what words are supposed

to nean and what they rea11y say. So great is her need to

retain the collective dream, the irnage of the Great Father,

that she finds herself apologetic about the pamphlet rather

than critical. Jacobi $rarns that trmany an inte l lectual

succurnbs to the slogans, the isms, the collective conmand-

ments and prohibitions that colne to him from outside, while

he renains utterly uncomprehending toward the synbols that

rise up from within him, for his mind has long since lost

all relation to the other parts of his being" (p. Lt2).

It is significant that one of the most difficult decisions

Anna makes in the course of the novel is the decision to

leave the Party. Jacobi has written also about the diffi-

culties involved in free ing oneself from the clutches of

the collective consciousness: ?'For this liberation re-

quires an individual consciousness or ego which is able to

differentiate, which has become aware of its limitations and

thus knows that it must at all tirnes retain its living

bond with the two realms, the co1 lective unconscious and

the co1 lective consciousness, if it wishes to retain the

wholeness of the psycherl (p. 113).

The pain and difficulty which the psyche encounters

ín the process of liberation is also documented in the Red

Notebook. In the final section of this notebook. Anna
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group meets

Anna dis-



Tecounts the story of a teacher who aclìieved his dream of

being invited to the Soviet Union. He Vras under the i11u-

sion that he had been invited pensonally by Stalin' The

oniv nerson- he discovered, who was interested in his ex-
f'vLevt-t

positions of ideological theory was a tour guide who was

forced to sit up half the night listening to him with her

.Ê-^^ ltroa,l in nolìtenesS. When the teaCher returnedI4UE PdLALILçV rlr yvfrLUrrvJ

to England, he told Anna that he felt as though the whole

center of his life had collapsed. The Red Noteboolt ends

vrith this sense of total defeat. Jung has warned about the

sense of absolute loss that accompanies the defeat of a

collective ideology, for the loss of support of the co1lec-

tive consciousness can be overwhelming without the wholeness

of the individuated personality as recompense.

The Ye11ow Notebool< is the one most often cited by

critics who are trying to make a case for Doris Lessing
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as either a f eminist or an anti-f eminist; and evidence can

be found for both positions in this notebook. It is essen-

tial therefore to re-establish at the outset that this

notebook is a series of fictional accounts written by Les-

singrs fictional protagonist. We are thus twice renoved

from Doris Lessing, and once removed from Anna Wu1f. Taken

at face va1ue, this notebook is a graphic account of the

sexual wasteland of our times. But, because of the point-

of-view problem, one must consider carefully every statement



made in this notebook.

The title of the largest portion of the stories in the

Ye11ow Notebook is a Jungian one; Annats novel about E11a

is ca11ed "The Shadow of the Third." The Shadow is Jungrs

teïm for the dark, Têgïessive side of one t s own per'Sonality,

the side one nost readily proj ects onto others. Lessing

is using a very Conradian device here; Yre aTe presented

with a series of mirrors reflecting other mirrors. Lessing

is writing about Anna who is writing about E11a who is

also a wTiter. 811a, moreoveï, is having an affait with a

man lvho is just like a man Anna has known and 1oved. This

affair is further complicated in that Ella is projecting

her positive side in the affair while her lover is pro-

'icc,f inø his neoâr'i r¡e side- This becomes a kind of funhouse
J ç u u f rr ó

mirror world set up to portray contemporary Sexual madness.

E11a, Annar s fictional heroine, is a weak woman, inconplete

in herself, who is looking for a sense of wholeness through

relationships witir men who aTe at least as fragmented and

diseased as she is. E11a is a fragmented characteT pro-

j ecting wholeness onto fragnented men who are proj ecting

wholeness onto her. In the couTSe of this notebook, Les-

sing does, however, touch upon some of the most profound

problems that men and women face in dealing with each other,

or that arise in any human relationship.

In spite of the fact that Lessing is presenting a ser-

iac nf nêoât'i r¡e nôTf reitc of men inclrldino fhoce who aIe---ò*--vç Pvr LI@IUJ Vr ¡tlvr¡, uuf¡ró
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unable to 1ove, unable to commit thenselves, unable to give

emotional support, unable even to give sexual pleasure to

theiT partners, Lessing is taking women even more roundly

to task. In one of her lectures at The New School, Les-

^:^- ^--.:*-^lrrrrB qurppçu, lrI t ve never met a man who would stop his work

entirely in order to have a love affair and Irve never met

a woman who wouldntt. " In this notebook, Lessing has docu-

mented the fate of these women who refuse to develop then-

qo'lr¡oq rlrift-i-^ i--+^-.1 ç-*^**-*¡rB f,1rrLçeu rrollì one lnan to another for support

Reference was made earlier to her definition of this per-

sonality problem in A Ripple From The Storn, where she

wrote: 'rTher e ar e some wonen wiro can never be themselves

with anyone but the man to whom they have permanently or

not given their hearts. If the man goes away there is an

))/1

^ññ+r¡ *1^^^ €-i_11ed with shadows.çIryu! yLqwv rl

porarily extinct person she can only be with the man she

loves; she mourns him who brought her rselfr to life.rr

This is another reverberation of the way Lessing is using

the term Shadow in this section.

lVithout her lover, ELIa has lost part of herself and

i-s morrrnino this as much as the loss of Pau1. That this

is more than the ordinary end-of-the-affair is indicated

by the intensity of suffering E1 1a undergoes.

She mourns for the tem-

She stood there, night after night. She could see
herself standing there, and said to herself: This
is madness. This is being mad. Being mad is not
being able to stop yourself doing something you



know to be irrational. Because you know Paul will
not come. And yet she continued to dress herself
and to stand for hours at the window, waiting every
night. And standing there and looking at herself,
she could see horv this madness was linked with the
madness that had prevented her frorn seeing how the
affaír would inevitably end, the naivety that had
nade her so happy. Yes, the stupid faith and nai-
vety and trust had 1ed, quite 1ogica11y into irer
standing at the window waiting for a man whom she
knew, quite we11, would never cone to her again
(p. 227) .

This E11a who mourns for Paul is another person seeking

an external authority on whom she can place the burden of

herself so that she will not have to grow. Faith, naivety,

and trust, which E11a sees as virtues, veritable ferninine

pearls cast before male swine, are easy and passive compared

to the rigorous self-analysis required in order to develop.

E1lats emotional being is passive, inert, masochistic, en-

tirely based on relationshipsr+ith men rather than her own

individuated self-hood. lVhen the affair with Paul is over,

instead of finding out who she is, she tries instead to be-

come like the men she has known. She emulates the exter-

na1 authority f igure. I/Vhi1e it is very of ten true that

people $re love have qualities we need, Lêssing, like Jung,

points out that we can obtain these qualities by growth

within, not by merely assuming these qualities as a kind

of nersonâ - El 'l ar s f eel i ns of abandonment - her ne'i n. f orceò "r

her to assune those very attitudes she has always dislil<ed

in men, but which she feels will help her to become as they

aTe. She forces herself into affni rc, hv telling herself
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that t'a man now in this situation, the sort of rnan I would

have been if I had been a man, would go to bed and think

no nore of it" (p. 323) .

This is, in Jungrs terms, a "Tegressive restoration

of the persona'r--that is, a limiting of her own potential-
-i f r¡ ^irf nf f aq,-r ^-*r oT pa1n.

qualities of the person she wishes to become like, soneone

who is less than she is. The affairs she enters in this

mood are delightfully absurd. The first is with an Aneri-

can brain surgeon who is a specialist in leucotomies--cut-

ting the brain in ha1f. This is a blatant symbolic refer-

ence to what E11a is doing to herself in the affai-r with

him. This man is the one who thinks a fu11 sexual exper-

ience lasts about ten seconds after which he ro11s over,

throws his arms in the air and shouts, "0h boy, oh boy."

Through the sexual netaphors of E1lars experiences,

Anna discovers that she must find her own values. define

her own contexts. This realizatíon is enveloped in the

metaphor of the orgasm. E11a learns that she is not like

men, that integrity (inplied is the integrated personality)

is not chastity or fidelity but the orgasm. She cannot

deceive her body into a belief in this regressive pattern.

Anna I s accounts of E1 lats experiences move ever deener into

the sexual wasteland. Through a series of scathing affairs,

E11a is forced to trust her own emotions; she recognizes

that the men she encounters live on an emotional 1eve1 in

E11a is assuming the negative

¿¿o
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sex much lower than the one they use at work, a 1eve1 on

which she'cannot exist emotionally.

Anna finally a11ows E11a to come to a realization of

her problen and looks with her toward the creative imagi-

nation for a means to integrate unhappiness into her life:
ilr

'rThen she [E11aJ finds herself thinking: Itve got to accep

the patterns of self-knorvledge which mean unhappiness or

at least a dryness. But I can twist it into a victory.

A man and a woman--yes. Both at the end of their tether.

Both cracking up because of a deliberate attempt to trans-

cend theiT own limits. And out of the chaos, a new kind

of strength'r (p. 467) . The f inal entries in the Ye1lov¡

Notebook involve E1lars attempts to put flesh on these

images, to transform fragmented personal experiences into

the wholeness of art. Anna, too, nust wait for the images

to take shape within before she can integrate this passive

negative E11a, her shadow side, into the totality of a

vital selfhood.

The Blue Notebook is the key notebook; it is Annars

diary and is concerned with her psychological development.

This notebook is especial 1y rewarding because we are given

some important glimpses of Annar s analysis with the Jungian

Mrs. Marks. li4rs. lvlarks diagnoses Anna's problen in the

first appearance of the Blue Notebook. She is suffering

from a writerrs block which in turn is the result of her



refusal to grow beyond the stages in her past that have

caused her pain or suffering. Anna is suffering from an

emotional paralysis, a regressive desire to feel nothing

at all rather than to suffer pain. It is the end of her

af f air with l'{ichael that has brought her into analysis.

Jung points out that a trauma of this kind is equivalent

to the nythical call to the hero as he sets out on his

voyage of self-disc or"ty.12 This call is one that Anna I s

E11a has totally ignored, falling back instead into re-

gressive patterns. Annars analysis is essent l_aIIy over

at the beginning of this notebook but she is sti11 learning

how to assimilate her unconscious into her conscious 1ife.

Intel lectual ly she had rej ected Mrs. Marksr diagnosis of

her problem, offering

¿ ¿ó

refusal to develop. Anna claims that she does not have

a writerts b1ock, she cannot write because the nove1, as

a literary genre, reflects only the fragmentation of the

modern world; Anna cannot feel because men are not worth

the effort; she cannot reach for rvholeness because she is
:"^' ':--' ^-r "-^: ^"^ *.^dividual encornpassed by theJLr)L L/rrç L_Lrr/ dlru urraL[LrË -Llr

problems of the wor1d. N{oreover, she is arrfree woman"

and sees no precedents for her situation, no archetypal

11A+tê7'nc cha cJan recognize. Even as late in the novel as

the third appearance of the Blue Notebook, Anna can be seen

rcieetino fhe adViCe of Mrs. ii{arkS:r vJ v

series of rationalizations for her



I said: rNo donrt smile yet. I believe Irm living
the kind of life women never lived before. I

tl{ever ?t she said. . . .
tNever. t I said.
tThe details change but the form is the same,r she

said.
tNo,t I insisted.
rIn what way are you different? Are you te11íng

me there havenrt been artist hromen before. There
haventt been women who were independent? There have-
ntt been women who insisted on sexual freedomi I te11
you there are a great line of women stTetching out
behind you into the past, and you have to seek them
out and find then in yourself and be conscious of
them' (p . 47 2) .

Anna rigidly rejects all hints that she is not unique. Mrs.

Marks is aware of what she is doing and te11s her, "MI dear

Anna, you are using our experience together to re-enforce

you olvn rationalization for not writing" (p. 474).

Inmediately following this abortive encounter, the

o1d Anna begins to disintegrate. She attenpts to re-so1id-

ify the divisions of the notebooks but is forced to recog-

nize the tenuous hold of her ego. I'I remain Anna because

of a certain kind of intelligence. But this intelligence

is diminishing and I am very frightened" (p. 477). Anna

moves now into an encounter with the collective unconscious

All the chaotic elements kept firmly repressed by her com-

partmentaLizing intelligence break loose and she undergoes

a flooding of unconscious contents into her conscious mind.

Her ego, the controlling persona, is destroyed and she is

forced to create a new Anna, related to those women within

about whorn Mrs. l"4arks told her. an Anna in tune with the

wholeness of an individuated selfhood.
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Anna has to ïeconsider and reintesrate on her road to whole-

ness. The first of these involves a recurring drean she has.

The dream is of a threatening dwarf whorn she sees as a prin-

ciple of joy in destruction loose in the world at 1arge.

This image goes through several transformations in the course

of the noVel. Tf hcoinq ec an inhuman figure, a VaSe, then

becomes the dwarf, then turns into SauI Green, and finally

Anna sees her own face on this creature that mocks, jibes,

hurts, wishes murder and death. Mrs. Marks warned Anna

that she must learn to drearn this figure positively, for as

a Jungian she would see him as a spirit goblin, a kabeiros,
rran archetypal figure, lihe Rumpelstiltskin rr¡hose alluring
rhelptbrings ruin to hroman, and threatens what is most

precíous to her but, precisely because she has recognized

^^Ã Ã :+ -^1^ L^- from itc nor^reï and leads herdtlu tt4lllEu fLr rçfE4JçJ llçr rrvllr ruJ I,vw9

toward salvation" (Jacobi, p. 101) . Before Anna can be

saved from this monster of her unconscious. she has to

recognize i'E as an element of her own personality and counter

its negative aspects with a positive figure fron within.

The internal archetype which Anna can sunmon to her ai-d in

this cause is that of the ltrise 01d Woman. the I{itch. an

image of the strength of Mrs. Marks that she finds in her-

self . Annat s unconscious -provides this knowledge in a drearn

in which both figures appear.

There are sevetaL aspects of her personality that
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I had the bad dream again--I uras menaced by the
anarchic principle this time in the shape of an in-
hunan sort of dwarf. In the dream was Mrs. Marks.
very large and powerful; like a kind of amiable
witch. She heard the dream out and said: rWhen you
are on your own, and are threatened, Iou must summon
the good witch to your aid.r rYou, I I said. tNo,
Iou, embodied in what you have made of me.t So the
thing is over then. It was as if she had said: Now
you are on your own. For she spoke casua11y, in-
different 1y almost, l ike someone turning away. I
admired the skil1 of this; it was a-s if, on leave-
taking, she were handing me something--a flowering
branch, perhaps, or a talísman against evil ( p. 250).

A part of Annats problen with this figure is that she has

projected this frightening brealcthrough of energies from

the self to the world at 1arse. Tt is not difficult to

project images of destruction on to the modern world as

the number of clippings about war and violence that Anna

af f ixes to her Blue Notebook testif y. 'rPro j ections, r' Jung

L^_ ^^:r r^L^ñ^ô +l,o !.,^rt,{ into thc rcnlig¿ of OnerS OwnlIdJ Jdtu, urr4rr6ç Ll¡ç vvvr ru r¡1Lv LllE r EP_

unknown face."13 It is only when Anna dreams of the dwarf

wearing her own face that she begins to dream positively.

She is released from its power when she sees that that

which she has feared is within and can be controlled by the

strong "amiable witchrrshe also has within.
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The second problem Anna confronts in her process of

individuation, as outlined in this notebook, is the conflict

in her between her need for freedom and the restrictions of

motherhood. The situation between Anna and her daughter

Janet is essentially a Uroboric--primordial, instinctual--one

in which there is a strong identity of Mother-Daughter, Ego



and Se1f. There is a great tendency for every woman to faLL

back into the instinctual archetypal role in which the de-

mands of consciousness are secondary to the unconscious

demands of the Great l4other. Erich Neumann in his study of

the psychic development of the feminine has set out the

pattern of the problem in which Anna Wulf is enmeshed.

Now it is an essential difficulty of feminine
psychology that the feminine must develop toward and
beyond the masculine, which represents consciousness
over against the unconscious. Herein it comes into
conflict with the Great Mother, the feininine arche-
type of the unconscious, and with the prirnordial
feminine relation as exemplified in the myth of De-
meter and Kore. But this development in conflict
with the Great l4other must not lead to a violation
of the feminine nature by the nasculine and its
peculiar psychology; nor must it cause woÌnan to lose
contact with the unconscious and the feninine self.
The difficulty of distinguishing betiveen the pro-
gressive character of the self and the regressive
character of the Great Mother is one of the central
problems not only of feminine psychoIogy.l4

This kind of conflict is vividly embodied in a feiv scenes

in Annats diarv where she forces herself out of bed with her

lover in order to get her daughter off to school She resents

having to leave her lover, yet she resents him for making

her feel guilty for leaving his bed. This is so nuch a part

of Anna that even when her daushter leaves her home for

boarding school, Anna plays the Great Mother to several

men in her life, most notably Saul Gt""r,.15

In the individuation of the feminine psyche, the stage

beyond the assimilation of the primordial Great lvlother is

the one already touched upon in the Red Notebook sections.
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The dominance of the Great Mother ín the individual psyche

gives way to the Great Father as the developing conscious-

ness moves from instinctual roles to the roles of the domi-

nant collective consciousness, in this case typified by

the patriarchal attitudes Anna encounters working for the

Communist Patty. It is not surprising that Annats diary

entry of her last day at work for the party is punctuated

by frequent trips to the bathroon to be sure that her co-

workers remain unaware of her menstTual flow. Annats in-

stinctual feminine unconscious has no place here, yet she

cannot rnove beyond the instinctual feminine by denying it

but by establishing contact with the feminine self of which

the instinct is only a Dart.
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There is sti11 one important element of the psyche

with which Anna must cone to terms. While she has reiec-

ted the masculine biases of the collective consciousness.

she must come to terms with the rnan within, her animus,

Saul Green. Neumann notes that beyond the sphere of the

Great Mother and the Great Father the individuating woman

enters a stage of encounter in which the creative masculine

and feminine confront each other individually. In Anna,

this phase has already moved beyond the individual encounter

and entered the arena where the rnasculine sþirit within

her, her animus, battles for existence with her ego. Annats

animus, Saul Green, is so strong that he breaks down the



hold of her ego completely. rrI longed to be free of my ol,rn

ordering, commenting mernory.t'Anna writes, rrI felt my sense

of identity fadel' (p. 585) . Previously Anna had rej ected

any implication that her sense of uniqueness was unhealthy.

She refuted Mrs. Marksr statement that there were long

lines of women stretching out behind her who shared her ex-

periences. Where she once clung to her unique, ordering,

frozen ego, she no$/ pays the price for the repressions de-

manded by that ego. The flooding of her conscious nind

with unconscious contents, triggered by a confrontation

with her animus, occasions an excursion into madness.

Anna learns, €ventua1ly, that breakdown can be positive;

and she begins the pa-infu1 process of reconstruction. Anna

admits to Saul Green, for the first time, that she is suf-
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fering from a writerrs b1ock.

in the destruction of Annars ego while providing at the

same time, a constTuctive link with the se1f. He frees her

creativity, and eventually gives her the first line for her

nove1, a novel she writes as the I'Free Wonen't sections of

The Golden Notebook. As a symbol of her emerging selfhood,

Anna purchases a new notebook which contaíns all the e1e-

ments of her personality in one. The Anna of this notebook

is feeling intensely and is no longer rigidified. Her self

is not yet stablized for she noves back and forth between

disintegration and assimi lation several times . Eventually ,

though, the self emerges in the form of alrnew, disinterested

Saul Green, as animus, aids



persor," who is capable of controlling her dreams and or-
dering her unconscious into form. This self is based on

the awareness of a sma11 endurance, an inner strength equal

to the greatest tasks. Anna begins to see her fictional

E11a again and sees how valuable the creative imagination

can be in the face of death, fear, and a sense of dissolu*
tion: ttr r{as thinking that quite possibly these rnaïve11ous,

generous things ure walk side by side with in our imagina-

tion could cone in existence simply because r¡/e need them,

becaus e we inagine themr' (p . 657) .

The novel ends with a sense of disintegration in the

world at rarge but a sense of wholeness in Anna. she has

learned the lessons of her unconscious, has found strengths

in the depths of her peïsonality, and most importantly, has

learned to utilize her demons creatively. Lessing, like
Jung, believes that the only cures for world-wide disinte-
gration will come from integrated individuals. lVith this
nove1, Lessing has shown the way the writer can do moïe

than reflect the disintegrated consciousness of his age.

Disintegration can be turned against itself; it can be used

to probe the depths of the unconscious to the point where

a truer sense of integration can be discovered. r'rndividual

consciousness rrr Jung wrote, tiis only the f lower and the

fruit of a season, sprung from the peïennial rhizome be-

neath the earth; and it would find itself in better accord
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with the truth if ít took the existence of the rhizome

into its calcu1ations. "16 With this nove1, Lessing has

begun to explore these roots in earnest. Her ínterests

are affirmed in the epigraph

Rri efi n o for a DeScent intO

have termed this a work of

is never anywhere to go but

to her following nove1,

He 1 1 where she wri tes : " I

innor qne.ê finf inn €n¡ fh,-rçLLoIt, ruI LItere

in.rl
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1_.- This guotation appears

British edition of The Golden

affi rmed by Mi chae 1 Jos eph ,

having been written by her.

Notes: The Golden Notebook

bookil ConL 14 (Auturnn , 797 3) , p . 439 , is conf us ed by the
rrcurious discrepancies" he finds in the novel and concludes

they must be due to "carelessness on Lessingt s partt' ot

"perhaps to her deliberate attempt to mirror the confusion

of life in art.tt Mr. Carey fee1s, and I agree, that ilsuch

explanations, however, do not seem very satisfactory. il

a" Doris Les s ing, ThS. Go 1_4ert |þ!SUqp! (79,62; rptd . , New

York, Bã11antine Books , 1.972), p. 654. Subsequent referen:

ces to this edition appear in parentheses in the text.
L' Anne M. Mulkeen, p. 264.
q" The "grid structurerr is Mulkeenrs term for the struc-

tural complexities of The Golden Notebook.

a'John L. Carey, "Art and Reality in The Golden Note*

on the dust jacket of the

Notebook (London, 1962), and

Ltd., Lessingts publisher, as
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6 thi, is not to imply that Lessing is usÍng the pro-

cess of individuation in a mechanical rnanner. Her use of

Jung is original and organic to the development of the story

of Anna Wulf.
'7' Reference has been made previously to Lessingrs Marx-

ist and Feminist critics. It is unnecessary to enumerate

them here. The checklist of Lessing criticism in the Lessing



issue of ConL L4

of the work done

these positions.

8

9

(Autumn, 7973) indicates that at least half

on Lessing fa11s into one or the other of

the Hero and Other

Webb, p. 16.

0tto Rank,rrArt and Artistrr in The Myth of the Birth

p . tsL.
10

Quoted by Rosalyn Drexler, trWhat Happened to Mozartfs

Sister?ttThe Village Voice (May 6, 1.971,), p. 70.
11

chology

1959), p

t2

Writings (New York, 7932, rptd., 1959),

Jolande Jacobi, Complex Archetype Symbol in the Psy-

of g. g. Jung, trans. Ralph Mannheim (Princeton,

. tlrT.

See also, Joseph Campbel1, The Hero With A Thousand

Faces
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IPTlñ^ê1^ñ tqhXl
t Lrvv).

13 JOSepn uampDett, êd

197L) , p. 1"46. '
1'4 Erich Neumann, Amor and Psyche: The psychic Develop-

fien t
15 For a thorough analysis of Anna as Great Mother see

Evelyn J. Hinz and John J. Teunissen, "The Pieta as Icon in

The Golden Notebook'r ConL 74 (Autumn 1973), pp. 457-70.
16 Carl Jung, quoted by Joseph Campbel1, The portable

of the Feminine (New York, 797 1), pp. L37-32.

of

T,,*^ .^ -.--iuurrB, P. ^^l-

, The Portable Jung (New York,



Doris Lessing asserts many radical ideas in Briefing For A

Descent Into He11 (1971). She tel1s the reader that nad-

ness is superior to the condition of sleepwalking most of us

call normality; tìrat the inner world contains aII the varie-

ty and beauty of the world outside , that fantasies can be

more "rea1r' than recorded history; that there is an arche-

typal lrfornrr which enriches the real world; and that the

heroic quest leads the adventurer of our era into the world

within. Startling as these ideas may seem in a novelist r,vho

began her career as a Socialist-rea1ist, they have developed

1ogica11y from Lessingrs earlier novels.

Deceived by her startling ideas, critics, for the most

part, have emphasized the contemporary radicalism of Les-

sing's message, while paying very 1itt1e attention to

the arch etypal nature of this ,,o'rre1.1 Lessing?s ideas, ot

the who1e, are as o1d as psychology which, in turn, finds

its patterns in the ancient mythologies. Lessing is not,

as critics would have it, saying new things in an o1d way.

She is- 'insfearl. âssêrfin" o1d ideaS buf in â nêüÌ r,râv*-, ó vru ruvøJ usL fll @ llçv\ wQj.

That is, her ûìessage is archetypal but it bears the signa-

ture of a novelist in contemporary society. The critic
milqf awnl nr^ bOth the arCehtvna l nAtt er.nS Util iZed inP ø U L W r lr a

Rrìafina

l-hrnf ar Fnrr*

For A Descent fnto He 11



Briefing as well as the contemporary trappings of these

patterns in order that Lessingr s skil 1 as a novelist can

be properly understood.

It is important to emphasize the fact that Lessing's

development after The Golden Notebook is logical and fo1-

lows clear patterns, provided that Lessingrs message is in-

terpreted correctly. Frederick Kar1, for example, whose

examination of the novels of Lessing in A Readerrs Guide

To The Contemporary British Novel ends with The Four-Gated

City, was unable to foresee the direction of Lessingts work

and v¿as stymied by the possibilities for her future de-

velopment. He notes that in spite of I'a11 her prolixity,

she has almost nowhere to go." " Karl feels that Lessing

has been "getting less perso¡¿1, as she suggests in her

NAR interview, and she has destroyed the obj ective world.

There is always science fiction,l' Karl suggests, "but in

that mode these intense hurnan relationships which are

the strength of her earlier work can have no outlet" (p.

31,2). Karl has failed to see the direction of Lessinq's

later work, because in his interpretation of The Golden
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Notebook and The Four-Gated City, he asserts that Lessing

has succumbed to'rapocalyptic visions.tt Although Karl

could not see it, Lessing demonstrates clearly the impor-

tance of the personal and the necessity of the interior

quest in both the Children of Violence series and The



Golden Notebook. Lessing believes that the survíva1 of

society depends upon the strength of the individual, a

stTength which comes thTough the prîocess of individuation.

Anna trVu1f and Martha Quest have both undergone the inner

quest which alone can enable one to survive in a world

lacking a strong cultural center.

This interest in the interior, in the pelcsonal, has

increased in each successive novel. Fina11y, in Briefing,

Lessing indicates that she has been working toward the

establishnent of a nerv genre, a contemporary form in which

these old patterns can be revivified. She terms this forrn

'r Inner Space Fiction" noting that rrthere is never anywhere

to go but in."3 This d.eveloping interest in depth psycho-

logy has been described accurately by another of Lessing r 5

critics, Michea 1 Thorpe. Thorpe writes that from Land-

¿+ L

]rtL"9 or, there is an 'rintensifying concern with exploring

the rnindts frontiers."4 He notes that while this concern is
I'relatively limited in Landlpsked, in the episode of Thomas

Sternrs paranoia and breakdown before death, this becomes

central in the inner Golden Notebook where Anna and Saul

break down into each other and form nev¡ self-knowing per-

sonalities , and in the characterization of Lynda and of Mar-

thar s arduous struggle to achieve self-transcendence in The

Four-Gated City. Looking further back, " Thorpe states,
I'we can see early indications of this development in the



portTayal of the unbalanced Mary in The Grass Is Singing

and in the f luid pres entation of lr{artha t s nany s elves in the

earlier novels of the seriesrt (p. 30) . Because of these

trends, Thorpe concludes, rrit is not, therefore, suïprising

that this novelist so often loosely associated with such

rationalist obsessions as lt4arxism and Feminism chose in

1,977 to publish Briefing For A Descent Into He11, a con-

CentTated Stud'tt nf e m'i rlrl 1 a- aged man I S mental t breakdOwn t

and reflecting her interest in the ego-extinguishing inward

vision of Sufisn, his confrontation with the God within'r

(rbid.).

Lessingt s interest in the "ego-extinguishingil inward

vision is one aspect of her developing interest in the

archetypal se1f. In the intensity of her exploration of

Professor charles watkinst descent into the psyche and con-

frontation with the se1f, Lessing demonstïates, once again,

her credentials as a writer of mythic dimension. Lessingrs

approach to setting, p1ot, character and theme is infused

with the rrextra- literary" quality of a mythic narïative--

namely a spiritual discovery that takes its vocabulary from

the world of myth and its insights from the world of psy-

chology. Watkins'confrontation with the self involves a

meeting with the gods, gods that live within yet derive fron

a tT anspersonal source. In this connection, Jung has noted

that that goal of individuation, the integration of the ego
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and self, aLways involves this kind of spiritual discovery,

for beyond the personal dimension of the psyche, there is

a "pre-personal or transpersonal dimension which is rnanifes-

ted in universal patterns or irnages such as are found in aIL
q

the worldrs religions and mythologies.rr"'

Watkins? experiences with the transpersonal dimension

of the self involve explorations of a psychic depth well

beyond the reach of his conscious personality. In his

descent, he discovers not only the spiritual quality of

myth, but its exemplary function, its continuing value for

contemporary 1ife, as we11. As he yearns for the primal

unities of the integrated se1f, I\tatkins has a chance to

ob]seïve that manrs intellectual history is an attempt to

affix a vocabulary to the numinous origins of psychic 1ife.

Watkins re-enters the sacred time of mythic origins, the

'1fabled Time of beginning5" o and tïaces the steps by which

man has become alienated from the prinal unities of the

Thus, as a result of his descent, IVatkins discovers

that the gods live, and that life has a rneaning and order

if we are capable of comprehending it. He learns that the

sacred and vital function of myth is as important for con-

tenporary nan as ít was in archaic societies, and works to

re-establish unifying links with I'ris psychic inheritance
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f hrnrroh mwf h'i c svmhol c¡¡rl Lrrfv Watkins finds that fragmentation,



intellectualization, and compartmentaTization, which are

the principle causes of his breakdown, have an antidote in

the cosmic harmonies of the world within.

0n its most basic 1eve1, Lessingts narrative involves

the descent motif. which is as o1d as literature. As he be-

gins the descent, Watkins first be1 ieves himself to be U1y-

sses, set adrift by the anger of the gods, seeking to be

Te-united with the crystal, which is a tTanscendent condi-
7tion, al image of the completed se1f.' Lessing indicates

here that she agrees with the psychologists who find that

the archetypal experiences of death and renewal once avail-

able through heroic ordeal are now encountered primarily

throush nervous breakdown.

quest is within, as he is seeking to restore connections

with inner, energizing sources. I{atkins is not unique, for

his descent is a frequently-occurring experience at middle-

age when the rigid roles one has played for half a life-

time are no longer satisfying. As Ulysses, Watkins hopes

to find the kind of heroic meaning for his life that he

had read about, but which was sorely lacking in the reality

of his life as a professor.
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While i{atkins is Ulysses. his

Lessing's use of the interior j ourney as heroic quest

provides an illuminating contTast with the work of James

Joyce in his tale of another contemporary Ulysses. Both

Lessing and Joyce see, to use T. S. Eliotts phrase, 'rthe



immense panorarìa of futility and anarchy which is contem-
aporary history "" and both have turned to mythology as an

antidote. But while Joyce uses nythology as a way of pro-

providing meaning where none exists, Lessing uses myth to

point out a meaning that continues within each person. Mr.

Bloomrs daily life is given an ironic and comical heroic

dimension when his rounds in Dublin are compared with Uly-

ssesr wanderings. Lessing, on the other hnnd r¡irtrrnlfy

ignores Watkinsr daily life in order to reveal the enrich-

ing heroic dinension within, carried by every man as a part

of his archetypal heritage. While Professor lVatkins' j our-

ney is aborted by a return to normality, Lessing, nonethe-

1ess, asserts that there is a way out; a path of renewal is

available to all who are otherwise bogged down in a round

of meaningless activity. Thus, while Bloom never under-

stands the heroic dimension of his 1ife. Watkins is under-

going an authentic heroic trial. Joyce is rtmanipulatingri

paral1e1s with mythology while Lessingts paral1e1s are or-

ganic, for she recognizes that madness and the heroic voyage

utilize identical symbols.

lAl

This fact has been noted previously by seveïa1 psycho-

logists, from Freud through Rank and Jung, and cited most

recently by Joseph Campbell in his book, lvlyths To Live By.

Campbell states that t'the imagery of schizophrenic fantasy

perf ect 1y matches that of the mythologica,l hero j ourney." 9



Campbell relates the path of the schízophrenic to the pattern

he traced in his earlier book. The Hero With A Thousand Faces

The usual pattern for both experiences is:trfirst of aLI, a

breakaway or departure fron the 1oca1 social order and con-

text; next, a 1ong, deep retreat inward and backward, as it

were, in time, ãîd inward, deep into the psyche; a chaotic

series of encounters there, darkly terrifying experiences ,

and presently (if the victim is fortunate) encounters of a

centering kind, fu1fi11ing, harmonizing, giving new courage;

and then fina11y, in such fortunate cases, a return journey

of rebirth to 1if er' (p. 208) .

lllhile this is certainly the bold outline of Watkins'

rleccenf to treat T,essinør s ^+:-' re jv in terms of theuuJvvlrL, Lv L--* ---^Þ - lLaL I4LIVE PU---l

monomythic heroic quest, however, severely limits its rich-

ness. For, in the course of Watkinsr psychic voyage, he

is not only Ulysses, but encounters tl're source of all mythi-

ca1 experiences. He repeats cosmogonic myths and undertakes

rituals which are ínspired by a spiritual need for redemp-

tion and renewal. ì,Vatkins is not only hero but sinner; he

is lost and redeemed, as he traces the origins of mythic

experiences within.
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To begin exploring the novel itself, it is important

to consider the reasons for Lessing's choice of a male

protagonist, for with the exception of some short stories,

all of her protagonists have been women. It becomes clear



through the symbols that surround Watkinsr descent, that

Lessing selected a rna1e, especially an intel1ectua1, a pro-

fessor of classics. in order to create a contrast between

the masculine Logos, the ordered world of reason, time, his-

tory and consciousness, and the feminine Eros, the world

of the unconscious, in which the savage, instinctual and

uroboric mysteries come into their own.

It is clear from the outset that I{atkinsr ordinary

life has been one of repïession. I\rhen questioned by his

doctors about the kind of man Watkins is, his wife asserts

hì s resnec.tahi litv in t-erms which belie his inner world.

She noted, emphaticaTly, that he is the opposite of the kind

of person who has a breakdov¡n, that he is a\ways energetic,
ql oonq I acq fhen nfhar nennl c enå haq onlw ônê cmnl I nroh-'I'"

lenr with starnmering which has been corrected (p. 1'46). The

lack of sleep and the energies directed toward work indi-

cate that Watkins has been protecting himself from the un-

conscious. He fears that relaxation night release the Diony-

sian elements which threaten his Apollonian stance. l{hi1e

his unconscious works to break throush the wa11 of talk

which defends his conscious mind, hratl<ins clanps down on it

by "renembering to speak very s1ow1y and carefully, parti-

cularly when tired, and above all, by not forgetting to

take the doctorrs pi11s (p. 777). This is the kind of fear

and rigidity which made Anna Wulf cling to the rigid cate-

gories of her notebooks; and like Anna Wu1f, I{atkins was
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unable to continue this for nore than a brief while before

his total co1lanse.

All of Watkinsr relationships are characterized by

this rigidity. His response to Rosenary Baines, a woman

who attended one of his lectures; Constance Mayne, his mis-

tress; and Jererny Thorne, a colleague; are all characterized

by a co1d, rational, aloofness. They feel that he is insen-

sitive to their problems. lVhen Rosernary Baines approached

Watkins with an open friendliness, a feeling of brotherhood,

and a desire to exchange ideas with a kindred spirit, he

closed off the friendship, telling her that all his time

is'rtaken up ivith interviews and visits in connection with

his work" (p. 171,) . Jererny Thorne also suf f ered from triat-

kínsr aloofness. l{hen Thorne and his wife tried to broach

the topic of theiT marital problems, It/atkins of f ered advice

with such a cold impersonality that Thorne concluded that

he does not even "pay iip service to ordinary feelingslr

(p. 189). Constance Mayne's description of iVatkins corres-

ponds to Thorners, for in spite of the fact that she chan-

ged her life radicaTTy several times at trVatkinst suggestion,

he treated her with an abstract detachment she found diffi-

cult to accept.
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In short, IVatkins

All of these qualities,

IVatkins f rom l iving in

L5

a

inte1lectua1. aloof and

lassical and Apollonian,

â cnôl-ìf cnêaìrrq rol nf innqhìn* -.Y

unemot ional .

prevent

with



the immediate . In his des cent, Iriatkins mus t touch upon

aII those 1eve1s of the psyche which can provide a cotnpen-

sation for his abstraction. Since he has denied the in-

stinctual and Dionysian side of 1ife, preferring the order-

ed world of the intellect, his descent, therefore, provides

him with a vision of the prinitive mysteries and harmonies

which he has lacked.

rt is sígnificant that this embodiment of the masculine

Logos begins his descent as ulysses. Like his mythical fore-

bear who wasforced to wander by the wrath of the sea-god

Neptune, so Watkinsr sin against the feminine unconscious,

the principle of Eros and Dionysus, denies him entrance to

the crystal. As an image of the colnpleted se1f, the cïy-

stal cannot accept lvatkins until he has assimilated both

sides of his nature. That it is I{atkinst logical mind that

has brought him to this inpasse is pointed out by the terms

in which l{atkins perceives hinself upon rejection by the

crystal. He is the only one of twelve left behind by the

crystal I s ascent (p. 7 4) , whích abandonment leads him to

f ee1 t'a kind of curserr as if he were I'branded with his ship. "
Like Judas and Cain, two single-minded, uflfeeling, yet ration-

alizing forebears, I,Jatkins will have to pay for his rational

crime by an immersion in the irrational. watkins attempts

to use his Teasoning powers to save himself; he builds a

raft which turns into a cross, r'a clumsy collection of cross
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Taf.tersrr and breaks apart ín the sea. Bef ore he can attain

the crystal, his descent carries him farther back, back in-

to the most primitive origins of the psyche. lVatkins traces

mants evolutionary steps, frorn Eden to the fa11, and beyond

the Fa11 through all the various attempts to re-establish

links with the numinous spirits of the psyche.

The first stage in Watkinsr journey leads him back to

the Golden Age, an Edenic paradise. Following a night-sea

journey on a dolphinf s back, he enters a world of sunshine,

white sand, rushing water, scented flowers, and friendly

animals. This vision of Eden is necessary for tr{atkins, for

by living in the mind, by asserting Logos, he has lost touch

u¡ith the natural world which in its cyclic rhythms provides

an antidote to the world of time and history. Watkins' con-

sciousness alienates hin almost immediatelv from the natural

world--he feels his brain invaded by moonlight, as the un-

conscious tries to break throush. But lVatkins has not es-

caped from the need for the rhythms of nature, it is merely

that his understanding has bl-,ocked him. He wi11, consequent-

Iy, regress farther and be forced to change his relationship

with myth from a knowledge of myth as intellectual history,
+^ ^ 1': .'': -- t t-nk tvith the harmonies of the snheres.Lv ø LL VrrrB f IirN lYl Lll LllV lldllltullM UI Lllv rI,rrvr uJ.
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Before I{atkins can assess the irnportance of myth, he

must understand the relationship of myth to the natural

wor1d. In this connection, it appears that Lessing would

agree with the phi losopher Schel ling who rnaintained that



I'mythology represents the repetition in the hurnan spirit

and consciousness of the Þrocesses of nature...that the

myths also disclose ties uniting man with the primary pro-

cesses of world-creation and forrnation. . . that deep natural

processes were at work even before the consolidation of

matter; and manrs destiny rvas stil1 rooted in them, ãI-

though his divorce from higher spiritual sources had aI-
1nready taken place.-" Nowhere can this divorce from spiri-

tual sources be seen more clearly than in a man like Wat-

kins whose entire life had been spent t'teaching" the clas-

sics. He has been lecturing to students on the rrmeaning"

of myths while exhibiting the nost profound lack of under-

standing of the sacred and numinous power of these tales

of the gods which he analyzes.
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tr.Jatkins is forced to confront the sin of understandins

by having his consciousness flooded by the non-Tational,

i.e., by going nad. 0n1y by losing control of his rational

powers can he discover the syrnbols through which the psyche

unites the intel 1ectua1, natural, and spiritual realms.

Lessing demonstrates that Watkinst rÌmind-consciousness,'l to

use D. H. Lawrencers term for the sin. is the evil which

stands between hin and the mysteries and harmonies of 1ife.

Hi s s'l 'ì mnse of Eden and al l the I everc ôf civilization be-

yond the Golden Age are experienced by l{atkins in a living

panorama so that he can discover both the roots of his



problem and of his salvation. He learns that his powers

of reason cannot help him, and he is caught up in the blood-

rituals and death rvhich are at the source of life as much

as their polar opposites.

After Eden, Watkins enters the age of the origins of

civilization. FIe must learn a necessary truth frorn this

âBê, an age in primitive societies which Joseph CampbelI

terms the I'epoch of the hierarchic city state.'l11 This

regressive pattern of descent is inherent in the structure

of the psyche and has been traced by Erich Neumann. He

writes: trThe roots of every man I s personality extend be-

yond the historical area of his factual existence into the

world of the numinosum. And if we fo1 1ow the course of

these roots, we pass through every stTatum of history and

pre-history. We encounter within ourselves the savage with

his rites; within ourselves we find the roots of our own

culture, but we also find the meditations of Asía and the
1amagical world of the Stone Age medicine man."" ï,íatkins,

in this new p1ace, uncovers the ruins of an ancient city,

like Martha Quest's four-gated city, which once had a natu-

ral accord of earthly, heavenly, and individual affairs. It

is significant that the city which watkins finds has no roof,

and appears never to have had one. This city, open to the

skL is a symbolic constTuct of Watkins I need - as the four-

gated city reflected the integration whicir Martha sought.
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watkins needs the order and integration of the city, but he

also requires a renewal with the natural wor1d. FIe finds
both an orderly plan in the structure of the city, and a

link with nature in the encroaching gïeeneïy and the sky

which is the only roof. The city is also an "axis mundi.rl

a place rvhere the sacred enters the profane. watkins re-
cognizes therrcenterriin thís city and ritualistically
prepares a mandara, "a circle'in i¿s squarer? for the coming

of the crystal. tr{atkins' preparation of the centeï is a

ritual of Tenewal i:n which he establishes his linlcs with the
t'sacred Time of beginnings.'r l{atkins' life had alrvays 1ed

him away from such non-Tational practices; thus his atten-
tion to the cleansing of the square in the centeï of the
city for his spiritual visitors is a clernand made by the

self for a recognition of its sacred essence. By making

himself at home in the city, lvatkins has joined himself to
the world of nature and the world of the spirit in prepara-
tion for an integrated 1ife.

watkinsr developing self-hood, however, ïequires a re-
lationship with the irrational, the destructive feminrne,
as wel l as the creative f eminine in the rvorld of nature.
The Dionysian must be assimilated before the perfect crystal
will bestow the symbol of unity on I{atkinsr efforts. Thus,

I'vatkins finds himself in a new and more primitive phase; he

is rrmoon- crazed. " He has f al1en f rorn Eden and. the harmoni_

ous hierarchic city. His fa11 is reflected in his divided
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consciousness; he is rrshapes of f 1esh, f lesh and timerr and

a mind which 'lsees that f ace, that body, those hands, f eetr?

which "is not inside the same scale of timetÎ (p. 58). The

duality of thinking and being alienates lVatkins from the

perfect unity he had felt in the city; the ruined houses

there now "had set themselves fron hin" (p. 59). In his

fal1en condition, he recogni zes that since the time of

his arrival he "had drawn evil into his surroundings" (p.

60). Death and the slaughter of anirnals are the first as-

pects of the evil that Wathins fee1s. He experiences a

primal fear of darkness as we11, cringing inrrterror of the

night and its treacherous glamojrous sucking 1ightl' (p. 6r-)).

Now the world he had rejected in his Apollonian conscious

life is his master. He encounters the instinctive feminine

of nightmare, seeing wonen with blood t'smeared around their

stTetched mouths. " He notes, significantly, that the women

are rtall intimately connected with hin bound by experi-

ence he could not remember.rr I{ith these ulomen. he eats

^- À

bloody hunks of meat and dances in Dionysian abandon around

a fire onto which naked. dead babies are thrown.

As Ulysses asked to be tied to the mast of his ship to

withstand the call of the sirens. so Watkins desires to be

bound, for he wishes to be "immune to the Moon Light. r' FJat-

kins understands that the lure of this primitive life of the

night comes from within himself. He says, rrI was already
1-^ñiññì-- +^ 4oubt that I knev; who waS 5trnnoar urh'ich. wasó Lv uvqu u Llr4L f Nl!çrv w¡lv w@J J Lr vrrËçI, w¡Iautl



host, what vras myself and what a perverted of f shootr' (p. 65)

Watkins must assimilate this aspect of his shadow; until

fhen the crvsf¿f leaves him behind once more because he hadu¡rvrr, "r.¡ -

been drawn into the bloody feast in the forest.

Rejected by the crystal for the second time, Watkins

encounters an even more primitive layer of himself. He re-

gresses to the stage that King Lear encountered on the heath,

and Gulliver net in the Yahoo--he sees the bestiality of man

in all its horror. 0bserving a creature, a "dog-ratt' as he

begins to call them, lVatkins, like Gulliver watching the

Yahoo, sees that I'it and I were of a similar speciesrr (p. 71).

Ì\Iatkins experiences the same revulsion that Gu1 1 iver felt .

"Dark brown hair on skin burned brolvn by wind and sun. I

was covered and decent: Whereas this beast...but I felt too

disgusted with it to stay there matching nyself point by

noint.rr
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vision of nankind. Watkins sees in the dog-rats the degra-

dation of rnost of the human species. They are 'roccupied and

self-absorbed;" their talk is merely "for the sake of reliev-

ing a pressure of energy.rt Moreover, "a greater part of

their time was spent in sexual display" (p. 73). Watkins

watches rvars in which the dog-rats and monkeys ki11 vast

numbers of each other until the dead lie rottins all over

The episode of the dog-rats embodies Lessingrs negative

the sacred city. When he observes a battle between fema 1 e



dog-rat giving birth, the ma1es, and her pups, lVatkins feels

'tthat everything was ended, and there was no hope anywhere

for man or for the animals of the Earth" (p. 85).

Watkinsr pronouncements of doom are no more Lessingrs

f-inal view of man than Gulliverrs ar'e Swift's, for Watkins

achieves tTanscendence, passing beyond the boundaries of

loathing in which Gulliver remained trapped. In a ritual of

atonement, Watkins prepares the sacred center of the city

for the Teturn of the cTystal: He finds strength in a white

bird, Jungian symbol of transcendence, who teaches hinr how

to prepare for the second coming of the ship of ligltt. The

tireless pTeparation of the center, the exper'iences with

the Dionysian and instinctual layers of his personality have

brought i¡Jatkins to terms with himself. He enters the Crystal-

at 1ast, his own body'rnow a shape in 1ight" (p. B9). All

of his experiences aTe assimilated in his new perception of

cosmic unities. trln this dimension minds Iay side by side,

fishes in a school, ce1ls in honeycornb, flames in fire and

together we made a whole in such a way that it hlas not pos-

sible to sãy, Here Charles begins, here John, or Miles or

Felicity, or Constance endstl (p. 92).

From the crystaT, Watkins enters a state of heightened

awaTeness in which he achieves new perspectives upon the

nature of reality. Looking down at humanity from the crystal

Watkins sees cosmic unities; "viewed from the vantage point
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of the enclosing web of 1ight,1'he notes, it'rwas not at all

a question of individual entities as those entities sav/

themselves, but a q.uestion of who 1es" (p. 94) . l'4anrs place

in the cosmic harmonies alone gives him importance; as Wat-

r'i-' rr.*ld this was the truth that gave the utter insig-l\f,llJ J¿jlJ, al! u LllrJ w4J Lllç LruLrl ulr@L

nificance of these motes their significance: in the great

singing dance, everything linked and moved together?' (p. 96).

Frorn this cosmic height, ltlatkins moves into another

ancient pattern of thought. He sees the earth and all the

planets as a unit of forces which determines individual and

national destinies. Each countTy is 'rhe1d in laws the1, could

not change or upset'r (p. 99). This view of the universe is

like the Medieval patterns in which the microcosm and macro-

cosm are part of a divine p1an. ivatkins, reliving the I{ed-

ieval philosophy he had learned, describes these patterns

which bind the earth and planets together. ttf saw how lines

and currents of force and sympathy and antagonism danced in

a web that was the system of planets around the sun...and

this web r{as iron, a frightful necessity, imposing its de'

sign't (p. 99-100). This is related to the need for a har'

monious stTucture. a unitv of all of the elements of him-

self which are fragnented. In this regard, Joseph Campbell

has pointed out that the "pageant of the seven spheres" in

ful erlier¡¡l nhilc^^'^L.- :- a ^1 +L^ cnoch of the hier-r'¡çurçvar yrrarU5UPllyr r> d-ll crSpgLL UI LtlU çPvu¡r vr Lrrw

archic city state, for tlie order of the city is a reflection

of the order of the heavens. Campbel1, moreover, indicates
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that both the hierarchic city and the orderly universe are

reflections of the psyche. He writes: trthe mesocosm of the

1ocal state, conceived as a reflection of the universe. was

actually a reflection of something from deep within man him-

se1f."13

As l{atkins relives these ancient þatterns of understan-

ding manf s destiny and discovers the great whole of which the

individual ego is only a part, he begins to perceive his ou/n

problem with more accuracy. His psyche is presenting a vi-

sion for him of an ordered whole which he had been ignoring

in favor of the ego. He sees that "saying f, I, I, I, is

their madness for these microbes Ihumanityl aïe a whole,

they form a unity, they have a single mind, a single being,

and never can they say I, I without making tlìe celestial

watcher ro11 with laughter or weep with pity." htith his

new vision, Watkins understands the reasons for the condi-

tion of forgetfullness most of us call normality. FIe attri-

butes the fa11 simply to a crash, a comet thatrrset us off

centre, and away from the sweet sanity of I{e'r (p. 103). Yet,

he sees that we all retain attqueer half memory of the time

before.rr

This realization is the climax of Watkinsr interior
journey. He sees that the peculiar situation of man, and

the reason for his discontent, is that he lives both in the

world of cosmic harmony and in the fa11en world. rtBut man-

wise, microbe-wise I am before the Crash and in a cool sweet
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loving air that rings with harmony, is harmony, IS, I€S, and

here am I, voyager, Odysseus bound for hone at 1ast, the

seeker in home h/aters, spiteful Neptune outrn/itted and Jupi-
t er I s daught er my fri end and gui de" (p. 104) .

His descent having accomplished its goa1, rvatkins r prob-

1en now is to communicate his understanding to others. He

does not know how to describe what he has seen. rn the

"briefing" section of the nove1, which gives it its tit1e,
watkins makes use of two of the ways this nessage has been

conveyed. As he confronts the problens which plague both

novelist and patient, watkins becomes a peïsonification of
Lessing the artist. watkins underlines the problem when he

says to his doctors "I gotta use words when I talk to you.rl

i{e notes, "probably this sequence of words, rlrve got to use

wordsr, is a definition of arr literatuïe seen from a dif-
f erent perspectivel' (p. 10S) .

The message which trvatkins wishes to present to the doc-

tors is the archetypal story of a pïe-nata1 life which is
forgotten in life on earth. Edward Eding"r14 has traced this
story through old Jewish legend, the o1d Gnostic Flymn of the

Pear1, and Platonic philosophy. A1l of these versions of the

story involve a descent from a condition in which the connec-

ting link between the ego and its supïapersonal origins has

been forgotten. i{atkins makes use of two tïansmutations of
this legend. First he te1ls the story util l-zíng the person-
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ification of the planets as found in o1d rnythology. He also

describes the gods as they exist in Greco-Roman mythology.

l4/hile Watkins, as a classical scholar, had access to these

tales for most of his 1ife, here, for the first time, he

perceives that the o1d myths were discussing his own life

and origins. Reviewing philosophy, archeology, and all the

myths of man t s origins, l{atkins summarizes nan I s condition

by saying "No one knows what has existed and has vanished

beyond recovery, evidence for the nurnber of tines rnan has

understood and has forgotten again that his mind and flesh

and life and movements are made of star stuff, sun stuff,

and planet stuffr' (p. 111). Because man forgets, lVatkins

believes, the gods are forced to send a message of reminder

again and again. The message is always the same, reminding

man that rrYes, there is a Flarmony and that i f they wish to

prosper they nust keep in step and obey its Laws" (p. 113).

Watkins is not satisfied with the language of nyth.
u^ L^- ^t+^- -r 1 L^^-Å :+ all his life to no avai1. sortç lr4J, 4rLçL 4L!, llç4ru f L

he retells the story in a more contemporary idiom. The

"briefingrris presented this time in the language of science

fiction wherein the gods are given contemporary names, such

as lt{inna Erve, Merk Ury, the Chief , etc. This rather f 1ip-

pant approach to mythology has invited the wrath of at least

one of T,essinotq crit.i cs who feelS that Lessinsrrdoes not

Ðossess the wit or deftness with ideas that science fiction
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requires. Indeed, she ís earînest and hamhanded, her few

attenpts at humor pitiful. (At the briefing Minna Erve and

Merk Tfrv nrec'i rle. and fhere is much chat of rnôôr. 11 êar"-l

Plutot and so forth) .,'15 This denunciation is due to the

critical fall-acy which analyzes the author rather than the

character she has created. This wry "sci-fi" passage is,

after aII, the second of lVatkins I attempts at using words.

Lessing pointed out clearly in The Four-Gated City that

there âr'ê mânv SetS Of VOCahrll arv for th^ ''i ^ñ^^ Ofør v J v uJ v vvø I -"

cosmic harmony. Watkins is trying on some of these, to see

,¡ha+har +1"o.' rrf i t1' hi s exnerience and can communicate it to

doctors who are far renoved from the language of nytir. A1so,

by verbalizing his experiences in this wãy, Watkins gains

command of what he has learned and is ready to return to what

others ca1 1 normality. Fle real izes now, as Martha Quest did

while walking the streets of London in a state of heightened

26L

consciousness, that ordinary life makes us forget. I'I never

learned to live awake,rrhe mourns, "I was trained for s1eepl'

(¡ 1?Oì\y.

It is al this moment that i{atkins returns fron his des-

^"^r-^-;1s in a hosn:ital whose function it is to makeu E ll L , 4 w d N ç tl f, lr

him remember nothing but the reality that existed before.

He is confronted with the spare "facts" of his 1ife, facts

which have no importance in his new view of things. lVatkins

f inds that he is alone; his experiences of the cosmic trwerl



seem an aberration to the rest of society. This is the rea-

son that he finds words so inadequate; for, as he says to

his doctors, Îta11 these vrords you sãy, they fa11 ínto a gu1f,

they're not me or you" (p. 74t). Literalism without symbolic

r¡a1rrê nnsets Watkins. for the ideas he wiches tô eynress canll 4 u ¡\ ¡ ¡l J ,

only be understood through syinbols. 'r Trm not what you say.

I know that. Irm not Professor Charles Whatshisname.

I am nominally that, it isnrt the pointrr (p. 1,44).

The remainder of the novel presents Charlesr struggles

to retain lvhat he had learned in his descent. In an ironic

attempt to jog his memory by agreeing to electric shock,

Watkins instead loses all nemory of his cosmic bonds. In

spite of !Vatkinsr failure to retain what he has learned,

Lessingrs picture is not totally b1eak. There are some people

who manage to retain a memory of these harmonies in spite of

the restrictions of society on such memories. Lessing pre-

sents parallels to l{atkins t experiences, once again indicating

that there are many forms and nodes of expression for the

nessage of cosmic harmony.
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One such paral1e1 is presented in the 1itt1e story of

Rosemary Baines, the woman who of f ers her friendship to l'Vat-

kins b efore his des cent . She is " awakened,'r and unders tands ,

'i ntuif ir¡elv. tL:--^ +L^+ ^^nncìt he eyna'essed in words. At-r¡rLurvLvvL) t Lrr-LlrE; ) LlldL LdltlrvL uç ç^PIç:

+^*l-i-^ ^ 1^^+ir?a cìr¡on lrr¡ ltlo+1.'inc c}r^ ;- e+-,'¡1. l^rrt'eno].ng a recr*,- rvalK].ns, sne 1s strucK Dy a

vulnerability in him, and gains an av,tareness, a ha1 f-1ight

0r if



of some truth, coning through the words of his lecture.

She notes: I'It is not a nehr thought for me that the quality

of a lecture or lecturer need not have much to do with the

actual words used" (p. 14S) . Ivloved by Watkins', speech, Rose-

nary describes to him a brotherhood of people she has en-

countered who share her perception of things which 1ie be-

neath the surface of reality. She is eager to determine

whether lVatkins is one of them. for his talk has widened her

perceptions considerably. Giving a lecture on the topic of

improving the educational systen, Watkins had spoken of a

feef i no neonl q have about their children--that the educa-

tional process is covering something more precious than

anything that is given to them in return. l{atkinst words,

Baines says, "had fed us, woken us, made us recognize parts

of ourselves nornally well hidden and covered overrr (p. 153).

This shock of recognition gives a new cluality to her percep-

tions. She f eels tuned in to what she terms rrthe wavelensth.'r

For, she says, "it r¡ras like suddenly touching a high-tension

wire. 0f being, briefly, on a different, high, vibrating

current, of the familiar becoming transparentrr (p. 154).
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Speaking to Watkins of her r!group , " the ttwerr who rrmeet

eaCh other" and attract gfþorc ruhn arêrralready in the Same

orbit" (p. 156) , Rosemary Baines mentions Frederick Larson,

who has had experiences which also paral 1e1 lVatkins I . Both

Larson and tr{atkins have spent their lives in fu11 knowledge



of ancient cultures. Larson , ãf archeologist, traveled in

Greer-e anã ohserr¡ed rlnrimitiverr cultures in Africa. Hevrvvvv,

has learned to distrust archeology as he observes the way

its theories shift with each contradictory discovery. He

also discovered that the societies which are termed primi-

tive by the archeologists were'rmore integrated with nature

than any he could remember" (p. 165). The seeds of distrust

have 1ed Larson to a period of crisis, a crisis of faith in

his profession, which he relates to the crisis of doubt

which shattered the lives of Victorian clergymen. Larsonrs

psychologist simply terms his problems the "ma1e menopause"

and dismisses then. It/hatever terms are applied to the ex-

perience, it is one that is shared, for I¡Iatkins, Larson,

and Baines have all undergone a period of crisis and exper-

ienced an i1 lumination as a result. Lessing is indicating,

once more, that there are many sets of words that can be

qnnl i orl f 
^ 

f hi-^^-LS eXpeï1ence.

l\Iatkins, himself, expresses the experience in one more

set of words before the novel is finished. When it is sus-

ã^ê+^r]^" of the doctors ^r. t.he hosnital that WatkinsBYJ Lt,U U/ Ullç uI LIIç uvuLvIJ

write down sone of his experiences to prove his grasp of

reality, he records some incidents proported to have taken

place in Yuogoslavia during the war. trl/atkins does not please

the doctors with his story, however, for his tale is arche-

typally but not historically true. This story begins,
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once again, with a briefing session before a descent--this

time the descent is a parachute drop into Yugoslavia. Thís

variant of the descent rnotif is another indication of Les-

singrs ski1l and the versatility of the o1d pattern. Before

the descent, the young soldiers are described as being "in

the condition of peasants in a technological society," for

they sti11 "believed in the power of heroism over any oddsil

(p. 20S) . The young heroes, Charles and his friend, Miles

Bovey, were "dropped together on a dark and very cold night

into a total darkness.rl The paral 1e1s with lVatkinst eal-

lier Ulyssean j ourney are obvious. In the Yugoslavian

countryside, his conpaníon ki11ed, l{atkins traces the steps

of another heroic adventure, this time among the brother-

hood of the Partisans. The members of this group share

vouf h enf hrrciasm and ef f icient heroism. i\Iatkì ns n'reSSeSf v s w tL t r - " -

thc TTlvcqeân i'-^- +'i-^ *hat t'their heroism had the sim-Llrç urjlJJç4rr f,llldBE lrwLrrrB L

-1 -ì ^; +,, ^.C ^+1prru¿Li, vr vurler days, a clean straightforwardness, like the

heroes outside Troy. These were people like those." (p. 209).

Watkins emphasizes the feelings of unity among them: rrRemem-

bering that time is as if a 1'riendrs eyes rest in longing

curiosity on your face, ãîd you feel your face spread in a

snile because of the warmth the two of you generate.rl
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trVatkins describes for the doctors exactly what it Ís

:.hAf this exnerience shares wifh his nÌ'er-i^-'- r^^^^-+ for--,rJIL9llLV 5Ird.rç5 ,.--.- r--J J-\JUJ UE)LEliL,

he notes: r'It is only in love and in war that we escape from

the sleen of necêqcifv. the ^r ^-r:-1 â1v f ifc fo a StateLrrw rrvvIJ vr rrçvçJJrLj/, L¡r9 u48E V! VrU]tLAL/ rrrV: LV



where every day is a high adventure, every moment fa11s

sharp and clear like a snowflake drifting s1ow1y past a

dark glistening rock, or like a Ieaf spinning down to the

f orest f 1oor" (p. 21.0) .

descent a heightening of ordinary perceptions, it is also

purified of many of the personal elements which colored his

adventures as Ulysses. Although he traces the same path,

this time the story has a pristine neatness about it, and

a cyclical qualíty which indicates that Watkins understands

the nature of cosmic harmony enough to te11 about it in an

rrf icf icrl lr¡ cn+icç.'ì-^-aTt_ s ry]-ng manneï.

While this story shares wíth the

Just as Watkins had to live through manrs evolutionary

processes in his previous descent, so the Partisans retrace

the psychological history of man on earth. They begin in

the wilderness where all seems ernpty: lrthe world as it was

before man fi11ed and fouled it'? (p. 2I7). Lessing unleashes

the fu11 power of her cosmic irnagery as IVatkins describes

the splendours of the world through which they rnoved'r1ike

the first people on earthrr (p. 212). The dreams of the Par-

tisans are of bringing a cosmic harmony to earth as soon as

the war is done. "When this war hras over, we all knew, and

our trusting hands, our smiles, our dedication ¡romised this

--this land that was so rich and so beautiful would flower

into a loving harmony that was as much a memory as a dream

for the future. It was as if every one of us had lived so,
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once upon a time, at anotlìer time, in a countTy like this,

with sharp sweet-sme1ling air and giant uncut trees, arnong

people descended from a natural royalty, those to rvhon harm-

fulness and hate were a1ien. We were all bound in together
L-. ^-^+L ^- oi .ne - ânOther ai- ^-..+L.: .. - ñ^++r¡ ^.^r i ^-f b1eu! 4tluLtrçf Lf r..-, **r, ^rrl Lrrrrré PçuLJ 4tLs rËrrL

was an outlarv. l\le could remember only nobility" (p. 212).

I{atkins has expressed here, as clearly as any cha'racter in

Lessingl s fiction, the essence of her rnessage. This vi-

sion is the one which can save mankind from its oblivion.

I{atkins has proven himself with the description, for he

has found words which can be understood. or understood al
1^^^+ L,- + Lis doctors.-rË45L Uy ËVUrjr/Urrç ç^LgPL rrf,

of falling in love with another Partisan. This love has

none of the pettiness which has characterized his other so-

ca11ed love affairs in reality. His love for the gir1, Kon-

stânf ina - i¡râs based On their loVe of the or.ôun of rvhi qh bOthç L t^ q 
t

ô ñar+ Thc oa'ôrrn wâq fishtins to hrino nêâcê ¡nd har-wErE a IJAL V. rrrE BrvuP w4J --è------Þ UrarrË PEéUç at

mony to aII men. rrWe knew al l this , r' trVatkins notes , "be-

cause, it was as if we remember it. And besides, did we not

live like this now, loving each other and the world?rl (p. 21"3).

Konstantina and all the Partisans learn to measure their

worth against the best that each of them is capable of being.

In this wãy, their heroism becomes an expression of tl'reir

inner beinss.

Part of the story which trVatkins te11s is his experience
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I{atkinsr meeting rvith Konstantina, their 1ove, and her

death all express a nelr Watkins. As he te11s about her, it

is clear that he has achieved a new awareness of life and

the organic cycles of which life is a part. He notes that

he met Konstantina at a funeral. Their love moves very

quickly from death to life then back to death again, for

Konstantina is speared by a doe protecting her new-born

fawn from intruders. Burying Konstantina under some leaves,

hetlleft the glade with its new grave, where the mother

deer had one blood-dul1ed horn pointed at ilê, and the litt1e

f awn stood ,rpright under its shining green f ountaintt (p. 224)

This 1itt1e tale of life and love as part of the rhy-

thms of the cosmos ís rej ected by lVatkins I doctors because

the incidents described are not "truerr to the facts they ïe-

gard as his experiences, regardless of their archetypal

truth. The rnoments of his story are i,Vatkins t only moments

of wholeness, for he allows himself to be persuaded to tTy

¿oó

electric shock treatments.

thing he wants to "remember," but does not realize that he

already has a workable relationship with these elements he

believes f orgotten. trVatkins f eels that he must remember ,)

some truth, but ironically, forgets everything once ordinary

memories are restored to him. The story of the Partisans,

however brief, is important, for it reveals the qual ity of

l'Vatkinsr potential. He describes the beauty of a 1if e lived

FIe reali zes that there ís some-



within the cosmic harmonies--a life which Watkins himself

had for too brief a time.

l¡/hi1e it is too late for l{atkins at the end of the no-

ve1, Lessingts vision is, nonetheless, optinistic. Rosemary

Baines, Frederick Larson, the gir1, Violet, are I'survivors";

each is capable, in his or her ohrn \tay, of holding on to

that vision of cosmic unity. If

vision" in this nove1, it is of a society which attempts to

¡laqfrnr¡ +ha 1/êT\¡ alamanf fh^+ ^;.,^ -i+ -l j€â +Lo -i¡

life of the individual. But the destruction is not univer-

sa1; each individual has the choice, and each has the direc-

tive,rrthere is never anywhere to go but in.r'
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ship between Briefing and R. D. Laingrs The Politics of

Experience, suggested by Paul Schlueter, p. 123. lVhile

Notes: Briefing For

Much has been made, for example, of the relation-

the parallels are undeniable, they do litt1e to aid in under-

standing Lessingrs ski11 as a writer of mythic narrative.

Schlueter's premise has been developed by Marion Vlastos,

op. cit., who attaches great weight to Lessingts use of

Laing, but fails to indicate Laingrs borrowings from Jung,

or Lessingrs access to Jung through her ou/n psychoanalysis

with a Jungian. Douglas Bo 1 1ing, trStructure and Thene in

Þ¡i a4.ina Fnr \ Descent Into FIe11'r ConL 1,4 (Autumn, !973),! r r¡ É

pp. 550-564, has assessed the basic archetypal patterns

at work, but undervalues the novel because he has not Te-

lated the work to Lessingrs developing interest ín Jung.

- See the preceding chapter on The Four-Gated City

for a more conplete discussion of this problem.
7" 0n a title page of Briefing For A Descent Into He11

(St. Albans, 1972) this epigraph appears in fu11. Sub-

sequent references to this edition appear in parentheses in

the text.
L' N{ichae 1 Thorpe, op. ,cit. , P. 29 .

(" Edinger, p. 3.
h" E 1i ade , Ivlyth and Rea 1i ty, p . 5 .

7' Cf . Jung, Man and FIis Synbols, p. 221,.

A Descent Into He11
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ton Anthology of English Literature (New York, 1968) II, p.

7832 .

q- Joseph Campbe11, Myths To Live By (New York, L972),

p. 208.
10 Owen Barfield,r?Dream, Myth, and Philosophical Dou-

b1e Visioil," in I'fyths, Dreams, and Religion, ed. Joseph

Campbell (New York, 7970), pp. 2t9-20.
11 Joseph Campbe11, The l4asks of God: Primitive Mytho-

logy (New York, 7970).
12 Erich Neumann, Art and the Creative Unconscious

8 t. S. E1iot, "Ulysses, order and Myth,rtin The Nor-

(Princeton, 1959) , p. I31..

1J Campbe1l, Primitive Mythology, p. 205.
74

Edinger, op. cit., pp. 118-125.

Doris L. Eder, 'rDoris Lessingts Briefing For A- Des-

cent Into He11: The l{ritert s Consciousness Confronts Apoca-

1ypse," Modern British Literature (Spring, 7977), p. 1-07.
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0n the opening pages of The Summer Before The Dark (7973),

we are introduced to the thoughts of Kate Brown, the pro-

tagonist. She is in the process of 'tttrying onr ideas like

so many dresses off a rack. " 
1 She finds that attitudes

toward crucial experiences are r?stereotyped, " based on an

unthinking belief in the power of phrases, and have 1ittle

to do with what she real1y feels (p. 2). Summíng up a mild

discontent with her 1ife. with social attitudes and the

words society uses to describe inner growth, she makes a

series of statenents: rrWe are what we learn. It often takes

a long and painful time. Unfortunately, there was no doubt,

The Summer Before The Dark

l-hanf or Fir¡a

+^^ +1^â+ ^ 1 ^+ ^.Ê +ì -^LtJ(J, L.trdL 4 r\JL Ur LfllrE,

rrêTV liff lêtr (n ¿lv \F.

The implications of these statements are double-edged.

0n the one hand it is possible to assert that, in the course

of the nove1, Kate Brown is describing the essence of her

experiences, for while she suffers and agonizes a great deal

we will discover that she learns veïy IittI".2 This trend

of thought might lead the attentive reader to criticize

Lessing for failing to reach the introspective depth, the

archetypal power, or thematic impact of her preceding novels

which also dealt with the problems of self-developnent at

1ot of pain, went into learning



mídd1e-age. While Kate Brown attenpts to come to terns with

herself and her life, she does so in an unexpectedly shallow

manner. In short, the developmental critic, looking for

another exainple of the individuation process in a middle-

aged protagonist wi1 1 be sorely disappointed, for this is,

instead, the story of an average womanrs confrontation with

stereotypes, both societal and psychological.

The other implication of Kate I s statements is that her

comments about the power of phrases, and taking very long

to learn very 1itt1e, are an ironic commentary by Lessing

about the obtuseness of her audience. Before attacking

Lessing for failing to live up to critical expectations re-

garding the psychic voyage in prose fiction, it is useful

to remember the considerable ironic ski11s which she has

displayed in her earlier works. In the immediately pre-

ceding nove1, Briefing for a Descent into He11, the literal-

ninded psychiatrists and Felicity, Watkins' absent and un-

concerned wife, are handled with a skil 1fu11y ironic touch.

The obtuseness of Professor Watkins himself before and

after his descent is a further example. Looking back to

The Golden Notebook, there are examples of Lessingt s sati-
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ric/ ironic perspective in virtually every section. For ex-

amp1e, she ca11s attention to the limitations of the 'rcon-
7ventional novellr" with the wryly ironic captions to the

rrFree Wonenri sections Th ere ATe flrrth er . â numhcr ofVLv'¡Ivf,



self-parodies of Lessingrs story of Anna in the sections

Anna Wulf writes about her fictional E1 1a.

In what is perhaps the most telling sequence of aIL,

Anna Wulf conments on the difficulties of writing parody at

the present tine, for she notes that the tenor of our age

is so fu11 of irony that it is frequently mistaken for

realism. In this segment of the Black Notebook, Anna Wulf

and her friend, James Schafter, submit satiric articles and

pastiches to several literary magazines. Since these ar-

ticles reflect the expectations and critical biases of the

journals, each is accepted at face va1ue. Anna concludes

that: rlsomething had happened in the world which made paro-

dy impossibler' (p. 436).

In short, instead of blaming Lessing for failing to

lir¡e rrn fô nrê *+;^-^ about the kind of novel she isf,rvç uP Lv Prç-LUtl\-çPLf,urrJ

writing, the critic must recognize that Lessing is shifting

modes here, thereby taking her audience to task for their

casual acceptance of her message, and making an analysis of

lrer works based on thematic expectations useless.
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If there is any doubt about Lessingrs satiric inten-

tions, a careful examination of Kate Brown will indicate

that she is a very frail vessel for a message of serious

importance. Lessingts earlier protagonists were , by reason

of inte11 igence or sensitivity, more substantial carriers

of Lessingts message, and provided more material for an in-

tensive psychological self-confrontation. Anna Wu1f, for



exarnple, was an imaginative writer, and Professor Charles

Watkins was a teacher of the classics with a fu11 backsround

in myth. The limitations of Kate Brown, however, are as im-

plicit in her name as the hungry drives of Anna Wulf are re-

flected in hers, for Kate Brown is an average, niddle-c1ass,

niddle-aged, British wife and mother with a linited imagina-

tive range. Kate I s problem, moreoever, is not a deeply psy-

chological one; she is simply confronted with that most ty-

pical of all problems of such women, what to do when the :

children leave horne. Kate Brown, herself, refers to her

situation as "that h/e11-documented and rnuch-studied pheno-

menon, the woman with grown-up children and not enough to

dorr(p. 19).

The banality of Kate, however, is exactly the point.

In the same way that Swift chose an obtuse Gul1iver, Lessing

has chosen a linited woman as her protagonist in order that

the reader will not identify with her. The author has

stated repeatedly that she wishes us to r'learn to look at

ourselvesrrr not to accept the words of any authority, not

even those of Doris Lessing. What Lessing has done ís to

write a'rconventional novel'r about a commonplace psycholo-

gical situation from a keenly ironic perspective, for the

author does not wish us to fa11 into the mistake of accepting

Kate I s easy answers to difficult prob 1 ems . Katets quest

for psychic integration is riddled with irony for Kate u1-

timately has no real se1f. She is stil 1 the victim of
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authorities; she merely rejects social stereotypes in order

to succumb to psychological ones.

EarIy reviews indicate that critics have been unable

to see the sati ric/ironic qualities of this novel. Time4

cautiously provided a plot summary without drawing any con-

clusions. A blurb on the book iacket5 from a dubious source

ca11ed Best Sellers states thatrrthere is hardly a cliche

or predictable action or character in the book.rr The two

articles on this novel published by schoLar|y journals6

have taken it very 'rseriously't indeed. 0ne of these critics,,

R. L. Widnann, states that rrLessing has written of rnadness

in her earlier novels and stories: here she does so with

even nore insight about the values of psychological intro-

spection. She now defines the state of madness as that

situation in which women, young, middle-aged and o1d, find

themselves when they listen to and succurnb to the enormous

pressures to becorne only ro1es" (p. 382). Lessingrs develop-

mental processes indicate clearly that this is not madness

in her terms. Martha Quest's battles with collective atti-

tudes and role-playing are the beginnings of her self- anaTy-

sis, which in itself precedesher investigation of madness.

In contTast, Kate Brou¡n I s "trying on'r and 'rtaking of f " of

conventional attitudes seems a very trivial excercise, and

a very limited definition of madness as we11.
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Since Widmannfs comnents are in disasreement with the

maj or premises of this chapter, a comparison of Lessingts



"insight about the value of psychological introspection"

in this novel and her previous ones is in order. First, the

depth and quality of the protagonistrs inner voyage can be

compared with the earlier I'descents.lt Conclusions can be

drawn about the development of Kate Brownrs awareness as a

result of her introspective journey; and the degree to which

she assimilates her dream 1ife, her unconscious, can be

studied. Secondly, Katers relationship to the outer world

can be explored. If she has confronted the inner world in

a meaningful wãy, the earlier novels lead us to expect that

her relationships and social behaviour should alter as we11.

Kate Brown, however, is linited in all these respects.

Her inner voyage is curtailed and reaches a peak during an

illness characterized by lethargy. Her insights are articu-

lated only superficially and the self- awareness she develops

is only slightly rnore interesting than her awareness of
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stereotyped attitudes on the first page of the novel. Katers

dream life, too, is a reflection of the limitations of her

conscious personality, for her unconscious focuses on the

mechanical repetition of a single dream which is, fina1ly,

allegorical rather than symbolic. FinaI\y, Kate's social

behaviour is altered so s lightly that one becomes aware of

the fact that in certain cases even a trauma is not effec-

tive in moving someone like Kate away from the norm. Lest

there be any doubt about Lessing I s intention, the tone with

which Kater s adventures are described is so ironic. and the



process so mechanical , that

nythic.

Since The Summer Before the Dark follows Lessing's most

powerful psychological studies, the lack of depth in Kate

Brownrs interior voyage is glaringly apparent. Katers jour-

ney cannot, as Widnann would have it, be ca11ed a descent

into madness at all. She merely begins to look beneath the

surface of things. At the beginning of the nove1, Lessing

wants us to see Kate as a wonan who has been caught up in

the collectives of her community. Everything has been sub-

limated to her social ro1e, ztd as a result, she has neglec-

7is is clearly more satiric' than

ted her inner 1ife. To denonstrate that Kate is domina-

ted by the collective, Lessing calls her repeatedly, at

the b eginning of the nove 1 , s inp 1y rra woman .rr Kate moves

through a series of typical attitudes: rrA woman stood on

her back step, arms folded, waiting" (p. 1). Lessing uses

the third person, obj ective techníque to describe Kate's

movements throughout the first section, emphasizing that

her life in one of stereotypes.
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In order to rnaintain our serious interest in Kate as

protagonist, however, ín order that the confrontation with

her inner life be meaningful and interesting, we need a

Sense of Some ne?f nf Kc:.ø capable of reaching beyond these

stereotypes. Lessing, instead, maintains an ironic per-

spective on Kate, utilizing the omniscient narration to te11

us those things which Kate is too unimaginative to percèbve



?tSornetimes, if you are 1ucky, a process, or a stage does get

concentrated. It was going to turn out for Kate that that

summer would be such a shortened, heightened, concentrated

time...By the tine it was all over with, she would certain-
'lr¡ ñ^f hor¡o ^hOSen tO haVe it dif f gf entlr¡. \¡êf cha nn,1f dI vv vvu

not have chosen it for herself in advance, for shq did not

have the experience to choose, or the imaginationrr (pp. 5-6)

0ne of the main satiric targets in Lessingrs handling

of Kate is the way in which she has so totally and wi11ing1y

given herself up to the collective; she has sublimated so

much to her social position because she lacked the irnagina-

tion to see any alternatives. Kate, I'waiting patiently,ri

is described as having deliberately chosen the appropríately

conventional all through her 1ife. She has limited herself

to fit all the stereotypes associated with her role as wife

and rnother: rrher appearance was choice, all exquisite tact,

for it I¡Ias appropriate for this middle-c1ass suburb and

her position in it as her husband's wife. And, of course,

as the mother of her children" (p. 7) . Her dress, which

came off the proper rack, her hair,ttthe place where most

energy had gone into choice, " her suburban horne, which rrshe

the mother, would run" (p. 9), were all consciously selec-

ted to fit a pattern.
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Because Kate Brown is so sha11ow. such a social cari-

cature, it is clear that Lessing did not intend us tobelieve



ínher. Even when Martha Quest is totally absorbed in the

collective while working for the Communist party, she main-

tains a sense of self that Kate Brown never has. Kate

Brown gives the reader litt1e to care about; her 1ife, home

and f amily are cardboard gsr-nrrrc 1ì l¿p illustTations from

an advertis ement- - stereotypes so banal they are satiric .

Even Katers job, which could have been a meaningful move

out of the collective for her, involves an organízation

sketched in bold. farcical outlines. At work for "Global

Foods," Kate is as easily nanipulated as she was at home.

She falls into whatever role the bureaucracy demands of her

with little problem. She becomes at work exactly what she

was at home, "ã nurse, or a nanny....a mother, a parrot

with the ability to be syÍrpathetic about minor and uninpor-

tant obsessions" (p. 29). Even the fact that Kate is aware

of her absorption in social patterns does not limit the

tedium of that absorption. While Kate te11s us that she in-

wardly nurtures a sense of another se1f, ât ?rindividual who

sat and watched and waited.tt we are not convinced that the

inner person has any more validity than the cardboard ex-

terior.
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Lessing presents a contrast between Kate as she exists

before and af.ter the confrontation with her real se1f. her

inner being. And, to be fair, Kate does move into a somewhat

nore convincing individuality at the end of the nove1. How-

+1"^ 'l^^+'h of her awareness has increased so sl i 0L+1"vvvr, rrvr ayvarvlrçJJ fr@J rllulç4Jvu Jv JrfËrrLtj/



that Lessing forces us to ask whether it was worth a77 the

effort.

The beginnings of Katers perception of her inner being

are also banal. At G1oba1 Foods. she becomes ah,rare of the

fact that she has an existence behind the surface that others

see. rlThere she sat, Kate Brown, just as she had always

been, her se1f, her mind, her awareness, watching the world

from behind a facade only very slightly different from the

one she had maintained since she was sixteen....This is what

it must feel like to be an actor, an actress--how very tax-

ing that must be, a sense of self kept burning behind so

many different phantasms" (pp . 43- 44). Lessing, from the

beginning of Children of Violence, has described characters

obsessed with the discovery that people are so readily class-

ified by their externals, such as clothing or body language.

Kate Brown seems startled by the fact that slouching,

28L

t'sitting bad1y, " presents a different sexual message than

an a1ert, attractive, interesting rnanner. She tries the

same trick over and over; sitting badTy she becomes invisible

to men, sitting alertly she attracts their interest. 0n1y

one absorbed by social roles could be so fascinated with

this obvious mechanism. Like Martha Quest in The Four-Gated

City observing the reactions of construction workers as she

passes them in a shapeless black coat, and the conditioned

responses of the custoners in Baxterrs to herriuniform,"



a sinple black dress, Kate Brown, too, is fascinated with

the reactions of people to the varying facades she presents.

While this sarne nechanisrn functions as a symbol of Marthaf s

growing individuality, with Kate Brown, Lessing focuses on

the surface of sexual attTaction for satiTic effect. No-

where does Kate exDerience the creative and destructive

power of the archetypal sexual connection that Lessing has

explored in earlier novels, nor does Kate I s fascination with

reactions to her facade indicate an individuality growing

beyond containment by these masks.

While Lessing has stated that an individuating person-

ality must learn to look beyond the surfaces of the ego in

order to discoverrtwho and what one was before the external

and internal authorities got ahold of him," Kate Brown sees

both the inner and outer wor1d, the ego and the se1f, with

the sane lack of depth. What was Kate before the outer

authorities took ahold of her. before she became a wife and

nother? Kate remembers a jeune fi11e in a white dress, who

was sexually attractive but had neither warmth nor sympathy.

The latter are attributes that were developed especially to

fit the role of wife and mother as smiling stewardess, rimak-

ing a whole of individuals who could have no other connec-
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tiontr (p. 45). While Kate no longer wishes to live within

the social stereotypes of wife and mother, she is also re-

jecting an integral part of maturation and self-development.



The personality, as it grows, learns to accept new patterns

occasionally selfless ones, as the ego moves toward an em-

bracing, all-connecting self-hood. Kate is neglecting an

important part of selfhood, the establishment of cosmic

connections through 1ove, which she night encounter doing

the very thing she eschews, "making a whole of individuals

who could have no other connection." Kate has 1ittle to

offer beyond this, other than a grim nask behind which she

makes ironic conments. If this latter is the sense of self

she has sublimated all these years, Lessing intimates that

she may have been correct in doing so.

Lessing is, of course, asserting that one must have the

time and opportunity to explore the sense of self behind

the social facades even if that sense of self is not sociallv

acceptable and requires an incursion into mcãnpqq ôT invol-
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ves hostile and anti-social attitudes. Like Virginia Woo1f,

Lessing believes that a woman , particul arly at middle-age,

must find a room of her own and spend sorne time discovering

who she rea11y is. Kate Brown anticipates and fears this

kind of introspection:rtShe was going to have to return to

London, to be alone somewhere for two months, and to 1ook,

:- ^^ri+--r^ ^r hcr tifor' (n q6l iVhìie Kate feels thisrll )urrLLluY, dv rlEr rlrY \P. JUJ. vYtrrrE

to be a necessity, she is readily diverted from the pain

genuine introspection when the opportunity for a sexual

liaison arises. Jeffrey offers Kate a diversion, a trip

of

1n



whfoh she will function as half of a couple, and she readily

accepts this comfortable role because it offers no challenges

Katers journey with Jeffrey is an escape from self-

analysis; consequently, Lessing has turned it into a patody

of the archetypal psychic voyage. The voyage is reminiscent

of one rnade by Alvina Houghton and her husband Ciccio, in

D. H. Lawrencers novel, The Lost Gir1. Unlike that journey

away fron civilization and its restraints toward a vital

sexual connection, Jeffrey and Katers trip together is a

voyage ínto sterilì"ty. Unlike mythical journeys where en-

countered obstacles add to the strength and knowledge of the

traveler, here the obstacles are increasingly debilitating.

Katets journey into the heart of darkness takes place with a

man snoring feverishly on her shoulder as they travel on

increasingly shabby buses through increasingly dusty vi1-

lases.
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As a couple, Jeffrey and Kate have 1itt1e to contribute

to each other. Jeffrey himself has 1itt1e reality other

than his social facade. He appears as a diversion at the

moment Kate has decided to spend some time a1one. There is

1itt1e notivation for their attraction other than the fact

that he was there, wanted a wonan, and Kate could not resist

the challenge. Jeffrey is a stereotype and Kate fa11s im-

nediately into regressive patterns as he pours his trite

history--trying to find himself, etc. --into the ears of



Itskilled listenerrr (p. 61) Kate. She drifts into this role

and this kind of relationship for the same reason that she

has drifted into every other one, because it is easier than

asserting a sense of self that must be met.

In spite of the absurd elements, the relationship is

indic4tive of one element in Katet s growing selfhood. Since

she is approaching her climacteric, one of her most important

realizations will be that life is no longer expanding through

sexual connection with others but now must contract as the

tine has come for introspection. The failure of Kate and

Jeffrey to establish any real connection indicates that

this affair is a regressive pattern. Moreover, the relation-

shin does not fir ânv of the enrichins natterns of man-woman

relationships. 0thers, particularly the conventionally

correct Spaniards they meet, regard them as the stereotyped

older-woman, younger-man affair; but Kate has already had

this experience, and with a genuinely younger man. Jeffreyts

illness forces Kate away fron absorption in a repetitive

situation toward self-analysis. The holiday makes Kate

painfully aware of the difference between the conventional

attitudes toward them as a not altogether'rcorrectrtcouple

and the sterile reality of the situation.
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Kate plays two main roles with Jeffrey: she is the

smiling, sexually knowledgeable woman of the wor1d, and she

is the healing mother. Kate nore readily accepts the first

role than the second, but she finds that Jeffrey brings out



the maternal more than the sexual in her. Jeffreyts level

of sexual awareness is limited; he responds to the obvious

attTaction of a European woman-of-the-wor1d, Madarne Phiri,

and is fascinated by barefoot young girls on the beach.

IrJhile Kate feels chal lenged by Madame Phiri enough to take

on the aff.air, Jeffrey's interest in the beach gi-r1s makes

Kate ar^/are of the banality of the relationship: 'rIf she

had been asked then what scene or set of circumstances would

be best calculated to bring home to her p eì+,rqrìnn " stage

in life that she must recognize, no matter how painful, then

she night have chosen this: to stand on the edge of a mile

of soiled and scuffed sand thrat glittered with banal moon-

1ight, watching a hundred or so young people, some younger

than her own children, beside a young man who--it was no

use pretending otherwise--made her feel maternallr (p. B2) .

Jeffreyts illness prevents any real sexual relationship, so

Kate is forced into a useless mothering. Playing mother to

a sick man not her son enables Kate to spend some time with

her thoughts. She remembers her own sonrs resentnent at

maternal fussing that continues beyond usefulness. Alone

and vigilant, Kate begins to assess the patterns of rnother-

hood that she had developed with difficulty but which had

become unnecess ary. rrFor why should it be necessary for a

mother to be there like a grindstone at the heart of every-

thing? Looking back it seemed as if she had been at every-
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bodyrs beck and ca11, always available, always criticized,

always being bled to feed these--monsters" (p. B9) . Kate

begins to see that motherhood becomes an obsessive fussing

rather than a loving concern when it is carried on beyond

the needs or desires of those who are mothered. Jeffrev is

too i11 to appreciate her care, so Kate, involved in a pat-

tern in which she receives no support, begins to evaluate,

ob j ectively, those rrvirtuesl' she developed to meet the

needs of a growing family.

These qualities were necessary when her children were

young but have become outdated and poor substitutes for the

real virtues she requires for self-development. 'rWith three

sma11 children, and then four, she had had to fight for

qualities that had not been even in her vocabulary. Pati-

ence. Self-discipline. Self-control. Self-abegnation.

Chastity. Adaptability to others--this above all. This a1-

ways. These virtues, necessary for bringing up a lamily of

four on a restricted incorne, she did slowIy acquiretr (p. g2)

Kate I s growing sense of self enables her to questíon whe-

ther characteristics acquired by necessity can be termed
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virtues at all. lrBut vírtues? Real1y? Rea11y virtues? If

so, they had turned on her, had become enemies. Looking

back from the condition of being an alnost niddle-aged wife

and mother to her condition as a girl when she lived with

Michael, it seemed to her that she had acquired not virtues

but a forrn of dementiarr (p. 92) This minor insisht is



Katers most significant discovery and forces her to attempt

to assess what will remain of her when the need for these

maternal virtues has ceased to exist.

At this point, Kate might have been capable of genuine

self-ar¡Jareness and she night have been receptive to messages

frorn her deeper se1f. Katers sensitivity to her inner life

is i1 lustrated, however, by a recurring dream. Paral 1e1 to

Katers growing awareness of the obsessive social pattern of

motherhood which had absorbed her, Kate begins to recognize

an inner need dramatized in her dream. l¡Jhile it is a DSy-

chological truth that the unconscious will present compen-

sating irnages of wholeness for the undeveloped parts of the
Rse1f, " Katets absorption in stereotypes carries over into

her unconscious. The recurring dream which Kate has of

carrying a dying seal to water becomes mechanical and Te-

petitive rather than creative by virtue of its constant

repetítion. Kate s1ow1y and patiently, using all the vir-

tues of motherhood she rejected as dernentia, carries the

dying seal closer and closer'to water in a series of four-

teen dreams. This has been termed a Jungian dream in Wid-,

mannrs analysis and early reviews of the nove1, but to do

so gives the mechanism more archetypal power than it pos-

^ r--- - has noted that "dreams are as si mnl e or asJËÞ5Ë5. Jtrtrt IId> ,lIUL9Lr LIt¿aL (rte¿allt5 dLC --...r--

complicated as the dreamer ishimselfil and this repetitíve
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dream is as simple and stereotyped as those attitudes for

which the dream is supposed to conpensate.



Jung has recounted in detail, in several of his works,

the recurring dreams of certain of his patients. But no-

where, even in the dreams of the most obsessed rnonomaniac

does the same dream recur with the same particularity of

detail as often as Katers dream of the sea1. Lessingts sub-

t1e handling of the dreams of Anna l\rulf and Martha Quest in-

dicates that she is depicting, deliberately, the limit ations

in Kate Brown I s uncons cious 1 i fe. Moreover, a Jungi an drean

is fraught with synbolism and archetypal po\^/er; it has per-

sona1, social and archetypal reverberations. Kate t s drean,

however, is not symbolic but a11egorical. D. H. Lawrence

defined allegory asrlnarrative description using, as a ru1e,

inages to express certain definite qualities. Each inage

means something, and is a term in the argument and nearly

always for a moral or didactic purpose.,t9 fne seal dream

has a didactic purpose for Kate, and moreover, is made an

explicit allegory for her 1ife. Simply, ãfld the simplicity

is a reflection of Katers shallowness, the dying seal which

she carries in her arms to the v/ater signifies Katets need

to nurture her inner self in spite of the dernands of the

collective Dersona.
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Kate explicates the

that there is a part of

ture but which had been

se1f. In Katers words:

dream herself when

herself that she had

nao'laoa,aÅ 'in fiavouT

rrWhi 1e her body, her

she rea 1 izes

wanted to nur-

of the social

n aa.l q h a¡
l¡ v v 9 J ,



her emotions --aI 1 of herself--had been turning like a sun-

flower after one man, all that tine she had been holding in

her hands somethino o'l co f he sornething precious, of fering

it in vain to her husband, her children, to everyone she

knew--but it had never been taken. had not been noticed.

But this thing she had offered, without knowing she was

doing it, which had been ignored by herself and by every-

one e1se, was what was real in her" (p. L26). The dream

comes into J:ocus for Kate vrhile, sitting alone beside Jef-

frey, she begins to see that the real business of her life

is novi not to mother him but to give herself time to assess

who and what she is beyond the role she is playing. "Going

to sleep and entering this dream,rr she realizes, is rras

much her business for this time in her life as being in

this hotel in the poor dusty village in a blazíng August,

as visiting Jeffrey and waiting for his recovery, as i^rrest-

ling with her emotional se1f, which seened like a tTaitor

who had come to lif e inside her. lVhat she was engaged in

u¡as the dream, which worked itself out in her" (pp. 1,28-29).

Once again, Lessing forces us to be aware of the limi-

tations, the matter- of- fact description of this process as

Kate perceives it in comparison to the complex and painful

explorations of the self in the dreans of Anna Wulf and
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It{artha Quest. Like these earlier nrotagonists, Kate moves

into a room of her own where she can assess the messages of



her unconscious; but unlike them, her self-analysis is much

too stTaightforward and simple. Kate I s introspective voyage

takes her back to England, to a hotel room in Bloonsbury (a

poiinted choice of location) where she opts out by all,owing

herself to becorne i11.

Kate has two insights during her stay in Bloomsbury,

but both are only slightly more intensive analyses of the

real ization she had earlier--that people are judged by the

degree to which they conform to social patterns. Kate

learned at G1obal Foods that she could sit unnoticed in a

crowd if she presented a certain attitude; now she becomes

aware that all that she is as Mrs. Brown is such an atti-

tude. She revisits her hone and is unrecognized by her

lrac.r- €-.i ^-.1 . She SeeS that without the nâsk of her ne'l'SOnarrf v¡¡u, rrvr }/vr

she is unrelated to the continuins existence of her former

life. She feels freed by this realization that the social

patterns can be separated from herself: "they looked right

through me. They didnrt know me. Far from being saddened

by it, she was delighted, she felt quiterdrunktwith Te-

lief that friendship, ties, 'knowing peoplet were so shal-

1ow, easily disprovedrt (p. 151) . Lessing raises the gues-

tion once again of vrhether there is anything in Kate to

compensate for the loss of her collective se1f. I{e see

Kate tearing at the mask, but cannot see any face beneath.

Katers seconcl insight occurs when she attends a p1ay.
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She wants to see a play, any play, because she r,rants to

watch the social games in a focussed form; "she wanted to

see people dressed up in personalities not their o'urnil (p.

I52). At a Turgenev pIay, Kate, freed. of the restraints of

l4rs. B:'own, openly applauds or derides the actors, f eeling
justifi ed, for rrit was a farce ¿rnd not at aI7 a hish-c1ass

and sensitive comedy fi11ed with truths about human nature.

Tjre f act was that the things happening in the wor1d, the

collapse of everything, was tugging at the shape of events

in this play and making them farcical. A joke, like her

own 1ife. Farcical" (p. 155) .

The collapse of everything that Kate sees, however, is
onlv thc eollnnco of tha qnn'in1 m¡c1z +La ¡nla +hovrrr/ Lrrç LUalÇr-- --(J-Lat IIlaSK, In- , e¡r, pJïSOna.

Kate has a vision of the pTayers as mere voices of outworn

ideas and of the audience as a group of animals programmed

to respond to thes e we1 1-worn attitudes , (j ust as Less ingrs

audience is programmed to respond to her novels as psycho-

logical documents regardless of the ironies in her tone).

Fina1ly, Kate discovers that she too has been playing a

role, wearing a set of masks that had received social appïo-

va1 but limiting herself only to those faces that had re-

ceived applause: 'rthose actors were absolutely right. They

didnrt a1low themselves to be shut inside one set of fea-
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tures, one arrangement of hair, one manner of walking or

talking, ro, they changed about, were never the same. But



she, Kate Brown, Michael t s wife , had allowed herself to be

a roundly slin redhead with synpathetic brown eyes for thir-

ty years" (p. 161). The terrns of this insight, which focus

alrnost entirely upon her ro1e, t'Mich ¿-s1rs wif e, r' and her

appearance, raises the question of whether this is a signi-

ficant insight. Does it rnake any difference what mask she

wears ? The problem, once again, is that Kate's internal

developnent provides no conpensation for the'?co11apse of

everythingrr in her wor1d. Kate is a mannequin with no essen-

ti41 individuality once the indentifying garnents have been

removed. Unlike a personality linked to an archetypal form

which has a recognizable shape no matter what clothing it

wears, Kate ís a blank.

If Lessing wished us to believe that someone exists be-

hind the masks, Kate would show some evidence of a heightened

and broadened ability to ref 1ect, of a ner¡r1y-created and more

inclusive sense of self based on the intesration of her un-

conscious, through assimilation of the seal dream. In the

final section of the nove1, we are given glimpses of Katets

basic se1f, of her new relationship to the wor1d, and of the

nature of her neïr perspective on 1ife. Lessingrs handling

of the rrnewlr Kate, however, is riddled with irony. Kate be-

gins to assert a sense of self in her relationship with Mau-

reen; but there remain serious limitations in Katers ability

to perceive other people. l{hi1e Katers relationship with
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Maureen has more reality than her lifelong friendship with

Mary Finchley, Kate is no more able to see beyond Maureenrs

surface than she was able to understand Mary. Kate never

realizes anything about the mechanism of projection, or

about confronting oneself through oners moral opposite.

Mary Finchley, throughout the nove1, functions as a

rather mechanical shadow. Everything that Mary is, Kate is

not; and whenever Kate moves beyond what is expected of her

she hears Mary I s voice in approval. lt{aryrs unconventional

attitudeS tOwA-á | or¡a me?Tiage, and SeX ATe juxtapOSed

throughout with Katers conventional ones. Kate notes at one

point thatrrshe was going to have to understand what Mary

meant to her, v¡hat she was standing for" (p. 94); but Kate

does not do so. l.4aureen simply takes over Maryts role; she

becomes a personification of certain of Kate I s opposite

qualities, and Kate never assesses either relationship. If

Kate were capable of genuine self-knowledge, a basic step

would be to come to terns with this young gir1, with the

parts of her ou/n self in and beyond l,{aureen. Kate sees

Maureen only as someone more free than she is. She feels

assaulted by Maureen, t'because cluite simp1y,. of the mar-

velous assurance of the girl I s youth. 0f her courage in

doing what she felt like doing. Yes, that was it, that was

what she, Kate, had lostr' (p. 169). l,{hile Lessing makes it

obvious to the røe,7or t(qfo is incapable of seeing Maureen
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as a polarization of her own opposite qualities. Kate rnecha-

nically suppresses herself for conventionts sake, It{aureen as

rnechanically rejects all convention--neither one is free of

convention or has any sense of se1f, for both are only re-

^^+'i-^ ^11-^.:¡duLrrrB, atpctC 1n an OppOS]-te mAnnef.

The relationship with ltiaureen has about the same func-

tion as the trip with Jeffrey in that it provides two irnpor-

tant opportunities for Kate. First, Kate finds herself, ín

both cases, on the verge of playing outworn maternal roles;

and secondly, both relationships provide her with the time

and opportunity for self-reflection. I¡Jith Maureen, Kate

has no responsibilities and no collective support for her

social patterns; she feels that this I'was the first time

in her life that she had been alone and outside the cocoon

of comfort and protection, the support of other peoplets

recognition of what she had chosen to represent" (p. t72).

The only new insight Kate has is that these social roles

!ùere mutually supportive. Just as she had provided materRal

warmth and comforting snniles on demand, so she, too, had

been held together by other peoplers concern. When Maureen

and her friends respond to Kate nerely as a person, without

the warmth and attentive politeness of her own children,

Kate feels hurt and lost; she realtzes that "a11 her life

she had been held upright by an invisible f1uid, the notice
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of other peop 1e" Ip . 180) This awareness might have enabled



Kate to explore the parts of herself that are not given co1-

lective approval, but Kate is content rnerely to be aware of

the mechanism without considerins its alternatives.

This problem permeates the nove1. Kate is aware of the

absurdity of the collective facade, ofrrwhat a load of shit"

(p. 200) all of the social games are; but uie wonder who she

rea11y is; "who, " Kate asks herself , rrwas going back home?r'

(p. 201,). The linitations of Katers ability to achieve self -

knowledge are glaringly apparent in the rtfinalri Kate we view.

She feels that she has made important discoveries about her-

se1f. In her dreams, she has carried the seal to the sea;

she has, al legori calTy , achieved a peace with that seek.i n o

part of herself; but her relationship to the world has been

changed only in terms of externals. If it aII rea11y does

not matter, if masks are only a part of the games people

play, and if Kate genuinely has an awareness of these things,

then her new sense of self should not continue to focus on

exteriors. Kate has selected one of the most trivial as-

pects of her social mask to serve as a symbol of her new

awareness: 'lher experiences of the last ¡nonr'hc hpr ,1 i sco-

veries, her self-definition; what she hoped were strengths,

were concentrated here-,-that she would walk into her horne

with her hair undressed, v¡ith her hair tied straight back

for utility; rough and streaky, and the widening grey band

showing like a statement of intentlt (p. 244).
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Kate I s hair and clothing were chosen careful 1y by her

at the beginning of the novel to suit a social stereotype--

her selections involved an "exquisite tact.rt Now Kate has

chosen her hair to make an opposing statement, to symbolize

her inner rebellion. But, who is Kate? Does it rea11y matter

which way she wears her hair? She has complained that in-

side there was a person, a continuity, that I'she was the

same despite the maskstr (p. 19) , which nakes her selection

of her hair as statement even more useless. All that has

happened is that Kate has moved from the social stereotype

she was at the beginning of the novel to a different kind

of social stere otype at the end. Lessing has ended Katets

self-exploration at the point it night have begun weïe she

not a satiric target. Unlike Anna l^Ju1f , who is an interes-

ting individual at the beginning of The Golden Notebook and
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who moves into the tangle of the unconscious and back again,

and unlike Professor Watkins, who is most fu11y alive when

encountering his psychic depths, Kate Brown has no real peï-

sonality to gain or lose by confrontation with the uncon-

scious. A1 1 that she has learned wi 1 1 focus on a statement

about her hair.

If there is a message here, it is an ironic one. Kate

has rejected, throughout the nove1, not only the masks peo-

p1e wear but the words with which they cover genuine feelings.

In the first section of the novel Kate notes that her rnarri-

age was held together by words; "discussing everything was



the rrroot and proprr of her relationship wíth her husband.

Her relationship to her children, too, has been character-

ized by playing word games, using "lovetr words to cover

their resentment of each other. Kate knows that words and

phrases for certain situations help to form the stereotype,

the mold into which even hostile and negative inpulses can

be safely poured. She assesses also the possibility that

"perhaps all the banter and psychologizing and criticism

u/as not the healthy and therapeutic frankness she had ima-

gined, but a form of self-deceptiontÌ (p. B7). Kate rnakes

this analysis early in the nove1. She learns more s1ow1y

to re j ect the ster"eotyped roles that correspond to these

words; but neither of these discoveries hec ânv rrelirii.¡y

in terms of the life to which she will return. Her hair

sty1e, now chosen to please her, and not selected to fit

a social pattern, is going to be a rrstatement.rr She "had

lived among words, and people bred to use and be used by

words. But noÌ^/ it was important to her, a matter of self -

preservation, that she sl'rouId be able to rnake a statement,

that she should be understood, that she wou1d, and would

not, do certain things to her hair...now she was saying

no: flo, flo, flo, N0: a statement which would be concentra-

ted into her hair'r (p. 244). But Katers statement rvi11

undoubtedly be "placedriby her fanily as part of a "phase,il

a predictable menopausal rebellion, and one is left won-
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dering how long the new Kate will endure. As Kate closes



the door to lr{aureen r s f 7at and moves back into the world of

Mrs. Brown, one still has no grasp on the real Kate and one

is left with the terrible feeling that Katets statement is

as trivial as the terms of that statenent.

Thus, Lessing is undertaking a new mode in this nove1.

She is satirizing her complacent audiences who read about

self-exploration but are too much like Kate Brown and cannot

move out of the collective except in predictable patterns.

In her presentation of the cardboard stereotypes--the smiling

Mrs. Brown; the Kafkaesque G1obal Foods organization; the

mechanical shadow, Mary Finchley; the husband and four chil-

dren out of a magazine advertisement; the faceless lover

Jeffrey; and the rebel-without-a-cause Ii{aureen--Lessing de-

monstrates the fu11 range of her satiric ski11s.
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Lessing has presented an absurd social vision and has

indicated the ease with which one can be absorbed in co11ec-

tives even when believing that one is undergoing psycholo-

gical introspection. Kate, c1early, is in the dark and in

her final summer achieves little light before the coming of

the chi1l wind of o1d age and sterility. Even in the deepest

layers of her unconscious, Kate never achieves any individ-

uality. While Lessing has presented the dream life of ear-

lier characters in a meaningful way, utilizing the dreams of

Martha Quest, Anna l{u1f , and Charles lVatkins to of f set a cu1-

tural sterility by presenting a compensatory and vital inner



1ife, Kâters serial dream is trite, functioning as a simple

allegory for Kate's limited perceptions.

Kate becomes, ultinnately, only a puppet voicing Lessingts

satiric view, presenting Lessingts own vision of the collec-

tive nania that passes for 1ife. That it is Lessing who has

the perception and not Kate is apparent in the last scene of

the nove1. Katers symbolic closing of the door to 14aureent s

flat forces a final ironic comparison. Unlike Nora in Ib-

sents play closing the door on the social gaines of the do1lrs

house, Kate becornes an absurd Nora, closing the door of

introspection in order to re-enter the drawing room wearing

a new hair sty1e.
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1^- Doris Lessing, Ihsl Sunmer Before

7973), p. 19. Subsequent references to

in parentheses in the text.
?- Barbara F. Lefcowitz, in r?Dream

singts The Sumner Before the Dark," Crit

Notes: The Summer Before The Dark

there is a rtlack of interactiontr between

and unconscious and that in t.he enrl - she

out of thertstereotypic female role't in

p. 777 .

ref ers to the rrFree Wornen'r sections as t'a conventional novelrr

" r ^^^:-- ':.^ her 1961 Preface to The GoIden Notebook,L ç J J f rr B , r rl

and a summary, albeit inadequate, of all the chaotic events

and psychological insights of Anna Wulf I s 1if e which rn/ent

into the naking of rrFree trVomen. " Lessingts ironic captions

are an acknowledgement that simple statements condensing

the action cannot begin to assess the agonies of the crea-

tive act.

T¡_q Dark (New York,

this edition appear
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and Action in Les-

,77, ii, feels that

Katets conscious

is unable to break

any visible manner,

4' Tíme, May 2I, L973, p. 68
q" This blurb appears on the

tam edition (New York, 7973).

cìnolc The

o ^^ -" Cf. Lefcowicz, op. cit., and R.

582-85.
7' Lessingrs technique here would seem closest to the

Sumrner Before The Dark" Ç--q.l-L

inside page of the Ban-

L.

L4

Widmann, t'Les-

(Autumn, t973), pp.



rrfourth phasertof satire,ttthe ironic aspect of tragedyt'as

defined by Northrop Frye in Anatomy of Criticism (New York,

1969) pp. 236-37. rrAs a phase of irony in its own right,

the fourth phase looks at tragedy from be1ow, from the moral

and realistic perspective of the state of experience. It

stTesses the hunanity of its heroes, minimizes the sense of

ritual inevitability in tragedy, supplies social and psy-

chological explanations for catastrophe, and makes as nuch

as possible of hunan misery seem, in Thoreaurs phrase,
?qrrnarÊlrrnuq o.nd eVitable. r ThiS iS the nhase of mosf Sin-V V I ¡¡TVJ L

cere, êXplicit realism.rl
a" See the discussion of the compensatoïy function of

the unconscious in the introduction, p. 9.
o" Lavtrence, Phoenix, p. 543.
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Eatly reviews of Doris Le55inor c môcr Têcent nove1, The

Memoirs of a Survivor (1,97 4) indicate that this may be her

most misunderstood work. The dust j acket of the Knopf edi-

tion asserts that 'rDoris Lessingrs new book is a darkly

visionary novel set in the not too distant future when men,

women, and even young children are fighting for survival

in a world that is swiftly fa1 ling apart.',1 A revíew in

The New Statesman says that the novel isrrabout the present

extended forward a few years to show the end of the pro-

cess of disintegration $/e see aïound us.,,2 Tine terms this

Chapter Six

The Memoirs of a Survivor

7book "a ghost story of the future.rr" Lessing herself, how-

ever, describes the novel as rran attempt at autobiography."

Autobiography, which implíes a historical past, a sense of

having already lived through the events portTayed in the

nove1, is at odds with the futuristic interpretations of

the critics. It is important that the protagonist is a

trsurvivor, rt writ ing ttmemoirs .tt

critics who see the novel as set in an imminent future linit

the ímrnediate impact of Lessingts message and misinterpret

the symbolic landscape through which the protagonist moves.

There is some justification for a futuristic interpre-

tation, for the world Lessing describes can be seen rnerely

as a logical extension of trends already in evidence in our

I hope to demonstrate that



culture. 0n what appears to be the realistic level of the

no.\/el fhe ny'otaøon.ist l-i r¡e- ;-^ ^ r^^^..-:*- ^:+-- -:- ..hichllwVçfr LIle PrvL rrvvJ Ill d uçwdyLILB wLt-! t fll wl.

+l'o ^F ^€€lrrên.ê ic n4q+ Tanhnnlnc-Lrrç @Ëç vr eLt- --oY, PlOgfeSS, all the

gadgets of modern civilization have broken down: food and

fuel are in short supply; elevators and automobiles are be-

corning obsolete; and an airplane is a rare enough sight to

encourage comment. As public services decline and govern-

inent merely comments on events that have aTready taken p1ace,

the residents of the city are thrown upon their ingenuity

in order to survive. Because we are living at a time when

there is a decline in basic servíces, when inflation has

lirnifêd e\¡êr'vônerq ahilitv tc) slrrr¡ìr¡e when tlfe feaf of]""Jgrvfvv'

diminishing energy sources is already with us, the vision

Lessing presents seems merely to be extending the sense of

a cultural decline alteady coming into public consciousness.

Lessing, however, is not writing a science-fiction narra-

tive of the future; she is continuing the exploration of

the archetypal psyche begun in earlier novels--an explora-

tion rooted in the eternal present of a mythic narrative.

Thus, the cultural decline which the protagonist describes

is not a futuristic vision, but instead, an accurate por-

trayal of a contemporary interior landscape. It can be

demonstrated that the disintegrating city is the surrealis-

tic landscape of the ego when its cultural symbols, its

sense of unity with the world around it, are no longer
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functioning creatively. It can also be shown that the vital

scenes behind the wa11 are the world of the compensating un-

conscious, the dwelling place of the unifying archetypal for-

ces. Together, the city and the rooms behind the wa11s are

symbols of the pscyhe in its totality; the movetnent of the

protagonist between the two dimensions is a symbolic por-

trait of an individual who has established creative links

between conscious and unconscious, the ego and the se1f, and

who has, thereby, discovered the means of survival.

The rrrealisticrr leve1 of the nove1. the world in which

"everything had broken down,rr(p. 10) is a symbolic portrait

of the ego in a time of cultural failure. This breakdown is

a result of the inability of society to provide a sense of

wholeness, of connection with any principles beyond itself.

In her first novel, The Grass Is Singíng, Lessing utilized

a similar landscape to indicate a personal and cultural

failure. Her characters in that nove1, the Turners, were

condemned to sterilitv. madness and death on a wasteland

made barren by their inability to establish a connection be-

tween themselves and the cosmos. The sterile plain on which

they lived was a symbol of their lack of psychic wholeness.

In this most Tecent novel as we11, the protagonist lives in

the wasteland of a decaying city amid the'rstony rubbish,"

tlre "heap of broken images" that constitute reality without

archetypal unities. Lessing is, once again, demonstrating



that she is a writer of mythic diinension; she is a kind of
/l

shaman,- indicating the path to fo11ow to revitaTize a de-

caying culture. In this nove1, rnore clearly than in arry

other, she is asserting the value of the symbolic 1ife.

In a tirne of cultural failure, collective symbols of

psychic wholeness, principles of cosmic or religious connec-

tion, have worn out. Jung has made this point repeatedly,

insisting that our explorations into primitivisrn, the occult,

and psychology, as well, are a compensation for the loss of
q

a unifying world view." The artist, too, has a compensa-

tory function, for he must find within himself I'the pri-

mordial image best suited to compensate for the one-sidedness

of the present. r'6 Muny writers have attempted theíï oI^In

means of providing this coïnpensation. T. S. E1iot, reviewing

Ulysses, claims that Joyce solved the problem of the loss

of a life-giving symbolic heritage by asserting the I'mythi-

cal methodrrin which the modern writer manipulates arrpara-

1 1e1 between contenporaneity and antiquity" as a neans of

'rcontrolling, of ordering, of giving shape to the immense

panorama of futi lity and anarchy which is contemporary his-
7tory.r" In contTast, Lessing, in 1.1 emoirs of a Survivor, is

moving man off the wasteland of contemporary history, not

by manipulating paral 1e1s but by presenting a vision of a

vital symbolic life linked to the heritage of the archetypal

psyche. In this portrait of one who has survived, Lessing
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makes use of all the techniques and symbols of psychic



exploration which she developed in her earlier novels. This

novel also contains a profound social significance, for in

it Lessing presents a healing vision for our culture. By

establishing a vital relationship with the se1f, Lessingr s

Survivor tTanscends all the linitations of her times and

exenplifies the necessity for establishing a vital relation-

^L-:.^ ,.,ì+L +1.^rrrrp wr Lir urrç Suprapersonal ar chetypes which are the Sources

of being.

This novel is the most Jungian of any of Lessingrs no-

vels and she uses Jungts descriptions of the structure of

the psyche as the basis of her symbols. Jung has described

the psyche as a totality that consists not only of personal

experience but which also has a "pre-personal or tTansper-

sonal dimension."B This is appaïent throughout the novel,

particula-rIy since Lessingrs protagonist completes her ex-

periences with a vision of the'r0ne," a being who is an

image of the protagonistr s perfected se1f. This trans-

personal dimension of the self was expressed in other novels,

for example in the gods which Charles !Vatkins discovers on

lTis descent, or in the moments of illumination that trans-

form Martha Quest at certain times in her 1ife. The Survi-

vor, however, achieves the most perfect union with this

being that is the self yet has a numinosity and perfection

beyond the se1f. The protagonist describes the transpersonal

dimension of the self as a sense of a transcendent presence
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in the rooms behind the wa11. She refers to it in vaque

terms as a feeling of rrsrveetness...a \^/e1come, a reassurancetr

(p. t4) . The presence also has 'ra Face, or the shadow of

one, " a familiar face belonging to the rightful inhabitant

of the inner rooms. Jung has described the perfected self

in similar terms as an?rinner empirical deity" which is
o

'ridentical with the imago dei. ""
Another Jungian aspect of this novel involves Lessing's

development of the distinction which she has made previous-

Iy between the world of the ego and that of the self. In

earlier novels, Lessing separated the liniting world of ego

functions from the unifying view of the self. TherrToomsrt

through which Martha Quest walked in Landlocked, for example,

were various ego-Telationships based on different aspects

of l¡larthars conscious personality and social needs. In

Ivlemoirs, Lessing has created two dimensions in order to

describe these two aspects of the psyche. Here, the ego is

described in terms of the wasteland. The city, increasingly

devoid of life, characterized by cultural decay, is a por-

trait of the protagonistrs ego, her relationship to the col-

lective, which is crumbling at niiddle-age. The world of

the ego weakens as the protagonist establishes links with

the self in the rooms behind the wa11s. ln this connection.

Jung has noted that the self "unifies the total psyche,
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conscious and unconscious.rr It is, ultimately, "the supreme

psychic authority" and 1'subordinates the ego to it.,,10 Thus,



ít is not surprising that the rooms behind the wa1ls become

"every bit as importantrrto the protagonist "as the ordinary

life in that neat and comfortable, if shabby, fIat" (p. 5).

Flaving projected her psyche onto the world at 1arge,

the protagonist of Memoirs, then, moves between the outer

world, the world of the €go, inhabited by her neighbors--

Emi1y, Gerald, June, and Hugo--and the inner rooms, which,

as the unconscious, contains both a personal dinension and

the transpersonal experience of the archetypal se1f. The

novel begins after the protagonist has been transformed by

communication with the inner rooms; she is remembering the

process of transformation which was first signaled by a

process of degeneration and rapid change in the outer pat-

terns of her existence. It is significant that this pro-

tagonist, like so many of Lessingts others, is niddle-aged,

for that is said to be the most vulnerable or accessible

time for transformation through arch etypal exploration. tr1

A I'survivoril of tTansformative experience, she is looking

back, and the world she describes is an image of the basic

condition of ego-consciousness. She was living, as it aII

began, "on the ground floor" atrrearth 1eve111 in a block

of apartments which were'1a model of what such buildings

should be for decency and soliciity" (p. 6) . The decline of

this building, and of the solidity of the conventional life

that surrounds it, are images of the weakening of the prc-

tagonistrs ego-Telationship with the external world. At the
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beginning of the nove1, this relationship is sti11 function-

ing in a relatively normal manner; she has respectable

neighbors, Professor White and his family, and maintains

fairly ordinary standards of 1ife. FIer a\ienation from this

world, however, has already begun. She feels that soon she

willlthave to leave this city" (p.8) as anarchy and chaos

are beginning to threaten her more each day. She also feels

the compensating pu11 of the inner roons, which she has begun

f ^ awn l nra tan+^+-: -'^1-' r'ì-^ hef SeCOnd Vi si f shc eynr.eSSeSuv 9^yIvr9 ugtlL4LIvçtr/. vlI lIçr JçuvItu vrJru Jrrç u^yrg

the feeling that "this place held what I needed, knew uras

there, had been waiting for--oh, Ies, a7I my 1ife, aII ny

1ife" (p. 13) . While inviting, the inner rooms are not

ready for her occupancy; she is not yet finished with the

o1d patterns since there are aspects of her life with which
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she has not yet come to terms.

inner rooins, she is forced to assess what she was, v¿ho she

is, and all the ordinary patterns of the personality in its

human relationships. The first chapter sl<etches the basic

problem: the protagonist is caught between the disintegratíng

world of the ego and the compensatory vision of wholeness,

which is as yet only the I'conviction of a promiser'(p. 74)

in the inner rooms.

Exploration of the psyche is

tectural imagery that out lines it.

nove 1 int roduc es a n eü/ e l ernent in

protagonist. A man, who is never

Before she can move into the

not as simple as the archi-

The second chapter of the

the collective life of the

identifierl . ieaves her withv+r+vg,



a chi1d, Emily; he explains nothing, but merely states:

"this is the chi1d...shets your responsibility" (p. 15).

The child delays the protagonist I s conmunication with the

inner rooms for a while and she resents the delay:trI

could not help thinking that to have a child with fi€, just

as the wa11 was beginning to open itself up, would be a

nuisance....All kinds of emotions T had not felt for a

long time came to life in me again, and I longed sinply to

walk through the wa11 and never cone back. But this would

be irresponsible; it would mean turning my back on my res-

ponsibilitiestr (pp. 23-24). Coming between the protagonist

and the inner rooms, Emily symbolizes the protagonistrs

younger personality, a repository of her youthful attitudes,

an elernent in her development. Responsibility requires that

she assess this pattern and a1 1 such patterns before there

can be meaningful communication with the inner rooms, the

wider and deeper vision of the se1f.

37r

Emily is the first in a series of deliberately abstrac-

ted relationships. There is a surrealistic quality in the

protagonistrs relationship, not only with Emi1y, but with

each of the other characters in the nove1. Lessing repre-

sents symbolically the problems of ego formation. The pro-

tagonist must learn of the separation between the reality

of other people and the roles into which they are forced.

The characters in this novel exist principally on the plane

of projection, and therefore they are related to both the



inner rooms and the city outside. sínce reaTity, the ê9o,

is in a state of decay, these inhabitants of the psyche

aïe allowed to exist without any of the trappings of ordi-

naTy relationships. Each character is a personified pTo-

j ection of an aspect of the protagonist t s pe1'Sonality. As

the world of the ego, the o1d patteTns of consciousness and

the outwoïn social structures crumb 1e, more primitive forms

of relationship aïe given access to the psyche of the pro-

tagonist. Thus, Lessing is no longer interested in ordi-

rraTy descriptions of hurnan relationships and social conven-

tions; instead her characters are abstr'actions, they have

become pure symbols, pïojections of the various layers of

the survivort s PersonalitY.

The relationship between the other characters and the

inner rooms of the protagonist is established immediately

after Emily's arrival. On her next visit, the protagonist

notices a change in the roolns; she f inds thern crowded with

furniture of various eras and is left with the realization

that 'tthe whole place should be cleaned outrr (p. 24). She

feels that the furniture is causing a delay, a set-back ín

her cornmunication with these r'oomS. BefoTe, the Tooms weTe

eìïìpty except for a painteïrs ladder, but they weT'e f il1ed

with a sense of expectancy, a readiness for a new 1ife.

Now, however, there "were no empty rooms, every one was

crarnmed with objects, all needing attention" (p. 25). Tn

symbolic ter'ms, before there can be meaningful communication
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with these rooms. she has to rid her unconscious of its o1d

patterns and habits. Emily is a means by which she can

assess some of her most basic personaltty structures. Her

memories, a sense of limiting personal history, must be re-

evaluated before she can enter the rooms of unlimited vista.

I''\rith Ernily, the protagonist assesses all the old social

patterns through which a young girl moves and establishes

her identity. Through Emi1y, she explores the fami1y,1ove,

security, the growth of tolerance and responsibility. Emi1y,

as a young girl at the verge of womanhood, is at an impor-

tant time of transition when one can observe nost clearly

the growth of the personality as she moves frorn the col1ec-

rì r¡ì f r¡ frnm r.he Sheltef Of the nâr^ents tO the deVelgnmcntwLvLuJ, yq¡v¡ruJ,

of her own individuality. Emily is not a separate person

but the archetypal i"""" fi11e--a stage in life through

which the protagonist has passed but which she has not assi-

milated. She notes: "for my part, her condition was as

close to rne as my own melnories" tp. 47). The protagonist

assesses the youthful stages of jrer own development in two

ways: she watches Emily move through the common patterns

of relationship with the collective life of the city; and

she explores the way that such social patterns are formed

as she watches the girlrs parents imprint collective atti-

tudes on their child in a series of "personal scenesl'behind

the wa1 1 . Thus , in the re lationship between Emi 1y and the

protagonist, Lessing explores the grovrth and development of
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the feminine psyche, observing the grorvth of the ego as it

moves from the parents to the collective to individuaLity.

For the protagonist, the act of assessment itself is a means

of moving beyond individuality toward individuation. By ob-

serv.i ns in Emi 1v the nersonification of the stens of her ol¡inJv|L-r-

deve lopment, she cons cíous 1y as s imi 1 ates the co1 1 ective pat-

terns which forned her and moves beyond them as she tran-

scends her memories, "burns" out the personal in the roons

behind the wa1 1s, and linl<s her ego, her co1 lective persona-

1ity, to the eternal and tTanspersonal self.

Before she can be linked with the 'sacred center." be-

fore she can move into the tineless realm of the archetypal

self, the protagonist has to rid herself of a sense of an

irremediable personal history. She does so by reliving these

Z1/1

mêmôri ac tha llncr^qnnc I cconoq ll
J v v ¡¡ v J ,

a stage in irer own development which has been transcended

and assinilated. The series of "Dersonal scenesrrare all

characterized bv an atmosphere of enclosure. In this en-

closed p1ace, she is reliving the tirne in which the ego was

eonfined hv the collective and had no awareness of the se1f.uf

While memories exist side by side with the liberating self

in the unconscious, their atnosphere is different--stagnant

and debilitating. To enter the "personâ1," the protagonist
c+-+^- llr.r¡c +ô anfar q nriqnn r^rhê?ê nôtL-i-^ ^^"11 l^^srares, "was L- ,^- tnlng couto nappen

but what one saw happening, where the air was tight and

limited. and above all where time was a strict unalterable

tharahr¡ ralqf ino fham f ñ



1aw and long--oh, my God, it went ol, and on and oD, minute

by decreed minute, with no escape but the slow wearing away

of one after another'1 (pp. 4t-42). Mernories are the con-

tinuation of the historical personality of the protagonist;

she must unify these isolated fragments of tine, make them

nâTf of the Iârocr rr'Arrê'ìnq of her life, in order to dísco-

ver the direction and meaning of her destiny. The assess-

ment of menories is not possible until middle-age, for Emily

never visits these scenes; the youthful self of the protago-

nist in Emily is not capable of seeing the way that the un-

conscious drives one beyond the limitations of the personal

toward archetypal and transcendent realities.

One of the first patterns which the protagonist ob-

serves in Emily is her negative and defensive reaction to

everyone about her. Enily asserts her growing ego by em-

phas izing 1'rer distinctness, her uniqueness and superiority

to everyone she sees: I'there wasntt anybody who came near

her, into her line of sight who was not experienced by her

as a threatr' (p. 30). The protagonist sees beyond Emilyrs

defensiveness, however; she recognizes that asserting oner s

individuality by critical analysis of others, limits onets

self above all: lrI realized what a prison we were all in,

how impossible it was for any one of us to let a Inan or a

woman or a child come neaT without the defensive inspection,

the rapid, sharp, cold analysis....It was impossible not to

hear Emily without feeling one's whole being, oners sense of
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oneself, lowered, drained. It was an assault on onets vi-

tality: listening to her was to acknowledge the limits we

all live inside" (p. 31).

terms of her own uniqueness, however. She beomes interested

in survival techniques, as the youthful ego is prepared not

only to take on the world but to survive without its help.

Emily takes pleasure in rttracking down thingsrt (p. 51), in

building fires from scrap, in preparing meals with wild

herbs. All of these are indications of a healthy, youthful

ego, but the other side of this coin, of the developing

sense of independence, is self-absorption. While pleased

with Enily's developing individuality, the protagonist I^/or-

ries about her excessive self- concern: she asks : "how could

this heavy, dreaming, erratic chi1d, so absorbed,in herself,
:.^ r--+^^'- :-r the nâst.- srrrvive what we would all have toIll LdlILd>)l t alr Lllu yq¿ w, rv

survive?" (p . 52). The answer that Lessing provides is that

the ego can only survive through tTansformation, by moving

beyond the limitations of the personal.

Emily continues, for a whi1e, to define her self in

31,6

Emily undergoes transformation gradually, as she moves

from self-absorntion toward identification with the co11ec-

tive. The protagonist and Emily watch primitive forrns of

socià1 organizations--gangs and tribes--group and Tegroup on

the pavement outside their windolvs. These gangs are ab-

stractions of a1 1 social organ izat ions and Emi 1y I s relation-

ship to them is a vividportrait of the young ego and its



need for support from its peers. In this wor1d, abstracted

to its basic elements, Emily rnoves rapidly through ordinary

stages in her developnent. As she relates to various co1lec-

tive patterns, her transforination is signalled by a change

in clothing. Lessing has util ized this mechanisn in ear-

lier novels; for example, both the black coat belonging to

Mrs. Van which Martha Quest wore, âfld the housewifers c1o-

thing which Kate Brown selected off the proper rack were re-

lated to the roles society demands. 0ne day, the protago-

nist finds Enily wearing the "archetype of a girlts dress'r

(p. 57) which she varies with accessories as she moves

through the steps of a young girl I s development. The pro-

tagonist is aware of the significance of the costume changes.

She watches not only a young girl trying on images of woman-

hood but the way in which all young girls search for iden-

tity in society: "this chi1d, this 1itt1e gir1, had found

the material for her dreams in the rubbish heaps of our o1d

civilization, had found them, worked on them, and in spite

of everything had made her images of herself come to 1ifeil

(p. 57). 0n1y by seeing these processes in Emily is the

protagonist able to assess the futiTity of this process.

She sees these societal roles as "old inages, so indes-

tructàb 1e, and so irre levant.'l
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The protagonist sees the failure of the

its cultural forns; these o1d images can no

her sense of se1f. l.l onetheless, she watches

collective and

longer vitalize

Eni 1y'sabsorpt ion



in these inages until she has a vision Ín the inner rooms

which enables her to understand the difference between

identification with social stereotypes and unity with an

archetypal pattern. She sees a room in which people are

bringing to life a pattern on a carpet by matching scraps

of cloth to its design. She terms this a ?'central ¿gfirlifrrrr

which rrcontinued, must continue, would go on always'r (p. 79).

Thereal matching work is not accessible to Eni1y, for she is

busily attempting to vitalize herself through the o1d

stereotyped images of the young girl . Emi 1y I s patt erns ,

her images, like those of all young girls, are personal and

limited; they focus on externals--ro1es and costumes--Tather

than on the necessary work of relating to archetypal unities

in the inner being, which is the job for niddle-age.

Ernily is sti11 trapped by the collective patterns, ã1-

though she moves through them very rapidly asrrcrysalis
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after crysalis was outgrcownrt (p. 59) , for she was "preparing

herself to be a woman amons other women. " As she establish es

herself as a wornan, the "personal" scenes focus on Emilyts

mother, a woman trapped by the marriage and children rrsocie-

ty had chosen for her" (p. 69). Enily is noving beyond con-

tainment by her parents, but her womanhood is colored by

her motherrs attitudes. She carries the burden of her

mother's doubts--a "gui1t at ever having been born at all"

(p. 70)--with her as she attempts to establish an identity
L^- s, The nrofaoonicf is made aware of the4lltvllË rr9I P9çr J, r¡rç Pr v L4óvrrrJ L rJ l¡r4u'



rrtrapri of the rigid conforrnity demanded by the conventional

images of love and marriage, but she sti11 must watch Emily

lir¡p throrroh ^^^L .^^':*.c"1 and inevitable sfâoe of fr^anS-fl.vç L¡rrvuÉ¡r Ydull PdfrllLrr dllll lIlçva LduIç J L@Bç vr vLc

formation. Emily does not feel the limitations required by

these roles; she does not hear the warning, droning, voice

of her mother commenting on the tedium of her days; and in-

evit ably, Emily fal 1s in 1ove. She meets Gerald, the arche-

typal young man, a leader, by necessity, if not by choice,

and through him experiences'rthe first love of tradition"
(r R <ì\ l/.

Emily now moves through the next step in the develop-

ment of the feminine psyche as she learns of the por/ver of

Eros, the need for connection which transcends the self-

sufficiency which character ized her in the purt.11 Now,

"she was being fi11ed over and over again with a violence

of need that exploded in her....411 around her the busi-

ness of living went on, but Gerald was always at the heart

of it: wherever she turned herself in some task or duty.

there he was, so efficient and practical and busy with

important things, but she Emily was possessed by a savage

enemy, was raging with joy and grief" (p. 85). Lessing

explores some of the basis of this need in Emily through

"personal" scenes of parental rej ection and resentment.

The childrs desire for connection is thwarted apain and

again by the parentsr inability to 1ove. As a baby, she

receives physical contact as a duty rather than as an
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expression of acceptance. 0ne of these scenes describes

the father tickling his daughter asrra service to the motherrl

(p. 86). He is amusing the chi1d, tiring her by a violence

of physical contact disguised as a game. The atmosphere of

this scene is 'rfilled with a hot anguish, the fear of being

held tight there, the need for being held and tortured,

since this was how she pleased her captorsr' (p' B7)' This

game is setting the stage foT soine of the masochistic ten-

dencies that color Emily's love relationships in later life '

In a need for connection, for 1ove, she has learned to sub-

mit to torture, any kind of contact, in order to paÏ'ticipate

and avoid the alienation so painful to the fragile ego.

The mother, too, fails to provide the acceptance: trbe-

tween the 1ittle girlts hot needful yearning body, which

wanted to be quieted with a caI.ess, with rvarmth; wanted to

1ie near a large strong wal1 of a body, a safe body which

would not tickle and to1.ment and squeeze; wanted safety and

assurance--between her and the motherrs regularLy breathing,

calm body, al1 self-sufficiency and duty, was a blankness,

an una1{aTeneSS; there waS nO cOntaCt, no mutual cOmfOrt'r (p'

g1). Emi1y, thus, directs the yearning for contact toward

Gerald, seeking in hin the acceptance she will never find

in hurnan relationships. Ernily must live through the in-

evitable and painful stage in her growth in which she will

discoveï that the connection she needs can only come from

the tïanspeTSonal leve1 of the psyche, and not through
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personal relationshíps.

The protagonist is able to see clearly how Enily's

falling in love with Gerald is part of a process conditioned

by personal history and a certain stage ín time, but which,

nonetheless, can be transcended: 'tthere she was, enclosed

in her ãge, but in a continuum with those scenes behind the

waIL, a hinterland which had formed her....From that shadowy

region behind her came the dictate: You are this, and this

and this--this is what you have to be and not that; and the

biological demands of her age took a precise and predict-

able and clock-1ike stake on her 1ife, making her exactly

like this and that...and in due time she would fill like

a container with substances and exÞeriences... she u¡ou1d

become maturett (p. 92) . While an inevitable process, the

protagonist does not see naturity as'ran apex of achieve-

nent" but instead was waiting for'rthe moment she would step

off this merry-go-round, this escalator carrying her from

the dark into the darkr' (p. 9 3) .
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As the protagonist becomes more aware of Emilyrs en-

trapment in the continuum of history and time, memory and

stages of development, the inner rooms, the "impersonal?'

scenes take on a new dimension. Instead of inevitabilitv.

the roorns provide an expans ive, unl imi ted vi ew. She has

a vision of a'rWho1e," a'one Presencerruniting and subduing

al1 the isolated and fragmentary beings who had ever lived
':.^ +L^+ *1^^^ She is fi11ed with the feeling that shearl Lrl@L Pr4uE.



"was being 1ed, was being shown, was held always in the ho1-

1ow of a great hand which enclosed my life and used me for

purposes which I was too much beetle or earthworm to under-

standr' (p. 100) . This experience enables her to endure

more patient 1y the patterns of inevitabil ity she obs erves

in Emi1y. Emily is moving out of the yearning of the

first love:"A restlessness, a hunger...was being assuagêd,"

and she is content to wait, and watch what would happen

next, to see if she could rlunderstand" it. This patient

waiting enables her to move beyond Emilyr s memories; as an

obs erver she can make the connections v¡hich Emi 1y, caught

up in the contínuum, is unable to make.

The next collective patterns which the protagonist

explores through Emilyts involvement are the basic units of

J¿¿

social organization. Emily establishes a kind of family;

she assumes responsibility for a younger girl--June. June?s

arrival also heralds a further disintegration in the world

at large; the city is on the verge of anarchy, the buildings

are half-deserted, and the groups on the pavenent are seen

as "nuclei of bBr-æbarisn" (p. 103). Lessing continues to

explore the way the ego moves beyond itself; as it expands

toward connection, it reinforces itself in social o'rganiza-

tions. The family which Emily, Gerald, and June establish

explores both the faniily and the nore primitive communal

organizations which precede the family stTucture. In an

attempt to move beyond the family as an econornic unit,



Emilyrs group is based on primitive kinds ^f q,,rr¡ir¡q1 and

they move from socialist and communist patterns to anarchy

and the end of social organization alto gether. Lessino hqc

been interested in the problems of social organization in

earlier novels, especially in A Ripple From The Storm where

Martha Quest sublimates everything to her political activi-

ties. Just as the collective failed to cornDensate for Mar-

thars lack of individual developinent, so the group on the

pavement eventually fails Emi1y. The limitations of social-

ism and communism are made evident as Emilyts,group attempts

to establish workable arrangements. In a symbolic scene,

Enily takes the protagonist on a tour of the upper 1eve1

of her own building. The upper rooms of the apartment block

are no longer residences for individuals but have becorne a

market p 1ace, consisting of a series of stores where broken
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articles are recycled and Labour is free and abundant. The

image is the political ideal of each giving as much as he

can and each taking only wl-rat he needs. As an upper leve1

of the synbolic apar tment house, these communal structures

represent a higher Ievel of ego identification. But this

collective effort, like all collective efforts which Lessing

has described in earlier novels. is doomed to failrire. Mar-

tha Quest and Anna Wulf both worked for the Communist

party unti 1 their own needs became more pressing. Here, it

is Emi1y, a1one, who is captured by the group rather than the

mi ddl e- aged protagonis t 0nce again, Lessing reveals both



the ideal aspects of this work as well as their opposites.

The underside of the selflessness of the collective

efforts is represented in June and, nore pointedly, in her

femi 1 v the Rvans - Emi I v and June both live in a worldL vr'tL r ./ t

whererrthings did not belong to people as they once didrr

(p. 717). This is fine if it indicates that goods are

shared, but with the Ryans, Lessing demonstrates instead

a carelessness about thenselves and everyone etrse. The

"way of the Ryansrris a life in which "each day, each ex-

perience, was sufficient unto itself, each act divorced from

its consequences" (p. 121). The Ryans owned nothing and

cared for nothinE,ãrrd if they required anything, they sinptry

took it. The absence of personal property in the Ryans

indicates a lack of self esteen, a significant collapse of

the ego. Selflessness carried to its logical conclusion

results in the Ryans, who are survivors, but who exist

without any sense of their own worth. June has inherited

this quality from her family and, consequently, leaves Emily

to join one of the militant l{omenrs Groups on the pavement.

June leaves without even saying goodbye; because she has no

sense of se1f, she assumes that her absence will be of no

importance. rrShe deserved nothing, was owed nothing, could

not rea11y be 1oved, and therefore could not be missed. So

she had gone" (p. 1"67) .
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Emily, like the characters in earlier novels who tvere

submerged in co1 lective activities, is eventually disillusioned.



By devoting herself to these family and extended-family

structures, Enily is perforning useful work, but eventually

she discovers that this work cannot comÐensate for the sta-

sis in her own developnent. One day she understands that

she is only an interchangeable cog in an impersonal mechan-

ism, and that the work will go on without her. She quits

feeling confident that, as f.at as the work is concerned,

"if I didnr t, someone else would.'1

ned at Emilyrs indifference, for she recognizes that lack-

ing her identification with the collective, Enily is on the

verge of a co1lapse. She notes that "the other side of this

thought, í-ts shadow, is dark indeed, and leads to every sort

of listlessness and despair: it is often the first step...

towards suicide....At the very 1east, it is the most deadly

of the energy-drainersrr (p. 139) . Emily experiences the

realization that she is not personally necessary as a kind

of alienation, a rejection. The "personal" scene that accoln-

Emily's existential despair reinforces her feeling of worth-
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Tlre protagonist is alar-

lessness and rei ection.

pair is related to the feelings of a baby who is scolded by

: +^ *^+1^^*
-L L) iru Lrre-L , r-a11ed ttnaughtytt and ttdirty ,t' f or p laying with

and eatinp its feces.

Emily's despair, her failure to establish her identity

and sense of worth tirroush collective structures leads to a

^L^-^-^ ':- +L^ r^cl:tionchin between the inner ToomS and theurr4rrËv arl LrlE a 9rdLlurrJrrrP

ivorld in which Enily moves. Alienation can only be overcome

In this scene, wallowing in des-



by a break-through of energies from the self; but Emily has

not yet reached the linits of her explorations of the real

wor1d, and the protagonist must bear with her. The iva11s

of the ego are shaken, however, and the protagonist states

that her own life is entering a new phase. She t'notv began

a period when something of the flavour of the place behind

the wa11 did continuously invade my real 1ife" (p. 145).

She hears the rejected baby crying behind the wa11s, remin-

ding her of the alienated ego, unable to bear the pain of

reie:ction- vet unable to establish connection with the co1-¡vJvuÉv¡r,J--

lective in any neaningful way. This is the period of the

"fina1 hot summerr'(p. 145) before transcendence. They

move across the empty plain of the wasteland; alienated

from the world outside, they are not yet ready to move away

from its limitations. Enilyrs social relationships contínue

to fo11ow stereotyped patterns, but the protagonist is be-

ginning to move beyond her olrn absorption in these patterns

as she becomes more familiar with the inner rooms. Enilyfs

life is characterized now as a hind of reverse evolutionary

process: "how many centuries had we overturned, hol many

long slow steps of manrs upclimbing did Emily undo when she

crossed fron my flat to the life on the pavement! And what

promise, what possibilities, what experiments, what varia-

tions on the hurp.an theme had been cancelled out!rr The ori-

gins of alienation are explored in the t'personalrrscene which

follows. They learn that the baby whose crying invades their
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life is not Emily but her mother as a baby. This mother-

baby is ignored in turn by its mother and the process is

one that has repeated from generation to generation. The

ehild ic eentrrrcd hv f ime L:-+^-" ^-J ìonorâncê Al.iena-ullrru ¡J u4yuuaEu vI LflrrE, lrIJLwri/, 4llu f,Ërlvr4¡ruv. nr

ted from the moment of birth, the childts ego is 1ost, with-

out connection, trapped in the rooms of memory, therrlittle,

hot place where puppets j erk to their invisible strings"

(p. 1s0).

All the levels of the novel begin to interpenetrate

after the period of Emilyrs despair, and the investigation

of its origins. The importance of memories, the personal

and collective experiences, are being relegated to their

nr^nêT nncìfìr--^ TL^" ênfêrinoIJrvpvr yvJrurUlI). llrE/ 4IE

time whi ch the protagonist terms I'it.
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of the o1d patterns, or at least the tine when the protagon-

ist has become aware of the inadequacy of ego-functions.

She is pervaded with a rrconsciousness of something ending"

(p. 151) . Emily experiences this collapse in terms of the

uselessness of her efforts for the communal good. She

feels much the sane way that li{artha Quest felt at the end

of A Ripple frorn the Storin: she worked and worked "and it

was always the same, something happened and it all came to

nothing" (p. 752) .

In the world outside, the feelings of Emily and the

protagonist are paralleled by the disintegration of all forms

of social organization. Anarchy has moved onto the pavements

+:-^ ^ß ^^l1â-t].me or cor-rapse, a

This I'it' is the end



outside, and the protagonist must explore the basis of this

anarchy within as she cones to terms with stil1 other layers

of the personality. By recognizing the limitations of the

ego and collective roles through Emi1y, the plotagonist not^/

explores the most basic elements of existence--the aninal

and instinctual 1eve1s of being. Lessing rnakes a Swiftian

distinction between the instinctual and the animal. Hugo,

Eni ly t s animal, is contTas ted with the cruel instinctual

behaviour of the children of the Underground. Hugo, the

dog, has a quiet dignity, strength, and loyalty which these

children lack completely. These gangs of children are the

only functioning social units. They have no loyalty to each

other, nor to Gerald who has protected them. They are in a

gïoup rtonly f or the sake of protection in numberstr (p. 172) .

These yahoosrtwrecked everything, tore up the vegetables in

the garden, sat at windows throwing filth at passers-by like

monkeys" (p. 1,75). They lack the dignity of animals and

have only perverted initations of human values: !rthey were

worse than animals and I¡Iorse than men" (p. 1'77) . The pro-

tagonist, Emily and Hugo are threatened by these children,

while Gerald, applying masculine logic to the situation, con-

tinues to believe that sonething can be made of thein, that

some order can be brought to the anarchy of the instincts.

The protagonist nust cone to terms with the place of

the instincts in the stTucture of the psyche. The psyche,

of course, exists within an aníma1 body which Lessing
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portTays, through Hugo, as having an inherent dignity. The

instincts, however, are conditioned by society to conform

to certain patterns, and when social structures are weakened

the instincts can become perverted. Thus, the Underground

children move without restraint across the city, symbolizing

the instinctual life which is no lonper under the control

of ego structures. In the last "personal'r scene which the

protagonist observes, Lessing makes these contrasts between

the instinctual and anirnal 1eve1s of the psyche more c1ear.

It is significant that Hugo accompanies the protagonist in

this vision, and plays an integral part in her understanding

of the s cene. rrHugo Ì{as not j ust my accompaniment , an aide,

as a dog is. He was a being, a person, in his own right,

and necessary to the events I was seeing" (p. 183).

In this scene she comes upon Emily rvearing a red dress,

a blatantly sexual dress, enbodying the debased sexual fan-

tasies of perverted instinct. Confronting each other, Hugo,

the protagonist, and Emily form a basic triad of the person-

ality : the 1?faithful animal , " the debased instinctual, and

the "anxious guardian." Emi1y, in this scene, has gone be-

yond being manipulated by inprinting patterns of behaviour.

She is mocking the very attitudes which she is dernonstrating,

flaunting the perversions wl"rich pass for conformity at a

time of cultural f ai lure . Emi lyts mother, lvho can only

accept comfortable convention, causes Emi 1y to vanish,

'rin a flash of red smoke, like a morality tale of flesh and
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the devil.'r Emilyt s disappearance causes the frustrated

mother to turn upon Hugo with the hatred she felt for her

daughter, calling hin a rrdirty, filthy animal" (p. 185).

All the mechanisms of instinct, T€pression and perversion

of instinct, are contrasted in this scene with Hugots sinple

animal behaviour. The unfairness of the motherrs attàck on

the dog focusses on the fact tlrat the anirnal--physical exis-

tence--becomes the scapegoat for the perversion of instinct.

The protagonist and Flugo feel a sense of relief at escaping

from this scene; purified of perversity by confronting it

in Emily and her mother, the animal body and its mentor

are no longer capable of being confined by the repressions

of the conventional.

This is the last appearance of the t'personallt scenes.

The protagonist has accompanied Enily through all the scenes

of theiT common past which had formed the protagonist as a

cultural being. She has confronted all the repressed psy-

chic material of the personal unconscious. Having burned

out the power of this room, the protagonist finds herself

in a period of dryness. Culture, social patterns, memories,

the ego, the animal, the instinctual--a11 these aspects of

the conscious personality have been explored. She exists

now in a "dim and heavy" atmosphere, waiting for therrcom-

fort and sweetnessl'of the other rooms which she has seen.

The final chapters of the novel describe the last days

of the o1d way of 1if e. Ego structures useless notr{i, the
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city, in a state of virtual col1apse, symbolizes the most

basic conscious functioning level of the psyche. Existence

is confined to bare survival: the wa11s of the aþartment

have thinned out; air is no longer breathable; water is

sold on the streets and stolen when there is no way to pay

for it. The Whites, the repository of ordinary life within

social convention, are moving out of the neighboring apart-

ment. They are an indication of the synbolic nature of the

r.ì -¡ôfâoônìcf lc nêTaonfionc I-{ar naiohhnr- +L^ IrÌL-:+^^*Þ----- - - --r . nËr lryrgiluuI.S, tne lïn1teS, COn-

tinue to maintain a 1ífe whích functions within ordinary

channels. 0n1y the protagonist has had the visions which

destroy the sense of order in a world which is sti11 func-

tioning for the lVhites. Seeing them ready to 1eave, the pro-

tagonist remembers a more ordinary life: rrseeing then thus,

all three together, was a reminder of that other world or

stratum of society, above ours, where people stil 1 presented

thenselves through clothes or belongings, for occasions. . .

I stood silent, watching the Whites fuss and arrange, seeing

my past, our pasts: it looked comic. It was comic. tr{e

always had been ridiculous, 1itt1e self-important animals,

acting our ro1es, playing our parts. . . . It lüas not pretty,

watching the Whites and seeing oneselfrr (p. 19 1) . With the

departure of the IVhites, with the demise of any belief in

conventional patterns of order, the abandoned bui lding is

available to be taken over by the children of the Underground.

The anarchy of the instinctual life is prepared to accommodate
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itself to any lapses in the moTe conventional structures.
rn these final chapters, the relationship between theprotagonist and Emily also undeïgoes an alteration. Emi 1yis functioning as an adu1t. The apartnent isrrEmily,s

place nowrr (p. 1g6). The time has arrived for which theprotagonist was waiting at the beginning of the noveI. AsEmily took over the protagonist I s clothing. because she
required it, now she is taking over the protagonistrs 1ife,for the latter has virt ua'7y ceased to function through ex_ternals at all. Thus, the Lflat was Emi1yrs,,, and the pro_tagonist I'was her elderly attendant.r, Emily has, in a rela_tively brief time, lived through virtually all trre stages

of transforination, and she has achieved a kind of maturity.
she now reacts to the demands of the social forns with theennui of middle-age. she gives generous 1y of herself to
Hugo and Gerard because they need her to give to them, but,like Martha Quest at the end of The Four-Gated city, she isno 10nger establishing her sense of identity by means ofrelationships. The protagonist assesses Emily,s condition
in these terrns: r'r 14/as Seeing a matuïe woman, a wonan who
has had her fill 0f everything, but is stil1 being asked
from' demanded of, persuaded into giving: such a woman isgenerous indeed; her coffers and we11s are always fulr and
be ing given out. She loves__oh: /ês, but somewhere in heris a dead')'y weaïiness' she has known it all, and doesn,t
want any more__but what can she do? (p. Ig7). Emily is



beyond 1ove, beyond seeking fulfillment in stereotyped human

relationships. Enily has achieved avie',v of love more like

the attitudes of a woman of forty:'11ike the jaded woman of

our dead civilisation, she knew love like a fever, to be

suffered, to be lived through: rfalling in lover was an i11-

ness to be endured, a trap which night lead her to betray

her own nature, her good sense, and her real purposesrr (p.

197). Emily is not capable of placing the needs of another

before her own individual development. Having assessed

this most important problem in her development, Emily and

the protagonist are able to merge. Moving through the rub-

b1e of the stereotyped patterns they have outgrown, Emily

and the protagonist spend most of their time now'torganizing"

their life and their rooms, preparing for transcendence.

At the beginning of the final chapter of the nove1,

Emi1y, Gerald, Hugo, the protagonist, and the Underground

children are the only remaining inhabitants of the city.

Gerald is sti11 moving about in the world at large attempting

to create patterns of social order among the children; he

continues to believe that instinct can be channelled into

positive forms, and that life has some value for its own

sake. Life is continuing but only at the basic 1eve1 of

survival; they have'rair, water, food, warmtht' (p. 201) but

not much e1se. Civilization and social forms have disapp ear-

ed almost entirely; there are only 1one1y survivors in a

world abstracted to its roots. They are noui at the lowest
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level of alienation; sti11 removed from the se1f, the ego

moves among the ashes of the o1d forrns, for it can no long-

er be vital-ized by connection with co1 lective patterns.

Gerald, the synbol of masculine Logos, is the last

holdout before the transformati-on. He moves throush the

streets, I'revisiting the scenes of his triumphs'r (p. 208).

He views the collapse of everything as a personal rather

than collective defeat. If there is a principle operative

in the world at 1arge, it is I'inconsequence.tr The survivors

are at the mercy of the Underground children whose behaviour

is unpredictable. Gerald attempts selflessly to bring order

to the anarchy around them, but he is forced to recognize

inconsequence catching up to hin when he is stoned by the

^L':1r-^- L^ t'i no tô nr^ôf êct. Gerald remainSvvL! Llrrrurcrl llc wdJ dLLclllPLrrrB LU PruLË

reluctant to dismiss the children who would victimize hin.

he felt thatrrto give them up was to abandon the best part

of himself'r (p. 21,0). Gerald, by his continual concern

for the child:^o. êcrnc hìc way into the group of surviVors.

He is the aspect of the psyche capable of establishing nehr

forms in the future. His tenacity and ability to deal with

the elemental 1eve1s of existence qualify him for survival

beyond the collapse of the old order. Gerald is unable to
*^r'^ ^L^^-^' 1^-^ he remains with the children onllldl\ç dlL/ Llrcl-tlBçJ JU rUIIB 45

their 1eve1, and he is forced at last to acquiesce to Emilyrs

demands that he leave the children. He recognizes that his

activities among the collective will be doomed until he is
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able to invest those activities with a transpersonal vrsion.

Gerraldts acquiescence breaks the last hold of the col1ec-

tive on the survivors, Now each of the characters has been

forced to confront the inadequacies of the ego-structure.0r,

on another 1eve1, through the inadequacies of Gerald and

Emi1y, the protagonist has encountered, on the plane of

projection, the inability of her ego to create anything but

ternporary shelters. She has carefully assessed all the con-

ventional social patterns through which Enily moved. She

has observed the 1írnitations of arry collective attempts to

provide support or a sense of meaningful connection to the

developing ego. She has explored basic existence in a world

limited by history and memory, the world of rigid cause and

effect which culminates in despair. She has also explored

the instinctual levels of existence which culminate in in-

consequence and violence. In short, she has explored all

the limitations of the world of consciousness. the world of

the €go, which is dominated by stale patterns and stereo-

typed ideas. She has also achieved a vision of the other

rea1m, the world of the se1f, which alone is capable of pro-

viding neaning and connection to the fragrnentary patterns

of the ego.

? ?q

In the closing scene of the nove1, the protagonist

watches Gerald, Eni1y, and Hugo--these proj ections of par-

tiel ecnêcfq ¡f +l'o ñcr¡^L^-Jr Lrre pr j/ vrrw--step through the wa1ls of the

ego into the all-encompassing totality of the se1f. They



move beyond "it,rr beyond the consciousness of everything

ending; for all that has ended is a false vray of looking at

the world. As the watrls dissolve at the end of the nove1,

the pïotagonist moves into a realm in which the real wor1d,

the t'personal?r ,scenes, and the impersonal scenes are all

one. All are kaleidoscopic reflections of a reality that

exists only inside the protagonist. She sees people fron

the t'personalrr scenes, the rnother and father, as inperma-

nent reflections in an iron egg which breaks open to reveal

another scene, this time a scene frorn the impersonal rooms.

The world of "rea1ity" in which Emily, Gerald and Hugo were

living is nothing but fragments: rrthat world, presenting

itself in a thousand little flashes, a jumble of little

scenes, facets of another picture, all impermanent, was

folding up as we stepped into it, vras parcelling itself uP,

was vanishing, drvindling and going" (p. 21'2). Against

the inpermanence of this teality, these timebound elements,

Lessing asserts the presence of "the one person I had been

looking for all this time" (p. 2I3). This is the inner

imago dei, a vision of tlie self as the center of the total-

aty of the psyche. She has become one with the self as she

incorporates and reconciles within herself all the contra-

dictions and limitations of the world through which she has

moved. She does not walk througþ the wa11 herself, but sees

Emi1y, Gerald, and Hugo led by thatrrOne who went ahead

showing them the vray out of this collapsed litt1e world into
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lVith this image, Lessing, too, has completed her quest.

From the destruction of the Turners who fail to achieve

cosmic connnections in her first nove1, through the stTuggles

of Martha Quest and Professor lVatkins to retain a vision of

their moments of illumination, to the creative integration

of Anna Wu1f, Lessing has been rvorking toward the image

she has pïesented in Meinoirs of g Survivor--of an individua-

lity integrated with a cosmic and all-embracing vision. In

her descriptions of the merging of the individual life into

the sreater 1i .c^ T ^^^':-^ Lerself has become for us rrthat
òr---,- --IË¡ I:Ë)JrrrB Il

One who went ahead," showing us "the way out of this co11ap-

sed littIe world into another order of world altogether.rl
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1,974). Subsequent references to this edition appear in

parentheses in the text.
2^- Ronald Bryden, "0n The Move," in The New Statesman,

1- Doris Lessing, The Memoirs of a Survivor (New York,

Notes: The li4emoirs of a Survivor

December 6, L974, p. 826.
a' Melvin Maddocks, rfGhosts and Portents, " Time, June

L6, I975 , p. 66.
A- Andreas Lommel, in Shamanism: The Beginnings of Art

(New York, 1967), p. 10, defines I'shamanizing" as that "psy-
chic technique by means of which one can subordinate the

t-. _ìspirits linner images of a collective or personal kindJ to

oneself; that is to sãy, bring order into onef s own chaotic

psyche and gain control of the power of onets ohrn unconscious

imagery. t'

q," Jung, Psychological Reflections, p. 348.
ñ" See Introduction. p. 20.

'T. S. Eliot, "Ulysses, Order and Myth,'1 p. L832.
,R," Edinger, Ego and Archetype, p. 3.
o

1D1Cl .
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10 Ibrcl ., p. 4.
11 Jung, Psychological Reflections, pp. 1.35-36.



InIhile â.nv concl-usions d.ravn about a living novelist are

nôôêqqqni'l rr tantntir¡a ìf. is rlôssible- n1-lnathe'lpqs toI¿çUgJÐafrlJ ug¿IU@Urvçt Iv yvue , ¿¡v¡¡e

assess the patterns of Doris Lessingrs d.evelopment as set

out in this d.issertation and attempt an evaluation of her

¡?ôorêqq Rr¡ ?'ìôlÀr^ T hone f,o have d.emonstrated the d.irec-
!rv6¿upo.

tion of Lessingrs d.evelopment, namely her movement from

re¡l i sm - ês-l]eeì ¡. 1 I w Ma.rxi st D^^'l-i ^n {-¡ 'nwthi c na.rra.ti.Ve .¡v\¿*+v&t v¡ør¿J f'løf^rru-¡\g@¿!Þ¡t¡, uv IUJ u¡¡Iu Ilar

We have observed. that all of Lessingrs novefs subsequent

to The GoIden Notebook reveal- her increasing concern with

Conclus ion

the inner world and- a d.iminishing interest in the social--

nol ì ti ea.l rea.LmS.

I^Ihile this pattern is cl-ear, the implications of this

movement for an eval-uation of Lessingrs aesthetics are more

d.if ficult. It d.oes not suf fice to say that Lessing is no

longer vriting novels r,¡ith traditional- concerns, for the

critic must not abandon all- conventional modes of evaluation

Lessing I s later novel-s invite comparison vith the earl-ier

^nêq nnð, this oôm¡erison ha.s ea.userl ma.nv of T,ess'inøl5 mOStvIIço t úr¡u uf¡¿D uvuy@I IÐvrr es ua¡¿J¡ !vvu¡¿¿Þ

faithfu.l- readers to express d.isappoj-ntment with the d-irec-

tion of her recent t'¡ork. The problem with The Summer Before

the Dark cane of course, be mitigated when one viel¡s that

work as a sati-re, but parts of Briefing for a Descent

Hel-t and" Memoirs of a Survivor are not readily accepted- by

into



read.ers who value Lessine for the real-istic mode of her

earlier r,¡orks. The problem the critics face is d.ue in part

to the fact that Lessine has not articulated her aesthetic

principles as fulIy as other vriters of equal significance.

The l-ack of critical- d.irectives is d.eliberate, f or Lessing t s

d.istrust of authorities extends to herself . She d.oes not

want to provi d.e a f inal word. on her novels and. thereby d.es -

troy the vital need which brings the read.er to her vork.

Consequently, the critj-crs only sources are the statement

of Lessingt s commitment to real-j-sm in the I'Small- Personal
. ttVoice" essay written in f957, and- her cl-arification of her

purposes in writing The Gold.en Notebook which vas published

as a preface to a new ed.ition of that novel- in 1962. Bio-

graphy, too, provid.es no answers, for Lessing refuses to

rel-ease any ner¿ biographical information and. will símp1y

rrnot hear" "tty personal- questions in an interview. Thus,

r^rê h¡r¡e nn'l r¡ the intrip'llìno hinf,s of ra.dical changes in hef

l-ife gleaned. from her fev intervievs, and. the information

given in passing to Jonah Raskin that she had. undergone

analysis vith a Jungian. Lessing stated., in her l-ectures

at the New School, that she is a neÏ¡ person every two years.

Her novef s wil-1 , of neces sity, reflect this growth . 1^le have

therefore, no authorities whom r+e can cite, leaving us the

evid.ence of the novels themselves.

Another aspect of the problem facing the critic is the
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fact that Lessing is becoming increasingl.y sel-f-conscÍous.

lrihil-e her novels are becomi-ng more and. more Jungian, Les-

singts view of the sel-f is becoming more f irmly d-ocumented.,

more inteltectualized., than it was vhen she wrote The Gol--

d.en Notebook. Leslie Fiedler, in t'Archetype and Signature, "

has stated. bluntly but succinctly a general premise which

helps to explain the d.ifference between the response elicited.

hw r,es si ns't s earlier realistic vorks and that elicited. by!eesÁ¡¿Þ

her'l ater mvthic ones. trThe chief val-ue of rreal-i-smr as a

thanr., 1? he r^rri+^^ rl-'^ +L^f it helns ereate in the moreU]lçWrJ , llg wr f UgÞ I ¡Þ UIIAU I u rrç¿yr ur'

sophisticated. writer a kind- of blessed stupid.ity in regard

to vhat he is really d.oing, so that the archetypal material

can l¡el-I up into his vork uninhibited. by his intent; and in

A. ¡-ômnl eme¡f2.¡rr uerr it m¡kaq ânnpnt: r,oã Of that afChetypal¿¿ v a¡.J¡

materìa. l nossible for an aud.ience vhich thinks of itself as

rscience-mind.ed.r and. ininical- to the d.emonic and. mythÍc."

If we subÊbitute poJ-ítically-minded or feninist for science-

minded in that statement, we can see vhy the later novels

vith their symbol-ic d.epiction of abstract psychological

states are rejected. by read.ers r,rho can only accept nythic

narrative in the guise of something else.

ma.sterni eee of ttinner-sÐace f i eti on - rr the abstraction of thev¡y¿vev

Thus, vhile Memoj-rs of a Survivor is unquestionably a

characters and. the synbol-ic nature of the l-and.scape through

which the Survivor moves d.istance the novel from the read.er

i
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hr¡ rêmôvins.the elothins of realism from the portrait of thevJ ¡e¡uvv¡¡¡b

nswohe - Rv Ðrêsenti ns ehâ.racters r.,fho are abstractions of
}1DJ ur¡u. ",t v.¡v+^¡Þ

the various levels of the protagonistrs personality moving

across a land.scape l¡hich is also a projection of an interior

r,¡orld T,essins hes diminished- the humanity of her CharacterSwvr¿st !vus¿¡¡b

I{hile the internal and external level-s of the novel- are

Iinked. through a compfetely-reatized. symbol-íc system, the

abstraction d.iminisheg the involvement that lead.s one to

read. a novel like The Gold-en Notebook again and again. For

unlike the namel-ess Survivor, Anna tr^lulf retains al-l of the

humanity, the pain, the stubbornness, and enigmatic compl-ex-

itr¡ nf e fullv-real-ized. literary character, in spite of the¿eJ

psychol-ogical nature of her experiences.

Another d-if f iculty with Lessingts later novels is d-ue

to the fact that Lessingrs theories are lead.ing her to write

about experiences that can only be termed. elitist. The fail-

ure of Charl-es Watkins or Mary Turner to achieve ind.ivi dua-

tion and. the satiric thrust at her aud.ience in The Summer

Before the Dark ind.icate that Lessing believes that the

inl¡ard quest is one that is not successful- for everyone. Be-

fore one can achieve a harmonious relationship betveen con-

scious and unconscious, there must be a d.epth of intelligence

in the conscious personality and. a d-epth of sensitivity in

the unconscious. Whil-e the col-Iective unconscious is some-

thi no that is shared hv ever^rrônê êvêrwvhere r an enrichingur¡r¿¡É Þ¡IAIçs wJ uvv¡Jv¡¡v
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contact with the transpersonal d.imension of the self is rare

It is a heroic quest, and myth informs us of the scarcity of

such heroes . l/ithout a d"epth of being the proces s of ind.iv-

id.uation is stunted.; the inr^rard quest becomes something as

trivial- as und.erstand-ing a single archetypal- d.ream in a Iife-

time of d.reaming. The Kate Browns of this world.--those who

have their being entirely in social- functions--cannot achieve

much by the j-nvard. quest other than a read.justment to the

society which has formed. their world.. Thus, bY pointing

out that ind.ivid.uation is not for everyone, Lessing has be-

come more el-itist than the l-iberal critic r¡oul-d. alì-ow, and

certainly less concerned. with social responsibility than the

Marxist critic would desire. Lessine makes it cl-ear that

vhile everyone may struggle tornrard ind.ivid.uation, not all-

achieve it.

3)+)+

Fina.'llw- while I d.o not wish to und.ervalue either

Rri ef i no' or MemOif S Of A $¡rrri rrnr rFlea aOl-d.en NOtebOOk f e-! Å¡¿É .,Y-j"_-_i_"

mnins for mê the ninnacle of T,essinsts achievement. Thetrv¿¡r:e,

greatness of the novel- rests in the balance that Lessing

has achieved between human--vital, living--characters,

real-istic situations, and. psychological penetration. Les-

^;-^r^ "-ì^"^ b]-end- of form and. content in The Gold.en Note-ùIIIH È ¿IIIU Uç U!gI¡U VI AVII[ @¡Ig UVIIUg¡f U ¿If !lÆ VVJUç¡T

book extend-s our viel.¡ of the human cond.ition: êxpand.s

perception of the relationship betl¡een art and. reality

d-emonstrates the relationship betr¿een mad.ness and. the

IraC.

our

, and,

creative



The GoIden Notebook is significant, also, for its por-

trayat of the archetypal feminine. Lessingts contribution

to our und.erstand.ing of the nature of the feminine psyche is

immense. From her earliest novel-s, in characters like Mary

Turner and- Martha Quest, Lessing reveals aspects of feminine

psychology which have never been so fully explored. Whil-e

M¡rr¡ Trrrner. nf The Grass Is Singing is d.estroyed by the

cosmic forces she has d.enied-, nonetheless, a reverse image

of cosmic self -hood. is presented. V,le can see, clearly,

what Mary might have been. Even in a character r¡ith the

obvious l-initations of Martha Quest, Lessing has revealed

the essence of the feminine spirit" Although the relation-

ship of Martha Quest to society is d.escribed extensively in

real-istic terms, the Chil.d.ren of Violence series al-so pro-

vid.es a vivid portrait of the expansion of the ind.ividual-

from ego-consciousness toward ind.ivid.uation. From the

moment of her hierosamous encounter wíth Thomas Stern in

Land.l-ocked, Martha becomes less and. less ego centereiL. Her

¡êrson¡.'l itw ê'--^^-¡^ "*+"t hv the Annendix to The Four-Gated.yçr ùv¡¿@!r UJ ç^PqlluÞ UJIUJJ wJ vrru ayyvrrs¿^ uv ¡I¡ç I vuf

City the Martha as we knew her has died., but the essence of

Martha survives in those who carry on her ideas. Lessingts

portrait of the rel-ationship betlreen Anna Wulf and. the per-

sonification of her animus, Saul Green, Ín The Gold-en Note-

book is, hovever, Lessing at her best; she breaks nev ground

in the field- of feminine psychology in her description of

5+)



the frightening encounter betr.¡een the creative and d.estruc-

tive forces within. In her description of the Saul/Ãnna

encounter, Lessing d.emonstrates the creative function of

the animus in terms more like that ascribed. to the animus

L'- r''*^ ^-'¡ 'is fol-1o.wers. L^ihile feminism in a politicalvJ u qrJË 4lru rrJ

sense mâ.v no l onser be à viabl_e f orm f or the d_iscus sion of+v¡¿Þv

Lessingrs lrork, the feminine remains the heart of her con-

tribution, for the archetypal roots of every womanrs psyche

have never been so fulty expressed. as in the novels of

Dori s Les sing .
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